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Translator's 1ntroductiorL 

M
AWLANA ASHRAF 'ALi THANAWi was born in the village of Thana Bha

wan, not far to the south of Delhi, in the Indian district of Muzaffar 
Nagar, in the year 1863. He had his early schooling in the same village 

and, at age thirteen or fourteen, began his formal education a few miles away at 

the institution known as Dar al-cUlum at Deoband with some of the most gifted 
scholars of Islam ever to appear in the subcontinent.' 

By the age of twenty-one, Mawlana Thanawi had satisfied his teachers of his 
facility with the classical disciplines of Islam and was graduated. In that year he 
became a teacher at Kanpur2 and, by written recommendation of his teacher at 

Deoband, Mawlana Rashid Gangohi, was accepted as a spiritual disciple to Haji 
'Imdad Allah, the sheikh of the Chishti order of Sufis who had sought refuge in 

Makka after the unsuccessful attempt to dislodge the British imperialists from 
India in 1857. At the end of his twenty-first year, Mawlana Thanawi himself went to 

Makka to perform the I:Iajj, and to benefit from the spiritual care of his sheikh.3 

On his return to Kanpur, Mawlana Thanawi busied himself with teaching 
and writing, alongside his spiritual exercises of dhikr and shughal, until the latter 
compelled him to seek once again the companionship of his sheikh at Makka. 

Thus, he traveled a second time to Makka where he remained for several years in 
the company of Haji '1m dad Allah. Shortly after Mawlana Thanawi returned to 

Kanpur in 1897, Haji 'Imdad Allah wrote to him with the following instructions: 

1 Sheikh Mul).ammad 'Ikram, Mawj-e-Kawthar, Urdu (Lahore, Pakistan: Idara-e-Thaqafat-e-Islamiyya, 

1975), p. 204· 

2 Ibid., Mawlana Thanawi taught at both the Fayd-e-'Am Madrasa and at Madrasa Jami' al-'Uhlm in 

Kanpiir over a period of some fourteen years. 

3 Sayyid Sulayman Nadwi, Yiid-e-Raftagiin, Urdu (Karachi, Pakistan: Maktaba al-Sharq, 1955) p. 284. 
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It is better that you go back to Thana Bhawan. In fact, I hope that a great multitude 

of people will benefit from you both spiritually and academically. There, you shall 

bring our mosque and madrasa back to life. 

On this auspicious note, Mawlana left Kanpur and returned to his native 

Thana Bhawan. True to the hopes of his sheikh, Mawlana Thanawi revived the 
mosque and the madrasa at Thana Bhawan and, for the next fifty years benefited 

the academic and spiritual lives of multitudes of subcontinent Muslims. 

The Nature of Islamic Education in the Subcontinent 
It is essential at this juncture that the reader understands something of the nature 
of the training and education received by Mawlana Thanawi. In fine, the ideal 

advanced by Islam with regard to the education and upbringing of the individual 
Muslim is the achievement of moral and spiritual equilibrium. The Qur'an says: 

"We have established you as a middlemost nation" (2:143). Thus, the objectives of 
the founders of Dar al- 'Uhim at Deoband included the blending of book learn

ing with character building, of Sharra with tariqah, of the fiqh of Abu Hanifa 
with authentic Qadlth, of the opinions of the pious predecessors with the revivalist 

scholars of succeeding ages and so on, in an attempt to tread a middle path between 
the various Islamic intellectual and spiritual trends and schools of thought. 

As the Shari'a and knowledge of the Qur'an and the Sunna are the basis of all 

Islamic intellectual activity, the emphasis at Dar al-'Ulum was on the teaching of 
the classical Islamic disciplines, beginning with Arabic grammar and proceed

ing with increasing complexity through subjects like rhetoric, logic, philosophy, 

jurisprudence, theology, and the sciences of the Qur'an and the Sunna. While 
the student was engaged in the acquisition of these subjects, he was subjected 

to a rigorous daily schedule of classroom attendance, group-study sessions, 
and congregational worship in the mosque. Nearly all students boarded in the 
madrasa hostels or in the homes of their teachers, and there was very little time 
for leisurely pursuits. 

The Place of Tariq a in the Madrasa System of Education 
During the period of study (ta~~il, or aquisition), however, only the formal 
and essential modes of worship were encouraged. Nonetheless, it was carefully 
impressed upon the students that after graduation they were to seek the spiritual 
guidance of an accomplished sheikh. Nor were the students encouraged to prefer 

one tariqa to another. The important thing in the selection of a sheikh was his 
adherence to the Shari'a.4 

4 For Mawlana Thanawi's own teaching on the subject see his Qa~d al-Sabl/, "The Third Teaching." 
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Indeed, to the (Ulama of Deoband the value of ta~awwuf was in its translat

ing knowledge into action, and learning into deeds. One did not pledge alle

giance to a sheikh in order to become a Sufi, but in order to become a practising 
Muslim. It was not escapist mysticism that the (Ulama' of Deoband were seeking 

for their students, but the way to i1:zsan or the complementary inner state which 
gives depth and added meaning to the outer state of Islam. Essentially, the reviv
alist movement that began in Deoband and which aimed at remedying excesses 
in Indian Muslim society, was propelled by a group of scholars who added emo

tional fervor in their practice of Islam to their deep understanding of its sources 

and principles. It was in this atmosphere oflearning and devotion that Mawlana 
Ashraf 'Ali Thanawl grew and prospered. 

Mawlana's Writings 
Mawlana Thanawi's most obvious contribution to the Muslim community of the 
subcontinent was his incredible output of literature on Islamic subjects. 

JaW aI-Din SUyUtl (d. 911 AH) is generally known as the most prolific author 
in the history of Islamic scholarship, and his writings are numbered at over five 
hundred.5 Mawlana Thanawi's writings have been variously numbered between 

six and eight hundred.6 In addition, he maintained a voluminous daily corre
spondence with his khalifahs and murlds, and his published lectures and public 
addresses number in the hundreds. Moreover, Mawlanas gifted disciples under
took hundreds of other works at Mawlana's insistence, and with his guidance, so 
that any definite accounting of the number of his works is next to impossible. 

The subject matter of Mawlanas works included all the classical Islamic dis
ciplines. Mawlanas Bayan al-Quran, in three volumes, is undoubtedly the most 

erudite of all commentaries on the Qur'an in the Urdu language. At the other 
end of the spectrum of Qur'anic scholarship, Mawlanas Jamal al-Quran became 

the standard textbook for students of tajwid, or the science of Qur'anic recitation, 

throughout the subcontinent; and remains so to this day. Mawlanas other works 
on the various Qur'anic sciences are as numerous as they are instructive. 

Likewise, Mawlana Thanawl wrote with authority on subjects like 1:zadith,fiqh, 
'u~ul al-fiqh, 'aqidah, logie, philosophy, rhetoric, grammar, and much else. In the 

field of ta~awwuf, however, the Mawlanas writings are particularly interesting for 
their scholarship and variety. Among the works which best represent the breadth 

5 JaW ai-Din SUyii\j, Fihrist Kutub al-Suyiiti (Madras, Ma\ba' al- 'Aja'ib, 1379 AR). See also 'Umar Ri<;la 

KuJ:!alaJ:!, Mu'jam al-Mu'allifin (Damascus: Ma\ba'h al-Taraqqj, 1958), Vo1.5, p. 128. 

6 Munshj 'Abd al-RaJ:!man Khan, Sirat-i-Ashraf (Multan: Idara-e-Nashr al-Ma'arif, 1956), p. 368. A 
separate volume of bibliography, entitled Ta'liftit-e-Ashrajiyya, was compiled by MuJ:!ammad 'Abd al-Haq 

FateJ:!purj and published separately in 1353 AR. 
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of his vision are his Sirat-e-I:Iallaj, a biography of Man~t1r al-I:Iallaj and an expo

sition of his teachings on ta~awwuf, Sharl:z Fu~u~ al-I:Iikam, Kalid-i-Mathnawi, 
clrfan-e-Haji?-, Masa'il-e-Suluk, al-Takashshuf, and al-Tasharruf These latter two 
works will be the subject of detailed discussion later on in this introduction. 

Mawlanas Perception ofTa~awwuf 
There is no denying the importance of Mawlanas written work. Yet, of no less 

importance to the Muslims of the subcontinent was Mawlana Thanawi's spiritual 
guidance. It had become a lamentable fact oflife in India that ta~awwufhad degen

erated to such a degree that there was little to distinguish a yogi from a Sufi. The 
tariqas, or Sufi orders had become social clubs and sources of income for the cho
sen few. Indeed, in most orders khilafah or spiritual leadership had become a mat

ter of inheritance, like the feudal lordship, which was the bane of Indian society. 
Mawlana Thanawi's contribution was to re-establish in the public mind the 

connection between Sharta and tariqa. This he accomplished to a certain extent 
in his writings. However, the real breakthrough in this potent field for the reform 

of the individual and society was made by Mawlana Thanawi, the sheikh and 
murshid, not by Mawlana Thanawl, the author and scholar. 

The difference should be easy to understand. It is one thing to spread the word, 

and another thing entirely to be an example of the living word. Mawlana Ashraf 
~li Thanawl went a step further. As the result of his attention and guidance, 
scores of others themselves became living examples of the word of Islam and, in 

turn, influenced hundreds and thousands of Muslims. The register of Mawlana 

Thanawi's spiritual successors (khalifahs) includes some of the most accom
plished, learned, pious, and spiritually influential Muslims of the century.? 

In bringing the Islamic ideal of equilibrium to the field of spiritual guidance, 
Mawlana Thanawl established a number of criteria for his disciples. To begin 
with, all disciples were classified as belonging to one or another of the following 
four categories:8 (1) scholar and Single, (2) non-scholar and single, (3) scholar 

and married, (4) non-scholar and married. 
The reasons for such a division would have to do with the kind of opportunity 

a disciple had for attention to spiritual disciplines and exercises and the kind 

of understanding he/she brought to them. What is Significant is the Mawlanas 
acceptance of the circumstances and responsibilities of his followers, and his 
attempt to reasonably accommodate all those interested in pursuing a spiritual 
relationship. Thereafter, disciples were classified as possessing limited, average, 

7 For a complete list of Mawlana's Khalifahs, see: Munshi 'Abd al-RaJ:tman Khan, op. cit., p. 648-655 

8 See Qa~d al-Sabil, op. cit. 
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or advanced abilities, and for each group separate sets of disciplines and exer
cises, as well as reading matter, were prescribed.9 

One exceptionally lucid work, also entitled ijaqiqat al-tariqa, or The Truth 

About the Way, was required reading for all of Mawlanas disciples at the time of 
their entering the Sufi order. 

As this work is quite brief, and yet sheds a good deal of light on Mawlana 
Thanawl's teachings, it is translated here into English for the benefit of the reader. 

ijAQIQAT AL-TARIQA: THE TRUTH ABOUT THE WAY 

The Essence of Inner Conduct 

1. Neither kashf (visions) nor kariimah (minor miracles) are required or 
expected. 

2. On the Day of Judgment no one (other than yourself) will be responsible 
for your salvation. 

3. There is no promise that your worldly affairs will improve (as a result of 
your becoming a disciple of this Sufi order), or through your tying talis
mans or charms around your necks, or that you will win court cases, or 
have an increase in income, or be cured of disease, or be granted knowl
edge of what is in the future. 

4. Your behaviour will not be reformed merely through the attentions of 
your sheikh, nor will you cease to think evil thoughts. You will not auto
matically engage in worship without even having to resolve to do so. And 
your knowledge and understanding of the Qur'an and Islam will not nec
essarily register any sort of increase. 

5. There is no promise that you will attain any inner spiritual states, or even 
that you will find pleasure in the performance of worship or spiritual 
exercises, or that you will not be beset by alien thoughts while in worship. 
There is no guarantee that you will wash your sins away with your tears of 
remorse. 

6. In your performance of spiritual exercises you need never see mystic 
lights or hear voices from the Unseen. 

7. You may never have a sublime or meaningful dream or receive guidance 
from above. 

On the contrary the real objective is to please the Almighty, and the way to 
achieve this objective is by complete adherence to the Shari'a. 

9 See Thanawi's al-Takashshuf 'an muhimmat al-ta~awwuf (Lahore: Sajjad Publishers, 1960) p. 30. 
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Certain of the precepts of the Sharl'a have to do with the believer's outer state, 
like prayer, fasting, l).ajj, zakah, marriage, divorce, discharging marital responsi

bilities, oaths and their expiation, buying and selling, legal procedures and giving 
witness, bequests, inheritance, meeting and socializing, greeting and entertain
ing, and so on. Knowledge of these matters is termed jiqh. 

Certain others have to do with the inner state, such as one's love for the 
Almighty, awe of Him, remembrance of Him, acceptance of His decree, or one's 

decreasing love of the worldly, or lack of greed, or being conscientious in wor
ship, or sincere in religious matters, or one's lack of contempt for others, or lack 

of conceit, or having control over one's temper, and so on. These matters are 
termed su[itk, or inner conduct. 

Then, in the same way that a Muslim is to obey the rules of jiqh in his/her 

outward behaviour, he/she must also obey the rules of inner conduct. Moreover, 
it is usually as a result of some inner imbalance that irregularities occur in one's 

behaviour or practice of Islam. For example, a decrease in love for the Almighty 
might result in a lack of attention to daily prayers, or to one's saying them hur

riedly. Likewise, as a result of avarice, one might not give zakah or go on I:Iajj. 
Or, owing to one's self-aggrandizement, or to one's inability to check one's anger, 
one may commit injustice on another or usurp his/her rights. Even if one were 
to recognise one's fault, and then take care to correct it, the fact remains that 

unless some sort of inner rectification takes place, one will be sure to lapse in 
one's efforts to correct the problem. 

Thus, for the above reasons, it should be obvious that the rectification of inner 

conduct is essential. Yet, the problem is that inner ailments are difficult to detect 
and, even if they are detected, it is no easy matter to prescribe a proper cure for 

them. In fact, even if the cure were to be known, the taking of the medicine is 
nearly always distasteful. 

For these reasons an accomplished sheikh is required; one who will be able to 
recognise and diagnose such spiritual maladies and then prescribe for them the 

appropriate cure. Moreover, the sheikh should have the power to create within 
his disciple the ability to rectify himself/herself. For this purpose, the sheikh will 

require the disciple to engage in certain spiritual exercises and disciplines, such 

as dhikr, which in itself is a form of worship. 
Basically, then, the disciple will have to do two things. The first is essential, 

and that is that he/she will have to adhere to the inner and outer precepts of the 
Shari'a. The second is recommended, and that is that he/she engages in much 

dhikr. The result of the first will be the attainment of Allah's pleasure, and close
ness to Him; while the result of the second will be increase in Allah's pleasure 
and closeness to Him. 
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This, then, is the essence of the way to inner conduct, and its essential objec
tives.lO 

Ta~awwuf and the Study of lfadlths 

From the foregoing, the reader will have gained a clear understanding of the 
kind of ta~awwuf taught and practised by Mawlana ThanawL Further insight 
into his perceptions in general about ta~awwuf may be had from the author's 
own introduction to this volume, and to his numerous works on the subject. Yet, 

however one may attempt to characterize Mawlana Thanawl's brand of ta~awwuf, 

by calling it reformist, fundamentalist, puritanical, or whatever, the fact is that 
it was, above all, Shari'a oriented. As the second source of the Shari'a of Islam, 

the 1).adiths of the Prophet, Allah bless him and give him peace, playa tremen

dously important role in defining and clarifying the principles and practices of 
ta~awwuf It was for this reason that Mawlana Thanawi turned his attention to 

writing ta~awwuf related commentary on 1).adith literature. 

Ta~awwuf Related Commentary on lfadlths 

It is interesting to note, furthermore, that the early Sufi writers, if ever they did 

comment on 1).adiths, did so only in the context of their discussion of other sub
jects. Thus, while the classical Sufi writers like al-Qushairi, al-Mu1).asibi, Abu 

Talib al-Makki and al-GhazzaH may have quoted profusely from 1).adith litera
ture, they never wrote separate works of commentary on 1).adiths. 

In fact, the reputation of Sufis with regard to 1).adiths is somewhat tarnished. 

The reason for this, of course, was the admission by several well-known Sufis that 
they had actually fabricated 1).adiths and then ascribed them to the Prophet, Allah 
bless him and give him peace, albeit with the best of intentions. Ibn Nu'aym's 

lfilyat alitwliya' contains several examples of such Sufi-narrators, as do most of 

the works on mawgu'at or spurious 1).adiths, and the works devoted to gu'afa', or 
the biographies of weak and unreliable narrators. 

At the same time, some of the greatest scholars of1).adiths were themselves Sufis 
of one order or another. I:Iadith masters like Sufyan al-Thawri, Ibn al-Mubarak, 
AbU Tahir al-Silafi and others come immediately to mind. Later on, 1).adith schol
ars of the calibre of al-Nawawi, al-Suyiiti, and al-'Iraqi were renowned as Sufis. 

Indeed, Hindustan had a tradition of producing Sufi scholars of 1).adiths, like 

al-$aghani, Sheikh 'Abd al-I:Iaqq Mu1).addith Dehlawi, Shah WaH Allah, Sheikh 
Tahir al-Pattani, Shah 'Abd al-'Aziz, and many others. In fact, of Sheikh Nizam 

al- 'Awliya, perhaps the most famous of all Indian Sufis, it was written that he had 

10 Mawlana Thanawi, op. cit., p. 33-39. 
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not only read al-$aghani's collection of 1).adIth entitled Mashariq aI-Anwar, but 

that he had committed the entire work to memory as well." 
Certainly, the 'Ulama of Deoband were the inheritors of this tradition. 

Mawlana Ya'qiib, Mawlana GangohI, Mawlana Qasim NanautwI, Sheikh aI-Hind, 

Mawlana Anwar KashmIr!, Mawlana MadanI, and Mawlana Thanawl himself 

were all examples of Sufi mu~addithin. Finally, scores if not hundreds of Maw lana 
Thanawi's students found fame as scholars of the 1).adIth sciences. 

Mawlana 5 Works of Commentary on J:Iadiths 
It is in the works of Mawlana Thanawl alone, of all the scholars mentioned 

in the paragraphs above, that we find works exclusively devoted to ta~awwuf 
related commentary on 1).adith texts. Among these works are the present vol

ume, J:Iaqiqat al-tariqa min al-sunna al- 'aniqa, or The Truth About the Way from 
the Refined Sunna. In the interest of both brevity and clarity, this title has been 

revised by the translator to A Sufi Study of J:IadUhs. This work is actually a part of 

a much larger work entitled al-Takashshuf 'an muhimmat al-ta~awwuf or Reveal
ing the Important Aspects of Ta~awwuf Another work of Mawlanas commentary 

is entitled al-Tasharruf bi ma'rifah a~adUh al-ta~awwuf Before discussing these 
two books, however, it will be useful to note another important point. 

In the monthly magazine of his Sufi order, al-Hadi, Mawlana published a 

short article entitled "A Notice Regarding the Removal of Ambiguity Concern
ing Masa'il al-Ta~awwuf, al-Takashshuf, and al-Tasharruf," in which he wrote: 

Ta~awwuf is a name for the development of the inner and outer aspects of the 

individual, and there is not a single Qur'iinic verse or J:!adith text which is not in 

some way related to it. So, in every verse, and in every J:!adith, one or another mat

ter having to do with ta~awwuf is sure to be mentioned. However, in these works 

I have dealt only with those matters which are directly related with what is obvi

ouslya question of ta~awwuf, and that is how I have made selections ofJ:!adiths on 

which to comment. I2 

Both al-Tasharruf and J:Iaqiqat al-tariqa are collections of selected 1).adiths in 
which the original Arabic texts are reproduced alongside their Urdu translations, 

traced to their sources of origin among the major classical collections of1).adiths, 
and then commented upon, in Urdu, for their ta~awwuf content. Furthermore, 

in J:Iaqiqat al-tariqa, the chapter headings are given in Persian. 

11 Mir Khurd, Siyar al-'Aw/iya', Urdu trans. by Tjaz al-Haqq Quddlls1 (Lahore: Markazi Urdu Board, 

1980) p. 206. 

12 ai-Had!, Rabi' II, 1352 AH. 
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The classical collection upon which Ifaqiqat al-tariqa is based is Taysir al-wu~ul 
'ilii a~adith !iim{ al-'U~ul, by al-Shaybani, which is itself an abridgement of the !iim{ 
al-'U~ul by al-Jaza'iri. Moreover, the order of the l:ladiths selected for commentary 
in Ifaqiqat al-tariqa follows the order of that work. These l:ladith are taken almost 
exclusively from the ~i~ii~ al-sittah, or the six most authentic orthodox collections. 
Thus, Mawlana Thanawi never deals with the subject of the authenticity of the 

l:ladiths he selected for inclusion in Ifaqiqat al-tariqa. The publisher of this trans
lation, however, has deemed it appropriate to provide such information in order to 
quell doubts or reservations about the provenance of the l:ladiths in this volume. 

It may be appropriate to mention that this work seems to have been written 

especially for inclusion in the larger work, al-Takashshuf, as the date given at the 
end of both works is 1327.'3 It will not be out of place, therefore, to take a brief 

look at al-Takashshuf 
To begin with, al-Takashshuf was not designed as a separate work. It is, 

rather, a collection of shorter works brought together for the purpose of pro

viding Mawlanas disciples with a basic reader in the most important aspects of 
ta~awwuf The book is, moreover, divided into three parts for disciples oflimited, 

average and advanced abilities. 
Part One of al-Takashshufhas thirty pages, Part Two has fourteen, and Part 

Three has six hundred and seventy pages. Furthermore, in his introduction to 
the work, Mawlana recommends that the book be used as a text in formalles
sons, rather than merely read in solitude. Thus, it is clear that the book embod

ies the most essential, as well as many of the most advanced and sensitive, of 

Mawlanas teachings about ta~awwuf 
As to its contents, the first two parts of al-Takashshuf include extracts from 

several of Mawlana's works. The contents of the third part, for disciples of 

advanced ability, include the following works: 

1. al-Anwiir wa al-tajalli (abridged). This is a short philosophical discourse, 
in Arabic and Persian, on the levels of existence and the comprehensive
ness of human beings. 

2. al-Futu~ fi mii yataCallaq bi al-ru~: a short treatise on the human soul. 
3. Masii'il al-Mathnawi: a discussion of the important ta~awwuf related cou

plets in the Mathnawi of Mawlana Riimi. 

4. cIrfiin-e-Ifii.fi~: a commentary on the points of ta~awwuf raised in the 
poetry of the Diwiin of I:Iafi~ Shirazi, from the beginning of the collection 

to the radif al-diil.14 

13 Thanawl,op. cit., p. 31 and p. 698. 

14 Radif, in Arabic, Persian and Urdu poetry, refers to the consonance of a poem's rhyme. It is the 
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5. lfaqiqat al-tariqa: ta~awwuf related commentary on D.adiths of the 
Prophet, Allah bless him and give him peace. 

6. al-Nukat al-daqiqa fi ma yata'allaq hi al-lfaqiqa: a discussion of the legal 
authority for certain practices of the Sufis which are not expressly men
tioned in the Qur'an or the Sunna. 

7. Ta'yid al-lfaqiqa hi al- 'iiyat al-'atiqa: commentary on selected verses of the 
Qur'an which touch upon ta~awwuf related subjects. 

Let us now consider the second work, al-Tasharruf To begin with, al-Tashar

ruf was not written as a separate work. Rather, over a period of ten years, from 

1343 to 1353 AH (1925-1935 CE), it appeared as a monthly feature in the Urdu 
language journal, al-Hadi. Thereafter, the material was collected and published 
in a single volume. 

Essentially, the work is based on other works of D.adith, and is composed of 

four parts, as outlined below: 

1. Ta~awwuf based commentary on selected D.adiths from Zayn aI-Din 
al-'Iraqi's Takhrij a~adith al- 'Ihya', which is itself a work in which the 

D.adiths quoted by al-Ghazzali in his 'I~ya' 'ulum ai-din are traced to their 
sources and authenticated by al-'Iraqi. 

2. Ta~awwufbased commentary on the D.adiths mentioned by Mawlana Rumi 

in the Mathnawi. 

3. Ta~awwufbased commentary on D.adiths mentioned by al-Sakhawi in his 

al-Maqa~id al-lfasana. 

4. Ta~awwuf based commentary on D.adiths in the Jami' al-$aghir by Jalal 
aI-Din al-Suyiiti. 

Those familiar with these works will know that they include all manner ofD.adiths. 
It is well known that al-Ghazzali was not a D.adith scholar, and his 'I~ya' includes 
much that is doubtful and even spurious. IS Likewise, the poetic license used in 

the Mathnawi may well be said to include the D.adiths it quotes or refers to, as 

repetition of the last ryhming word or vowel in any rhyming scheme, most notably used in the Persian 

and Urdu ghazal. 

15 'Abd al-'Azjz al-Khawlj, Miftii~ al-Sunna (Beirut: Dar al-Qalam, 1974) p. 162. However, Imam 

al-Ghazzalj knew he was not a scholar of i).adjths. Yet, the way in which ayats and i).adlths are quoted to 

establish a point in the 'I~yii' is first an ayat or ayats, then ~a~f~, ~asan, and so on. So the latter though weak 

do not function as proof but are only included for corroboration. Much the same way that the Mawlana 

uses i).adlths in his work. As he himself said: "In fact, the great majority of Sufi sayings believed popularly 

to be the words of the Messenger have equivalents, at least in meaning, in the authentic i).adlths of the Mes

senger. Therefore, to generalise about the Sufis narrating and popularising spurious material in the name 

of i).adlths is decidedly unfair and unwarranted." 
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well. Finally, both al-Maqa~id al-ijasana and al-Jam{ al-$aghtr are collections 
of popularly quoted }:ladiths and, almost by definition, include what is authentic 

and what is not. 

Nevertheless, Mawlanas treatment of these }:ladiths was to compare their 
import with the established principles of the Shari'a. If the meaning was accepta
ble, and if the }:ladith scholars had not rejected the }:ladiths outright, then Mawlana 

included it among the }:ladiths of al-Tasharruf for commentary. In terms of their 
content, however, the two books are quite similar. Thus, a reading of this volume 

will provide the reader with a very good idea of what the other book is all about. 

What follows is an English translation of ijaqtqat al-tartqa. Moreover, it 
is hoped that the information provided in this brief introduction will suffice 

as a starting point for the reader who is perhaps unfamiliar with the works of 

Mawlana Ashraf 'Ali Thanawi. I have little doubt that such readers, and all those 
interested in the subject of ta~awwuf will want to look deeper into Mawlana's 
works after reading what he has written in the pages that follow. 

This, then, has been a brief introduction to one aspect of the works of Maw lana 
Ashraf 'Ali Thanawi, may Allah grant him mercy everlasting! Indeed the scope 

for serious work on the subject of his life, or on any aspect of his works, is vast 

indeed. 
In closing, I should like to record my debt to my teacher, Mawlana Mu}:lammad 

YllsufBinnori, himself a great mubaddith and faqth, as well as a Mujaz-e-$ubbat·6 

from Mawlana Thanawi himself. It was a great personal blessing to have had the 
opportunity to read the }:ladiths in this volume with Mawlana Binnori and it was 
at his direction, and with his encouragement, that I undertook this translation.'7 

May Allah grant eternal peace to his soul, and to the soul of Mawlana Thanawi, 
and to all of the true followers of the Prophet Mu}:lammad, his family, and his 

companions! 

YUSUF DELoRENZO 

Virginia USA, 2009 

16 This term denotes a person who, though he/she may be from another order (in my teacher's 

case, the Naqshbandi order) has nonetheless been granted permission, mujilz, to instruct aspirants from 

another order. In other words, Mawlana Thanawi gave his own murids permission to learn ta~awwuf from 

Mawlana Binnori or, more literally, to benefit from his company, ~u~bat. YTD. 

17 I must also record here my gratitude to Yahya Batha of Turath Publishing who urged me to revive 

the translation of this work, after it had languished in manuscript form since 1975. I am likewise indebted 

to Mawlana Mohammed Mohamedy who translated the final quarter of this book when it was discovered 

that the original translation had gone missing. Without the help of these two dedicated indivudals, this 

important work may never have seen the light of day in the English language. May Allah reward them 
handsomely in this world and the next. YTD. 
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I
T IS ESSENTIAL that all Muslims, having seen to the correctness of their beliefs 
and practice (or outer conduct), also attend to the correctness of their inner 
conduct. Countless Qur'iinic verses and l:ladiths prove conclusively that this 

is also essential, though many of those who attend only to externals are heedless 
of this matter. Certainly, everyone knows that the Qur'iin and the Sunna con
tain mention of the virtues of things such as abstinence, contentment, humility, 
sincerity, patience, gratitude, love for the Divine, acceptance of fate, trust, and 
so forth. Indeed, the Muslim is encouraged by these texts to acquire these quali
ties and to avoid their opposites, such as greed, pride, hypocrisy, rancour, lust, 
jealousy, and so forth. Then, can there possibly remain any doubt as to the com
mand or prohibition of these matters by the ShariCa? This is what is meant by the 
reformation of inner conduct. This is the primary goal of the Sufi way. It also 
happens to be an indisputable obligation. 

In addition, experience has proved, and indeed it is the way Alliih has 
approved, that the single most important factor in the process of inner reforma
tion is that of one's companionship with, and service and obedience to, those 
who have themselves been reformed. Wherever actual companionship is not fea
sible, abstract companionship, even in the form of one's reading the biographies 
of the great Sufis, can conceivably suffice in its place.'8 This is the secret behind 
the frequent urgings of the Qur'iin and l:ladiths toward the companionship of 
the good, and their warnings against the companionship of the wicked. For this 
reason, too, the stories of Alliih's special servants are repeated throughout the 
texts of the Qur'iin and the Sunna. 

18 I should record here that Mawlana Binnori once told me that in the absence of anything else, one 

may take the Ka'bah in Makka as one's spiritual guide. YTD. 
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Another fact borne out by experience is that one's companionship of the 

pious, whether actual or abstract, can only be of benefit when accompanied by 
conviction and attachment. Otherwise one may spend a lifetime with the best of 
people and never benefit from their company. Moreover, in the same way that 
the companionship of refined people is beneficial, the companionship of corrupt 
people is detrimental. 

In our own times, owing to the general lack of knowledge about Islam, and to 
the predominance of selfish desires, most people never even consider reforming 
their inner selves. And then, even if they do think of it and seek out the company 

of a spiritual guide, most of them are barred, owing to imbalances between what 
they know and what they practise, from making any real progress on the Sufi way. 
The majority of such people are either too severe or too lax in their approach 

to Islam. Those who are too severe and narrow-minded often misconstrue the 
words, deeds, and states of the Sufi masters. Then, having decided for themselves 

that these things are contrary to the Sunna, the narrow-minded ones shun the 

Sufi masters and thus remain deprived of their blessings. In fact, it sometimes 
happens that, owing to their disrespectful and insulting behaviour towards the 
masters, these narrow-minded people place their well being in serious jeopardy.'9 
On the other hand, those who are lax or weak in faith often become the followers 
of ignorant Sufis who subscribe to false doctrines. Then, without weighing the 

words, deeds, and states of these Sufi pretenders on the scales of the Shari:'a, they 
accept everything they tell them. In this manner, when they decide to serve and 

accompany ignorant sheikhs, they are actually throwing their religion away. 

In view of all this, I have felt it necessary to show the reality of the Sufi way 
in the light of the Qur'an and the Sunna, so that hereafter people will no longer 
deny the perfections of the true Sufi masters, or become the followers of those 

who pretend to be masters. It is also my wish to remove the doubts harboured by 
many of our narrow-minded Muslim brothers, many of whom are even scholars, 

who suppose the Sufi masters to be degenerate, and their ways contrary to the 

Shari'a, and who imagine that there is no basis whatsoever for the Sufi way in 
orthodox Islam. Finally, I hope to remedy the notions of those whose faith is 

weak, and who suppose impostors to be masters in spite of their breach of the 
Shari'a. Thus, the difference between truth and falsehood may be rightly meas
ured: in conformance with the standards of the Qur'an and the Sunna. And in all 

this it is Allah from whom I seek assistance. 

ASHRAF 'ALi THANAWI 

19 The Prophet. Allah bless him and give him peace. said that Allah most High said. "Whoever causes 

discomfort to a friend (waif) of Mine. on such a one I declare war." 
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T HE TRUE OBJECTIVE of the "inner way:' as I mentioned in the preface, is 
the reformation of inner conduct. In the language of the Sufis, this inner 
conduct is termed akhlaq wa maqamat, or character and stations. Fur

thermore, as every primary objective is attended by related matters of secondary 
importance, the aforementioned objective of the Sufis is likewise attended by a 
great number of related matters of secondary importance. Some of these mat
ters, being of the nature of fruits over which we have no control, are called a~wal 
or states. Those matters that are known to produce these fruits, or at least help 
in producing them, are called ashghal or practices. Those matters, regardless of 
whether or not we have control over them, which indicate the presence of those 
fruits are called Calamat or signs. Matters which aim at erasing doubts, remedy
ing inner infirmities, or explaining methods of practice are called taCllmat or 
teachings. Matters in the form of textual evidence from the Qur'an and l).adiths 
which give good tidings to those who possess praiseworthy characters or per
form meritorious deeds are called faga'il or virtues. Matters over which we have 
control and which are second nature to the Sufis are called Cadat or habits. Mat
ters in the form of advantageous but unnecessary actions that are permitted by 
the Sharica and performed by the Sufis are called rusum or customs. Those mat
ters which are purely of an academic nature are called masa'il or questions. Mat
ters of a spoken nature are called aqwal or sayings. The explanations of those 
matters which to all outward appearances seem to transgress the limits of what is 
permitted by the Sharica, but which in reality do not, are called tawjihat or inter
pretations; and if those matters do actually transgress the limits of the Sharta, 
then the admonition which is then required is called i~la~ or reform. Those few 

25 
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remaining matters which do not fit under any of the above-mentioned headings 
may be termed mutafarriqiit or miscellaneous. 

Then, to sum up, the list of these primary and secondary matters is as follows: 
(1) Character, (2) States, (3) Practices, (4) Signs, (5) Teachings, (6) Virtues, (7) 

Habits, (8) Customs, (9) Questions, (10) Sayings, (11) Interpretations, (12) Cor
rections, (13) Miscellaneous. 

As those of the above-mentioned subjects that have been clearly and specifi
cally mentioned in the Qur'an and the Sunna are not likely to present any dif
ficulties, there is no need for their repetition here. Satisfactory discussions of 
those subjects are to be found in all the major works of the Sufis. This book is 
concerned only with treating those subjects which are not specifically mentioned 
in the Qur'an or l)adlths and which are, indeed, likely to present difficulties to the 
average Muslim. Therefore, each l)adith in this collection will be followed by its 
translation and, under a separate heading, by brief commentary concerning the 
authentication of the relevant, problematic, ta~awwuf related subject. Though 
this work does not claim to be comprehensive, it does nonetheless cover many 
significant subjects. After reading this book, the gifted reader should not have 
any difficulty in using his/her own powers of reason to come to a proper under
standing of the subjects which are not specifically mentioned in these pages. 

Undoubtedly, it would have been proper to arrange the l)adiths in this col
lection in some kind of logical order. However, for my own ease, and for the 
purpose of keeping the reader's interest alive, I have chosen not to observe any 
particular sequence. For the reader's convenience, however, each commentary 
note has been given two headings: (1) a general heading taken from the list of 
thirteen primary and secondary matters mentioned above; (2) a particular head
ing introducing the subject to be discussed in relation to the l)adith. 

ASHRAF (ALi THANAWI 
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In the l;adith related on the authority of (Umar ibn al-KhaWib tb con

cerning the arrival of the Angel Jibril ~ and his questions about the fun

damentals of Islam, the Messenger of Allah ift. said, "Of a certainty, he is 
Jibril descended in the form of Dil;yah al-Kalbi:' This l;adith was related 
by Nasapo 

Questions: Simulation 

The appearance of an essence in another (or in another's) form, despite the abid

ing of its own prior state and attributes, is termed simulation or tamaththul, while 
the form itself is called the simulated form. In dreams and in spiritual visions 

most things appear in simulated form. Occasionally, however, a miracle occurs 

and simulation takes place in the ordinary waking world. The l;adith above, in 
which Jibril appears in human form, having assumed the appearance of Dil;yah 
al-Kalbi, is ample proof of this phenomenon. It should be remembered here that 

Jibril was not actually transformed into a man. 
The occurrence of simulation is also verified in the following verse of the 

Qur'an: "Then we sent unto her our spirit, and it assumed for her the likeness of 
a perfect man:'21 This, in no way, attests to the validity of the erroneous doctrine 

of the transmigration of souls. In simulation the state of the essence remains 
exactly as it was, whereas in transmigration this is not the case. 

20 Sunan an-Nasa'i: 4994 

21 Al-Qur'an,19:17 
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J:lADITH 2 
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It is related on the authority of (Abdullah ibn (Amr ibn al-(As t!1 that the 

Messenger of Allah IJi. said: "The true emigrant (muhiijir) is a person 
who leaves behind everything that Allah has forbidden:' This l;adith was 
related by Bukhari, Muslim, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud, and Nasai.22 

Questions: Meaning as the True Object 
According to the Sufis, may they enjoy the mercy of Allah ;J~, external form is 
of no value unless it is accompanied by inner significance. Thus, the true object 
of our deeds is their inner significance or reality. From the l;adith above it is 
evident that the person who migrates, the muhiijir, in the outward sense ofleav
ing home to settle elsewhere, but who pays no heed to the inner significance of 
abandoning all that is contrary to the pleasure of Allah ;J~, cannot be called a 
true muhiijir. Nonetheless, no one should assume from the l;adith above that 
externals are without value. The proper way to approach the matter is to realise 
that Allah has created for every inner meaning a corresponding external form, 
and that without form the acquisition of inner significance is impossible. 

J:lADITH 3 
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It is related on the authority of (Abdullah ibn Mas(ud t!1 that when the 

Companions ~ said: "0 Messenger of Allah ~! There are times when we 
find ourselves thinking of things that, rather than speak of them it would 
be more desirable to be burned to charcoal, or to plummet to earth from 
high in the sky", the Messenger ~ replied, "That is precisely what perfect 
faith is all about:' This l;adith was related by Muslim.2

) 

22 Bukhari: 10, 6484; Abu Dawud: 2481; Nasa'i: 4999; Ibn Majah: 3934. Muslim (40,41, 42) has only 
the beginning portion of the i).adith. 

23 Abu Dawud: 5112, Muslim: 133. Muslim's report does not have the question put to the noble Mes-
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Teachings: Disregarding the Shadows of Doubt 
Among the things which most frustrate the traveller on the Sufi way are one's 

exaggerated attempts to free one's mind of vague and ill-defined suspicions, or 

waswasa, and one's feeling sorry for oneself when these attempts prove unsuc
cessful. In accordance with the basic wisdoms conveyed in this l:J.adi:th, Sufi mas
ters treat this problem by first explaining to their disciples that these things are 

harmless, and then by asking the disciples to ignore such thoughts when they 
occur. If this is done, then in a very short time the traveller will cease to be trou

bled by waswasa. 
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It is related on the authority of 'A wf ibn Malik al-AsjaCi that he said, "We 

were in the company of the Messenger of Allah lis, nine, eight, or seven of 
us, when he lis said, 'Will you not pledge your allegiance to the Messen

ger of Allah?' As we had only recently pledged our allegiance to him, we 

said, 'We have already pledged ourselves to you, 0 Messenger!' Yet again 
he asked us, 'Will you not pledge yourselves to the Messenger of Allah?' 
So we extended our hands and said, 'To what are we to pledge ourselves, 

o Messenger of Allah?' He replied, 'That you worship Allah J~ and not 
associate anything with Him. That you perform the five daily prayers. 
And that you hear and obey: Then he whispered something to us. He said, 

'And do not ask anyone for anything: Since then, I have seen people of that 

group drop their whips [while mounted J and not ask anyone to hand it up 
to them:' This l:J.adith was related by Muslim, Abu Dawiid, and al-Nasai.24 

senger If;. by the Companions; it is only reported by Abu Dawud and A\:lmad. Our author has merged the 

two narrations into one. 

24 Muslim: 1043, Abu Dawud: 1642, Nasa'l: 461, Ibn Majah: 2867 
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Questions: Balah 

The type of pledge or balah taken by Sufis, which amounts to an agreement to 
obey the injunctions of the Shari'a and to faithfully perform certain inward and 
outward practices, is often made the target of criticism by the narrow-minded. 
According to these critics, balah is the same as bid'ah or blameworthy innova
tion because there is nothing in the Qur'an or the Sunna to support it. The only 
kinds of balah that they recognise are the balah of Islam (conversion to Islam 
from another faith), and the balah of jihad. However, in the }:ladlth above, the 
type of balah mentioned is spiritual balah because the ones pledging them
selves were Companions. Undoubtedly, then, this was not the balah of Islam. It 
is also clear from the text that this was not balah of jihad. Rather, in view of the 
pledge made by these Companions to obey certain injunctions and to perform 
certain practices, it is obvious that the balah of the Sufis does indeed have its 
precedent in the Sunna. 

Practices: Private Instruction 

Most Sufi masters are in the habit of taking their disciples aside for private 
instruction. Sometimes this is done for the purpose of keeping complex mat
ters out of the reach of those who might not appreciate or fathom them, and 
sometimes because, when special attention is a sign of favour, the disciple will be 
more likely to take the teachings to heart. Another factor in this kind of private 
or individualized instruction is that it precludes the possibility of another's over
hearing and then taking it upon himself to follow in practice whatever was dis
cussed, even when that practice is unsuited for his condition or circumstances. 
Anyway, the basis for all of this is found in the }:ladith above. 

Questions: Exaggeration in Carrying Out the Orders of a Master 

The natural disposition of most disciples is such that they, when it comes to 
carrying out the orders of their masters, go to such lengths that they pay as 
much attention to the letter of the master's words as they do to their meaning. 
This condition is described in the latter part of the }:ladlth above. Obviously, the 
intended meaning here was to prohibit those Companions from asking for any
thing that belonged to others, and not to prohibit them from asking for their 
own things. Nonetheless, as the words of the prohibition admitted of a literal 
meaning, even though the context clearly indicated that the literal meaning was 
not the intended meaning, the Companions chose not to ask even for their own 
possessions. In another }:ladith it is related that while the Messenger IJs was giv
ing the Friday khutba, a man came and stood at the doorway of the mosque. 
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When the Messenger /J. told the man to sit down, he immediately complied by 

sitting in the doorway. Of course, what the Messenger /J. meant was that the 
man should come inside, find a place, and then sit down and listen, not that he 

should sit right then and there, blocking the entrance to the mosque. The kind 
of obedience and respect illustrated here, however, is of utmost importance for 
anyone who hopes to benefit spiritually from a master. 

J:lADITH 5 
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CA'isha ~'" said, "Never once in his life did the Messenger of Allah /J. touch 
the hand of a woman who was not related to him. He did, however, take 
ba/ah from them, orally. And when a woman had pledged herself, he 

would then say to her, 'Go. I have accepted your pledge:" This l.ladith was 

related by Bukhari, Muslim, and Abu Dawud.25 

Corrections: Taking Ba/ah from Women 
It is the practice of certain ignorant and uncircumspect Sufis to hold the hands 
of women while formally taking ba/ah from them. This is completely improper, 
as it is prohibited to touch an unrelated woman unnecessarily. The l.ladith above 

clearly refutes this practice. Who could be more chaste than the Messenger of 
Allah /J.? Then, when he was so careful about such matters, how can we possibly 

allow ourselves to be lax about them? When ba/ah is actually no more than an 
agreement, the spoken word will certainly suffice. The masters of latter times 

have made it their practice, for the purpose of strengthening the master-disciple 
bond, to hold, when taking formal ba/ah, one end of a cloth in their own hands 
while the female disciple holds the other end. There is really nothing wrong with 

this practice. Similarly, if it becomes necessary for a man to take ba/ah from a 
female master, the same method may be used. However, since it is the Sunna for 

men to offer their hands when taking ba/ah, it is better whenever possible that 

they do so in that way. 

25 Bukhari: 2713, Muslim: 1866, Abu Dawud: 2941, Tirmidhi: 3306, Ibn Majah: 2875 
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I:IADITH 6 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira t!. that he went to the mar
ketplace and asked the people there, "Why do I see you here, when the 

legacy of Muhammad /!t. is being distributed in the mosque?" Hearing 
this, the people in the marketplace went away. In a short while, however, 
they returned, saying, "We saw nothing being distributed there. All we 

saw were a few people reciting the Qur'an:' Abu Huraira t!. replied, "So! 
There you have the legacy of Muhammad /!t.:' This l)adith was related by 
Imam Razin.26 

Practices: The Use of Equivocal Language 
In the works of most Sufi masters one can find any number of ambiguous pas
sages which, after one has been made aware of their true meaning, actually begin 
to make a great deal of sense. At times this kind of veiled language is used invol
untarily when the master is under the influence of some spiritual state, though 
usually it is used either for the purpose of keeping subtleties beyond the reach 

of those who might not understand them, or for increasing the desire of the true 

seeker. This is because vagueness is something that is known to increase desire; 

and that which has been desired greatly will generally have a greater effect on the 
inner being. Anyway, that there is a basis for the use of this kind of language is 
clearly attested to in this l)adith. Here, for the purpose of increasing the people's 

desire, Abu Huraira t!. was ambiguous to the extent that some people came back 
and told him that he was mistaken. But when he explained to them the true mean

ing of his words, they realised at once that he had spoken the truth. We should, 

therefore, never be sceptical about the vague or ambiguous words of the true Sufi 
masters, and we should certainly never criticise or speak insultingly of them. 

I:IADITH 7 

26 Mu'jam al-'Awsat of a\-Tabaninl: 7187. Al-Haythaml said in Majma' az-Zawa'id (1:129): 'Its chain 

is good: 
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Ubayy ibn Ka'b JJ1 related that there was a man from among the An~ar 
whose home was the furthest from the center of Madina, but who never 
missed a prayer with the Messenger of Allah iJ.. Ubayy JJ1 said, "As we 
all felt compassion for the man, one day I said to him, 'Why don't you 
buy yourself a donkey and spare yourself the trouble of walking among 
the reptiles and through desert heat?' His reply was, 'By Allah! Because I 
do not wish that my house should be any closer to the house of Muham
mad ~: I was so annoyed at the man's reply that I went to the Messenger 
of Allah iJ. and told him what the man had said. When the Messenger 
~ called the man, he repeated what he'd said before. But he added that 
he hoped to receive a reward in heaven for every step to and from the 
mosque. So the Messenger ~ said to him, 'You will indeed receive the 
reward you hope for:" This l).adith was related by Muslim.27 

Practices: Speaking Equivocally 
The commentary written for the last l).adith (l).adith [6]) applies equally to this 
l).adith. Here, the man from the An~ar expressed himself in such a harsh manner 
that 'Ubayy JJ1 was genUinely annoyed with him. Still, for reasons known best 
to himself, the man's words were designed to conceal his true feelings, and state. 
When questioned by the Messenger ~, however, he explained the true meaning 
behind his words. The poet said: "To our friends we can speak our hearts. Why 
try and hide pain from a doctor?" Finally, unless there is a good reason for it, no 
one should intentionally use equivocal language. 

HADITH 8 

27 Muslim: 663, Abii Dawiid: 557, Ibn Majah: 783 
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It is related that I:Ian~alah ibn al-Rabic al-'Usaydi ~, scribe to the Mes

senger IJr. said, ''Abu Bakr met me and asked how I was. In reply, I said, 

'I:Ian~alah has become a hypocrite: Abu Bakr ~ was astonished and said, 
'Glory be to Allah! What are you saying?' I replied, 'When we are with the 

Messenger of Allah IJr. and he reminds us of the Fire and the Gardens of 
Paradise, at that moment it is as if we are seeing those things with our own 

eyes. But when we go out from where he is, we again become so involved 
with our spouses, our children and our property that we forget everything 
else: Abu Bakr ~ replied, 'By Allah! I find the same things happening to 

me: So the two of us went to the Messenger IJr. and told him what we had 
admitted to each other. Then the Messenger of Allah IJr. said to us, 'By the 

One Who holds my life in His hands! If you were to remain in the states 

you attain while you are in my company, the angels would embrace you in 
your beds and on the streets! But, 0 I:Ian~alah, there is a time for this and 

a time for that: He repeated this three times:' This ~adith was related by 
Imams Muslim and Tirmidhi.28 

Practices: Calling Oneself a Disbeliever 
In the writings of the Sufi masters we sometimes find that, in consideration of 
certain misdeeds or vile states, or with a view to a special or personalised termi

nology, they refer to themselves as disbelievers. This gives rise to the question of 
how a person can call himself or herself a disbeliever and still remain a Muslim. 
But in the ~adlth above the basis for this practice is evident, because I:Ian~alah 

~, in recognition of his changing spiritual states, called himself a hypocrite. 
Surely, he did not mean to use the term in its strict legal sense of inwardly deny
ing the truth of Allah's message and the veracity of His Messenger 1Jr.. Rather, on 

28 Muslim: 2750, Tirmidhi: 2514 
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the basis of the differences he found between states of presence and absence, he 

used the term figuratively. An example of the use of the word "disbeliever" as a 

special term is its use in place of the word "annihilated" or fani, for the reason 
that one who is fani has been buried in the love of the Almighty; and one of the 
meanings of the word for disbelief, kufr, is to cover over or obliterate something. 

Since l:ian~alah f!. found one state obliterating the other from time to time, he 

termed himself a hypocrite. 
Furthermore, the answer given by the Messenger #}5. was not in refutation of 

the use of figurative language, but rather of the false premise that the one state 

was necessarily any better than the other!9 

States: Spiritual Witnessing 
The inner intensification and domination of something in the imagination is 
called spiritual witnessing or mushahadah. That this actually occurs is attested 

to in the l).adith above in which l:ian~alah f!. says of the Fire and the Garden, "it 
is as if we are seeing those things with our own eyes:' The meaning here is not 
that anyone actually saw the Fire and the Garden, but that in their imaginations 

the thought grew so intense that it possessed them. Many ignorant Sufis suppose 

spiritual witnessing to be direct vision, but they are clearly mistaken when they 
attempt to apply a dictionary meaning to a spiritual state. 

Miscellaneous: Barakah from Accompanying a Master 
In the same way that certain mystical states and conditions follow one's ascetic 

exertions or spiritual diSciplines, they will also be found sometimes to follow 
one's being in the company of a master. However, unlike the effect of these exer

cises, the effect of a master's presence or words is not usually long lasting. This was 

the reason behind l:ian~alah's f!. complaint that, upon leaving the company of the 
Messenger /J!., he lost much of what he had gained there. Finally, no one should 

suppose that the reason for l:ian~alah's f!. lapse was his involvement in worldly 
affairs because, as we have clarified in the commentary above, the real reason for 
its occurrence was his parting company with the Messenger of Allah /J!.. 

Questions: The Transient Nature of Spiritual States 
Most travellers on the Sufi way complain at one time or another that a particular 

state of theirs has lost its former intensity, or has disappeared altogether. Then, 

29 In other words, there is no reason why one's worldly activities cannot be imbued with the same 

spiritual Significance as an act of prescribed worship, like prayer or fasting. Much of the message of Islam, 

in fact, is just that. This is what the Messenger (/;. was referring to when he said that there was to be no 

monasticism in Islam. YTD. 
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thinking that they have suffered some sort of spiritual reverse, the travellers 
become disheartened and confused. This is especially true among neophytes 
who are far more susceptible to changes in their condition than more experi
enced travellers. The Sufi masters, however, have established that the ascendancy 
of spiritual states is at best impermanent. This phenomenon of impermanence 
is referred to as talwin or variegation, and is something which occurs in vary
ing degrees to even the most experienced Sufis. In this l).adith, the Messenger's 
IJJ. saying, "There is a time for this and a time for that;' is in direct reference 
to talwin. This phenomenon is an inevitable part of the Sufi way and, as such, 
should never become a cause for concern. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Anas ~ that Allah's Prophet IJJ. once went 
into the mosque and saw a rope there stretched between two supports. 

"What is this;' he asked. The Companions ~ replied, "This is Zaynab's ~ 
rope. When she tires at worship, she props herself up with it:' The Messen
ger of Allah IJJ. said, "Take it down. You should only worship for as long as 
you are fresh. When you tire, you should rest:' This l).adith was related by 
Bukharl, Abu Dawud, and Nasa1.30 

Teachings: Moderation in Spiritual Disciplines 
The Sufi masters are agreed that no one should go to such extremes in their 
spiritual disciplines as would adversely affect their health or well being. Clearly, 
this is the lesson of the l).adlth above. The excesses of certain of the Sufi masters 
in this matter need not present any difficulties when we realise that, as a result 
of their sincere desire and love for the Almighty, they were granted the extra 
strength necessary to perform whatever they did. 

I:JADITH 10 

30 Bukhari: 1150, Muslim: 784, Abu Dawud: 1312, Nasa'i: 1644, Ibn Miijah: 1371 
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It is related on the authority of 'An as t!- that the Messenger of Allah If;. 
drew a line on the ground and said, "This is man:' Then he drew a line 
parallel to the first and said, "This is his appointed time:' Then he drew 
a third line, further than the second, and said, "This is man's wish. So, as 

man moves toward what he wishes for, he is greeted by the one that is 
closer to him [his appointed time]. This }:ladith was related by Bukhari 

and Tirmidhi.l' 

Interpretations: The Use of Metaphor to Indicate the Almighty 

In the writings, and particularly in the poetry, of many Sufi masters words like 
sun, moon, ocean, and so forth are used to represent the essence and attributes 
of the Almighty. On the surface of it, at least, this kind of representation is unbe

coming because it equates the Eternal with the ephemeral, and negates the con
cept of Allah's unity or taw~ld. The purpose of this, however, is figurative and not 

literal representation. There is certainly nothing wrong with the figurative rep
resentation inherent in the comparison of two essentially unlike things. Witness, 
for example, the Qur'anic simile of the lamp: "The similitude of His light is as a 

niche wherein is a lamp:'32 The most one could say here is that the comparison in 
the }:ladith, unlike the one in the Qur'an, is not made explicit by the use of a word 
for "like" or "as:' This, however, is something which occurs in all good literatureY 

In the }:ladith above, Allah's Messenger If;. pointed to the lines he had drawn in 
the dust and said, "This is man, and this is his appointed time:' and "This is man's 

wish:' He did not say, "This is like man:' or "This is like his appointed time:' even 
though that was what he really meant. Undoubtedly, then, the use of metaphori

cal language is perfectly acceptable. 
There remain here two matters in need of clarification. The first is an expla

nation of what similarities exist between two essentially unlike things; and the 
second is an answer to the objection that since the names of the Almighty are 
self-designated, tawqifi, then where did the Sufi masters get permission to use 

other, undesignated names? 
In brief, the explanation of the first matter is that similarities between the 

Divine Essence and natural phenomena only seem to be similarities. In actual 

31 Bukhari: 6418, Tirmidhi: 2454 

32 AI-Qur'an: 24:35 

33 This is what marks the difference between a simile and a metaphor; both of which are found 
throughout the Qur'an. YTD. 
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fact, they are not. The oneness or unity of Allah ;l~, for example, is real, whereas 
the oneness of the ocean is only a relative sort of oneness. Likewise, the Almighty 

is a source in the sense that He is the effective and principal cause, whereas the 
ocean is only a material and secondary cause. And so forth. Certainly, these 

are significant differences, but they do not prevent comparison or metaphori

cal representation. For a detailed discussion of this subject, the qualified reader 
will find nothing better than what Qa<,ii: Mubarak wrote in his commentary on 

Mul).ib Allah BiharI's book, Sullam ai-'uium.34 The basis of the simile of the sun, 

as the source of beneficial light, is obvious. 
To clarify the second point, it should be sufficient to point out that designa

tion, tawqif, extends only to the names of the Almighty, and not to everyone of 
His perfect attributes. With the above commentary and clarification in mind, 

it should be possible to gain a proper understanding of the following verses of 
mystic poetry, and others like them, without going to the extreme of labelling 

their authors "disbelievers:' 

Though the ocean be one, from its fathomless depths 
Come the waves with hue and form. 

The sun rises, a sign of the sun. 

The proof lies in a look at the sun. 
Red wine, imbibe, and on the moonfaced, gaze. 

Forsake religion and on these beauties gaze. 

It should be noted that in these verses "moon faced beauties" should be under

stood as representing the manifestations or tajalliyiit of the Almighty's perfect 
attributes. 
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Ibn cVmar ~ said, "The Messenger of Allah IJ;. took me by the shoulder 

and said, 'Live in this world as if you were a stranger, or just a passerby:" 
This was related by Bukhari and Tirmidhi. However, in the version related 

34 This is a well-known l;ianafi text on the subject of legal theory or 'u~ul al-jiqh. YTD. 
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by Tirmidhi, after the words, "or just a passerby;' the following sentence is 
added: ''And consider yourself to be among the people of the graves:'35 

Sayings: Die Before you Die 
This saying is one that Sufis often repeat, and this l:ladith is the equivalent of its 
meaning. Therefore, it is not inconceivable that this saying could be a l:ladith in 

meaning, even though it is not a l:ladith in the technical sense of the word. In fact, 
the great majority of Sufi sayings believed popularly to be the words of the Mes

senger IJ;. have equivalents, at least in meaning, in the authentic l:ladiths of the 
Messenger /Jr.. Therefore, to generalise about the Sufis narrating and popularising 

spurious material in the name of l:ladiths is decidedly unfair and unwarranted. 

Character: Contemplation 
The heartfelt contemplation of a subject, under all conditions or for a limited 
period of time, where the intention is to begin acting on the requisites of what 

is being contemplated, is called muraqabah. This is one of the primary objec
tives of inner conduct. In the l:ladith above it is muraqabah that Ibn 'Vmar t! is 
being urged to practise, because counting oneself among the dead has to do with 
inner, not outer, conduct. The results of regular muraqabah are a flagging in one's 
desire for the things of this world, the dwindling away of lust, rancour, and other 

blameworthy character traits, and an increase in commitment and submission 

to the will of the Almighty. 

J::IADITH 12 

Qays ibn Abi Gharazah t! said, "In the time of Allah's Messenger /Jr. we 
were called brokers. Then the Messenger /Jr. stopped by the marketplace 

one day and gave us a better name, saying, '0 you merchantsp6 Surely 

your buying and selling is sometimes attended by gross exaggeration and 

35 Bukhari: 6416, Tirmidhi: 2333, Ibn Majah: 4114 

36 Note that he called them merchants instead of brokers. YTD. 
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the swearing of oaths. So, fortify your deals with charity:" This l).adith was 

related by Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi, and NasaiY 

Customs: Taking a New Name 
In many spiritual families it has become common practice for a disciple to take 

a new name after taking bafah at the hands of a master. The basis for this cus

tom could possibly be derived from the l).adith above in which the Messenger of 

Allah /J! used the word "merchant" instead of "broker" to address the Muslim 

traders he was visiting.38 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira ~ that the Messenger of 

Allah ~ said: "When one of you intends to perform the prayer [out in the 

open], let him first put something in front of himself, Ifhe can find noth

ing else, then let him put his staff into the ground, If he has no staff, then 

let him draw a line in front of himself. In that way, nothing that passes in 

front of him [while he performs prayer 1 will bother him:'39 

Practices: Collecting One's Thoughts 
The state-producing practices prescribed by the Sufi masters all have as their 

37 Abu Oawfld: 3326, Tirmidhi: 1208, Nasa'i: 4468, Ibn Majah: 2145 

38 Prior to Islam traders were free to transact business in any way that they pleased. Thus, in pursuit 
of greater profits, they committed any number of what, after Islam, would be called unlawful practices. So, 

in view of the traders having taken to new practices after their conversion to Islam, Allah's Messenger gave 

them a new name as well. However, since the majority of business transactions, in spite of their technical 

legality, are rarely free of dubious elements, like the swearing off frivolous oaths, merchants are urged to 

regularly give a portion of their earnings in charity. This is only one of many examples from the ~adith 
in which Muslims are urged to exercise caution in their worldly affairs, especially where finances are 

concerned. YTD. 

39 Abu Oawfld: 689. Al-Mundhiri reported from Sufyan ibn 'Uyayna, who said: 'We have not found 

anything that would corroborate this report and it has not been narrated but through this chain: When

ever Isma'il ibn Umayyah reported this ~adith, he would ask: 'Do you have anything that corroborates 
this?' Imam ash-Shafi'i has also alluded to the weakness of this report. Imam Bayhaqi said: 'This [weak

ness 1 does not matter in establishing this ruling: 
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object the creation, after dispelling any inner confusion, of a certain presence of 

mind or oneness of concentration which, once it has become second nature, will 

greatly facilitate the matter of directing one's attention exclusively to Allah ;!~. 
Obviously, however, as the One to be contemplated is himself Unseen, and as the 

beginner is rarely able to clear his/her mind of outside thoughts, it takes a great 
deal of practice before this presence of mind can become second nature. At any 
rate, the disciplines of the Sufis are basically methods for acquiring this second 
nature. The I).adith above might be the source from which all of this (knowledge) 

was derived, because the scholars, such as Ibn Humam in his commentary on 

the Hidiiyah, have written that among other things, the wisdom behind sutrah 

(putting something in front of oneself when performing prayer in the open) is 

that it allows one to collect one's thoughts and dispels confusion. 

I:IADITH 14 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira /l>.. that the Messenger of 
Allah /l>.. said: "When Allah loves someone, He calls Jibril ~ and says, 'I 

love so and so. Now, you love him too: Then Jibril, too, loves that person, 

and calls out to the inhabitants of the heavens, 'Allah ;J~ loves so and so. 
Now, you love him too: So the inhabitants of the heavens come to love that 

person as well, and the person is accepted all over the earth. When Allah 

;l~ despises someone, He calls Jibril and says, 'I despise so and so. Now, 
you despise him too: Then Jibril, too, despises that person, and calls out 
to the inhabitants of the heavens, 'Allah ;!~ despises so and so, now you 

despise him too: So the inhabitants of the heavens despise him too, and 
that person becomes despicable in the eyes of people all over the earth:' 
This I).adith was related by Muslim.40 

40 Muslim: 2637 
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Signs: Acceptance and Rejection 
In the l).adith above the wali or true spiritual master is distinguished from the 
non-wall. One should be careful to heed this distinction in one's search for a 
spiritual guide, and remember always to avoid a guide who is not a true wall. 
When, for no obvious reason, the hearts of many good and decent people are 
inclined toward a certain person, it is generally a sign that the person has been 
accepted by the Almighty. Similarly, when for no obvious reason decent people 
find themselves ill-disposed toward a certain person, it is generally a sign that 
the person has not been accepted by the Almighty. Of course, if people accept 
or reject a person on the basis of family ties, wealth, position, or hearsay, then 
this has nothing to do with that person's standing with the Almighty. Finally, it 
should be remembered that the inclination or disinclination of people in whom 
there exist inner infirmities or corruption cannot be considered a valid indicator 
of anyone's acceptance or rejection by the Almighty. 

J:IADITH 15 
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It is related on the authority of Mucadh ibn Jabal!JJ.. that he heard the Mes
senger of Allah IJr. say: '~llah ;J'tiJ!. said, 'Those may be assured of My love 
who love one another for My sake, who sit with one another for My sake, 
who visit one another for My sake, and who spend on one another for My 
sake:" This l).adith was related by MalikY 

Virtues: The Sufis 
In the good tidings of this l).adith, reference is clearly made to the virtues of 
the true Sufis, because the attributes mentioned in the l).adith are among the 
chief attributes of the Sufis. For example, the love between a master and his dis
ciple, the affection between fellow disciples, the respect shown by all Sufis for 
masters other than their own, their generosity in dealing with one another, and 
their undertaking lengthy journeys for the purpose of visiting one another; all of 
these things they do for the sake of Allah, without the slightest trace of worldly 
motivation. 

41 Muwatta'Malik: 1710 
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J:lADITH 16 
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It is related that AbU Darda ~ said, "For myself, I have no desire to own a 

shop on the steps of the Great Mosque in Damascus, even if I could earn 

fifty dinars a day there to spend in the way of Allah J~, and never miss 

performing a single ~alah in congregation. It is certainly not my place to 

prohibit what Allah J~ has legitimised. It is just that I do not like the idea 

of not being among those described by the Almighty as ' ... people whom 

neither commerce nor sale divert from the remembrance of Allah:" This 

l:ladith was related by RazinY 

Practices: Exaggeration in Severing Worldly Ties 
The majority of Sufis have never preferred for themselves to have more worldly 

ties than are absolutely necessary, even though those ties might be perfectly 

legitimate and acceptable. Instead, it has always been their way to live unen

cumbered and simple lives, by placing their trust in Allah. My own master, Haji 

Imdad Allah, may the mercy of Allah surround his soul, once wrote to a wealthy 

disciple of his in India who had intimated his intention to move permanently to 

Makka, that he should arrange for only enough money to be sent to him each 

month as would cover his basic expenses, and no more; not even for distribution 

to the needy in charity. Instead, our master told the disciple that if he wanted 

to help someone financially, he should arrange for the money to be distributed 

in India directly. In that way, he himself, while living in the holy city of Makka, 

need never concern himself with anything but worship. Now, many of those who 

look to nothing but externals will object that the severance of legitimate worldly 

ties is a form of monasticism (which was clearly prohibited by Allah's Prophet 

/Jt.). Who knows what such people would have to say if they read what our mas

ter wrote to that wealthy disciple about not taking money for distribution as 

charity (which is, in itself, a form of worship)? Even so, it is clear from the l:ladith 

above that Abu Darda, who preferred not to own a shop even when he knew that 

42 Imam Suyiitl has quoted it in ad-Durr al-Manthur (5/94) from 'Abd ibn Bumayd and Imam 
Al)mad's az-Zuhd. 
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it would enable him to give so much in charity every day from his earnings there, 

was of the same school of thought as our master. Is it possible that a companion 
of the Prophet IJ. was guilty of the practice of monasticism or of deliberately 
preferring not to perform an act of worship? The secret behind all of this is that 

through an excess of worldly ties an element of confusion is introduced into the 
state of communion with the Almighty. When Abu Darda ;;!. said, "And it is 

certainly not my place to prohibit what Allah has legalised:' he made it clear that 

he would have no part in monasticism. When he said, "I just do not like the idea 
of not being among those described by the Almighty as, ' ... people whom neither 

commerce nor sale divert from the remembrance of Allah !}/j;;.:" he revealed the 
secret. His interpretation of the Qur'anic verse is one which took into account 
the simple fact that most people are unable to transact business while remaining, 
at the same time, constant in their remembrance of the Almighty.43 

The following verse of Persian poetry nicely illustrates the point that Abii 
Darda had in mind: 

The words that interrupt you when communing with 

Your friend, what matter if of faith, or disbelief! 
Or that which screens you from your friend when you would meet, 

What good if it appears a lovely sight or not? 
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Jabir ;;!., in a lengthy narration of how he sold his camel, said, "When I 

arrived at Madina, the Messenger of Allah IJ. said to Bilal ;;!., 'Give him 

(Jabir) a measure of gold (in payment for the camel), and add a little extra: 
So he gave me a whole carat extra. Then I said to myself, 'Never will I part 

with this extra carat of gold from the Messenger of Allah IJ.!' Thereafter, it 
remained with me always, in a leather pouch, until it was taken from me 

43 Otherwise, the other well know interpretation of this verse, that of Ibn 'Abbas, takes into account 

the fact that the first Muslims were both the best of traders and the best of people in their remembrance 

of Allah. YTD. 
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(forcibly) by the Syrians at the battle of l;Iarrah:' This l:J.adith was related 

by Muslim.44 

Practices: Holding Keepsakes 
It is the practice of most Sufis to keep something that belongs (or belonged) to 
their masters as a memento. This is something that is done purely out oflove for 

the master. The precedent for this practice is clearly related in the l:J.adith above. 
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It is related on the authority of cA wf ibn Malik that the Messenger of Allah 
~ said: "I and a woman with parched cheeks [one who has had to toil and 

suffer] will be like these two [Le. as close as the index finger is to the mid

dle finger] on the Day of Judgment; a woman whose husband died and left 
her a widow, a woman who, despite social pressures and her own beauty, 

refused to remarry for the sake of her children [in order to devote herself 
to them more completely], until finally they grew up and set out on their 
own, or died:' This l:J.adith was related by Abii Dawud.45 

Practices: Choosing to Remain Unmarried 
In order to keep their worldly ties to a minimum, or in order to avoid any kind of 

real or imagined interference in their relationship with the Almighty, some Sufis 
never marry. As a result, certain narrow-minded individuals have accused the 

Sufis of not adhering to the Sunna or way of the Prophet ~. In the above l:J.adith, 
not only do we find permission for remaining single, we also find that wherever 

there is a possibility of a child's being neglected, it is better to abstain from mar
riage. This is, of course, on the condition that one's practice of Islam will not 

be adversely affected. So, when the possibility that a child will be neglected is 

a legitimate excuse for not marrying, what then of the possibility that Allah ;l~ 
will be neglected? 

44 Muslim: 715, 1599 
45 Abo Dawod: 5149. Al-Mundhirj said: 'In its chain, there is Abo 'I-KhaHab an-Nahhas ibn Qahm 

al-Ba~rj and his hadfths cannot be argued from.' 
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In a lengthy narration, Al).naf ibn Qays said, "I said to Abii Dharr ~, 
'What do you say about these [monthly or yearly sums granted by rulers 
as] gifts?' He replied, 'Take them. For nowadays you will find succour in 
them. But if ever these should become the price of your faith, then drop 
them:" This l).adith was related by Bukhari and Muslim.46 

Practices: Accepting Gifts from the Wealthy 
In general, it has been the practice of Sufi masters to accept gifts and stipends. 
The benefits of their doing so are peace of mind and freedom from having to 
concern themselves with things that might distract them from their real work. 
The l).adith above is explicit in its giving permission for this practice. However, if 
the patron has some reason other than sincere love for the master, and actually 
wants to give money in payment for something he wants from the master, then, 
under those circumstances, his gifts may not be accepted. Similarly, if the gift is 
tainted with illegitimate earnings, such as would bring detriment to the name 
of Islam, then the gift may surely not be accepted. As a general rule, then, a gift 
may be accepted only when it comes unaccompanied by anything contrary to 
Islamic teachings. 
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'Abdullah ibn 'Amr ibn al- 'As said, "The Messenger of Allah IJ. passed me 
by as I was plastering the wall of a hut, and remarked, '0 'Abdullah! What 

46 This \:ladlth could not be found in Bukhari with these words. Muslim: 1657 
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is this?' I replied, 'Just a wall that needs repairing: Then he said to me, 

'The matter of death is even simpler than that:" In another version of the 

same l,1adith, the Prophet IJ. says, "I see the matter of death as something 
even closer than that [wall]:' This l,1adith was related by Abu Dawud and 

Tirmidhi.47 

Practices: Exaggeration in Severing Worldly Ties 
This practice has already been discussed in the commentary ofl,1adith [16]. Obvi

ously, the l,1adith above refers to the same practice. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Ali f;!. that the Messenger of Allah IJ. said 

[among other things in a lengthy l,1adith], " ... and the learned will never 
have their fill of it; and even though it be read and reread, over and over 
again, it will never seem old, and its wonders will never cease:' This l,1adith 

was related by Tirmidhi. 48 

States: Spiritual Knowledge 
When, through constant remembrance, dhikr, and other spiritual practices and 
disciplines, the darkness of the self and other impurities are dispelled, the heart 

and soul of the Sufi will enter into a special relationship with the Almighty, so 

that certain spiritual subtleties and knowledge will be bestowed upon the Sufi 
from within, as it were, bypassing the usual mediums oflearning and study. That 
this is something which actually occurs is attested to in the l,1adith above. This 
is because ordinary, recorded knowledge is limited in scope-once it is digested, 

that is the end of it, whereas spiritual knowledge is unlimited and, more often 
than not, impossible to digest. 

47 Abu Dawud: 5235, Tirmidhi: 2335, Ibn Majah: 4160 

48 Tirmidhi: 2906. He said: 'This is a strange J:tadith; we do not know it but through the report of 

!:Iamzah az-Zayyat. And his chain in unknown and there is a doubt in the J:tadith of!:Iarith: 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Huraira t!. that Allah's Prophet If;. said, 

"Never will a group of people gather in a house from among the houses 
of Allah for the recitation of Allah's Book, or to study it among them

selves, except that a state of spiritual tranquility, sakina, will descend upon 
them, and they are overcome by Divine Mercy, and they are surrounded 
by angels, and they are mentioned by Allah as being among those closest 
to Him:' This l;1adlth was related by Abu Dawiid.49 

Practices: Group Remembrance 
The gathering together of a number of Sufis for the purpose of remembrance, 
dhikr, illuminating their inner beings, enhancing their animation, increasing 
their determination, and warding off inertia is called group remembrance. The 

precedent for this practice, along with an indication of its positive spiritual ben
efits, is to be found in the l;1adlth above. 

Customs: Spiritual Retreats 
Since the Companions of the Prophet If;. and the Followers .~ had their inner 

beings enlightened through proximity to the Messenger of Allah 1Js, so that 
they had acquired the ability to maintain states of constant remembrance, they 
were in no need of seclusion for the purpose of developing this ability. Later on, 
however, owing to changed conditions, the custom of building retreats became 
widespread among the Sufi masters, and with good reason. In the l;1adlth above, 

the words, "houses of Allah" are usually interpreted to mean mosques. However, 

since the phrase is figurative, it may be assumed that it refers to the general and 

not only to the particular. Secondly, when the mosque and retreat are established 
for more or less the same purposes, they may all be said to share in the descrip
tion "houses of Allah:' Therefore, in this wise, the l;1adlth may be cited as a prec
edent for the custom of building retreats. 

States: The Inner Condition of Tranquility 
Experience has shown that, as a result of one's involvement in constant remem-

49 Abu Dawud: 1455 
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brance, a certain strange yet pleasant state comes over the heart and, with con
tinued involvement, will grow stronger and more permanent. In the terminology 

of the Sufis, this is called nisba or affinity. In the 1;adith above, the word sakina is 
used to denote the same phenomenon. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Sa'id al-Khudri!J;.. that Allah's Prophet 
/). said, "The Almighty says, 'Whoever is diverted from supplicating Me 

owing to their preoccupation with recitation of the Qur'an, will be granted 
the best of what I grant to those who supplicate:"5o 

Practices: Non-essential Acts of Worship during Intense Sessions of Remembrance 
In most Sufi orders the disciple is given a particular dhikr-formula to repeat as a 
spiritual discipline. While engaged in this discipline, the disciple will forgo many 

other virtuous acts, like supererogatory prayers, lessons in the Islamic sciences, 
listening to talks about faith, and so forth. This practice is one which has drawn 
the criticism of many of those who concern themselves with no more than the 

externals of Islam. In brief, the reason behind this practice of the Sufis is that 
at the outset of discipleship, the disciple's internal state is subordinate to the 

disciple's external state. Over a period of time, however, the opposite will come 

about, so that the external state will be subordinate to the disciple's internal state. 
Therefore, if at the outset the disciple is allowed to undertake a number of differ
ent activities, it will be next to impossible for the disciple to achieve the mental 
and spiritual concentration that is at the heart of all Sufi training. The 1;adtth 

above comes as confirmation of this practice. Therefore, preoccupation with the 
Qur'an's recitation, which is itself a kind of dhikr,5 1 (and to the extent that one 
neglects as important an act of worship as supplication, duCa) is accorded praise 

rather than criticism. This is the gist of the practice I have just described. 

50 Tirmidhj: 2926 

51 The Qur'an describes itself as " ... but dhikr for all of the worlds" (12:104). YTD. 
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It is related on the authority of 'A'isha that the Messenger of Allah 

said, "One who has mastered the Qur'an shares the rank of the noble, 

pious scribes. 52 While one who recites the Qur'an falteringly, who finds it 

difficult to recite, for such a one there is a two- fold reward:' This I)adlth 

was related by Bukharl, Muslim, Abu Dawud, and Tirmidhl.51 

Teachings: The Irrelevance of Pleasure in Matters of Worship 

It sometimes happens, when people find that they are not deriving any pleas

ure from the act of remembrance, dhikr, or the performance of other acts of 

worship, that they become discouraged and stop doing those things altogether. 

Sometimes they become so disheartened that they begin thinking that what they 

were doing was in vain and essentially futile. Such misgivings are anathema to 

inner, spiritual development because it is confidence that is the key to all such 

development. The masters have written that the object is dhikr, not pleasure. In 

fact, they say, to maintain one's level of involvement in dhikr, even when it is 

not enjoyable to do so, is of more benefit to the Sufi than if it actually gave him/ 

her great pleasure. Therefore, a lack of pleasure is not necessarily indicative of a 

corresponding lack of benefit. Rather, the opposite is true. In the l)adlth above, 

this truth is clearly set forth in the promise of a double reward for the person 

who struggles in reciting the Qur'an; for the reason that there is a proportional 

relationship between the degree of difficulty and the amount of reward. This is 

what spiritual disciplines are all about. 

J::IADITH 25 

52 AI·Qur'an, 80:15. 

53 Bukharl: 3937, Muslim: 798, Abu Dawihi: 1454, Tirmidhj: 2904, Ibn M'ijah: 3779 
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It is related on the authority of Usayd ibn I:Iugayr ~ that as he was reciting 
one night from the second chapter of the Qur'an, near where he had teth

ered his horse for the night, the horse suddenly sprang up [apparently for 

no reason]. 'Usayd ~ then stopped his recitation, and the horse grew still. 
When 'Usayd ~ began reciting again, the horse sprang up another time. 

So he stopped, and the horse grew quiet. Usayd ~ again began to recite, 
and again the horse sprang up. Then, since his son, Yal;ya~, was sleeping 
nearby the horse, 'Usayd ~ got up and moved him away. It was then that 
he happened to raise his head up to the sky when, 10 and behold, he saw 
something like a cloud with lamps lit up inside of it. In the morning 'Usayd 

~ related all this to the Messenger of Allah 1Js, who said, "Do you know 

what that was?" "No;' Usayd ~ replied. The Messenger IJs said, "Those 

were angels approaching at the sound of your recitation. If you had contin
ued reciting, the people would have risen this morning and seen them, and 
they would not have been invisible!" This 1).adith was related by Bukhari.54 

Questions: The Possibility of Angels Revealing Themselves to other than a Prophet 
According to the scholars of Islam, not only is it possible for the masters to see 
the angels, it is also possible for them to converse with the angels. Nor, they add, 

is this merely a matter of speculation, as such things have actually occurred. The 

1).adith above is an unambiguous account of one such occurrence. In another 

1).adith, related by Muslim, an incident is recorded in which the angels greeted 

'Imran ibn I:Iu~ayn~. 

Questions: The Possibility of Being Unable to Interpret One's Own Visions 
Another point to be derived from the 1).adith above is that it often happens 
that Sufis who have spiritual visions, kashf, are incapable of penetrating to the 

true meaning of those visions. In the 1).adith above, 'Usayd ~ actually saw the 
angels, but was nonetheless unaware that what he had seen were truly angels. 

Sufi scholars have written that the person who has taken this point to heart will 

never again rely on his/her own opinion or intellect in the matter of interpreting 
visions. Indeed, such a person will avoid making many mistakes.55 

54 Bukhiirj: 5018 

55 In other words, all such visions should be discussed with someone with greater experience. YTD. 
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It is related on the authority of Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~, that the Messenger of 

Allah IJ5. once said to him, "0 Abii Mundhir! Do you know which verse of 

Allah's Book is the greatest you have before you?" 'Ubayy ~ replied, ''Allah, 

there is no god but He, the Living, the Eternal:'56 Then the Prophet IJI. struck 

Ubayy on the chest and said, "May this knowledge be a blessing to you, 0 

Abu Mundhir!" This 1).adith was related by Muslim and Abu Dawiid.57 

States: Spiritual Knowledge 
While this subject was discussed in the commentary on I:Iadith 21, in the 1).adith 

above we find further confirmation of this phenomenon, as the naming of that 

particular verse as the greatest in the entire Qur'an came about through divine 

inspiration. Furthermore, in the Prophet's congratulations to 'Ubayy ~, there is 

an obvious reference to the merit of that knowledge. 58 

Note: In this 1).adith the Ayat al-Kursi59 is called the greatest verse in the Book of 

Allah on the basis of the blessings to be had from its recitation. Many different 

chapters and verses of the Qur'an have been mentioned in the 1).adith literature as 

possessing blessings of one sort or another. That the blessings of some verses are 

greater than those of others is true only in consideration of the different aspects 

of each verse or chapter; otherwise every verse of the Qur'an is equal when you 

consider that each is the word of the Almighty, inimitable and miraculous. Thus, 

there is no reason to suppose that the various 1).adiths which have come to us con

cerning the relative merits of one verse or another are in any way contradictory. 

I:IADITH 27 

56 Qur'iin,2:255 

57 Muslim: 81O,Abl1 Diiwfld: 1460 

58 Likewise, in the Prophet's striking Ubay on the chest there is an obvious reference to the source of 

that knowledge. YTD. 

59 The verse quoted in the J:Iadith: 2:255, is called the Ayat al-Kursi or the Verse of the Seat (of Power). YTD. 
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It is related that AbU Huraira t!. said, ''Allah's Prophet IJt. entrusted me with 
the keeping of the zakah money given during the month of Rama<,ian. One 

day, someone came to me and began taking handfuls of the grain [given as 
zakah], so I grabbed him .. :' [At this point the l;adith continues until AbU 
Huraira said,] "So the Prophet asked me, 'Do you know whom you have 

been addressing for the last three days, 0 Abu Hurairah?, 'No: I replied. 

Then he IJt. said, 'That was Satan:" This l;adith was related by Bukhari.60 

Questions: Satan and Simulation 
It is clear from the l;adith above that Satan assumed a human form and revealed 
himself as such. 

States: Miracles 
It is an article of faith with Muslims that miracles may be performed by a wall, a 

true spiritual master. In the l;adith above, Abu Huraira's t!. capture of Satan was 
clearly one such miracle. 

Questions: The Possibility of Being Unable to Interpret One's Own Miracles 
A similar subject was discussed in the commentary on l;adith [25]. There, the 
subject was visions, kashf, whereas here the subject is minor miracles, kariimiit. 
In the l;adith above, Abu Huraira t!. admits his ignorance of the essence of his 
own kariima. 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Ayyiib al-An~ari t!. that he had a cel
lar filled with dates from which the jinn used to take their fill without his 
permission. When he complained about this to the Prophet 1Jt., he replied, 

60 Bukhari: 2311,3275,5010 
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"Go! And when next you see them, say: 'In the name of Allah! Answer the 

call of Allah's Prophet!'" The narrator of the \:ladith then said, "And so Abii 

Ayyub t!. caught the jinn:' This \:ladith was narrated by Tirmidhi.61 

Customs: Charms and Incantations 
Most Sufi masters are called upon to make amulets and charms for people with 

particular needs, and to perform exorcisms and so forth. In such cases, most 

masters are too polite to refuse, and so, seeking the help of the Almighty, they do 

their best to furnish their petitioners with something that will be of use to them 

in solving their particular problems. In the \:ladith above, the Messenger of Allah 

/J6 taught Abu Ayyiib t!. a formula for exorcising the jinn. Thus, it cannot be said 

that the custom of the Sufis is in any way contrary to the Sunna. In fact, there are 

several \:ladiths concerning the use of different charms and incantations. 

I;IADITH 29 
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It is related on the authority of Tabir t!. that, "Concerning us the verse was 

revealed, 'When two parties amongst you were about to lose heart, even 

though Allah is their Protector:62 Yes, we are those two parties, the tribes 

of l:Iarithah and Salama. And I am not sorry that this verse was revealed, 

for has the Almighty not said, 'Allah is their Protector?"'63 This \:ladith was 

related by Bukhari and Muslim.64 

States: Taking Pleasure in Censure by the Beloved 
Many Sufis have related how, though it may seem incredible, they have derived 

pleasure from visions and inspirations in which they were scolded by Allah or by 

His Messenger /J6. The \:ladith above, however, should do much toward dispelling 

our viewing of this phenomenon in the light of incredulity. For, despite the censure 

of his tribe, it was the one phrase in indication of Allah's concern with his tribe 

61 Tirmidhl: 2880 

62 Qur'iin, 3:122 

63 Even though the verse mentions a wrong they had committed, and was revealed to censure them 

its revelation was nonetheless a pleasure to Jabir. YTD. 

64 Bukharl: 4051, Muslim: 2505 
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which caused Jabir .:Ji to glory in the revelation of the verse. Similarly, when a Sufi 
is made aware that he/she is being censured, a sign will be given, in one form or 

another, that the censure is made because the Sufi is cared for. Certainly, if it was 

Allah's wrath that the Sufi was being made aware of, he/she would have no cause 

for rejoicing. Sa'di tells the story of the Sufi who heard a voice from the Unseen tell 

him that his years of worship had not found acceptance with the Almighty. The 

Sufi then continued as before with his worship, saying, 'Accepted or not accepted, 

there is no other way to go: At last, from the Unseen came the cry, 'Accepted! 

Though you remain without perfection. For without Me, you remain without pro

tection!' 'lhere is also a story about a disciple of Shah Abu al-Macall who returned 

from Madjna and related to him that in a dream he had been visited by the Prophet 

/J;" who greeted him and then asked him to convey his greetings to his 'heretical' 

master. On hearing the dream, Shah Abu al-Ma'all began leaping for joy, saying: 

'You say I'm no good, and I'm ecstatic! Allah bless you, you have spoken well. How 

well sour words beautify sweet, red lips!' Another Sufi was startled when, during 

a time of intense spiritual contemplation, he heard a voice from the Unseen say, 

'You will become a disbeliever and die!' Later the Sufi was told by his master not to 

worry, and to return to his devotions, for what he had heard was merely a taunt of 

love, after the fashion of the name-calling practised by lovers everywhere. The fol

lowing verse of the Mathnawi might also be included under this general heading: 

Your displeasure with me is pleasure to my soul, 

May my heart be made ransom, my heart in grief! 
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It is related on the authority of Jabir .;;; that, "Once, when I had fallen 

ill, Allah's Prophet /J;" walked over with Abu Bakr ;:Ji to inquire after my 

health. I was unconscious when they found me, so the Prophet I!- made 

ablutions and poured the used water over me. At that, I immediately 

regained consciousness ... [the I;adith continues.] This I;adith was related 

by Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud, and Tirmidhi.65 

65 Bukharj: 5(\51, Muslim: 1616, Abu Dawud: 2886, Tirmidhl: 2097, Nasa'j: 138, Ibn Majah: 2728 
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Customs: Blessings from Relics 
It is the way of most Sufis to secure blessings for themselves from the clothes and 

other personal effects of their masters and others whose acceptance with the 

Almighty is obvious. This l).adith is explicit in its authentication of this custom; 

as it was from the blessings of the water used in ablutions by the Prophet Its that 

Tabir ~ regained consciousness. 

J::IADITH 31 
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It is related on the authority of cUbadah ibn a~-Samit ~ that, "When the 

revelation came to him, the Messenger of Allah Its was so overwhelmed 

by the experience that his face turned ashen:' This l).adlth was related by 

Muslim, Abii Dawud, and Tirmidh1.66 

States: Ecstasy and Effacement 
The suspension of senses or faculties which comes about as a result of the descent 

of spiritual meanings on the heart is called absence or ghaybah and effacement 

or ma~w in Sufi terminology. It is this phenomenon, which is so clearly referred 

to in the l).adlth above. 
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It is related on the authority ofcA'isha ~ that she said, "Allah's Prophet Its 
always kept vigil at night until the Almighty revealed the verse: 'Allah will 

protect you from mankind:67 When that happened, the Prophet Its stuck 

66 Muslim: 2334, 1690. It was not found in Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi. 

67 Al-Qur'an, 6:68 
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his head outside the tent and cried, 'Go away, people! The Almighty has 

granted me his protection:" This l,1adith was related by Tirmidhi.68 

Practices: Rejecting Causative Factors 
This type of trust in Allah ;t~ is not only permissible, but preferable for the 

strong of heart and faith. Indeed, this has always been the hallmark of the Sufi 

masters. The l,1adith above is an extremely lucid account of the reality of such 

trust, tawakkul. 

Note: The foregoing of fixed, indispensable causative factors is absolutely prohib

ited. This has nothing to do with tawakkul. The Qur'anic teaching on the sub

ject is as follows: "And when you are resolved, put your trust in Allah;'69 where, 

undoubtedly, the word "resolved" implies a definite course of action. 

I;IADITH 33 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas t!. that a certain man went 

to Allah's Messenger I#. and said, "Whenever I eat meat, my appetite for 

women is stimulated and I am possessed by desire. Therefore, I have for

bidden myself from consuming meat:' Then the Almighty revealed the 

verse: "0 believers! Forbid not such good things as Allah has made lawful 

for YOU:'70 This l,1adith was related by TirmidhF' 

Corrections: Prohibition of Excesses in Forsaking Pleasure 
Certain harsh and unsparing people have been known to abstain from things 

which are lawful72 in the same way that they abstain from things they know to 

be prohibited, believing that this is something which will bring them closer 

to Allah ;t~. Practically and theoretically, this is religious fanaticism and falls 

under the category of blameworthy innovation, bid"ah. It was in refutation of 

68 Tirmidhi: 3046 

69 AI-Qur'an, J:l59 

70 AI-Qur'an, 5:87 

71 Tirmidhi: 3054 

72 Like meat in general, and beef in particular. YTD. 
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precisely this type of extremism that the Qur'anic prohibition of monasticism 
was revealed,73 The l:J.adith above explains that it was exactly this sort of monasti
cism that became the occasion for the revelation of the above mentioned verse of 
the Qur'an. The abstinence of the Sufis, especially in the course of their spiritual 
disciplines, is comparable to nothing so much as the dietary caution exercised 
by the sick. This is because the sick do not hold it as an article of faith that what 
they abstain from (while in that state) is prohibited. Nor do they suppose their 
abstention to be in itself an act of worship. The Sufis' practices in this regard, 
then, and contrary to the opinion of the shallow formalists, are in no way con
nected to monasticism. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Vmar t!. that, "When 'Abdullah ibn 
Sahi174 died, [such and such took place. The l:J.adith continues until finally 
Ibn 'Vmar t!. continues ... ] Then 'Vmar t!. stood up and grasped the 
cloak of the Prophet If;. saying, '0 Messenger of Allah If;.! Are you praying 
for him even when your Lord has forbidden you to pray for him ?,75 The 
Prophet If;. replied, 'On the contrary, Allah ;li/iJ?- has given me a choice:" 
This l:J.adith was related by Bukhari, Muslim, Tirmidhi, and Nasa'P6 

States: Intoxication Resultingfrom Spiritual Meanings 

Intoxication, sukr, is the name given to that loss of discretion which sometimes 
takes place at the time of the descent of spiritual meanings on the heart. The 
return of discretion is called sobriety, ~a~w. In the l:J.adith above, a situation is 
described in which 'Vmar's t!. heart was so overwhelmed by antipathy for the 

73 AI-Qur'an, 57:27 

74 Ibn Sahli was a well known hypocrite in Madina who, despite his profession of Islam, was despised 

by many of the believers. YTD. 

75 The reference made by 'Umar J!l. is to the Qur'anic verse at 9:80: " ... ask forgiveness for them, or 

ask not forgiveness ... " YTD. 

76 Bukhari: 1269,4670,4672, Muslim: 2774, Tirmidhi: 3098, Nasa'i: 1901, Ibn Majah: 1523 
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enemies of Allah that he paid no attention to the way, both in word and deed, that 
he approached Allah's Prophet 1f5,. Indeed, to all outward appearances, 'Vmar's 

t!. behaviour was extremely disrespectful. The Prophet 1f5" however, knowing 
the reason for 'Vmar 's t!. behaviour, excused him. Later, when the state of sukr 
was replaced by ~a~w, 'Vmar t!. marvelled at how reckless he had been, and was 

most repentant. 

I:fADITH 35 
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On the authority of 'Abdullah ibn Ka'b t!. it is related that his father, Ka'b 

t!. [in the course of telling the story of how he had remained behind dur
ing the military campaign to TabUk,] said, "So Allah's Prophet Ifo forbade 
the Muslims to engage any of the three of us in conversation:' Later, in the 
same l).adith, Ka'b t!. said, "When the one whose voice I had heard came to 

give me the good tidings [offorgiveness for having missed the campaign], 

I stripped off my robe and dressed him in it, out of joy for his having been 
the one to inform me:' In the same l).adith, Ka'b t!. cites the following 

verse of the Qur'an to describe how he and the other two felt: " ... until, 
for all of its breadth, the earth became strait for them:'77 This l).adtth was 
related by Bukhari, Muslim, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud, and Nasai/s 

Practices: Discipline by Disassociation 
It is related concerning most Sufi masters t~at at one time or another they were 
forced to discipline someone from among their disciples by banishment, or by 

enforced silence, or by some other apposite disciplinary action. The object of this 
sort of diScipline is no more than admonishment, and it is certainly never based 

on any kind of personal or animosity or malice. That this practice is a good one 
is attested to by the l).adith above, as Allah's Prophet Ifo disciplined three of his 
Companions in much the same way. 

77 Al-Qur'an,9:118 

78 Bukhari: 4418, Muslim: 2769, Abu Dawud: 2773, Tirmidhi: 3102, Nasa'i: 3855 
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Customs: Presentation of Gifts to Bearers of Good Tidings 
It is customary among many Sufis to offer garments or small sums of money to 

those, such as the reciters of inspired poetry, who bring them pleasure with their 
glad tidings. This is no different than Ka'b's f!±- giving his robe to the one who 
brought him the news of his forgiveness. 

States: Contraction 
The contraction of the heart at the coming of the signs of Divine majesty, jalal, is 

called qabcj by the Sufis. The straitened conditions of the three men described by 
Ka'b f!±- in his narrative correspond exactly to the qabcj of the Sufis, as the reason 

for those conditions was the delay in the acceptance of the three men's repent

ance; for this delay was a sign, among many others, of Divine majesty. Indeed, 
the phrase used in the narrative to describe this state is a metaphor for restric

tion and depression. The opposite of qabcj is bast or expansion, which denotes 
joy and pleasure in the heart at the coming of the signs of Divine bounty. This 
was the state experienced by Ka'b f!±- after he learned that his repentance had 
been accepted. All of this is clear from the 1).adith above in which it is related that, 

as a sign of how he felt, he gave away his robe. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas f!±- that Allah's Messenger I!J. 
said, "When Pharaoh saw that he was going to drown, he cried out, 'I 
believe that there is no god but the One in whom the Israelites believe!' 

Then the angel Jibril ~ said to me, '0 Mu1).ammad! If only you could have 
seen me as I took mud from the ocean floor and stuffed it into his mouth 
for fear of his being overtaken at the last moment of his life by the mercy 

of Allah!'" This 1).adith was related by Tirmidhi,79 

States: Intoxication 
In spite of the heart's position as the point on which revolves the acceptance of 

one's confession of faith, if it is not the time for the acceptance of repentance, it 

79 Tirmidhi: 3107 
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will avail nothing to confess one's faith aloud. If the time is right, however, for 
the acceptance of one's repentance, even a silent confession of faith will suffice.8o 

Jibril's ~ attempt to silence Pharaoh, in spite of his knowledge that his doing 
so would have no bearing on Pharaoh's ultimate destiny, came as a result of his 
being in the state of sukr, concerning the reality of which I have spoken already 

in my commentary on a previous lJadith [34]. In this case, too, it was Jibril's ~ 
extreme antipathy for the enemies of Allah that led him to do what he did. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas ~ that Abii Bakr ~ said, "0 
Messenger of Allah! You have aged!" Then he If;. replied, "The chap
ters of Hlid and the Event have aged me!"81 This lJadith was related by 
Tirmidhi.82 

States: Awe 
On a higher spiritual plane than, but corresponding to, qabcf and bast (con
traction and expansion) are the feeling of awe brought on by the manifestation 
of Divine majesty or hayba and intimacy or uns. As the spiritual states of the 
Prophet If;. were of the highest levels of spiritual development, it is better to refer 
to his awe for the Almighty, which is one of the early signs of qabcf, as hayba. 

Character: Spiritual Vigilance 
Complete reflection on, and attention to, any particular subject, along with a 
continued effort to take its meaning to heart is called vigilance or muraqabah. 
Obviously, the ageing mentioned here as a result of awe depends chiefly on con
stant and concentrated attention to the subject. In this wise, the lJadith points 
clearly to the practice of muraqabah. 

80 Th~refore, as Pharaoh's confession of faith came too late, it mattered nothing that he confessed it 

aloud. See Qur'an, \0;9'-2. YTIl. 

81 The chapter entitled Hod (ll), the first of these two chapters, contains mention of how former 

nations were punished and made the objects of Divine wrath, while the chapter entitled The Event (56), 

details the Hereafter and conditions in the Fire and Garden. YTD. 

82 Tirmidhi; 3297 
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J:IADITH 38 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Sa'ld al-Khudrl.~ that the Messenger 

of Allah IA said, "Beware the intuition of a believer, for the believer sees 

with the light of Allah:' This lJadith was related by Tirmidhl.H
) 

States: Intuition 

Through the purity of heart, which is, in fact, the fruit of constant remembrance 

and heeding, it quite often happens that a Sufi is able to perceive obscure spiritual 

truths. A branch of kashf, or spiritual vision, this is known in Sufi parlance as 

intuition or firasa. The lJadith above mentions this faculty explicitly. Furthermore, 

the "light of Allah" mentioned in the lJadlth refers directly to the purity of heart 

which is brought about through remembrance, dhikr, and heedfulness, taqwa. 
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It is related on the authority of cA'isha that, "I asked the Messenger of 

Allah if the people referred to in the verse: 'Those who give of what they 

are given, with their hearts quaking: were those who drink wine and prac

tise thievery. He IA answered me, saying, 'No, 0 daughter of al-Siddlq! 

Rather, they are the ones who keep fasts and give alms, and then fear that 

perhaps their deeds will not be accepted of them. Those are the ones who 

truly vie in good deeds:" This lJadlth was related by Tirmidhl.H4 

Character: Fear and Humility 

This lJadith is clear in its bespeaking these two characteristics of the Sufis, as it con

tains mention of those who, when they look on the lowliness and insignificance 

83 Tirmidhi: 3127 

84 Tirmidhj: 3175 
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of their own condition, and then on the majesty of the Almighty, are overcome by 

fear of the possibility that their works will not avail them in the Hereafter. 

Signs: Those Nearest to Allah 

In the Qur'anic verse quoted above, Allah described certain characteristics as 

the attributes of His closest servants. These characteristics, then, are among the 

signs that indicate the true Sufi masters. 
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It is related on the authority ofIbn 'Abbas ~ that when Hilal ibn Umayyah 

.®. was unable to produce witnesses, after accusing his wife of adultery, the 

Messenger of Allah /Jt,. told him that ifhe was unable to produce witnesses, 

he would have to face the penalty for false accusation.8s So, Hilal ~ said, 

"By the One Who sent you with the true faith! I am telling the truth. Surely, 

the Almighty will reveal something to exonerate me and spare me from 

that penalty!" Just then, Jibrll t# descended.86 In the same }:ladith it is 

related that87 the Prophet /Jt,. said, "Had it not been for what was revealed in 

the Book of Allah, this woman and I would have had business together:'88 

This }:ladith was related by Bukhari, Abu Oawud, and Tirmidhi.89 

85 'Ihe specific hadd penalty for false accusation, qadhf, in cases of adultery is eighty lashes. See 

Qur'an, 24:6. YTD. 

86 Jibrll;g brought revelation exonerating Hilal from the penalty in exchange for his oath and that 

of his wife. See Qur'an, 24:6. YTI>. 

87 1his is what the Prophet /fo said when Hilal's .:!1 wife gave birth to a child who displayed the exact 

signs that the Prophet jJ;. had said would confirm its descent from one other than Hilal. YTD. 

88 In other words, she might have been punished. However, as she had taken the oath, as required by 

the law of ii'an in the verse that was revealed when Hilal:!1 first complained to him, the matter was closed 

until the Day of Judgment. It should be recognised here that the Prophet was speaking to Hilal:!1 and 

telling him that he knew him to be truthful. Otherwise, from a purely legal perspective, there was no case. 

For unless there are witnesses to testify to adultery, the appearance of signs on a child are not sufficient to 

convict in a case involving ~udud, especially when the general rule in such cases is that the least modicum 

of doubt will suffice to put aside the penalty. YTD. 

89 Bukharl: 4747, Abu lJawud: 2254, Tirmidhl: 3179, Ibn Majah: 2597 
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States: Miracles 
If Hilal's jj.. statement, "Surely the Almighty will reveal something to exonerate 
me and spare me from that penalty!" is taken as a declarative statement, and it is 
most likely that it was, then his foretelling the descent of the angel of revelation 
was a miracle, karama. If the sentence is understood as exclamatory in nature, 
however, then the acceptance of his plea may be understood as a miracle. 

Corrections: Legal Before Spiritual Considerations 
By means of revelation it was revealed to the Prophet r/J. that if a child with cer
tain distinguishing traits were born to Hilal's jj.. wife, it would be illegitimate. 
Obviously, in a matter of such gravity, the Prophet r/J. would never have relied 
on his own opinions or assumptions. When a child with exactly those traits was 
born to the woman, then, in spite of the certainty of his knowledge, the Prophet 
~ deferred to the ruling of the Sharica. This is a very important point, that the 
Prophet ~ put the Sharica before the Jfaqiqa or, in this case, the certainty that 

the woman was guilty, and it is one on which many of our deeds and beliefs 
depend. Furthermore, this is actually a great mercy for us. Were it not so, there 
would be no order in the world. For example, the reality or Jfaqiqa of the mat
ter is that everything in existence is the possession of Allah ~~, and that when 
we ascribe things to ourselves or to others, we are only speaking figuratively. 
Then, if we were to do away with this counterfeit coin of figurative language and 
thought, and begin to transact all of our affairs in the currency of the Jfaqiqa, 
all distinction between what is rightfully our own and what belongs to others
rights, responsibilities, and even families-would all fall away. The resulting 
chaos, scandal and corruption is all too predictable. So Allah, in His wisdom 
and mercy, has given us the Sharica to protect us from these evils. Those who are 
incapable of understanding this essential wisdom behind the Sharica often end 
up in heresy and worse. 

J:IADITH 41 
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It is related on the authority of Wish a *- concerning the events surround
ing the incident in which she was slandered: "So, my mother said to me, 
'Go now to Allah's Prophet!' I replied, 'I will not go to him! Nor will I 
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praise any other than Allah! He was the One who revealed my innocence:" 

This l:J.adith was related by Bukhari, Nasai, and Tirmidhi.90 

States: Ecstatic Pronouncements 
The ecstatic pronouncements made by Sufi masters while under the influence of 
one spiritual state or another, whether made in prose or poetry, which when con

strued literally seem presumptuous or rash, are termed shata/:!iit. Here, the state
ment made by cA'isha ~ was of this kind. The reason she said what she did was 

that she was extremely unhappy that the Prophet ~ being only human and not 

possessing knowledge of all things, had himself been troubled and puzzled by 
the whole incident. In other words, cA'isha's ~'" distress was at what she believed 

to be the Prophet's ~ uncertainty about her. When the Qur'anic verses concern
ing her innocence were revealed, she was so elated that she said what she said 
(as narrated in the l:J.adith above). Finally, that the Messenger of Allah ~ did not 
refute or rebuke her for what she had said is ample proof that those who let such 

pronouncements, shata/:!iit, escape from their lips may certainly be excused. 

l:IADITH 42 
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(,-:?~jJIJ r-L 
It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira jjJ;.. concerning the verse: "No, 
you surely cannot gUide whomsoever you wish .. :'91 that the Messenger 

of Allah ~ had been attempting to guide his uncle, Abu ralib, to accept 

Islam. This l:J.adith was related by Muslim and Tirmidhi.92 

Corrections: Spiritual Administration 
Many ignorant people make the mistake of believing that Sufi masters have the 
ability to direct communication of Divine effusion,faytj, whenever, and to whom
ever, they please. That this belief is false is made evident in the l:J.adith above for, 

when the Prophet was not so empowered, how is it possible that others should 

be? Therefore, when the matter of ensuring spiritual welfare, which is the primary 

90 Bukhari: 4141, Muslim: 2770, Tirmidhi: 3180, Nasa'i: 8931 

91 Qur'an, 28:56 

92 Muslim: 25, Tirmidhi: 3188 
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function of a Sufi master, is outside the sphere of his direct influence, then with 

all the more reason the matter of promoting temporal welfare must undoubtedly 
be understood to be beyond the power of the Sufi master. Nowadays, so many 

ignorant Sufis are caught up in the presumption, and I seek refuge in Allah from 
the enormity of their beliefs, that the Sufi masters are in possession of all the 
powers of divinity. The l).adlth above should suffice to repudiate all such notions. 

HADITH 43 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas A that he said, concerning 

the following verse: "Allah has not assigned to any person two hearts 
within his breasf'93 "One day, Allah's Messenger /Jh was standing in prayer 

when certain thoughts crossed his mind .. :' This l).adith was related by 
Tirmidhl.94 

Questions: Stray Thoughts 

Some people think that it is conditional to the proper performance of prayer 

that no stray thoughts enter the mind of the one performing it. That this is not 
so should be perfectly clear from the l).adlth above. An intentional lapse in con

centration, however, will certainly impair the value of the prayer. Still, the com

ing to mind of stray thoughts is something that is beyond our control. What is, 
however, within our control is our pursuing or ignoring these thoughts as they 
occur; for, if we pursue them, we may impair our prayer. That over which we 

exercise no control will neither enhance nor detract from our worship. There are 
sometimes periods in which no such stray thoughts occur, and this is the result 
of a certain absorption which is a praiseworthy spiritual state, but which is not 

something to be sought in itself. In fact, sometimes a thought-filled prayer is bet
ter than a thought-free one, for it is quite a taxing matter to ignore stray thoughts 

and remain concentrated on prayer. I have already explained that the rewards 

to be had from an act of worship are proportionate to the degree of difficulty or 
effort expended on performing it. 

93 Qur'an,33:4 

94 Tirmidhi: 3199 
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J::IADITH 44 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira ~ that Allah's Prophet I/i- said, 
"When the Almighty gives a command in heaven, the angels fold their 

wings in humble deference to the word of Allah, which sounds like the 

noise of a chain dragged over rock:' This l).adith was related by Bukhari.95 

Questions: The Eternal Manifested in the Form of the Temporal 
It is obvious that while the "word" of Allah ~~ is eternal, the sound (form) of 

a chain being dragged over rock is temporal. Then, in this l).adith, through the 

comparison of the eternal "word" to the temporal "sound;' confirmation is found 
for the matter, so often referred to by the Sufi masters, of the manifestations of 

the Eternal Being in the temporal universe; a phenomenon referred to in Sufi 
terminology as representative manifestation or tajallf-e-mithali. Now, the reality 
of this manifestation has nothing to do with transformation, incarnation, or the 

assertion that Allah ~~ is all, because everyone of those notions is false, accord
ing to reason and revelation alike. Rather, what we have here is something which, 

with respect to certain of its attributes, bears a resemblance to the Eternal; a 

resemblance through which something created acts in such a way as to shed light 
on the attributes of the Eternal. In the light of this commentary, it should not be 

difficult to interpret the meaning of the following l).adith, or of others like it: Said 
the Prophet Ifo, "I saw my Lord in the best possible form:' Finally, that there is 

nothing improper in the use of similes to describe Allah ~~ will be evident to 
anyone who has read the Qur'an. 

J::IADITH 45 

95 Bukhari: 4701, Tirmidhi: 3223, Ibn Majah: 194 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn Mas'ud t!1 that the Messenger of Allah 
lis said, "When Allah reveals His Word the heavenly hosts first hear a 
clanking like the sound of a chain being dragged over rock, and then they 
lose their senses ... :' This l;1adith was related by Abu Dawud.96 

States: Ecstasy and Effacement 
It sometimes happens, when there has been a particularly forceful descent of 
spiritual meanings on the heart, that the Sufi will lose consciousness. This is a 
part of the states known as ghaybah and mabw discussed in the commentary 
on l;1adith [31] above. That this is not merely an excess invented by Sufis in the 
name of Islam is lucidly attested to (" ... and then they lose their senses ... ") in 
this l;1adith. 

l:IADITH 46 

t..,..;:;.w W Ult ~ ~'J ~ ~I J..;, ~I ~ J) :JL; ~ ~I ~J ~j if 
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It is related on the authority of 'Anas t!1 that the verse: "Surely, We have 
given you a manifest victory:'97 was revealed to Allah's Prophet lis and 
that surely the "manifest victory" referred to in the verse was the vic
tory of I:Iudaybiya. This l;1adith was related by Bukhari, Muslim and 
Tirmidhi.98 

Teachings: Uneasiness Over Contraction 
The events which took place at I:Iudaybiya are well known.99 To all outward 
appearances, the Muslims were forced into signing a non-aggression pact with 
the disbelievers there. However, in view of Anas' t!1 commentary, it is clear that 
the Almighty referred to the truce of I:Iudaybiya for the reason that it included 
several subtle considerations. In fact, events later proved that I:Iudaybiya was the 
first step in the liberation of Makka, a manifest victory if there ever was one. In 
all this we have a glimpse at the foundation of the teaching by Sufi masters that 

96 Abu DaWlld: 4378. Al-Mundhirj said: 'Bukharj, Tirmidhj and Ibn Majah have also reported a simi-

lar lJadlth from 'Ikrimah, the freedman of Ibn 'Abbas~, from Abu Hurairah~. 

97 Qur'an,48:1 

98 Bukharj: 4172, 4834, Muslim: 1786, Tirmidhj: 3262 

99 In brief, l;Iudaybiya was the site of a treaty between the Muslims and the idolators of Makka. For 

details, see the commentaries on verse 48:1. YTD. 
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although the state of contraction, or qabcj, seems outwardly to be an indication 
of decline, it is in reality a praiseworthy state, like expansion, bast, and one from 

which the experienced Sufi may derive great benefit. Indeed, the first step on the 

way to bast is qabcj. 
Mawlana Ruml wrote: 

When qabcj comes it'll be, 0 wayfarer, 

For your benefit, so be not dismayed. 
When qabcj comes, see in it the best, 

Stay diligent, and keep your composure. 

J:IADITH 47 
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It is related on the authority ofIbn 'Abbas ~ that he said, concerning the 
verse: "Know that Allah ;1rt# revives the earth after it was dead;'lOo that: 

"Allah softens the hearts after they have grown hard, and makes them 
humble and repentant. He it is Who brings inert hearts to life with knowl
edge and with wisdom. Nonetheless, that the earth is revived by the rain 

is a phenomenon easily perceived through observation:' This lJadith was 
related by Razln.lOJ 

Summary 
In the verse preceding the verse mentioned in this lJadith, the believers are urged 

to create within their hearts a sense of submission to the will of the Almighty. 

This is followed by the verse concerning the revival of the earth. There are two 
possible explanations for this sequence. The first is that the revival of the earth, 

as a universally recognised phenomenon, is mentioned here as an example of 
how the heart may also come back to life. The second is that the heart is repre
sented there figuratively by the earth, as Ibn 'Abbas ~ opined in the lJadlth, so 

that the verse is essentially a metaphor. 

100 Qur'an, 5P7 

101 Ad-Durr al-Manthur. 6:254 
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Sayings: The Heart is Allah's Wide Earth 

Certain Sufi masters have referred to the heart as ''Allah's wide earth:'101 This 

l;adith may simply have been the source of this saying. 

Miscellaneous: Esoteric Commentary on the Qur'an 

In the works and discourses of the Sufi masters one may find any number of 

Qur'anic verses and l;adlths interpreted in rather unconventional ways. This has 

always been a cause of much consternation among rigid formalists. This l;adlth, 

however, clearly indicates that there is nothing wrong with this kind of Sufi com

mentary. In the first volume of my commentary, The Key to the MathnawI, I have 
discussed this subject at length. to, 

102 E.g., Qur'an, 29:56 and 39:10. -Trans. "() My servants who believe, ,urely My earth is vast. So, Me 

alone you must worship." and "Say (on My behalf) "0 My servants who believe, fear your Lord. 'lhose who 

do good deeds in this world will have a good return, and the earth of Allah is wide. Certainly those who 

observe patience will be given their reward in full without measure." 

103 In the story of the Khaljfa's Seeing Layla, Mawlana Riimj wrote the f()lIowing verses: '''lhe Qur'anic 

text: 'Cleanse My House,' you two, is! the explanation of such purity: it (the purified heart)! is a treasure 

of (divine) light, though its form is of this earth." Now, the Qur'anic text quoted in the couplet is from the 

second chapter of the Qur'an, (2:125), and is in the f()fJn of a command directed to the Prophet Ibrahjm 

;g and his son, Isma'jl J:±, concerning the purification of the Ka'bah. Mawlana 'Ihanawj, in his Urdu com

mentary on the Mathnawj wrote that the verse also contains reference to the purification of the heart, but 

that that reference is indirect, and indicated rather than designated. Mawlana 'Ihanawj then writes: "You 

should know that this kind of esoteric commentary is something which is found throughout the works of 

the Sufi masters. Regarding this, however, there are two major misconceptions. 'Ihe first is the belief that 

the only true interpretation of the Qur'an is the Sufi interpretation, and that whatever the other sehola" 

have written is wrong. Undoubtedly, this belief is entirely erroneous, and a sure sign of deviation. 11,e 

second misconception results in people reviling the Sufis and accusing them of havi ng tampered with the 

Qur'an. It is essential, therefore, to study the matter more closely. 'n) begin with, the proper commentary 

of the Qur'an is the commentary written for it by conventional, orthodox Qur'anic scholars or rnufassirin. 

However, it sometimes happens that the intended meaning of the Qur'an will bring to mind another, 

similar meaning. If, for example, Zayd and 'Amr each bear a likeness to one another, then one might 

automatically think of 'Amr when speaking of Zayd. So, as a result of this sort of mental association, the 

intended meaning of the Qur'an may call to mind a similar meaning, subject in the same way to the same 

things as the intended meaning. lherefore, it is decidedly not the intention of the Sufi masters to impose 

their own interpretations on the texts of the Qur'an or the Hadiths, but rather merely to draw parallels and 

illustrative instances wherever possible. For example, from the above quoted Qur'anic text," ... c1eanse My 

House," the mind easily passes on to that part of the human body, the heart, which resembles the Ka bah 

through its being the place of descent for spiritual meanings and light. 'I hen, the inference may be drawn 

that just as the command has been given to cleanse the Ka'bah, so that it becomes a finer receptacle for 

heavenly manifestations, so also the command is given to cleanse the heart. Now, this sort of lore is known 

as contemplative knowledge or 'ilm al-i'tibar; and it is this which is mentioned in the Qur';m itself: "clhere

fore, contemplate, 0 you who are possessed of vision!" (59:2). Indeed, the very same process is used by the 

formalist scholars of law in their interpretations of the Sharj' a. See, Ashraf'Ali 'Ihanawj, Kalid-i-Mathnawi 

(Deoband, India: Matba'-e-Ashrafj, n.d.) vol. 1, pp.90-91. 
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I:IADITH 48 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira .®. concerning the verse: 

" ... and who prefer others over themselves, even though poverty be their 

lot:'lo4 that "A man from the An~ar had a guest for the night but no food 

to offer him, except for a few morsels he had put aside for his children. 

The man said to his wife, 'Put the children to sleep, put out the light, then 

serve our guest whatever we have: Ihen the verse was revealed:' This 

~adlth was related by Tirmidhi. lO' 

Practices: Non-disclosure of Good Deeds 

It has always been the practice of Sufi masters to do their utmost to conceal the 

good that they do. This l;adith is clear in its confirmation of such a practice. 

Character: Altruism 

This ~adith also substantiates the selflessness, or preference for the welfare of 

others which is characteristic of the Sufis in general. 

I:IADITH 49 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas .®. concerning the verse: 

" ... and do not leave Wadd, nor Suwa" Yaghuth, Ya'uq, nor Nasr:' that: ''All 

of these are the names of pious men from the nation of the Prophet Nul; 

104 Qur'an, 59:9 

105 Tirmidhj: 3304 
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~. When they died, Satan prompted their followers to erect statues of 
them in the places where they used to rest, and to name them with their 

names. So, the people did as Satan bid them, but they never worshipped 

the statues. Still, when those people passed away and knowledge of true 
religion had been forgotten, people began worshipping the statues:' This 
l:tadlth was related by Bukhari.100 

Corrections: The Prohibition Concerning Pictures 

It is the practice of some Sufis nowadays to keep pictures of their masters. This 

l:tadlth shows clearly how this practice can be, and has actually been, corrupted 
into great evil. According to the Shari'a, pictures are not to be shown respect.107 

However, as those Sufis who keep pictures of their masters also treat those pic

tures with great respect, they are clearly acting in defiance of the Shari'a. 

I;IADITH 50 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira:k. that the Messenger of Allah 
IJ;. said, "Whenever a servant commits an act of wrongdoing, a black spot 
appears on his/her heart; and when he/she desists, and asks forgiveness, 

and repents, his/her heart will become clear. But, if instead [of remaining 

committed to repentance] he/she again commits the same wrongs, more 
and more black marks will accumulate until they overshadow his/her 

heart. This is the rust which the Almighty speaks of in the Qur'an:'108 This 

l:tadith was related by Tirmidhl.109 

Miscellaneous: The Heart in Light and Darkness 

In the writings of many Sufi masters, the heart is spoken of as being either "illu-

106 Bukhari: 4940 

107 Mawlana Thanawi's ownfatwa or legal verdict on the subject of photographs was that they are 

allowed only when they are a necessity, as in a passport, or identity card, etc. Ihe traditional fiqh ruling 

on pictures of living beings in general is that they are permitted, but must not be displayed in places that 

command respect. Thus, they had no objection to pictures on rugs, for example, since these are used on 

the floor and under people's feet.-Trans. 

108 Qur'an,83:4 

109 Tirmidhi: 3334, Ibn Majah: 4244 
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mined" through worship and devotion, or "darkened" through wrongdoing and 
neglect. In this badith, the same things are mentioned. This light or darkness, 
then, does register on the heart-as a result of one's own deeds. But not in any 

perceptible way. 

J:lADITH 51 
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It is related on the authority ofIbn 'Abbas:lJJ- concerning the verse: "Surely, 
you shall traverse, stage after stage;'110 that, "This means, state after state. 
And the person to whom this was addressed was your Prophet 11&:' This 
badith was related by Bukharl.1I1 

Questions: A Sufi Can Always Make More Progress 

In the writings and discourses of the Sufi masters it is often noted that there is 
no end to the progress that might be made by a Sufi. The words of this badith, 
when applied generally, are certainly consistent with this observation. The 
phrase, "stage after stage" refers neither to only two stages, nor to any other defi
nite number of stages, but is rather intended to denote an unending succession 
of stages. This is what is referred to in the works of the Sufi masters. 

J:lADITH 52 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Dharr :lJJ- that he said to Allah's 
Prophet 11&, "0 Messenger of Allah! What were the scrolls of Ibrahim 
and Musa?" The Prophet 11& replied, "They were admonition entirely. I 
am amazed at people who, although certain of death, persist nonetheless 

no Qur'an,84:19 

III Bukhari: 4940 
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in making merry. And I am amazed at those who, although convinced of 
the existence of the Fire, persist nonetheless in laughter. I am amazed at 
those who, although acquainted with the way fortunes may change at a 
moment's notice in this world, persist nonetheless in their complacency. 
I am amazed at those who, although convinced that their daily bread is 
predestined, persist nonetheless in striving to earn more and more. And I 
am amazed at those who, although they believe in a final reckoning, per
sist nonetheless in making no effort to do good deeds:' This l).adith was 
related by Razin.ll2 

Teachings: Contemplation 

The sort of contemplation known as muraqabah that is taught and practised by 
Sufis is essentially thoughtful consideration. Experience has shown that before 
one can become adept at muraqabah one must practise it diligently for a certain 
period of time each day. The principles on which this practice is based are to be 
found in this l).adith, for the matter of associating peoples' ways with their beliefs 
is one that requires a certain amount of reflection which is, in fact, at the heart 
of the practice of muraqabah. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Umar fA that a number of the Com
panions ~ were shown in their dreams that the "Night of Power"113 was 
one of the last seven nights in the month of Rama<;ian. When they told 
the Messenger of Allah I!s of what they had dreamt, he replied, "I see that 
your dreams are in agreement on the last seven nights. Then, whoever 
seeks it, let them seek it on the last seven nights:' This l).adith was related 
by Bukhari, Muslim, Malik, and Tirmidhl."4 

112 Ad-Durr al-Manthur, 6:571 

113 al-Qur'an, 97:3 

114 Bukhari: 2015, Muslim: 1165, Muwana': 616. Tirmidhi has not recorded this I).adlth of Ibn 'Umar 

il>s-, but a similar report from 'A'isha \ti, but has alluded to this report in his comment: 'On this issue, there 

is also a I).adlth by Ibn 'Umar il>s-. 
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Questions: The Reliability of Concurrent Visions 
While it is the firm belief of the Sufi masters that spiritual vision, kashf, is unaccept
able as legal evidence, they are agreed on the reliability of concurrent visions in 

regard to extralegal matters. This }:ladith is clearly indicative of this point of view. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas ~ that Allah's Messenger /ft. 
said, "Satan will perch himself on a person's heart. Then, if the person 
mentions the name of Allah ;i~, Satan will slink away. But if the person 

is negligent [in remembering Allah], Satan will begin whispering to that 
person:' This }:ladith was related by Bukhari. 115 

Teachings: Silencing the Whisperings of Satan through Remembrance 
It should be abundantly clear from this }:ladith that dhikr is an effective remedy for 
the whisperings or waswasa that often cause concern and worry and that could, 
therefore, lead to frustration and even to one's abandoning one's spiritual disci

plines. Therefore, it is clearly important that one fortify oneself with dhikr rather 
than suffer as a result of waswasa regardless of its variety, including evil but resist
ible whisperings, neutral but resistible whisperings, and irresistible whisperings. 

Now, while there is no danger of wrongdOing resulting from the "neutral" variety 

of whisperings, it is still to be feared for its debilitating effect on the heart, which 
might eventually lead to wrongdoing. While it is true that the irresistible varieties 

of waswasa are not immediately harmful, they are, nonetheless, quite often the 
cause of much concern and worry and could, therefore, lead to frustration and 
even to one's abandoning one's spiritual disciplines. Therefore, it is clearly impor
tant that one fortify oneself with dhikr rather than suffer as a result of waswasa. 

I:IADITH SS 

115 Bukhari: As a chapter-heading on Sura an- Nas in the Book of Qur'anic Interpretation. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Sa'id ~ that while the Prophet" was 
sequestered in the mosque, he heard others nOisily reciting the Qur'an. 

Opening the curtain from his makeshift compartment, he said, "Listen! 

Each one of you is conversing with his Lord. So, do not disturb each other, 
and do not raise your voices one above the other while reciting the Qur'an 
or in prayer:' This was related by Abu Dawud.116 

Teachings: Contingencies in Permission for Audible Dhikr 
In this J::tadith, the reason given for the prohibition on reciting aloud was the mat
ter of causing inconvenience to others. From this we may derive the following two 

conclusions. First, that the Shari'a permits the practice of making remembrance 

aloud, dhikr-e-jali. Secondly, permission for such dhikr may be given only when 
others will not be disturbed by it. This is the middle way between the two posi
tions on either extreme. One group insists that audible dhikr is contrary to the 

Sunna, and that those who practise it become so enchanted by it that they begin 
to give it more importance than prayer. The point to remember here is that what 

is of importance is dhikr itself, and not any particular kind of dhikr. Audible dhikr 
is not in itself an act of worship, though it does have its advantages. Its effect on 
the heart, for example, is greater; it is effective in nullifying unwanted thoughts, 

and so forth. However, should it become a nuisance to other people, then the 
spiritual drawback of causing discomfort to another will far outweigh the advan

tages of making dhikr aloud. Therefore, at such times, the dhikr should be inaudi
ble. Finally, as to the question of whether audible or inaudible dhikr is better, the 

answer that comes to us from other J::tadiths is that inaudible dhikr is superior. 

I:IADITH 56 
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116 Abo. Dawiid: 1332 
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It is related on the authority of 'A'isha !J.J.. that a man once woke during 

the night and began to recite the Qur'an aloud. So, in the morning, Allah's 

Prophet ~ said, "May Allah bless so and so. Last night he reminded me of 
a number of verses that had slipped my mind:' This ]:ladith was related by 
Bukhari, Muslim, and Abii Dawiid.117 

Questions: A Novice as the Means for a Master's Development 
We may learn from this ]:ladith that a spiritual master will sometimes become 

the recipient of divine effusion, fayg" through a less developed intermediary. 

There should be no difficulty in our understanding this matter when it takes 
place without the intermediary's having intended it, as was the case in the ]:ladith 

quoted here. Obviously, the source of all fayg, is the Almighty Himself, and the 
novice is only an intermediary. In this case, the one receiving fayg, is actually 
(under normal conditions) the means by which fayg, passes on to the novice; and 
it is clear that whenever a follower is benefited by a guide, the reward for the ben

efit will go to the guide by means of the follower. Similarly, even when this takes 
place as a result of the novice's own intentions, there should still be no reason to 

suspect that the novice is more accomplished than the master. There are many 

]:ladiths in which there is record of the Prophet ~ benefiting from the advice of 
his Companions ~. In spite of that, the question of who among them was the 

most excellent, the closest to Allah, etc. has never arisen. Someone's becoming 
an intermediary in some particular matter is certainly in no way prejudicial to 
established virtue and excellence. Of course, when we are speaking of other than 

the Prophet there is nothing to prevent us from allowing that a disciple might, in 
certain areas, actually be more accomplished than his/her master. Finally, since 

it is possible to receive fayg, through an intermediary, it is clear that even a master 

may benefit from the company of the righteous. Indeed, it often happens that a 
master will benefit from a disciple. 

l:fADITH 57 
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It is related on the authority of 'Abdullah ibn Mas'iid!J.J.. that the Prophet 

117 Bukhari: 5037, Muslim: 788, Abu Dawud: 131 
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If;. said to him, "Recite the Qur'an for me:' When 'Abdullah ~ replied, 

"What? You want me to read what was revealed to you?" the Messenger of 
Allah If;. said, "It's just that I love to hear it from someone else ... " Further 
on, in the same narration, Ibn Mas'fld ~ reports that as he was reciting 
for the Prophet If;., " ... his eyes suddenly filled with tears:' This l).adith was 
related by Bukhari, Muslim, AbU Dawfld, and Tirmidhi.IlS 

Questions: The Special Properties of Audition 
It is human nature that people often derive more pleasure from listening to some
thing recited to them than from reading or reciting the same thing themselves. 
For this reason, audition or samet is sometimes prescribed for a disciple who 
needs to have a particular state intensified, or to have his/her desire or shawq 
renewed, or to attain a certain spiritual composure. The fact that certain types of 
samet are prohibited is another matter. 

States: Ardour 
One's being overcome by a peculiar but praiseworthy spiritual state is called 
ardour or wajd. The last sentence in this l).adith is clearly indicative of wajd, and 
may be cited as a precedent from the Sunna for this state.1l9 
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It is related on the authority of Asma *' that, ''Among the first Muslims no 
one ever fainted or cried out in ecstasy when the Qur'an was being recited. 
The most that would happen was that people would cry or shiver until 

their skin and their hearts would soften to the remembrance of Allah:' 
This l).adith was related by Razin.120 

Questions: The Ardour of the Masters 
The meaning of wajd was given in the commentary on the previous l).adith. Here, 

118 Bukharj: 4582, Muslim: 800, Abu Dawud: 3668, Tirmidhj: 3024, Ibn Majah: 4194 

119 See l:tadith [93]. YTD. 

120 Ibn Sa'd, at-Tabaqiit al-Kubrii: 8:188 
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in this 1)adith, the kind of wajd being described is the wajd of the spiritually 
adept. It is this kind of wajd which is described in the Qur'an.12! The fainting 
and shouting that most people associate with wajd is wajd of a middling degree, 
and is known to have occurred very infrequently among the first Muslims. In a 
1)adith related by Imam Tirmidhi, for example, there is mention of an incident 
in which Abii Huraira ~ fainted as a result of wajd. 
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It is related on the authority of Abii Huraira ~ that Allah's Messenger IJt. 
said, "If anyone of you rises at night to pray, and then finds himself slur
ring the words of the Qur'an, and incapable of comprehending what he 
is reading, then let him lie down and go back to sleep:' This 1)adith was 
related by Abu Dawud and Muslim.!22 

Teachings: The Prohibition of Excess in Spiritual Disciplines 
Some people go to such extremes in their disciplines, like denying themselves 
food and drink, and sleep, and so on, that they never give a thought to the pos
sibility that what they are doing may be harmful in some way. Surely, there is a 
lesson for these people in this 1)adith. Two points should be kept in mind here. 
The first is that more often than not the result of such excesses will be to impair 
one's health and no more, so that one becomes incapable of performing even 
the prescribed acts of worship. The second is that when one is so tired as to be 
incapable of reciting the words properly, there is no way that the full benefits of 
recitation will be forthcoming; and when that is the case, one's staying awake will 
have been in vain. 

J:lADITH 60 

121 al-Qur'an.39:23 

122 Muslim: 787. Abu Dawud: 1311, Ibn Majah: 1372 
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(<..?)~I 

It is related on the authority ofcAbd al-Ral)man ibn 'Abd al-Qari that he 

heard cUmar /J!.. say: "I heard the Messenger of Allah say, 'Whenever one 

of you sleeps through his/her nightly devotions, or through a part of them, 
then, if you perform them anytime between dawn and afternoon prayer, 
you will receive the same reward as you would for performing them at 

night:" This l)adlth was related by Malik, Muslim, AbU Dawiid, Tirmidhl, 
and Nasal.12

) 

Teachings: Making Up Missed Devotions 
The real message in this l)adith is that one should never miss one's daily (or 

nightly) devotions, even though they are categorised as superogeratory. If, how

ever, they cannot be performed at the regular time, then they may be performed 
later. But to miss them entirely is to miss great blessings. As it is said: "Those who 
have no devotions, will have no experiences:' 

HADITH 61 
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It is related on the authority of I:iarith ibn Suwayd /J!.. that he heard 
cAbdullah ibn Masciid /J!.. say that he heard Allah's Prophet I!J. say, ''Allah's 

elation at the repentance of His believing servant is greater even than the 
happiness of that person who spends the night in the desert and awakes 

in the morning to discover that his camel has wandered off with all of his 
provisions, and who finally, after much trepidation and anxiety, gives up 

hope and lies down to die ... only to awaken to the sight of the camel and 

123 Muslim: 142, Abu Dawud: 1313, Tirmidhj: 530, Nasa'j: 1791, Ibn Majah: 1343, Muwatta': 686 
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provisions, exclaiming: '0 Allah! You are my slave, and I am your Master!' 
thus erring in his excitement:" This l).adlth was related by Tirmidhi.124 

States: Ecstatic Pronouncements 
It sometimes happens, when a Sufi is overcome by the intensity of one spiritual 
state or another, that he or she will utter, in ecstasy, words whose meaning will be 
difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile with the Sharica and its teachings. From 

this l).adith, both the validity and the irreproachability of this type of ecstasy may 
be ascertained for, after quoting what the man said, the Prophet If;. excused the 

man's words rather than condemn them. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn cVmar !JJ:., that Allah's Prophet If;. said, "In a 

dream I saw a black woman with dishevelled hair depart Madina and travel to 

Jul).fah. My interpretation of this dream is that Madina's notoriously unhealthy 
climate has relocated to Hujfah:'125 (Commentary for this and the next l).adith 

follows the translation of l).adith [63]). 
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It is related on the authority ofVmm al-cAla' ltd- that she said, "When the 

Muslims migrated to Madina it fell to our lot to share our home with 

124 Bukharj: 6308. Muslim: 2744. Tirmidhj: 2497. The last portion of this J:!adlth. '0 Allah! You are my 

slave .. .' is not reported in Ibn Mas'ud's fii J:!adith. but by Anas fii as recorded by Muslim (2747). 

125 Bukharj: 7038.7039.7040. Tirmidhi: 229. Ibn Majah: 3924 
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'Uthman ibn Maz'iin~. When he became ill, we cared for him until, after 
a time, he died. Then we prepared him for burial:' Her narration con
tinues, until she relates, "Then I went to sleep and saw in a dream that 
'Uthman ~ was in possession of a gushing fountain. The next day I went 
to Allah's Messenger I#. and told him what I had dreamed. So he told 
me that 'Those were 'Uthman's good deeds, gushing for him in Paradise:" 
This l).adlth was related by Bukhari.126 

Questions: The World of Manifest Meaning 
In the l).adith above, and in the one which preceded it, the truth of the world 
of manifest meaning, 'iilam al-mithiil, where spiritual and other meanings are 
made manifest in a variety of forms, is further confirmed. 
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It is related on the authority of Anas ~ that Allah's Prophet r/!. said, "No 
one should ever wish to die just because hardship has befallen him:' 
This l).adith was related by Muslim, Bukhari, Abii Dawiid, Tirmidhi and 
Nasai.'2

7 

Questions: Wishing to Die 
In the writings and discourses of many Sufi masters the wish to die is often 
expressed. This, apparently, is done in contradiction to the explicit directive of 
the Shari'a. The qualifying condition, " ... just because hardship has befallen him:' 
in this l).adith should suffice to clarify any doubts on the matter. In other words, 
the prohibition against wishing to die is qualified by the aforementioned condi
tion. Then, whenever the condition is satisfied, the prohibition will be applicable. 
If the condition is not satisfied, however, the prohibition will be void, unless 
there is another legitimate reason for it not to be so. The wish expressed by the 
Sufi masters is nothing more than the result of their true desire to meet Allah ;!~, 
and is therefore in no way contrary to the Shari'a. Rather this (wish of the mas
ters) is more precisely a spiritual state that is itself the result of bast or spiritual 
expansion. 

126 Bukhari: 7018 

127 Bukhari: 5671, Muslim: 2680, Abu Dawud: 3018, Tirmidhi: 971, Nasa'j: 1821, Ibn Majah: 4265 
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J::IADITH 65 
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It is related on the authority of Usamah ibn Zayd ~ that Allah's Messen

ger IJ. said, "Whoever is done a favour, and then says to the one who did 

the favour, 'May Allah gift you with a good reward: will certainly have 
done his/her utmost to praise that person:' This l).adith was related by 
Tirmidhi.128 

Teachings and Practices: Supplications for the Bearer of Gifts 
It is the custom of the Sufi masters to show their appreciation to those who serve 
them, or present them with gifts, by evincing their pleasure and, at the same time, 
by making duca for the person who favoured them. In this, aside from the obvi

ous blessings, moral virtue, and adherence to the Sunna, there is also the matter 
of gratitude to the one performing the favour, itself an act of worship. The lack of 

appreciation and the haughtiness evinced by some so-called masters is therefore 

most uncharacteristic, unworthy and, in some respects, a sure sign of ingratitude 
to the Almighty. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Sacid ~ that when Allah's Prophet 
IJ. was asked who was the best of people, he replied, "A believer, a doer 
of jihad with his/her life and wealth in the way of Allah:' AbU Sacid ~ 

also related that when the Messenger IJ. was asked who was the next best, 

he replied, "A person who dwells in a canyon among canyons, who fears 
Allah, and who spares other people his/her own evil:' This l).adith was 

related by Muslim, Bukhari, AbU Dawud, Tirmidhi and Nasai.129 

128 TirmidhI: 2035 

129 BukharI: 2786, Muslim: 1888, Abu Dawud: 2485, Tirmidhi: 160, Nasa'I: 3107, Ibn Majah: 3978 
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Practices: Retreat 
It has been the practice of most Sufis to avoid as much as possible the company 

of others, and to live their lives in relative seclusion. That this is permitted by the 

Sharica and, within certain limits, even considered praiseworthy may be ascer

tained from the l:J.adith related here. By analogy it may be assumed that permis

sion to live in seclusion may also be given to one who is not spared from the evil 

of people in general. Furthermore, the l:J.adith suggests that a life of intercourse 

and association is better for the person from whom people can be expected to 

benefit. Indeed, it was for this reason that the doer of jihad was said to be better 

than the person in retreat. In summary, then, it may be said that the person who 

can be of benefit to Muslims in general should remain in their society, while one 

who will not be of any special benefit to them, but who is likely to suffer because 

of them, or cause them to suffer, may live in isolation. 
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It is related on the authority of Shaddad ibn aI-Had that one of the 

bedouins went to Allah's Prophet ~ and proclaimed his faith in him. The 

narrator of this l:J.adith then went on to detail how when the bedouin was 

apportioned a share of the spoils of war, he went to the Prophet IJr. and 

said, "It was not for this that I have followed you! Rather, I have followed 

you to be pierced here [pointing to his neck] by an arrow so that I die and 

then go straight to the Eternal Garden!" In reply, the Messenger of Allah 

IJr. said, "If you have spoken the truth, Allah will verify it:' After a short 

passage of time, the Muslims again took up arms against their enemies. 

Then the man was brought before the Prophet ~, borne by his comrades 

at arms, and pierced through by an arrow in exactly the place he had 

pointed to earlier. When he saw him, the Prophet IJr. asked, "Is this the 

same man?" The people gathered there said, "Yes:' Then Allah's Prophet 
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/j5. declared, "He spoke the truth, and Allah has verified it:' Then he /J!. 
directed that the man be buried in his own (the Prophet's) cloak. This 

J:tadith was related by Nasai:30 

States: Miracles 
As the circumstances of this Companion's martyrdom were to a great extent 

miraculous, the J:tadith may be cited as a genuine instance of a miracle. 

Customs: Keepsakes 
The burial of the Companion in the Prophet's 1ft. cloak may be considered as the 
precedent for all such customs retained by the Sufis; their possessing keepsakes 
and mementos of their masters for the sake of blessings, both during his lifetime 

and after. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ;!. that Allah's Prophet 
IA stood up on the day of the battle of Badr and said, "Today 'Uthman is 

away on Allah's business, and on His Prophet's business. So, I will pledge 

for him myself!" This J:tadith was related by Abii Oawud.'31 

Customs: Spiritual Pledges for those not Present 
The custom of accepting requests for bay<ah from those who, for one reason or 
another, are unable to present themselves before a master is one that is quite 

widespread among Sufis. Concerning the legality of bay<ah in absentia, the J:tadith 
above is unambiguous for 'Uthman ;!. was clearly not present. Since, however, 

he wished to be present, the Prophet took his pledge anyway. Obviously, the 

bay<ah described in the J:tadith was the bay<ah of jihad. There is, nonetheless, no 
reason to suppose that there are any procedural differences between the different 
kinds of bay<ah. Finally, the reason for 'Uthman's ;!. absence was the illness of 

his wife, the daughter of the Prophet ~. 

130 Nasa'i: 1955 

131 Abu Dawud: 2726 
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It is related on the authority of 'Abdullah ibn 'Amr 0. that, "There was 
a man in charge of the Prophet's ~ baggage whose name was Kirkirah. 
When he died, the Prophet ~ said, 'He has gone to the Fire: Then the 
Companions ~ went and looked in the man's possessions, where they 
found a cloak he had misappropriated from the spoils of war:' This lfadith 
was related by Bukhari.'32 

Corrections: The Futility of Bay'ah without Proper Practice 
Many ignorant Sufis proudly proclaim that they are the disciples of such and 
such a master, and then, as if their association with such a master were in itself 
such a great virtue, suppose that there is no need for them to do anything else. 
The magnitude of the mistake these people make should be apparent from this 
lfadHh. What more blessed association could one hope for than to serve Allah's 
Prophet ~? Yet, even to the servant of the Prophet ~ the retribution meted out 
was in proportion to the crime. What then of one's association with master so 

. and so, when the deeds of the disciple amount to nothing? 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Umamah al-Bahili 0. that Allah's 
Messenger ~ said, "A person who chooses not to argue when they know 
that they are wrong will have a house built for them on the outskirts of the 
Eternal Garden. And a person who chooses not to argue even when they 
know they are right will have a house built for them in the middle of the 
Garden. And a person who works consciously to improve their character 

132 Bukharl: 3074 
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will have a house built for them in the highest (and best) part of the Eter
nal Garden:' This }:tadith was related by Tirmidhi.133 

Practices: Avoiding Debate 
It has always been the way of the Sufi masters, even when right, to remain silent 

in the face of those who wish only to debate or quarrel with them. That this prac
tice is one that is encouraged by the Sharica should be more than obvious from 

the }:tadith cited here. 
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It is related on the authority of Sahl ibn Sacd ~ that Allah's Prophet r/!!. said, 

"Whenever a Muslim says 'labbayk' whatever is on their right says 'lab
bayk', and then whatever is on their left, whether rock, or tree, or sand ... 
until the word travels out over all the world:' This }:tadith was related by 

Tirmidhi.134 

Questions: The Speech of the Inanimate 
This }:tadith should be more than sufficient to confirm the veracity of the visions 

had by many Sufi masters in which rocks and other inanimate objects appear to 

speak. 

J:lADITH 72 

133 Abu Dawud: 4800. Tirmidhi: 1993. Ibn Majah: 51 

134 Tirmidhi: 828. Ibn Majah: 2921 
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It is related on the authority of Nafic that he heard Aslam say to Ibn 'Umar 

.!J:t that cUmar ~ once saw Tall).ah!J:t wearing a dyed garment as ibram, 
so cUmar .!J:t asked him about it Tall).ah ~ replied, "It's brick-dust dye." 

'Umar.!J:t then replied, "You are looked upon as a leader, and people follow 

your example. Now, if an ignorant person were to see you in these clothes, 

he might go around telling people that Tall).ah ibn CUbaydullah ~ wears a 

dyed garment for ibram. Therefore, Tall).ah, do not wear any sort of dyed 

garments [as ibramJ.135 This l).adlth was related by Malik. 136 

Corrections: The Need for Circumspection 
From this l).adlth it is evident that the people who are looked up to as leaders in 

Islam have more need for prudence and piety than do the majority of Muslims. 

Since the Sufis are looked up to by most Muslims, it is clear that they need to be 

extra careful in their practice ofIslam. Unfortunately, however, in our own times 

the reverse has become the norm. Indeed, it is negligence and unconcern which 

characterise most of our present day Sufis. Some have even gone so far as to deny 

the necessity of the Sharica and its emphasis on externals. May Allah deliver us 

from their ignorance! 
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It is related on the authority of $aCb ibn Jaththamah .~ who gifted a wild 

ass to Allah's Prophet /fo while he was at Abwa' or Waddan, that when 

the Prophet /fo returned the gift, and saw what was on the man's face, he 

explained, "We return this to you only because we are in ibram:' This 

l).adlth was related by Malik, Muslim, Bukhari, Nasa'i and TirmidhL1J7 

135 The use of incense during f::Iajj is prohibited, and in the early days of Islam most dyed garments 

were dyed with incense of one form or another. Thus, though TalJ:!ah wore a garment dyed with brick 

dust, it was not inconceivable that some people would have supposed it to have been dyed in incense and 

then deduce for themselves that, if someone of the stature of TalJ:!ah could wear it, then there must not be 

anything wrong with their wearing such garments. YTD. 

136 Muwat!a': 626 

137 Bukharl: 1825, Muslim: 1193, Tirmidhi: 849, Nasa'i: 2821, Ibn Majah: 3090 
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Teachings: Returning Gifts 

From this l).adith we learn that the reason for returning a gift, if it is valid, should 
be made known to the giver, so that he/she does not become insulted or discour
aged. The excuse presented by the Messenger r/ft"lends itself to two explanations. 
The first is that if the ass was alive, its acceptance was prohibited and contrary 
to the conditions of ibriim. The second is that if the ass was dead when pre
sented, the possibility that it had been hunted down especially for presentation 
to the Prophet r/ft" could not have been discounted. Under those conditions, the 
jurists of the Shafi'i school have opined that its acceptance is prohibited, while 
the jurists of the I:Ianafi school hold that to accept it is permitted, while noting 
that the more prudent course would be to refuse or return it. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Abdullah ibn 'Umar !J.l. that he heard 
the Messenger of Allah r/ft" make the ritual chant of the I:Iajj in a certain 
manner. The l).adith continues until Ibn 'Umar !J.l. says, " ... and he added 
nothing to these words:' In another l).adith on the subject, Ibn 'Umar !J.l. 
related that he had it on the authority of his father, 'Umar !J.l., that he 
added some other words to the ritual chant. Another narration, related by 
Abu Dawud on the authority ofJabir !J.l., contains the following statement, 
" ... and the people [all of whom were Companions] added words of their 
own which the Prophet heard and did not object to:' The l).adiths related 
by Ibn 'Umar !J.l. were related by Bukhari and Muslim!38 

Miscellaneous: Original Composition 

Certain critics of the Sufis have charged them with bid'ah or blameworthy inno
vation because they compose their own supplications, dhikr, and daily recita-

138 Bukhari: 5915, Muslim: 1184, Abii Dawiid: 1812, Tirmidhi: 826, Nasa'i: 2751, Ibn Majah: 2918. Jabir's 

fS i:ladith is reported by Abii Dawiid: 1813. 
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tions. From the }:ladiths quoted here, however, it should be clear that there is in 

fact permission for this kind of innovation. The blameworthy sort of innovation 

comes about when people attempt to make innovations in the body of the reli

gion itself. Clearly, even when the innovations are in themselves unobjectionable, 

this is prohibited; and even more so when the innovations are dubious or clearly 

objectionable. 
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It is related on the authority of Tabir ~, as a part of a lengthy narration 

concerning the Farewell I:iajj, that Allah's Prophet ~ said, "If I had known 

then what I know now, I would not have brought these animals with me 

for sacrifice:'139 This }:ladith was related by Muslim, Bukhari, Abu Dawud, 

and Nasai.140 

Corrections: The Impermanence of Spiritual Visions 
It is the belief of many over-zealous Sufis that the kashf or spiritual visions of 

the Sufi masters is something which the masters can turn on or off at will. Some 

even believe that their masters know everything that happens, as it happens. The 

absurdity of these beliefs should be apparent to anyone who has read the }:ladith 

related here by Tabir ~, as the Messenger of Allah ~ clearly admitted to his not 

having known what was in store for him. Those who hold to such erroneous 

beliefs should see to their rectification. 
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139 When a l;Iajj pilgrim takes animals along for sacrifice at the l;Iajj, he/she may not remove his/her 

ihram until after the animals have been sacrificed. Evidently, on the Farewell Pilgrimage, this presented 

problems to the Prophet. YTD. 

140 Bukhari: 1651, Muslim: 1216, Abu Dawlid: 1789, Nasa'i: 2713, Ibn Majah: 3074 
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It is related on the authority ofIbn 'Abbas ~ that when Allah's Messenger 
lis entered Makka [following its liberation] he refused to go inside the 
Ka'bah as long as idols remained inside of it. When he gave the order that 
the idols be removed, he noticed that one of the things his Companions 
~ took out was a painting that depicted the prophets, Ibrahim ~ and 
Isma'll ~, divining with arrows. As soon as he saw the picture, Allah's 
Prophet I$. exclaimed, "May Allah damn them [the idolaters]! By Allah! 
They knew that those two never once practised divination by arrows!" 
Then he lis entered the Ka'bah and recited the words "Allah is Great" in 
every direction.'4' 

Corrections: The Veneration of Images 
Nowadays, many ignorant Sufis have taken to keeping pictures of their masters 
and to accord to those pictures so much respect that it borders on sanctification. 
The lJadith here makes it quite clear that the Messenger of Allah lis would have 
no part of such veneration. The fact that he refused to enter the Ka'bah as long as 
that picture was inside is sufficient to indicate his position on the matter. 
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It is related on the authority of Al-Aslamiyyah ~!l- that she once asked 
'Uthman ibn TallJah ~ what the Prophet lis had said to him when he 
called him. 'Uthman ~ replied, "He told me he had forgotten to ask me 
to cover over those two horns. '42 'For indeed: he said, 'there should be 
nothing inside here which might distract people from performing their 
prayers:" This lJadith was related by Abu Dawiid.'43 

141 Bukhari: 1601 

142 These were two horns found inside the Ka'bah and said to be from the goat sacrificed by the 

Prophet Ibrahim n:t instead of his son, Isma'jJ n:t. 
143 Abii Dawiid: 2030 
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Teachings: Empty Rooms for Worship 
It is the teaching of the Sufi masters that the rooms or cubicles set aside for wor
ship and spiritual disciplines should be bare except for a single mat on which to 

sit, so that the disciple's mind will be less likely to wander while he/she is engaged 

with disciplines. The basis for this practice is clearly presented in the l).adith. 
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It is related on the authority of'A'isha It'"- that, "The Quraysh and those who 
followed them, collectively called the /:turns, used to halt at Muzdalifah 
and say, 'We are the ones who dwell in Allah's sacred precincts, therefore 
we shall not step outside of them:'144 This l).adith was related by Razin.14S 

Corrections: Baseless Practices by Those Living Near the Graves of Sufi Masters 
The people mentioned in this l).adith based their claim that they, unlike the rest 
of the l:fajj pilgrims, need not go to cArafah on the fact that they were the serv

ants and inhabitants of the sacred precincts. Their claim, however, was refuted 
by the QUr'an.146 

From all of this we may deduce that the practices, many of which are contrary 
to the Shari'a, invented and perpetuated by those who live nearby the graves of 
people revered as saints, awliyii', are completely unfounded. 
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It is related on the authority of Anas ~ that Allah's Messenger IA said 

[after having his hair cut off at the completion of the l:fajj] to AbU Tall).ah 

144 The I;:iajj pilgrims proceed from Muzdalifah to 'Arafah during the I;:iajj. But Muzdalifah lies within 

the haram. or the sacred precints, while 'Arafah does not. In refusing to continue on to 'Arafah during the 

I;:iajj, the pagan Quraysh attempted to assert their tribal superiority over the rest of the pilgrims. YTD. 

145 Tirmidhi: 884 

146 al-Qur'an, 2:198 
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~, "Distribute the hairs among the people:' This was related by Bukhari, 
Muslim, AbU Dawud and Tirmidhl.147 

Practices: The Presentation of Blessed Gifts 
It is the practice of most Sufi masters to present gifts for the sake of blessings 
to those of their disciples in whom they find sincere desire. This l).adith may be 
cited as the basis for this practice. This does not necessarily mean that the mas
ters think of themselves as "blessed': Rather, their purpose in presenting such 
gifts is to keep their disciples in good spirits. Of course, where the Prophet is 
concerned, there is no doubt that he was indeed blessed and a source of true 
barakah. This is an article of faith with all Muslims, and it is corroborated by 
impeccable textual evidence. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas ~ that a mad woman who had 
committed adultery was brought before 'Vmar ~, and that 'Ali ~ said to 
him, "You know that Allah's Prophet IA said that, 'The pen is lifted148 for 
three; for a child until he/she reaches maturity, for a sleeper until he/she 
wakes, and for an insane person until he/she comes to their senses: This 
woman is known by her tribe as a madwoman. So it is certainly possible 
that when she committed this act, she was out of her senses:' This l).adith 
was related by AbU Dawud.149 

Questions: Toleration for the Spiritually Intoxicated 
Just as the mind is subject to becoming clouded by different physical and psy-

147 Bukhiiri: 171, Muslim: 1305, Abu Diiwud: 1981, Tirmidhi: 912 

148 The intended meaning is that there are three kinds of people who are not to be held responsible 

for their deeds. The lifting of the pen refers to the record of their deeds, and how certain deeds will not 

be recorded. YTD. 

149 Abu Diiwud: 4402 
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chological stimuli, it can also become clouded at the arrival of certain spiritual 

states. Among these states is the state of spiritual intoxication, sukr. Then, in the 

same way that the Sharl'a excuses the insane, it also excuses the rash utterances, 

shata~iit, made by those in states of ecstasy, and the errors of omission and com
mission made by Sufis who have come under the influence of extremely over

whelming states of ecstasy like sukr. Furthermore, such a state, like insanity, will 

oftentimes be impossible to detect. It was for this reason that 'Umar IA was in 

doubt in regard to the state of the woman brought before him, until 'All IA spoke 

up and clarified the matter. The teaching of the l).adlth is simply that if there are 

indications of the possibility that someone may be excused by the Sharl'a, it is 

far better to give that person the benefit of the doubt. That was what 'Ali: IA did 

in the case of the mad woman, as it was well known that she was often subject 

to fits of insanity. Therefore, the deeds and sayings of the spiritually intoxicated 

may be excused or interpreted favourably when there is evidence of true sukr 

(something the person's spiritual master would know immediately), and of the 

person's virtues, good character and adherence to the Sunna. When, on the other 

hand, a person is known to be a wrongdoer and is scornful of the Sunna, no 

excuse or favourable interpretation should be allowed, as there is nothing to 

indicate the person's deserving it. Were it not this way, the door oflegal censure 

and punishment would be closed; and that is clearly absurd. 
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It is related on the authority of Anas IA that a man was accused of com

mitting adultery with one of the maid servants from the household of the 

Prophet ~. So the Prophet ~ said to 'Ali: lA, "Go and cut off his head:' 

When 'Ali: IA went after the man, he found him bathing in a well. Offering 

the man his hand, 'Ali: IA said, "Come out:' Then, while helping the man 

out of the water, 'Ali: IA noticed that the man's penis had been cut off. So 

he let the man go. Later, when the Prophet IJ,. was informed of what had 
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transpired, he congratulated cAli /J!.. for the job he had done, and then said, 

'i\n eyewitness will see what others cannot:' This was related by Muslim.150 

Corrections: Attention to the Spirit Rather than the Letter of a Command 

In this l).adith, the command of the Prophet lis was absolute and unqualified by 

legal conditions or other restraints. CAli /J!.. was to find the man and punish him. At 

face value, the orders provided for no more and no less than that. To the superficial 

observer, anything more or less would appear to be disobedience. Thus, many of 

the Sufis whose greatest concern is with the externals of obedience to their masters 

will ignore entirely the factors underlying those orders, even to the point of failing 

to discriminate between what is allowed and what is not allowed by the Sharica. 

Such careless disciples are considered by true Sufi masters to be less than obedient. 

On the other side of the coin, there are some obedient diSciples who will be consid

ered by people to be disobedient because they followed the spirit and not the letter 

of their masters' commands. It is clear, however, from the congratulations received 

by 'Ali /J!.. that such absolute commands are actually qualified, at least to the extent 

that they are consistent with the principles and precepts of the Sharica. Then, when 

the orders of the Prophet lis were so qualified, is it conceivable that the orders of 

an ordinary master would not also be qualified in the same way? Especially when 

it is the teaching of all true masters that adherence to the Sharica is essential in all 
matters. Then, in such matters, though something other than absolute obedience 

may appear to be disobedience, it is in reality the very essence of obedience. 

l:IADITH 82 

It is related on the authority of CAli /J!.. that Allah's Prophet lis said, "For 

three, the pen is lifted: for a sleeper until he/she wakes, for a child until he/ 

she matures, and for an insane person until he/she returns to their senses. 

This l).adith was related by Abu Dawiid and Tirmidhi, with the difference 

that in Abu Dawiid's version the words, "and a person who has become 

senile;' are also related.151 

150 Muslim: 2771 

151 Abu Dawud: 4403, Tirmidhi: 1423 
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Questions: Pardon for the Spiritually Overcome 
This question was discussed in detail in the commentary on the eightieth i:ladith. 

From the addition in the narration related by Abu Dawud, however, it becomes 
even more evident that the loss of reason excused by the Sharica is not limited to 

insanity only, but to senility as well. Then, when it is clear that there is no such 
limitation, the spiritual state which overcomes the mind should also be consid
ered as belonging to the same category, and deserving of the same treatment. 
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It is related on the authority of Nawwas ibn Samcan ~ that he asked 

Allah's Messenger I!. about piety and impiety. In reply, the Prophet I!. said, 
"Piety is good character. Impiety is whatever pricks your conscience, and 

what you would not like others to know about:' This i:ladith was related by 
Muslim and Tirmidhi.152 

Questions: Accrediting the Judgment of the Spiritually Pure 
The type of impiety referred to in this i:ladith has to do with those acts of wrong
doing for which no specific textual prohibition exists but which one suspects to 
be contrary to the fundamental principles ofIslam. The answer given to the ques

tion was designed to enable all Muslims to recognise this kind of wrongdoing for 
themselves. But the key to proper ,recognition, as alluded to by the fact that it 

was the Companions for whom the answer was given, is inner purity. From this 

i:ladith it should be apparent that the judgment of a spiritually developed Mus
lim may be accredited and acted upon in those matters for which there are no 
explicit Shari'a directives. It is on the basis of this principle that most masters, 
when petitioned for discipleship, look into their own hearts for an answer and, 

accordingly, either accept or reject petitions for initiation into the Sufi order. 

I;IADITH 84 
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152 Muslim: 2553. Tirmidhi: 2389 
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It is related on the authority of Abii Dharr tB- that Allah's Prophet ~ said, 
"0 Abu Dharr! I can see that you are weak.153 And truly, I want for you only 

that which 1 want for myself. So, never judge between two parties, and 
never become responsible for the welfare of an orphan:' This ~adith was 

related by Abu Dawud.154 

Practices: Abstinence from Worldly Affairs 
It is the practice of most Sufis to disassociate themselves from all non-essential 
affairs of the world. This is something which their formalist critics never fail to 

mention in their attacks on the Sufi way, charging that as a result of this retire
ment from worldly affairs the Sufis are of no benefit whatsoever to the Muslim 

community in general. This ~adith, however, clearly shows the approval of the 
Prophet for the practice of non-involvement. At the heart of the matter lies the 

fact that while, undoubtedly, it is a good thing to be of benefit to others, it quite 
often happens that this same 'being of benefit' becomes the cause of evil (love of 

fame, power, influence, position, etc.). It is also quite obvious that the repulsion 
of evil must be put before the acquisition of good. This ruling, however, is not 
binding in the case of persons whose spiritual state is such that they are no longer 

susceptible to this kind of evil. Indeed, the first Caliphs of Islam were excellent 

examples of such insusceptibility. In this ~adith, the words, "I can see that you 
are weak:' clearly indicate a measure of susceptibility. Finally, as it is a mistake 

to rely on one' s own opinion before one has attained a high degree of spiritual 
competence, one should leave all important decisions to one's spiritual master. 
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It is related on the authority of Jubayr ibn MutCim tB- that a woman went 
to Allah's Prophet ~ and spoke with him about something. When they 

153 i.e., that you are unable to bear too many worldly relationships. 

154 Muslim: 1826, Abu Dawud: 2868, Nasa'j: 3697 
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had finished talking, the Prophet ~ asked the woman to come and talk to 

him again. The woman then asked, "And ifI do not find you?" as if to refer 

to his death. So the Prophet ~ replied, "If you do not find me, then go to 

Abu Bakr:' This l).adith was related by Bukhari, Muslim and Tirmidhi.'55 

Practices: Spiritual Successors 
It is the practice of most Sufi masters to name a successor or several successors 

from among their disciples who will be responsible for carrying on their work 

in the Sufi order. The basis for this practice may be seen in the l).adith related 

here by Jubayr ~. It is, of course, essential that those so designated be qualified 

in every way for the responsibility. Nowadays, it happens all too often that after 

a master passes away, his diSciples and relatives gather together to choose his 

successor from those among them who were closest to the master, regardless of 

whether or not that person is truly qualified. This is clearly injurious to all con

cerned, and a blot on the name of Sufis everywhere. 

HADITH 86 
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It is related on the authority of 'A'isha ~, as part of a lengthy narration, 

that, "While Fatimah was alive, 'Ali ~ enjoyed a great deal of prestige 

among the Muslims. But after she died, that prestige diminished some

what:' This was related by Bukhari and Muslim.'56 

Practices: Respect for the Relatives of a Master 
To the Sufis, the giving of respect to all those related to their masters is a matter 

of second nature. It is evident from the l).adith here that this is something that 

was found among the Companions as well. 

I:IADITH 87 

155 Bukharl: 2659, Muslim: 2386, Tirmidhl: 3676 

156 Bukharl: 4240,4241, Muslim: 1759 
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It is related on the authority of 'A'isha ~ that 'Umar ~ said in one of his 
last addresses, "1 am 'Umar. 1 never coveted being appointed your leader. 

But then the dying man [Abu Bakr] willed it to me; and it was Allah ~~ 
who inspired him [to do so]. Therefore, 1 will not bestow this trust on 
anyone who is not truly worthy of it. Rather, 1 will bestow it on someone 

whose sole interest is the honour and welfare of the Muslims:' This 1;adith 
was related by Malik. 157 

Questions: Inspiration 
Certain of the Sufi masters are known to have received inspiration, ilhiim. This 
1;adith clearly mentions one such instance of a spiritually advanced Muslim 

receiving ilhiim. 

Corrections: Appointing Successors 
Many so-called Sufis appoint successors solely for the purpose of perpetuating 
their orders, regardless of whether or not the one so appointed is actually worthy 

of the position. This 1;adith clearly indicates the error of this practice. Those who 

are guilty of such excesses should see to their rectification. 

HADITH 88 

<.;L:J\ 
It is related on the authority ofIbn 'Umar ~, in a lengthy narration, that 
his father, 'Umar ~ said, "Undoubtedly, Allah, Most High, is going to see 
to the preservation of His religion. So, if 1 fail to name a successor, well, 

the Prophet IJ. did not name a successor either. And if 1 do name a suc-

157 Ibn I;Iibban, ath-Thiqat, Chapter on the inauguration of 'Umar !!>-. 
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cessor, Abu Bakr !A also named a successor:' This i).adlth was related by 
Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud and TirmidhL 158 

Practices: Not Naming a Successor 
It is the practice of many Sufi masters not to name a specific successor, trusting 
that Allah ;!~ will put those of their disciples who are worthy of it in positions 
to carryon the work of their orders. This i).adith may be cited as the precedent 
for this practice. Furthermore, it is the teaching of the Sufis that to become a 
spiritual successor, khalifah, it is not essential to have been appointed by the 
master himself (though this, of course, is the exception rather than the rule), on 
the condition that one has given the master one's spiritual allegiance, bafah, and 
then proved oneself worthy of becoming a khalifah. 
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It is related on the authority of 'V mar ibn Maymun that 'Vmar !A said to 
his son, "Go to the Mother of the Muslims, and say to her that 'Vmar ibn 
al-Khattab!A asks permission to be buried at the side of his two com
panions:' In the same narration it is related that 'A'isha ~ replied, "I had 
wanted that place for myself, but today I prefer that he should have it:' 
This was related by Bukhari.'59 

Customs: Burial in a Blessed Place 
A great many of the Sufi masters have directed in their wills that arrangements 
be made for their burial in certain blessed places, or at the side of certain pious 
predecessors. The i).adith above indicates that this custom is not without prec
edence in the Sunna. 

Customs: Self Sacrifice 
Another widespread Sufi custom is their courtesy in allowing themselves to be 

158 Bukhari: 7218, Muslim: 1823, Abu Dawiid: 2939, Tirmidhi: 2526 

159 Bukhari: 3700 
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preceded by those who are their betters in the performance of good deeds. For 
example, when a master comes and stands in the second row for congregational 
prayers, quite often a Sufi in the front row will offer his place to the master, and 

then perform the prayer in the second row. That there is nothing wrong with this 
should be evident from the l).adith above. Some scholars, however, have written 

that it is better not to practise this kind of self-sacrifice in matters of worship, as 
it indicates a lack of desire. In matters of blessings, barakah, however, there is 

nothing wrong with it. It is clear, moreover, that what 'A'isha ~!1 did pertained 
to a matter of barakah. The opinion of our greatest scholars, however, is that 

respect for a superior is itself an act of worship. Then, if a greater act of worship 
is preferred to a lesser act of worship, this surely cannot be called a lack of desire. 
Of course, a lesser act of worship should never be preferred over a greater act. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas ~ that, "Allah's Prophet lit. 
said, "Do not cover your walls with cloth:' This l).adith was related by Abu 

Dawiid.'60 

Corrections: Covering Memorials and Tombs 

It is evident from this l).adith that the practice of covering tombs and memorials 
with decorative trappings is not a good one. 
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It is related on the authority of Abii Musa ~ that while the Companions 
~ were on a journey, some people began shouting ''Allah is Great" aloud, 

160 Abu Dawud: 1485 
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SO Allah's Prophet ~ said, "Be kind to yourselves! You are not calling a 
deaf or absent one, you are calling the All-hearing, the All-seeing, and He 

is with you! In fact, the One you are calling is closer to you than the necks 
of the camels you are riding:' This lfadith was related by Bukhari, Muslim, 

Abu Dawud and Tirmidhl.161 

Corrections: Audible Dhikr 

The practice of doing dhikr aloud is one which is well supported by evidence 
from the Qur'an and the Sunna, so there is really no need to discuss its status in 
the Shari'a. However, what needs to be discussed is the matter of exaggerated or 

overly loud dhikr. Certain overly enthusiastic Sufis believe that volume in dhikr 

is itself an act of worship. Accordingly, it is their belief that the louder the dhikr 

the greater the benefit. In this, they are completely indifferent to the right of 
others to peace and quiet. On the other hand, there are any number of dry for

malists who are of the opinion that audible dhikr is a form of blameworthy inno
vation or bidcah.The truth of the matter is that this kind of exaggerated audible 

dhikr is neither worship nor bidcah, as long as one does not hold the belief that 
it is actually an act of worship!62 Rather, the practice of doing overly loud dhikr 

is a spiritual remedy that is known to produce special effects on the heart, like 

sensitivity and increased concentration. 
Then, on this basis, the practice may be said to be permitted. However, wher

ever there is permission for something, it will always be conditional on the 

absence of nullifying factors. Thus, in this matter as well, permission is given 
only on the condition that no one is inconvenienced by it. The implied prohibi
tion in the lfadith here should be interpreted as applying to the belief that vol

ume in dhikr is an integral part of the act of worship. Nor does the prohibition in 

the lfadith negate in any way the benefit of this practice as a remedy for spiritual 
ailments, as this aspect of loud dhikr is not specifically mentioned. 

There remains here the question of why, when this remedial aspect of loud 
dhikr is so desirable and useful, no mention of it is made in other lfadiths? In fine, 
the answer is that the Companions were not in need this particular remedy, as 

they had advanced beyond the particular spiritual sphere in which this remedy 
is effective.163 Only later on did the need for this sort of remedy arise. 

161 Bukhari: 2992, Muslim: 2704, Abu Dawud: 1526, Tirmidhi: 3461 

162 The dhikr itself it worship, but the exaggerated audible part is not. So, what the author is warning 

about is the mistaken belief that the audible part is actually an act of worship. YTD. 

163 Another explanation is that there might well have been cases where the Prophet, Allah bless him 

and give him peace, prescribed this sort of dhikr, but that no one recorded it as a \:ladith; or, if they did, the 

\:ladjth may have been rejected early on by the mu~addithin for technical or other reasons. YTD. 
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Questions: Proximity 
Essentially, the proximity and closeness of the Almighty is beyond human com

prehension. It can certainly not be called subjective or spatial proximity, though 
some theologians have labelled it 'attributive' proximity. The way of the early Sufi 

masters, however, was to refrain from attempting to classify the attributes of the 
Almighty, and to leave unexplained whatever the Almighty left unexplained. In 

the few instances where the masters spoke of this proximity in terms suggest
ing limitation, their intention was not to ascribe human characteristics to the 

Almighty but to allow their readers to come to a more complete understanding 
of the matter. Toward that end they used figurative language. The l:J.adlth here 
clearly indicates'64 that there is nothing wrong with the use of this sort of figura
tive expression with regard to the Almighty. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira f!. that Allah's Messenger ~ 
recited the following supplication, "0 Allah! Cleanse me of my mistakes 

with water, snow and sleet:' This l:J.adlth was related by Muslim, Bukhari:, 
Nasal and Abu Dawlld.'65 

Interpretations: Figurative Representation of the Divine Attributes 
In the poetry of many Sufi masters the Divine essence and attributes are repre
sented figuratively by water and the ocean, as in the following verses: 

Though the ocean be one, from its great depths 
waves rise in a multitude of hues and forms. 

The purpose of this figurative representation is not to suggest a complete una

nimity of similarities; indeed, the Almighty is far beyond compare. Rather, it is 
to illustrate His attributes, by means of similarities, in ways that are clear and 
instructive. For example, the ocean is a 'single, non-composite entity which is 

the source of many varied phenomena, and the same is true of the Almighty; 
though it is obvious that, in nature, the sources are as different from one another 
as they could possibly be. Permission for the use of this kind of figurative rep-

164 " ... closer to you than the necks of the camels you are riding." 

165 Bukhari: 6375, Muslim: 598, Abii Dawiid: 781, Tirmidhi: 3494, Nasa'i: 60, Ibn Majah: 805 
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resentation may clearly be ascertained from the l).adith cited here. Water, snow 
and sleet are figurative representations of the Divine attribute of mercy, and the 
quality common to all is purification. Then, when it has been established that 
figurative representation of the Divine attributes is permitted, it follows that fig
urative representation of the Divine essence is also permissible, as there is no 
difference between the attributes and essence of the Divine. 
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It is related on the authority of Zayd ibn Thabit ~ concerning the Proph
et's ~ teaching that one should say 'Glory be to Allah: after every prayer, 
a man from among the Muslims of Madina saw in a dream that someone 
told him to say 'Glory be to Allah' twenty five times after every prayer, and 
to add the words, 'There is no god but Allah: as well. The next morning, 
when the man related his dream to Allah's Messenger ~, he said, "Then 
do it that way:' This l).adith was related by Nasa'i. '66 

Miscellaneous: Informing One's Master of One's Dreams 
The Sufi masters have written in their works on the etiquette of the Sufi way that 
when a disciple receives instructions in a dream, the disciple should consult with 
the master before acting upon those instructions. This l).adith clearly corrobo
rates this practice. It is essential in such instances that the disciple not be deluded 
into thinking that (as the instructions were vouchsafed to him/her alone) more 
was revealed to them than was revealed to the master. For even though that is 
possible, it does not mean that the disciple is in any way more accomplished 
than the master. For the disciple such thinking is indeed injurious, and they 
should refrain from it, thinking instead that the vision or dream was the result 
of spiritual blessings or progress brought about in them by the master. Further
more, it should be evident to the disciple that the master is far more qualified 
to grasp the true significance of their dreams and visions. For that reason, the 

166 Nasa'i: 1351 
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disciple should always inform the master of dreams and visions, and abide by 
whatever the master says concerning them. 
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It is related on the authority of 'A'isha ®- that when Allah's Prophet Ifi. 
went to bed, he would blow into his hands and recite a supplication. This 
was related by Malik, Bukhari, Muslim, AbU Dawiid and Tirmidhi.'67 

Customs: Incantation and Sufflation 
While the ritual recitation of Qur'anic verses to produce a favourable effect is not 

in itself among the objectives of the Sufi way, it is a form of service to humanity 
and, as such, is something which the Sufis almost never refuse to do. From the 
evidence of this l:tadith, it is certain that this practice is condoned by the Sharica, 
and that there is nothing wrong in its being performed for one's own benefit. The 

secret behind all such charms and recitations is that, essentially, they represent a 
form of dependence upon, humility before, and subservience to the Almighty. 
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It is related on the authority of one of the Companions that the Messenger 
of Allah Ifi. used the following words in a prayer of supplication, "0 Allah! 

Fold up the earth for us:' This l:tadith was related by Imam Malik.168 

Sayings: Traversing the Earth 
Many stories are told about masters who miraculously travel great distances in 

short amounts of time. As a matter of course, the starched formalists deny all 
such narrations. The Sufis, however, and many other scholars claim not only 

that such journeys are possible but that they have actually occurred as well. The 
l:tadith quoted here would seem to bear out the claim of the Sufis, as the 'fold
ing of the earth' is something which has no fixed quantitative value. Thus, as a 
variable, it is not confined to anyone specific distance; and in the absence of any 

167 Bukhari: 6319, Muslim: 2192, Abu Dawiid: 5056, Tirmidhi: 3402, Ibn Majah: 3875 

168 Muwatta': 3583, Tirmidhi: 3438 
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evidence to suggest limitation, it will remain a variable. It is a principle ofIslamic 

legal theory that the general, unless proven to be specific, will remain general. 
Thus, in general, such traversing of the earth is possible. 
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It is related on the authority of Tabir ~ that Abu Laytham ~ once pre
pared a meal and invited the Messenger of Allah r/!. and his Companions 

~ to partake of it. When they had finished eating, the Messenger r/!. said, 
"Repay your brother:' The Companions ~ asked, "And how do we repay 
him?" Allah's Prophet If. replied, "When you enter someone's house, eat 

their food, drink their drink, and then pray for them. That is how you 
repay them:' This l).adith was related by Abu Dawud.'69 
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It is related on the authority of Anas ~ that the Messenger If. ate a meal 

of bread and olive oil with Sa'd ibn 'Ubadah~, and then recited the fol
lowing supplication, "May the fasting break their fasts with you, may the 
pious partake of your food, and may the angels pray for you:' This l).adith 
was related by Abu Dawud.'70 

Practices: Supplicatingfor Ones Host 
It is the practice of the Sufis to offer supplication, du'ii', after eating, for the one 
who has fed them. The l).adlth above corroborates this practice. Another l).adith 

concerning the same practice follows. 

169 Abu Dawiid: 3853 

170 Abu Dawud: 3853 
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It is related on the authority of Qatadah that when the Messenger of Allah 
IJ;,. saw the moon, he would turn his head away. This l)adith was related 
by AbU Dawiid.17l 

Teachings: Ignoring Illuminations 
The Sufi masters teach that one should never pay attention to mystic illumina
tions which may come while one is in a state of contemplation. Concerning these 
illuminations they teach that the veil of light is worse than the veil of darkness. 
This teaching is substantiated by the l)adith related by Qatadah. The reason that 
the Messenger IJ;,. turned away from the moon was that many Arabs in those 
times used to gaze on the heavens so intently, and with such veneration, that 
they were diverted from ever directing their attention toward the Creator. Here, 
with regard to mystic illuminations, a similar situation exists wherein attention 
is diverted from the true objective. 
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It is related on the authority of ' 1m ran ibn Hudhayfah ~ that Maymunah 
~'" was borrowing a lot of money, until finally her family reproved her. 
Then she said, "No, I will not refrain from borrowing. For I have heard 
my dear friend and sincere companion (Le. her husband, the Messenger 
IJ;,.) say, "Whenever someone borrows money, and Allah knows that they 
truly intend to repay the debt, Allah will see to it that it is paid in this 
world:' This l)adith was related by NasaLl

7
2 

171 Abu Dawud: 5093 

172 Nasa'i: 4690 
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Practices: Borrowing Money for Guests and the Needy 
Many Sufi masters borrow freely in order to entertain guests and provide for 
the needy. This l).adith alone should suffice to vouch for this practice. It is well 
known that Maymunah It'"- was not given to frivolous spending:'173 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Hurairah ~ in a lengthy l).adith from 
the Prophet ~ concerning the virtues of dhikr that an angel said, after 
being told by the Almighty that He had forgiven the sins of all of those 
present in a certain group of people engaged in His remembrance, dhikr, 

"But there is a certain one among them, a wrongdoer, who is not really 
one of them, but who was passing by on his own business and simply 
decided to sit there and rest:' The reply of the Almighty to the angel was, 

"And I forgive him too! Even those who come only to sit with these people 
will not be deprived:' This l).adith was related by Bukhari, Muslim and 
Tirmidhi.174 

Customs: Initiation into Sufi Orders 
It has been the way of the Sufi masters to also initiate into their spiritual orders 
people from whom little can be expected in the way of spiritual advancement. 
While this may appear to be little more than an exercise in futility, there is at least 
the advantage of the blesSings which come to them through their association 
with a Sufi order. This kind of bay<ah, then, is given only for the sake of barakah. 
This practice is clearly supported by the l).adith quoted here, as even those who 
sit in the company of Allah's special servants will not be deprived. Certainly, 
when a person takes bay<ah from a Sufi master it is more than likely that the 
person will attach themselves to the master at least to the extent of sitting and 
conversing with the master from time to time. 

173 Among the wives of the Messenger /#., Maymunah bint al-I:Iiirith It,. was perhaps best known for 

kindness and generosity. Of her, 'A'isha It,. said, "She was the most God-fearing among us, and the most 

attached to her relatives." YTD. 

174 Bukhari: 6408, Muslim: 2689, Tirmidhi: 3600 
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It is related on the authority of Shufayy al-AsbulJi that he related a lJadith to 
Mu'awiyah ~ concerning the first people to be questioned on the Day of 
Judgment in exactly the way he had heard it from Abu Huraira~, and that 

Mu'awiyah ~ had said, "If that is what is going to happen to them, then 
what about the rest of us?" Then Mu'awiyah ~ broke down and cried so 

much that people thought he was going to die. But he eventually regained 

his composure, wiped his face, and said, ''Alliih and His Messenger are right:' 
Then he quoted from the Qur'an: "Whoso desires the life of this world and 
its temptations, We will pay them in full for their works therein, and they 

shall not be defrauded there: they are those for whom in the world to come 
there is only the Fire. Their deeds will have failed them, and void will be 

their works:'175 This lJadith was related by Muslim, Nasai and Tirmidhi.'76 

States: Spiritual Ardour 

Spiritual ardour, or wajd has been defined as one's being overwhelmed by a 

peculiar but praiseworthy spiritual state. While there are many different forms 
and degrees of wajd, only that which is free of dissemblance may be considered 
praiseworthy. Mu'awiyah's ~ state, as described in this lJadith, is an example of 

true wajd. 
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175 al-Qur'an, 11:15 

176 Muslim: 1905, Tirmidhi: 2382, Nasa'i: 3139 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Hurairah ~, concerning the differ

ence of opinion between Abu Bakr ~ and 'Umar ~ on the question of 
whether or not to make war on those who withheld payment of Zakah, 

that 'Umar ~ said, "By Allah! When I saw that Allah had opened the 
heart of Abu Bakr ~ to the waging of war, I knew that he was right:' This 
l)adith was related in its entirety by Malik, Muslim, Bukhari, Nasai, AbU 
Dawud and Tirmidhi.177 

States: Divine Guidance 
The biographies of the Sufi masters contain innumerable references to incidents 
of divine guidance, or ilham. What is termed in the l)adith above as Allah's open

ing the heart of Abu Bakr ~ clearly attests to the validity of the ilham of the mas
ters. Essentially, ilham is divine guidance exerted directly upon the heart. In the 
argument referred to in the l)adith, it would appear that both AbU Bakr ~ and 

'Umar ~ were made recipients of divine guidance. First, Abu Bakr ~ received 
it and then, through the spiritual effusion of AbU Bakr's ~ words, the ilham was 
passed to 'Umar ~. Moreover, since the outcome of their ilham was in no way 

contrary to the Shari'a, they acted upon it. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Dharr ~ that Allah's Messenger Ifo 
said, "Asceticism is not simply a matter of your denying yourself what is 
lawful, or of spurning wealth. Asceticism is your having more faith in 

what is in the hand of Allah than in what you hold in your own hand. And 
asceticism is your desiring more a reward for your enduring affliction 
than an end to it:' This l)adith was related by Tirmidhi, 1

7
8 

177 Bukhari: 4986 

178 Tirmidhi: 2340, Ibn Majah: 4100 
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Character: Signs of Mastery: Trust in Allah 
The realities of asceticism, zuhd, and trust in Allah, tawakkul, two qualities of the 

Sufi masters which are so inseparable from true mastery as to be unmistakable 

as distinguishing traits of the true master, are concisely explained in this l:ladith. 

In fact, this l:ladith should go a long way toward eliminating the misconcep

tions people have concerning ascetics as people who shun all lawful pleasures as 

completely as they do unlawful ones, who immediately give away whatever they 

receive, and who never lift a finger to extract themselves from difficulty. From 

the l:ladith quoted here, it is clear that these matters are in no way essential to true 

zuhd, which is one's having more faith in what is in the hands of Allah tJ~ than in 

what is in one's own hands, and one's being happier with misfortune than without 

it for the sake of the reward to be had for being patient under the strain of it. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Atiyyah al-Sa'di that the Messenger of 

Allah /). said, ''A believer will never truly be heedful unless he/she for

sakes what is unobjectionable as a precaution against what is objection

able:' This l:ladith was related by Tirmidhi.179 

Miscellaneous: Rebutting the Objection to the Denouncement of Lawful Pleasures 
Most strait-laced formalists take exception to the Sufi practice of renouncing 

worldly pleasures, saying that this is contrary to the Sunna. However, the truth 

of the matter as disclosed by the l:ladith above is that this practice is indeed a part 

of the Sunna, and the way to true taqwa, or heedfulness. 
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179 Tirmidhi: 2451, Ibn Majah: 4215 
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It is related on the authority of'Abbad ibn Tamim that Abu Bashir t!. was 
once on a journey with Allah's Prophet IJJ., when it was announced that 
there was not to remain on the neck of any camel any kind of collar except 
that it be cut off. This was related by Malik, Bukhari and AbU Dawud.180 

Reform: Unlawful Charms 
Most commentators on this 1:tadith have explained that the announcement was 
made because the Arabs from before the advent of Islam were accustomed to 
tying protective charms around the necks of their animals; charms which, for 
the most part, could not be tolerated by the Shari'a of Islam. This 1:tadith, then, 
proclaims the prohibition of all amulets, charms and talismans that are in any 
way antithetical to the Shari'a!81 Many of today's so-called Sufis would do well 
to take note of this. 
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It is related on the authority of Kabashah ~'" that Allah's Messenger IJJ. 
once entered her house and, while standing, drank from the mouth of 
a water bag that was hanging from a peg on the wall. Later, she cut the 
leather away from the mouth of the water bag. This much of the 1:tadith 
was related by Tirmidhi. In the version of the 1:tadith related by Razin, 
Kabashah ~ added, "Then I made from the leather a small flask from 
which I used to drink:'182 

Customs: Blessings from what is Used by a Master 
The belief of many disciples that there are blessings to be had from whatever 
their master touches, or drinks from, or wears, is verified by this 1:tadith. 

Reform: Permission to Use What Was Used by a Master 
Many of those who use such articles do so only occasionally. There is nothing 

180 Bukhiirj: 300S, Muslim: 211S,Abii Diiwiid: 2SS2,Muwatta': 34S6 

181 The author is speaking here of unlawful charms, i.e. charms in the name of other than Alliih }I~, 

or in the shape of humans, etc. Otherwise, in his commentary on I,ladlths [28J and [94], he has discussed 

how, in fact, the practice of making charms is a part of the Sunna. YTD. 

182 Tirmidhj: 1892, Ibn Miijah: 3423 
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wrong with this if it is done as a measure to conserve the effects of the blessings. 
However, if it is done out of a belief that frequent use is in some way disrespect

ful' then the words, "from which I used to drink" from the }:ladith should suffice 

to dispel that groundless belief. 
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It is related on the authority of Jabir :& that Allah's Messenger IJ. once 

entered a vegetable garden owned by a man from the An~ar of Madina 
who was, at that moment, draWing water from his well. The Emissary IJ. 
said, "If you have some water which has stood overnight in a water bag, I'd 
prefer to drink that. But, if you don't, I'll just ask you for a drink from that 
well:'18

3 This }:ladith was related by Bukhari and Abu Dawud.184 

Miscellaneous: Latitude in Partaking of Worldly Pleasures 

A number of Sufi masters are known to have been quite liberal in matters of food 
and drink, giving nearly ceremonious attention to the ways in which food was 

prepared and served. Certain purists have objected that this sort of behaviour 
has nothing to do with self denial or any of the other concerns of a true master. 

The Prophet's IJ. showing of a preference for one kind of water over another is 
certainly indicative of a certain degree oflatitude in such matters, especially with 
regard to the spiritually developed. The wisdom behind all of this is that through 

one's partaking of these delights, one's love for the True Provider is increased, 
while at the same time one's dependence on Him is demonstrated in a practical 

manner. Both of these qualities may be numbered among the objectives of the 

Sufi way. Actually, in the same way that there is a great deal which is beneficial 
in forsaking worldly pleasures, there is also a great deal which is beneficial in 
partaking of them. Finally, only a master should decide how much of each will 

be suitable for him/herself or for his/her disciples. 

183 Well water left overnight will be clearer, as the dust particles have a chance to settle to the bottom, 

whereas freshly drawn water from a desert well will often be murky. YTD. 

184 Bukhiiri: 5613, Abu Dawud: 3724, Ibn Majah: 3432 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira ~ that the Messenger of 

Allah If;. said, "On the night I was taken up into the heavens, I was given 
two cups; one of wine and one of milk. When I drank the cup of milk, an 

angel said, "Praise be to Allah Who guided you to Islam. Had you taken 

the wine, the community of your foll,owers would have gone astray:' This 
}:ladith was related by Nasai.18S 

Questions: The World of Manifest Meaning 
The particular meaning -form ofIslam is milk, while the meaning-form of worldly 

pleasures is wine. Thus, the world of manifest meaning, so often referred to by 

Sufi masters, finds confirmation in the }:ladith related here. 
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It is related on the authority of Tabir ~ that Allah's Messenger If;. said, 

"Between a person and disbelief there is one's abandonment of regular 
prayer:' This }:ladith was related by Muslim and Tirmidhl.l86 

Sayings: Calling a Misdeed Disbelief 
In the works of many Sufi masters misdeeds are referred to as disbelief. For 
example, 

On the Way, it's disbelief to bear enmity, 

With us the heart's a mirror, that's our policy. 

As the same thing has been done in this }:ladith (one does not become a disbe

liever by missing one's prayers), it may be said to corroborate this figurative usage 

185 Bukhari: 3394, Muslim: 168, Tirmidhi: 3130, Nasa'i: 5660 

186 Muslim: 82, Abii Dawiid: 4678, Tirmidhi: 2691 
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of words. In the same way that the l).adtth can be explained,187 so also the sayings 
and writings of the Sufis can be explained or interpreted in one way or another. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Dharr ~ that Allah's Prophet ItJ. stood 
all night in prayer, reciting one verse over and over again until morning. 

The verse was: "If you punish them, they are your servants; and if you 
forgive them, you are the Almighty, All Wise:' This l).adith was related by 

Nasai. '88 

Miscellaneous: Spiritual Disciplines 
It is a frequent charge of the formalists that the rigorous variety of spiritual disci
plines, or mujahadah practised by the Sufis is a blameworthy form of innovation, 

bid"ah. From the l).adith above it should be more than evident that such disci

pline was practised by the Prophet ItJ. himself, which makes it a part of the Sunna. 
The few l).adith which mention the prohibition of such practices also clarify that 

the prohibition is only for those who are physically unable to perform those 

practices or are otherwise not in a position to perform them regularly. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Ali ibn 'Abd al-Ral).man that 'Abdullah ibn 

'Vmar f:!- said in his description of how the Prophet ItJ. used to perform 

the prayer, ~alah, that he ItJ. used to point toward the qiblah with the fore
finger, and then keep his gaze fixed on that finger. This l).adith was related 
by Nasai. '89 

187 The explanation given by most commentators is that non-performance of ~alah may be taken to 

mean complete abandonment of ~alah as a practice and a part of faith, in which case, the non-performer 

becomes a disbeliever. YTD. 

188 Nasa'i: 1011 

189 Nasa'I: 1161 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn Zubayr ~ concerning the prayer of 

Allah's Prophet'" that his gaze never went beyond the tip of the finger he 
was pointing with. This l:ladith was related by Abu Dawud and Nasal.'90 

Practices: Increasing Concentration 
Among the many spiritual disciplines practised by the Sufis is their looking fix

edly at a single object. The purpose of this particular exercise, and many others 
like it, is to increase the powers of concentration and absorption. The two l,1adith 
quoted here would seem to confirm this practice. 
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It is related on the authority of al-Fa<,il ibn 'Abbas ~ that Allah's Messen

ger'" said, "$alah is performed in twos, with one's witnessing after every 
two cycles, and with humility and devotion. The prayer of those who do 

not do these things will be stillborn. This l,1adith was related by Tirmidhl.'9' 

Questions: The Need for Humility 
While most Sufis hold that complete concentration is essential to the proper 
performance of prayer and other acts of worship, the formalists insist that it is 

not. The l,1adith above makes it perfectly clear that this is indeed essential, as 
without it prayer is stillborn and imperfect. 
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190 Abu Dawud: 990 

191 Tirmidhi: 385 
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It is related on the authority of 'A'isha ®, that Allah's Messenger ~ per
formed prayer while dressed in an embroidered robe. When he caught 

himself gazing at the embroidery, he said, "Take this robe of mine away to 

Abu Jahm ibn Hudhayfah and exchange it for a simple woollen robe. This 
thing has just distracted me from my prayer!" This 1).adtth was related by 
Malik, Muslim, Bukhari, Nasai and Abu Dawud. In the version related 
by Malik and Abu Dawiid, the last sentence reads, "I was looking at it as I 
performed prayer and became afraid that it might distract me:'~92 

Practices: Foregoing Whatever Interferes with Concentration 
This 1).adtth clearly endorses the reduction in factors that distract from the 

remembrance of Allah ~~ which is practised by so many of the Sufi masters. 

Questions: Whispering and Vague Suspicions 
Another matter that becomes evident from this 1).adith is that occasionally mild 
forms of waswasa, whisperings and vague suspicions, are visited upon the spir

itually developed. This is certainly not in any way to be construed as detracting 
from their virtues and perfection. 

Character: Publicising One's Condition 
It is a part of sincerity and humility to make one's own seemingly imperfect condi
tion known to one's followers and disciples. There is a provision to this, however, 
and that is that there be no danger of someone's misunderstanding and then having 

doubts about the Sufi way or Islam. If the imperfect condition is one of wrongdoing, 
then it is essential that it not be made known to others, as there are many 1).adith 

which expressly prohibit the broadcasting of one's own or another's wrongdOing. 
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192 Bukhiiri: 373, Muslim: 556, Abu Dawud: 914, Nasa'i: 772, Muwat1;a': 324, 325. The addition in Malik 

and Abu Dawud alluded to above are actually in Malik and Bukhari. 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Hurairah f}i that the Messenger of 
Allah /1& said, "May the curse of Allah be on those Christians and Jews 

who worship the graves of their prophets!" This i:ladith was related by 
Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawiid and Nasa'i.193 

Reform: Grave Worship 

This i:ladith should suffice as admonishment to the ignorant Sufis of our times 
who prostrate themselves at the graves of past Sufi masters, regardless of whether 

they do so with the intention of worship, which is clearly disbelief, or with the 
intention of greeting, which is a major act of wrongdoing and no more than a 

step removed from disbelief. 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Darda f}i that Allah's Messenger /1& 
once stood and began to perform his prayer. When he had finished, he /1& 
reported to his Companions, "Iblis, the enemy of Allah, brought a flame 
from the Fire of hell and tried to put it in my face:' This i:ladith was related 

by Muslim and Nasai.194 

Miscellaneous: No One is Safe from the Promptings of Satan 

From this i:ladith it should be clear that regardless of how perfectly developed a 

person may be spiritually, one should never underestimate the disruptive power 
of Satan, IbUs. On the contrary, one should constantly be on guard against Satan's 

causing one to do wrong. Look at the insolence of the wretch who dared even 
to come into the presence of Allah's Messenger /1&, threatening him with burn
ing fire while he was at prayer! As the prophets are protected from wrongdoing, 

Satan had to resort to the threat of physical violence in order to cause distress to 

the Prophet /1&. 

HADITH 116 

193 Bukharj: 1390, Muslim: 530, Abu Dawiid: 3227, Nasa'j: 704, 2049 

194 Muslim: 542 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas ~ that Allah's Messenger I#. 
said, "The prayer performed by someone who hears the call to prayer and, 

without an excuse, fails to answer that call will not be accepted:' One of 

the Companions asked what a valid excuse was, so the Prophet replied, 

"Fear, or sickness:' This l:J.adIth was related by Abu Dawud.'95 

Reform: Performing the Prayer in a Mosque 
Many of our modern-day Sufis rarely if ever go to a mosque to perform their 

prayer. It is quite clear from this l:J.adith that these dervishes need correcting; for 

when their prayer is imperfect to the point of being unacceptable, of what avail 

will their dhikr and other disciplines be to them? 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn (Abbas ~ that when he was asked 

about someone who spent his days fasting and his nights in prayer, but 

who never went to a mosque for congregational prayers, he answered, 

"He is one of the people of the Fire:' This l:J.adith was related by TirmidhL 196 

Reform: Prayer in the Mosque 
The same subject that was mentioned in the l:J.adith above is again mentioned 

here, but with even greater emphasis. 

HADITH 118 

195 Abu Dawud: 547 

196 Even though this narration quotes Ibn 'Abbas, it is considered a i).adith for the reason that Ibn 

'Abbas;!. would never have said what he did unless he had heard it from Allah's Prophet. YTD. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Utban ibn Malik f!. that when he told 
Allah's Messenger IJs. that the rains prevented him from making his way 
to the mosque for prayers and that he would like the Emissary IJs. to come 
to his home and perform prayer with him in the place where he usually 
performed it, Allah's Messenger IJs. replied, "Yes, we will do it:' This }:ladith 
was related by Malik, Muslim, Bukhari and Nason. 

Practices: Designating a Place Especially for Devotions 
In spite of the fact that 'Utban f!. might have chosen to perform prayer with 
the Prophet IJs. in any place in his home, he preferred that it be performed in 
the place in which he was accustomed to performing it when alone. The reason 
for this is that a designated place is a sure aid to increased concentration. Thus, 
when making dhikr or performing other spiritual disciplines it is better that one 
sit in a specially deSignated place. First, it should never be supposed that this 
designation is in itself an act of worship. Secondly, such a place should be chosen 
as will not interfere with the rights or comforts of others. 

Customs: Taking a Place of Blessings 
Another reason for 'Utban's f!. asking the Prophet IJs. to perform the prayer with 
him in that particular place was so that it would become a place of blessings 
(having once been occupied by the blessed person of Mu}:lammad al-Mu~tafa 
1Js.) The reason for this is that it is better that one be in a place of blessings when 
performing spiritual exercises such as dhikr and so on. Here also, however, the 
condition is that one does not exceed proper bounds in either what one believes 
about the subject or in one's practices related to it. If this condition is not met, 
one may very easily fall into the mistake of bid~h. 
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It is related on the authority of Anas f!. that Allah's Prophet IJs. once said, 
"When I begin performing prayer I feel like prolonging it. But sometimes 
I hear the crying of a child, and so I shorten the prayer because I real-
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ise how upset the child's mother [who may possibly be performing the 
prayer in the congregation] must be:' This l;adith was related by Muslim, 
Bukhari, Nasai and Tirmidhi.197 

Questions: The Prayers of the Masters 
Many people suppose complete mental involvement to be the true objective of 
prayer, and thus believe it to be one of the qualities essential to spiritual mastery. 
From this l;adith, however, it is plain to see that this is neither an objective nor 
an essential quality. Had this sort of absorption been essential for mastery, then 
how was it that the greatest of all, Allah bless him and give him peace, was not 
completely absorbed in his prayer? Why did he pay attention to the crying of 
a child? Why did he imagine in his mind's eye the anxiety of a child's mother? 
Nonetheless, absorption is certainly worthy of praise. But because something is 
praiseworthy does not mean that it is an end in itself. 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn cOmar ~ that the Messenger of Allah 
#!r. said, "Straighten the rows, line up the shoulders, fill in the empty spaces, 
don't push against your neighbour, and don't leave any space in between 
for Satan:' This l;adith was related by Abu Dawud.198 

Miscellaneous: Audible Group Dhikr 
It is the teaching of the Sufi masters that when doing audible group dhikr the 
participants should sit as closely together as possible. That teaching is borne out 
by the words of the Prophet in the l;adith quoted here, "Fill in the empty spaces:' 
Certain masters have taught that empty spaces in the group are invitations to 
waswasa or vague misgivings. This is also supported by the l;adith: "Don't leave 
any space in between for Satan:' 

197 Bukhari: 709,710, Muslim: 470, Tirmidhi: 237, Ibn Majah: 989, Nasa'i:826 

198 Abu Dawud: 666 
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It is related on the authority of 'Abdullah ibn Mughaffal ~ that Allah's 
Prophet r/!. said, "Perform two cycles of prayer before sunset:' The narra
tor added, "Then he said, 'Perform two cycles of prayer before sunset, if 

you wish; so that no one would think that they had been ordered to do 
so:' This l:J.adith was related by Abu Dawud. In another version related by 

Muslim and Bukhari, the Prophet r/!. said, "Perform prayer before sunset;' 
three times, and then said, "If you wish;' so that people would not think 
that to do so was Sunna!99 

Reform: Discounting Supposedly Requisite Practices 
Although the practice of performing two cycles of prayer before sunset was men

tioned expressly, the Companions ~ were made to understand that they were 
not to assume it was a duty. Then, concerning those practices for which there is 
no mention, express or otherwise, in the Qur'an or the Sunna, how is it possible 

that the Prophet could have intended that people obligate themselves to perform 
them? Furthermore, experience has shown that until people completely aban
don these practices, they are not fully able to free themselves from the belief that 

they are somehow obligated to perform them. For this reason it is essential that 
they discontinue these practices, whatever they may be. 
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It is related on the authority of Mughirah ibn Shucbah ~ that Allah's Mes

senger r/!. stood so long in night prayer that his feet swelled up. So one of 

199 Abu Diiwud: 1281, Bukhiiri: n83, Muslim: 838 
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the Companions asked him why, if his former and his latter wrongs had 
been forgiven, did he have need of such rigorous devotions? Allah's Mes
senger IJJ. replied, "Am I not to be an appreciative servant?" This }:ladith 
was related by Bukhari, Muslim, Nasai and Tirmidhi.20o 

Miscellaneous: Rigorous Spiritual Disciplines 
The commentary on mujahadah at I:Iadith 109 applies equally to this }:ladith. 
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It is related on the authority of 'A'isha ~ that Allah's Prophet IJJ. never 
missed a night prayer, ta~ajjud. If he was ill or fatigued, he performed 
the night prayer from a sitting position. This }:ladith was related by AbU 
Dawud.201 

Teachings: Taking Rest 
When it becomes apparent to a master that a disciple's ardour is flagging, then, 
in accordance with the teachings of the Sufi masters, he should decrease the 
disciple's disciplines and allow him/her to take more rest. The }:ladith quoted 
here may be cited as containing the foundation of this teaching, as the Prophet 
himself IJJ. used sometimes (when fatigued) to take the liberty of performing the 
night prayer in a sitting position. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Uthman ibn 'Abu al-'A~ ~ that he said 

200 Bukhiiri: 4836, Muslim: 2819, Tirmidhi: 412, Nasa'i: 1645, Ibn Majah: 1419 

201 Abu Dawud: 1307 
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to Allah's Messenger, Allah bless him and give him peace, "Satan comes 

between me and my prayer, interfering with my recitation of the Qur'an, 

so that I become confused:' So Allah's Messenger /!. replied to him, "That 

is the satan called Khanzab. When you sense his presence, seek refuge in 
Allah from him and spit three times to your left:' 'Uthman ~ said, "So, 
I did that. And when I did, Allah made him (the satan) go away:' This 
l:J.adith was related by Muslim.202 

Miscellaneous: A Cure for Whisperings 
There are a number of methods for curing waswasa, including the method 

recommended in the l:J.adith here. The basic element in all of these cures, how
ever, is one's directing one's attention to Allah ;J;:~. and ignoring the waswasa. 
Whatever specific methods are mentioned in the numerous l:J.adith which have 
come to us on the subject are all essentially related to this one simple principle. 

In the particular method mentioned in the l:J.adith related by 'Uthman~, the 
directive to seek refuge in Allah ;J~ is a way of turning one's attention toward 

Allah ;J~, while the directive to spit on the left is a way of ignoring the whisper
ings. It would also seem apparent that this method is best applied prior to one's 

beginning the prayer. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Hurairah ~ that a man went to Allah's 

Prophet /!. and asked if there was permission for one fasting to embrace 
one's wife. So the Prophet lis gave the man permission to do so. But when 

another man came and asked the same thing, the Prophet /!. refused to 
give him permission. The man he gave permission to was an old man, 
while the man he refused was a young one. This l:J.adith was related by Abu 

Dawud.203 

202 Muslim: 2203 

203 Abu Dawud: 2387 
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Practices: Each According to His Own 
It has been the practice of the Sufi masters to instruct their disciples each accord

ing to his/her own particular spiritual development, state, and abilities. The event 
described in this l).adith is quite obviously based on the same underlying princi
ple. Furthermore, the l).adith lends support to the practice of most Sufi masters 

of giving instruction to their disciples in private. It is not difficult to imagine the 

confusion which would result if novices of limited abilities and spiritual stature 
were to begin with practices and disciplines meant for advanced Sufis. Further

more, private instruction is often more effective for the reason that the rapport 
between teacher and student can be more firmly established in private. 

HADITH 126 

It is related on the authority of Abu Hurairah ~ that the Messenger 
of Allah IA said, "Do not single out the night of Jumucah from among 

all other nights for standing in' prayer. And do not single out the day 
of Jumucah from among all other days for fasting. Fast on Jumucah only 

when a fast that you regularly keep20
4 falls on that daY:' This l).adith was 

related by Muslim.20s 

Reform: Turning Practice into Belief 
When, concerning a matter of practice, there is nothing in the Sharica to limit its 

performance to a certain time or place, then to make it a belief that the practice 

should be performed at only a certain time or place, or to intend to perform 
it only at a certain time or place even if one is not regular in doing so, or to be 

regular in performing it at a certain time even if one does not intend to be doing 
so, or to give those who do not know the impression that the practice is in some 

way limited to a certain time or place, is clearly prohibited by the Sharica. In our 
own times not only the Muslims in general, but many Sufis as well have become 

entangled in this affliction. 

204 For example, if one regularly fasts in the middle of the month, or after every three days, as recom

mended in the Sunna. YTD. 

205 Muslim: 1144 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Hurairah ~, as a part of a lengthy 
narration, that Allah's Prophet ~ said, ''Assuredly it is not your bodies 
or forms which concern Allah, but your hearts and your deeds. Piety 
(taqwa) is here! Piety is here! Piety is here!" And he pointed to his chest. 
This l)adith was related by Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud and Tirmidhi.206 

Questions: Inner Meaning 

In this l)adith as well there is clear support for the Sufi way. Indeed, what the 
l)adith alludes to is the very same purification of the heart and cultivation of 
good character and deeds which are promoted by ta?awwuf Another point to be 
gleaned from this l)adith is that the writings of many Sufi masters may be viewed 
in much the same way, i.e. for their content rather than their form. Indeed, there 
are many examples of the use of this sort of language by the Prophet ~ himself. 
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It is related on the authority of Anas ~ that Allah's Prophet Ifo. sent him 
on a mission for something he needed done. When Anas ~ was late in 
returning, his mother asked him what had delayed him, so Anas explained 
that he had been sent by the Prophet Ifo. to do something for him, and that 
it was a secret. Then Anas' ~ mother said, "Don't ever reveal a secret of 
the Prophet ~ to anyone:' This was related by Bukhari and Muslim.207 

206 Muslim: 2564. Abii Dawiid: 4882, Tirmidhi: 1927, Ibn Majah: 4143 

207 This account was not found in these words in Bukhari. Muslim: 2482 
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Teachings: Keeping Secrets 
The keeping of secrets is something which is greatly emphasised by Sufi masters, 

regardless of whether the secrets have to do with the instructions one receives 
from one's master, or with one's visions, or dreams, or with experiences one has 
while under the instruction of a master. 
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It is related on the authority of 'Vmar ~ that Allah's Messenger IJ. said, 

"Verily, there are people among the servants of Allah ,J~ who are neither 
prophets nor martyrs, but whose good fortune will be coveted on the Day 
of Judgment by the prophets and martyrs because of the positions they 

will hold nearby the Almighty:' The Companions said, "Tell us, 0 Allah's 
Messenger, who these people are!" So the Emissary IJ. replied, "They are 

a people who love one another for no other reason than for the sake of 
Allah, who have no blood or financial ties between them. By Allah! Their 
faces and everything else about them will be light! When most people fear, 

they will have no fear; and when most people sorrow, they will have no 
sorrow!" Then the Emissary IJ. recited the following verse: "Surely, the 
friends of Allah; no fear shall beset them, neither shall they sorrow:'208 

This was related by Abu Dawud!09 

Virtues: The Friends of Allah 
It is hardly necessary to point out here that the people referred to in this 1).adith 

are the great Sufi masters. No one should suspect that the words, " ... whose good 
fortune will be coveted of the Day of Judgment by the prophets;' point somehow 
to the inferiority of the prophets, as that is clearly nonsense. 

208 al-Qur'an, 10:62 

209 Abii Dawiid: 3527 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Dharr ~ that he once said, "0 Allah's 

Prophet! What about someone who really loves a certain group of peo

ple, but is unable to do what they do?" The Prophet r/!. replied, "You, 0 
'AbU Dharr, will always be with those you love:' This was related by Abu 

DawfId. The words of Tirmidhl's report from Safwan ibn 'AssaI ~ are: 
"Man will be with whom he 10ves:'2IO 

Virtues: Those Who Love the Masters 
This l).adith points clearly to the virtue of those who love and follow the great Sufi 

masters. We have seen by experience how most disciples begin to love their mas

ters from the time of their initiation into the order, ba/ah. Quite often, a master 

will initiate a person from whom little can be expected in the way of spiritual 

disciplines and development, solely for the reason that they possess the requisite 

desire. Finally, our deeds are judged by our intentions. 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Huraira fA that the Messenger of Allah 

r/!. said, "The souls of humankind were [in the spirit world) as an army gath

ered. Then those who were acquainted with one another [in that world) will 

harmonise [in this world), and those who were unknown to one another 

there will fall into discord here:' This l).adith was related by Muslim and 

AbU DawfId. Bukhari related a similar l).adith from 'A'isha ~.2l1 

210 Abii Dawiid: 5126, Tirmidhi: 2387 

211 Bukhari: 3336, Muslim: 2638, Abii Dawiid: 4834 
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Questions: Spiritual Harmony 

Experience has shown that the success of any master-disciple relationship 
depends on there being some sort of natural harmony between the two. This 
harmony will be seen to have been attributed in this l).adith to prior acquaint
ance in the spirit world.212 Furthermore, in cases where this natural harmony is 
found to be lacking, it often happens that a master will decline to grant initiation, 
bay'ah, preferring instead to recommend that the prospective disciple seek out 
another master. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira t!1 that the Messenger of Allah 
I!. said, "When Allah created Adam as a manifestation of His attributes ... " 
(the l).adith continues). This l).adith was related by Bukhari.213 

Sayings: Man is the Manifestation of the Divine 

The meaning most widely agreed upon by the commentators on this l).adith is one 
which clearly lends support to the saying of the Sufis that the reality of humans 
is that they are manifestations of the Divine. Briefly speaking, the human being 
is a singular and even astonishing creation of the Almighty. The presence of this 
creation, in turn, indicates the presence and perfect attributes of a Creator. Then, 
in view of these facts, the created may be said to be a manifestation of the Crea
tor, i.e., the means of His manifestation. In this same wise, all of creation may 
be said to be the manifestation of the Almighty. There are a number of other 
interpretations that may be given to the words of this l).adith, according to one 
of which only the most accomplished of Sufi masters may be said to be a mani
festation of the Divine. I have discussed this subject at length in my Urdu com
mentary on Mawlana Rumi's, Mathnawi, entitled Kalid-i-Mathnawi, or The Key 

to the Mathnawi. In any case, the l).adith should be viewed as the basis for all 
commentary on this saying, as the word ~urah (often mistakenly interpreted to 
mean "image") actually means manifestation. 

212 al-Qur'an, 7:172 

213 Bukhari: 6227 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Umar fA that Allah's Messenger iJ. 
once remarked, while gazing at the Ka'bah in the Sacred Mosque, "How 
magnificent you are! And, to think that the sanctity of a believer is even 
more sublime!" This l).adith was related by Tirmidhi.214 

Sayings: One Heart is Better than a Thousand Kacbahs 
This well-known Sufi saying is clearly exonerated by the l).adith quoted here, as 
the reason for the believer's being more sacred than the Ka'bah is the believer's 

faith. Then, as the heart is said to be the place where faith resides, there should 
be no difficulty in understanding why the believer's heart is more sacred than the 
Kacbah. Furthermore, since the l).adith said that the believer's heart is more sub

lime, without specifying exactly how much more, then it is certainly within the 

realm of possibility that it be a thousand times more sacred. It should, however, 
be understood that this is a partial excellence only, and not one which necessar

ily implies that humans may also be prostrated to, in the same way that humans 
bow down before the Kacbah. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Hurairah fA that Allah's Prophet iJ. 
said, '~ person will adopt the ways of his friend. Be, therefore, wary of 
those you choose to befriend:' This l).adith was related by AbU Dawlld and 
Tirmidhi,21s 

Reform: Caution in the Choice of a Master 
Obviously, when mere friendship can be s.uch a powerful influence on one's life
style, then the infinitely closer relationship of the disciple and master will surely 

be a very influential one. Experience has shown that the beliefs, deeds, and char-

214 Tirmidhi: 2032, Ibn Majah: 3931 

215 Abu Dawud: 4833, Tirmidhi: 2378 
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acter of a master all have a certain effect on the disciple which, if nothing else, 
will at least amount to the disciple's viewing those beliefs, deeds and characteris

tics in a favourable light. Obviously, then, if the beliefs, for example, of a master 
are erroneous, the beliefs of his disciples are certainly not likely to be entirely 

correct. This is why one must be very careful in choosing a master. 
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It is related on the authority ofIbn cUmar t!- that cUmar t!- once addressed 

the Muslims at a place called Jabiyah and said, "Listen, 0 believers! As 
I am standing here among you now, Allah's Messenger I!fo once stood 

among us and said, "Beware! Whenever a man contrives to be alone with 
a woman, they will inevitably be joined by a third; Satan:'216 

Reform: Female Disciples to Veil Themselves Before Male Masters 
Under certain circumstances it is not entirely unlikely that a master could be left 
alone with a female disciple, or at least be figuratively left alone if the only oth

ers present are also women. For this reason it is essential that women diSciples 

always wear veils before their masters. Obviously, very little in the way of spir
itual progress can be expected in the presence of Satan! The lax attitudes of many 

of our present day Sufis are certainly in need of correction. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Musa t!- that Allah's Prophet I!fo stood 

among the Companions ~ and spoke of five things, [the last of which 
was that] Allah's veil is of light. If ever He lifted it, the splendour of His 

216 Tirmidhj: 2165. Ibn Majah: 2363. Nasa'j: 10418 
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countenance would incinerate whatever of His creation He gazed upon. 

This 1).adith was related by Muslim.217 

Questions: Visions of the Almighty 
A great many ignorant Sufis hold to the belief that a Sufi traveller is capable of 
seeing Allah in this world in the same way that all believers will see Him in the 

next. This 1).adith clearly disproves their claim. 
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It is related on the authority of cVmar ibn Thabit t& that he was told by 
one of the Companions that Allah's Messenger I!. said, while warning the 

Muslims of the DajjaI, "Written between his two eyes is the word "Disbe

liever" readable to anyone who dislikes his [Dajjal'sl works, or to anyone 
who believes. Know, then, that none of you will be able to see your Lord 
until you die, whereas anyone will be able to see the Dajjal. Therefore, do 

not be tricked into believing that the Dajjal is your Lord:' This 1).adith was 
related by Muslim!18 

Questions: Visions of the Almighty 
The impossibility of one's seeing the Almighty in this world is further substanti

ated in this 1).adith. 

217 Muslim: 179, Ibn Majah: 196 

218 Muslim: 7365 

J::IADITH 138 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira ~ that a bedouin entered 
the mosque while Allah's Prophet IJ;. was sitting there. The bedouin per
formed two cycles of prayer, and then prayed aloud, "0 Allah! Have mercy 
on me and Muhammad! And show mercy to no one else:' Afterwards, the 
Prophet IJ;. remarked to the bedouin, "Do you think you can confine what 
is boundless?" Just then, the bedouin urinated on the floor of the mosque, 
and all those present hastened toward him. But the Prophet IJ;. stopped 
them from doing harm to the man, saying, "Remember! You are charged 
with being facilitators, not with being aggravators! Just pour a bucket of 
water over it:' This l).adith was related by Malik, Bukhari, Abu Dawiid, 
Nasai and Tirmidhi.219 

Character: Tolerance for the Deeds and Words of the Ignorant 
It is not the way of the Sufi masters to be harsh with the ignorant people with 
whom they occasionally come into contact. On the contrary, their reactions to 
such people are always tempered with forbearance. Indeed, certain critics have 
even accused some masters of indulging the ignorant. The l).adith quoted here 
should dispel all such misgivings. 

I:IADITH 139 

It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira ~ that the Messenger of 
Allah IJ;. said [after mentioning the virtues of certain practices], "This is 
your post! This is your post! This is your post!" This l).adith was related by 
Malik, Muslim, Tirmidhi and Nasap20 

219 Bukhari: 220, Muslim: 285, Abu Dawud: 380, Tirmidhi: 147, Nasa'i: 56, Ibn Majah: 529 

220 Muslim: 251, Tirmidhi: 51, Nasa'i: 14, Muwatta': 557 
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Sayings: Jihad Against Satan 
My own master, Haji '1m dad Allah, wrote a treatise on The Greater Jihad, in 
which he established that the jihad of the Sufi traveller is with the armies of Satan. 

The lfadlth quoted here, since it speaks of a post, indicates clearly that a Muslim 
is always at war with Satan. 
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lt is related on the authority of Tabir ~ who said, in his narration of the 

Dhiit al-RuqaC campaign, "When the two men reached the mouth of the 
canyon, the Muhajir lay down while the An~ari stood up to pray. Just then, 
one of the enemy approached and, seeing that the man standing was a 
sentinel, fired an arrow at him which lodged itself in his side. When the 

sentinel pulled it out, the archer fired three more arrows into him. Then 
the sentinel moved into the bowing (ruki{) and then the prostration (saj
dah) position until finally, after completing the prayer, the sentinel woke 
his sleeping partner. By this time, the enemy had gone away, knowing that 

the alarm would be given. When the Muhiijir saw the blood on his partner, 
he said, '1\llah be praised! Why did you not tell me the first time you were 

shot?" The An~ari replied, "I was reciting a chapter from the Qur'an that 
I especially like, and did not want to interrupt the recitation:' This lfadith 
was related by Abu Dawud.221 

States: Savouring Recitation 
To take pleasure in reciting the Qur'an in prayer, or in any other act of worship 

is often indicative of a very advanced spiritual state, as should be obvious from 
the lfadith quoted here. 

221 Abu Dawud: 198 
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I:IADITH 141 
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It is related on the authority of 'Ali:!:!. that Allah's Prophet /ft. said, "Who
ever fails to wash even an area the size of a hair when performing the 
ritual bath will suffer such and such a penalty in the Fire:' 'All!:!. com

mented, ''After hearing that, I became my hair's worst enemy:' Another 
narrator in the chain said, "It became the practice of 'Ali: !:!., after that, to 
keep his head shaved:' This l;adlth was related by Abu Dawud.222 

Practices: Shaving the Head 
It is the practice of most Sufi masters to keep their heads shaved. The precedent 

for this practice comes from the example of cAli:!:!. who, as is evident from the 
l;adlth, did so with the tacit approval of the Prophet /ft.. Furthermore, aside from 
the benefit mentioned in the l;adlth (of facilitating the perfect performance of 

the ritual bath), the other benefits of shaving the head are freedom from haVing 
to care for it, from becoming attached to it, and not having to worry about its 
causing perspiration during the performance of certain rigorous disciplines. 
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It is related on the authority of CUthaym ibn Kathlr ibn Kulayb, on the 
authority of his father, Kathlr, that his [CUthaym's 1 grandfather, Kulayb 

t&- went to Allah's Messenger /ft. and said, "I commit myself to the way of 
Islam:' At that, Allah's Messenger /ft. said, "Then get rid of that disbeliev
ing hair;' by which he meant to say, "Shave it off:' This l;adlth was related 

by AbU Dawud.223 

222 Abii Dawiid: 249, Ibn Majah: 599 

223 Abii Dawiid: 356 
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Customs: Shavingfor Initiation 
Certain masters require that their disciples shave their heads as a part of the 
initiation and pledging bay<ah formalities. That this is not without a sound basis 
in the Sunna is attested to by this l).adith. It may be that the logic behind this 
custom is that it emphasises the individual's desire to rid himself of all traces of 
what went before, be it disbelief, or wrongdoing, or imperfect devotion. 
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It is related on the authority of Aslam, as part of a lengthy narration, that 
'Vmar f!. had nine large trays which he used to fill with fruit and other 
delicacies and then send to the wives of Allah's Prophet IJ.. This l).adith 
was related by Malik. 224 

Practices: Serving the Family of One's Deceased Master 
It has always been the practice of the Sufis to offer their services to the family of 
their deceased or absent masters. The l).adith quoted here clearly indicates the 
praiseworthiness of this practice. 
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It is related on the authority of 'V mar f!. that he said, "Be wary of eating 
meat! For the habit of eating meat is as hard to break as the habit of drink
ing wine. Allah likes not those who are in the habit of eating meat:' This 
l).adith was related by Malik.225 

Practices: Avoiding Meat 
There are many Sufis who do not eat meat. Concerning this matter it will be nec-

224 Malik: 970 

225 Malik: 3450 
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essary to understand the following points. If the reason for a Sufi's abstention is 
the same as given in the l).adlth, i.e., to avoid falling into a base habit which might 
itself become a factor in leading to other base habits, then the Sufi's abstention is 

perfectly all right. Nonetheless, such a Sufi should partake of meat from time to 
time so as not to seem as ifhe/she were prohibiting that which Allah ~~ has per

mitted. If, however, the Sufi should abstain out of a belief that abstinence from 
meat is in itself an act of devotion, then this is blameworthy innovation, bidcah. 
And if the Sufi does so as a part of the working of a spell or charm, then that is 
mere nonsense added to nonsense. And if the Sufi does so out of a belief that the 

slaughter of animals is cruel and unnatural, then that is clearly heresy. 
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It is related on the authority of Jabir !A- that one day, as he was returning 
from the marketplace with a package of meat, 'Vmar IJ;. met him and 

asked what he was carrying. Jabir!A- replied, "We had a craving for meat, 
so, for a dirham, I bought some:' Then 'Vmar !A- replied, "And is it that 

whenever you have a craving for something, you go out and buy it? For 

the likes of us, it is extravagance enough that we eat everything we desire:' 
This l).adlth was related by Malik. 226 

Practices: Foregoing Pleasures 
It is the practice of nearly all Sufis to devote a good deal of time and energy to the 
matter of combatting their desires. This is what this particular l).adlth is all about. 

l;IADITH 146 

226 Mu~annaf Ibn Abi Shaibah: 25012 
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It is related on the authority of AbU Sacid who, in his narration of the 

events of a journey he had taken, told the story of a man who was bitten 
by a poisonous snake and then cured by a member of Abu Sacid's party. 
Abu Sacid relates that when the man was asked what charm he had used 

to cure the victim, he replied, "The only charm I used was the Opening 
Chapter of the Qur'an:' Later, when the victim had recovered, he gifted 
the Muslim party a hundred goats. l\bu Sacid said, "So we said to one 

another, 'Let us not do anything about these goats until we have asked 
Allah's Messenger I;. about the matter:" When we returned from our mis

sion, and told Allah's Messenger I;. what happened with the snakebite 
victim, he said to us, "How did you know it was a charm? Distribute the 

goats among your party, and give me a share too!" This l;1adith was related 
by Bukhari, Muslim, Tirmidhi and Abu Dawiid!27 

Customs: Taking Money for Charms 
Some Sufis take money from people who come to them asking for charms. That 

this is permitted, and in no way degrading, is obvious from the l;1adith quoted 
here. There are, however, two conditions that must be met: 1) that the charm and 
what it is employed to help bring about are in no way contrary to the Sharica and; 

2) that there be no deception involved. It should be remembered here that for any

one but an accomplished master, the business of making charms and attending to 
the problems of the public are quite often very distressing at a spiritual level. 
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It is related on the authority of Anas!A that Allah's Prophet I;. said, "There 

is nothing to [the spread of disease by] contagion, and nothing to omens. 
Signs, however, are of interest to me:' The Companions ~ asked, "What 
do you mean by 'signs'?" The Prophet I;. replied, 'l\ny sort of encouraging 
word:'228 This l;1adith was related by Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawiid and 
Tirmidhi. 229 

227 Bukhari: 5736, Muslim: 2201, Abu Diiwiid: 3418, Tirmidhi: 2063, Ibn Miijah: 2156 

228 For example, if someone looking for something they had lost, hears someone cry out "finders keep

ers," that would be an "encouraging word"; and it may be taken as a good sign and nothing more. YTD. 

229 Bukhiiri: 5756, Muslim: 2224, Abu Diiwiid: 2915, Tirmidhi: 1615, Ibn Miijah: 3537 
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Customs: Seeking Signs in the Qur'an or the Works of the Sufi Masters 
Many Sufis have been known to seek signs about their worldly or spiritual needs 

in the pages of the Qur'an, the Divan of l:Iafi~, or the Mathnawl of Mawlana 
Rumi:. The validity of this practice should be evident from the l).adith. If there is 
nothing more to one's seeking than that, there is nothing wrong with the custom. 

The important thing is never to lose sight of the fact that only Allah ;l~ can bring 
these things to pass, both the sign and what it portends. However, if one should 

overstep this point and suppose that, for example, Mawlana Rumi is ever-present 
and all-seeing, or that the signs one receives from a book are really omens of 
something sure to take place, then this is the worst sort of bid<ah, and very near 

to disbelief. 

It is related on the authority of 'All ~ that Allah's Messenger Ifi. said, 
"What an excellent person is one learned in the ways of Islam! When 
needed, they are useful; and when others have no need of them, they can 
be of use to themselves:' This l).adith was related by Razin!30 

Practices: Correcting Without Rancour 
In the matter of giving advice or friendly admonition, it has never been the way 
of the Sufis to harass or antagonise anyone. For the Sufis, it is enough to say what 
they feel they must, once or twice, and to leave the matter at that. If their advice 

is heeded, fine; and if it is not, then they have better things to do. The words in 
the l).adith, " ... when others have no need of them, they can be of use to them
selves;' clearly indicate the correctness of this practice. The following Qur'anic 

verse may also be cited in this connection: "As for he who thinks himself to be 
self-sufficient, you give your attention to him, even though you are not account
able for his failure to attain purity.231 

230 Musnad a/·Pirdaws: 6742 

231 al-Qur'an,80:4 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Darda fA that he heard the Messenger 

of Allah 1/1. say, "Verily, the learned are the heirs of the prophets:' This was 

related by AbU Dawud and Tirmidhl. 232 

Questions: Transmission of Affinity 
It is an accepted truth among the Sufis that the spiritual affinity which is passed 

on from master to master began as the legacy of the Messenger of Allah. In this 

l).adith, the word "learned" refers particularly to those who have attained spir

itual knowledge. When they are termed the "heirs" to the prophets, it is quite 

obvious that it is the transmission of spiritual knowledge which is alluded to. In 

this way, the Sufi maxim concerning the transmission of spiritual affinity from 

breast to breast is confirmed by the Sunna of the Prophet Muhammad, Allah 

bless him and give him peace and blessings everlasting. 
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It is related on-the authority of cAli fA that he said, "Speak to people of 

things they can understand. Would you like it if people started doubting 

Allah and His Prophet?"233 This l).adith was related by Bukhari.234 

Corrections: Avoiding Mention of the Obscure 
Certain indiscreet Sufis have been known to sit in public and speak about rec

ondite problems of ta~awwufbefore people who either, thinking what they hear 

to be contrary to the Sharicah, become hostile to ta~awwuf or, in spite of their 

inability to comprehend what is being said, become antagonistic toward the 

Sharicah. In either case, and the latter of the two is surely the worse, these peo-

232 Abii Dawiid: 3641, Ibn Majah: 223 

233 In other words, do not speak to them about abstruse theological issues, for example, which are more 

likely to create, rather than put to rest, doubts in the minds of any but the most accomplished scholars. 

234 Bukhari: 127 
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pIe are actually showing antagonism to Allah and His Prophet /fr.. Therefore, as 
is evident from the 1).adith above, abstruse points of ta~awwuf should never be 
mentioned in front of those who are incapable of comprehending them. 
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On the authority of Ibn Mas'ud ~ who said, "When you speak to people 
about things they do not understand, you may be certain that some of 
them will be led astray:' Imam Muslim related it. 235 

Commentary 

This and the preceding 1).adith [150 J point to what has already been mentioned in 

the commentary on 1).adith [150 J. 
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On the authority of 'Amr ibn al-'A~ ~ who said, "I used to write every
thing I heard from the Prophet /fr.. But the Quraysh stopped me, saying, 
'You write everything, even though the Prophet /fr. is only human and 
may sometimes say things in anger?' So I stopped writing until I had a 
chance to ask the Prophet /fr. about it myself. Then he /fr. pointed his fin
ger to his mouth and said, 'Go ahead and write! By the One who holds my 
life in His hands, nothing comes out of here but the truth:' Abu Dawiid 
related it. 236 

235 Muslim: 14 [MuqaddimahJ 

236 Abu Dawud: 3646 
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Customs: Recording Discourses 
Many disciples are in the habit of recording (on paper or otherwise) the dis

courses of their masters. It should be clear from this }:ladith that while this is per
mitted, there is every need for caution as masters, like other humans, are subject 

to mistakes and are certainly not mac~um (protected from wrongdoing). 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Huraira ~ who said, ''Allah's Mes

senger ~ addressed us .. :' [the narrator then related the address in its 
entirety, after which one of those present, a man named Abu Shah said,] 

"0 Allah's Messenger! Write [this sermon] for me:' Then he ~ said [to one 
of his scribes] "Write it down for Abu Shah:' Imam Tirmidhi related this 

}:ladith and considered it sound.237 

Customs: Documenting Matters of Importance 
The Prophet's command to put his words into writing validates a number of Sufi 
practices like recording the sermons of the masters, writing out supplications 
and forms of remembrance, dhikr, for aspirants, transcribing the family trees of 

Sufi orders, and writing out records of spiritual succession, khiliifah. Thus, all of 
these may be said to be a part of the Sunna. 
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It is related on the authority of Abu Ayyub ~ that he said, ''Allah's Mes-

237 Tirmidhi: 2666 
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senger IJt. said, 'Were it not for your wrongdoing, Allah most High would 
have done away with you and created creatures to whom He could grant 

forgiveness:" Imams Tirmidhi and Muslim related it. In another version 
related by Imam Muslim on the authority of Abu Huraira~, the last sen
tence is as follows; " ... He would have created creatures who seek forgive

ness, so that He could forgive them:' Imam Razin related a version in 

which Allah's Messenger IJt. said, "By the One Who holds my life in His 
hand! If you did not do wrong, I would fear something even worse from 
you: pride:'238 

Questions: The Creation of Evil and Manifestation of the Divine Attributes 

In our discussion of the two questions [in the heading] above we will refer to the 

version of the l).adith related by Imams Muslim and Tirmidhi. With regard to 
the first, scholars have asserted that from the perspective of the Shari'a, faith and 

righteousness are of significance in this world. However, from the perspective of 
creation (or nature), things like disbelief and wrongdoing are also of Significance 

and must be allowed to come into being. With regard to the second question, 
which may be viewed as the wisdom behind the first, the scholars write that all 
the names of Allah are becoming, jamil, and, as such, require manifestation. The 

manifestation of each name (attribute) will then become the cause for the occur
rence of different kinds of events. The connection between the l).adith and the 

first question should be fairly evident, as the l).adith emphasises the need for the 
occurrence of wrongdoing. Furthermore, upon closer examination, the words, 

"to whom He could grant forgiveness;' will be seen to relate to the second ques
tion, as the wisdom or secret behind His creation of evil has to do with forgive

ness. Among the names of Allah is al-Ghaffar or The Forgiving, which can only 
be manifested in connection with the occurrence of wrongdoing. The poet of 

Shiraz, lfafi~, alluded nicely to both of these issues in the following verses: 

In the workshop of rapture, for kufr there must be room. 

Were there no Abu Lahab, who would the flames consume? 

The "workshop of rapture" here refers to the physical world. This is because of 

the following statement that is commonly ascribed to the Almighty, "I was as a 
buried treasure until I had a desire to be known. That was when I created crea
tion:' So the reason for the creation of the world was the Almighty's desire to be 

known; and rapture and desire are synonymous. To summarise, therefore, since 

238 Muslim: 2748, Tirmidhi: 3539. Razin's addition has been recorded by adh-Dhahabi in Mizan 

al-i'tidal under the biography of Sallam ibn Abi a~-Sahba'. 
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among the names of Allah is AI-Muntaqim or The Avenger, the manifestation of 

the same requires the occurrence of kufr, disbelief, and rebellion. It should be 
remembered that when we speak of "requiring" in connection with the Almighty 

we are not speaking literally because Allah most High is far above being required 
to do anything. Nor do we mean to encourage anyone to do wrong because we 
refer to this as something "required" or "necessary': The texts of the Qur'an and 
lfadlth are nothing if not clearly in opposition to such a notion. (Similarly, it 

should be remembered that Allah's desiring something is entirely different from 
the desire we know as humans.) Rather, what is intended here is an explanation 
of the wisdom behind this phenomenon, in addition to encouragement for those 

who commit wrongdoing and are then sincerely repentant. 

Teachings: The Reason for Certain Kinds of Spiritual Contraction 
The topic to be discussed here has as its starting point the wording of the lfadlth 
above as related by Imam Razln. The Sufi masters teach that one kind of contrac
tion, qabfj, is that which attends the commission of an act of wrongdoing. It often 

happens that after performing such an act the disciple will become so depressed 
and disgusted with himself that ifhe is not checked there is every possibility that 

he will either cause harm to himself or lose hope and abandon everything he 

acquired on the Sufi way. At such a time it is essential that he be made to under
stand that he needs only to repent of his wrongs and sincerely seek forgiveness 

from Allah; and that afterwards there will be no reason for him to be upset. This 
is because there is actually a good reason for wrongdoing. Indeed, were it not for 
one's occasional wrongdoings one would almost certainly become the victim of 

pride. Therefore, the Sufi who does wrong can be said to have received treatment 
for something worse. Once this is understood, the Sufi should have no difficulty 

in shaking off his depression and attending to the more important business of 
seeking forgiveness. 

I;IADITH 155 
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It is related on the authority of Ibn 'Abbas ~ that he related on the 
authority of 'V mar ibn al-Khanab ~ said, "On the day of the battle of 
Badr, Allah's Messenger I!& looked in the direction of the pagan enemy 
who numbered a thousand, when his own forces numbered only three 
hundred and nineteen. Then he turned toward the direction of the Qibla, 
extended his arms, and began beseeching his Lord, saying, '0 Allah! Fulfil 
Your promise to me. 0 Allah! Bring to pass what You promised me. 0 
Allah! If You destroy this band of believers, no one will be left on earth to 
worship You: In this wise, he I!& continued to beseech his Lord until his 
cloak fell off of his shoulders:' Imams Muslim and Tirmidhi related it. 239 

States: Taking Liberties with the Almighty 

Idlal, which literally means coquetry or taking liberties with a loved one, is the 
name of a spiritual state which sometimes comes over those Sufis who are so 
immersed in the love of Allah ;i~ that they, in effect, forget who they are and 
behave toward the Almighty with the familiarity of a lover for the beloved. The 
lfadith above may be interpreted in the context of this state, idlal, (as the Prophet 
&. seemed to all outward appearances to have been threatening the Almighty; 
which was clearly not the case!). The Sufi poet, lfafi; of Shiraz, speaks of this 
spiritual state in the following couplet: 

If the shadow (succour and favour) of the Beloved (the Almighty) should 
fall on the lover 

What of it? After all, while we need Him, He is not without desire for us. 

In other words, what is desired is our obedience and devotion. And the word 
"desire" is used in this verse of poetry to refer to the divine will. 
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It is related on the authority of Anas ibn Malik ~ who, in his narration 
concerning the battle of'Vlfud, related the words of his uncle, 'An as ibn 
an-Na<;lar (h, who said [to his companion in battle], "0 Sa'd ibn Mu'adh! 

239 Muslim: 1763, Tirmidhi: 3081 
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Paradise, by the Lord of Na4ar, I detect its fragrance by the foot of Mount 
'Ul).ud:' Imams Muslim, Bukhari and Tirmidhi related it.240 

States: The World of the Unseen 
The unveiling of things from the wond of the Unseen, calam al-ghayb, indicates 

that the recipient of these communications, on condition that he/she is a Muslim 
who devotedly adheres to the Sharica, has attained an elevated spiritual station. 
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It is related that Sacd ibn Abi Waqqa~ ~ said, "On the day of [the Battle of] 

'Ul).ud I saw two men in white fighting on the left and the right of Allah's 
Messenger ~. I had never seen them before, and I never saw them again; 

Jibril $ and Mika'il ~:' Imams Muslim and Bukhari related it. 241 

States: Unveiling Angels and Questions: Assimilation 
From the l).adith above it is clear that Jibril $ and Mika'il $ were actually seen 
by SaCd ~. The question of assimilation has already been discussed in the com
mentary of l).adith [1]. In the case of the Sighting reported in the l).adith above, 
we may assume that if others also saw the two angels, then the l).adith in which 

assimilation is mentioned explains what happened. If others did not see the two 

angels, then this is explained by the preceding l).adith [156]. 
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240 Bukhari: 2805, Muslim: 1903, Tirmidhi: 3200 

241 Bukhiiri: 4054, Muslim: 2306 
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Abii Huraira fiJ?, related in his account of the Battle of al-RajiC that one of 

the daughters of al-I:Iarith used to say, "Never have I seen a better prisoner 
than Khubaib fiJ?,. I have seen him bound in chains, eating from a cluster 

of grapes at a time when fruit was not to be found in all of Makka. Ver

ily, that could have been nothing other than provision provided to him 
by Allah most High:' Later in the same narration, [but concerning 'A~im 
fiJ?,], Abu Huraira fiJ?, said, "Then the Quraysh commanded that a piece 
of cA~im's fiJ?, [dead 1 body be brought to them, for cA~im had killed one 

of their chiefs in the battle of Badr. But Allah sent a cloud of hornets to 
cover his corpse so that it was protected from the Quraysh. In this wise, 

they were unable to do anything to him:' Imams Bukhari and Abu Dawiid 
related it.>42 

States: Kariimah 

The compelling miracles mentioned in the l)adith above in regard to Khubaib fiJ?, 
and cA~im fiJ?, are indicative, as both men were steadfast in their adherence to the 
Sharica, of the elevated spiritual states which they had attained. 
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242 Bukhari: 3045, Abu Dawud: 2660 
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of Macflna, that Allah's Messenger ~ sent a group of Muslims from Bani 
SuI aim to [the unbelieving] Bani cAmir [for the purpose of calling them 

to Islam]. Another version of Anas' ~ account begins like this: "My uncle, 

I:Iaram ibn MalD.an ~, the brother of my mother, Umm Sulaym ~, was 
sent on a mission with seventy horsemen. When they arrived, my uncle 
said to the others, 'I will go ahead on my own. If they promise to keep 

me safe, and allow me to address the tribe about the teachings of Allah's 
Messenger ~ then fine. But, if they do not, then you will not be far from 

me [and may soon come to my aid]: In this manner, he approached them, 
and they promised to keep him safe. As he, I:Iaram, was speaking to them 

about Allah's Messenger I!J. a signal was given by his hosts, and one of the 
tribe ran him through with a sword. At that, I:Iaram exclaimed, 'Allahu 
Akbar! I have succeeded. By the Lord of the Kacbah!'" Imams Bukhari: and 

Muslim related it. 

In another version of the D.adith related by Imam Bukhari, Anas ~ 
says, "When I:Iaram ibn MalD.an was stabbed at the Well of Macflna, he 

took his own blood in his hands and wiped it on his face and head and 
then said, 'I have succeeded. By the Lord of the KaCbah!"'243 

States: Yearningfor Death 
From the words and deeds of Anas' ~ uncle it is quite evident that he had an 
exceptionally fervent desire to end his life in the favour of Allah ;!~ and that 
when death did come to him in this way he was overjoyed. It is this very same 

desire which becomes the basis for the death wishes expressed by the Sufi mas
ters in their poetry and other works. 

Sayings: Ablutions in Blood 
Certain Sufis have written about performing their ablutions with blood rather 

than water. If there is any need to corroborate the metaphorical with the literal, 

the example of I:Iaram ~ wiping his face and head in his own blood is certainly 
about as literal as one can be. 
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Anas said, "When the Prophet Ifo, went out to the trench, the Muhajirs 

and An~ar were digging there in the morning cold, as they had no prison

ers or slaves to do the work. When the Prophet /J& found that they were 
tired and hungry, he said [in verse], '0 Allah! Surely the life is the life to 

come. Forgive, then, the An~ar and the Muhajirs!' At that, the diggers 
answered him, saying, [also in verse], 'We are the ones who are pledged to 

Muhammad, to fight for him as long as we live!'" Imams Bukhari, Muslim 

and Tirmidhi related it. 244 

Practices: Samac to Stimulate the Soul 

Certain Sufis are of the conviction that when, owing to circumstances of a tem
porary nature, the disciple or aspirant becomes spiritually irresolute, lax, or con

tracted, then in order to remedy the situation the aspirant may, while strictly 
adhering to the conditions241 under which samac is permissible, indulge in samac. 
In this way, the aspirant's irresolution may be dispelled, and a desire to wor

ship will be facilitated. Thus, samac should be understood to be the means to 

an end, when the end, or objective, is worship. The l;adith above will be seen to 
record a precedent for this practice. The digging of the Trench was the objec

tive; while fatigue and hunger might have led to irresolution. And the recitation 

of the rhymed and metered verses performed the function of lifting spirits and 
preventing indolence. In view of these factors, then, this would seem to be the 

wisdom behind this practice. It must be remembered, however, that to suppose 
samac itself to be the objective, or to practise it without concern for propriety, is 

tantamount to tampering with religion. 
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244 Bukharj: 2834, Muslim: 1805, Tirmidhi: 3857 

245 Samii' may be defined as audition, or one's listening to rhymed and metered verse that is recited 

by a professional. Such verse, when recited professionally, will obviously have rhythmic and musical quali

ties. During the author's time, and throughout Muslim history, the institution of samii' has suffered many 

abuses, both from those who support it and those who oppose it. What the author is pointing to here, 

however. is the straightl(lrward recitation of poetry without frivolity. YTD. 
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'A'isha Itl in her narration concerning the Battle ofthe Trench, said, "When 
Allah's Messenger ~ returned from the Trench [he found out that] the 

medial vein in Sa'd ibn Mu'adh's ~ arm had been severed [in the fight
ing]. Therefore, the Prophet ~ ordered that a tent be erected in the masjid 

for Sa'd ,~ so that he ~ could attend to Sa'd ih from close by. Then Sa'd 

,~ prayed, '0 Allah! Surely you know that there is no one I like to fight 
more than the people who discredited your Prophet and turned him out. 
o Allah! It now appears to me that You have put an end to the fighting 
between us [the Muslims and Quraysh]. But ifI am wrong about this, and 
there is to be more fighting, then let me live so that I may fight for You 

against them. And if the fighting is truly at an end, then let my wound 
continue to flow so that I may die of it.' That night his wound opened so 

that the people in the masjid were startled at the sight of his blood flow
ing toward them. That was the night Sa'd c~ succumbed to his wound and 
died." Imams Bukhari and Muslim related it.246 
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246 Bukharj: 4122, Muslim: 1769, Nasa'j: 711 
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Tabir 1$ said, Sa'd ibn Mu'adh!$ was wounded by an arrow on the Day of 
the Hosts (during the Battle of the Trench) so that the medial vein in his 

arm was severed. Therefore, Allah's Messenger ~ attempted to cauterize 
it. However, when he did, the arm began to swell, and after a short while 
the blood was flowing again. Again an attempt was made to cauterize the 
wound, and again the arm grew swollen. When Sa'd 1$ saw what had 

happened, he said, "0 Lord! Don't take my life until my eyes have been 

soothed by the sight of Bani Qurayza.247 Then the blood ceased to flow 
from his wound, and not a single drop of blood seeped from it until [finally, 

after having been brought to their knees by the Muslim blockade of their 
quarter] Bani Qurayza agreed to submit to whatever Sa'd!$ decided con
cerning them.248 Then Sa'd 1$ decided that their men must be put to death, 
and that their women [and children] be allowed to live. Allah's Messenger 

/JJ. said, 'You have decided their fate in conformance with the decision of 
Allah: The number of their men was four hundred. When [the sentence 

had been carried out and] the men of Qurayza had been executed, Sa'd's 

1$ wound began to flow as before. A short while later, he died of it. Imam 
Tirmidhi related it and attested to its authenticity.249 

States: Kashf and Karamah 

An example of kashf may be found in Sa'd's 1$ saying, "It now appears to me 

that You have put an end to the fighting between us:' Indeed, with the Battle of 
the Trench all fighting between the Muslims and the idolators of Quraysh had 

come to an end. There was a brief skirmish at Makka (about two years later), but 

most historians hesitate even to call it that. There are two examples of karamah 

in the story of Sa'd 1$. One was the stoppage of the flow of blood mentioned 
in the second l:J.adith [162], and the second was the re-opening of the closed 

247 The Qurayza were a Hebrew tribe living in Madjna with the Muslims under a truce, who had 

traitorously sided with the idolators against the Muslim defenders of the city in the Battle of the Trench. 

Therefore, when the siege had been lifted, Allah's Messenger ~ directed that the quarter of Madjna in 

which the Qurayza resided be surrounded. Thus, the meaning of Sa'd's;!. prayer was that he wished to live 

to see Bani Qurayza punished for their treachery. 

248 The Qurayza sent word to Allah's Messenger ~ that they would surrender only if the terms were 

dictated by Sa'd ibn Mu'adh ;!.. Since the Qurayza had always maintained cordial relations with Sa'd;!. in 

the days before the advent of Islam, they evidently hoped that he would be lenient with them on the basis 

of their prior relationship. 

249 Tirmidhj: 1582 
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wound mentioned in the first 1).adith [161]. Furthermore, there is no reason to 

suppose that there is any contradiction in the prayers of Sa'd f& as recorded in 
the two 1).adiths above. What happened first was that the blood flowing from 

his wound stopped as a result of his prayer, as recorded in the second 1).adith. 

Then, as a result of his prayer, as mentioned in the first 1).adith, the blood again 
started to flow. Thus, in the second 1).adith, the narrator's saying, "When the men 

of Qurayza .. :' should be viewed as his own condensation of events. Actually, 

the full story would read more like this: When the men of Qurayza had been 
executed, and Sa'd f& had supplicated his Lord with the prayer mentioned in the 
first 1).adith, Sa'd's f& wound began to flow as before. 

States: The Love of Life and the Love of Death 
While certain of the writings of the Sufi masters clearly indicate a love of life 

on their part, certain other of their works would seem to indicate the opposite. 
From the prayer of Sa'd f&, however, the rationale behind both points of view is 

expressed quite clearly. Thus, their love of life springs from their love of involve
ment in the practices of worship and devotion. Sa'd f& said, "Then let me live 

so that I may fight for You against them:' when jihiid is a form of worship. Their 
desire for death is based on no more than their wish to preserve their religion 

and be united with the Almighty. 
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cUrwah ibn al-Zubayr ~ related from al-Miswar ibn Makhramah and 
Marwan a lengthy narration concerning the Treaty of al-I:Iudaybiyyah in 
which it is recorded that: " [a leader of the Makkan idolators who had 
been sent to determine the strength and numbers of the believers gath
ered at I:Iudaybiyyah] began staring at the Companions of the Prophet 
~ and reported, 'By Allah! The Prophet I'#. could not even sneeze with
out having his mucus fall into the hands of one of his Companions who 
would then rub it over his face and skin. If he ordered them to do any
thing, they would all attempt to be the first to comply. If he performed 
ablutions, they would nearly kill each other for the water he had used. 
If he spoke, they immediately lowered their voices in his presence. And 
never, out of their respect for him, did they stare at him:' In the same nar
ration [of the Treaty of Hudaibiyyah in which the terms dictated by the 
pagan Quraysh were accepted, some of which appeared unfavourable to 
the believers], it is also recorded that cUmar ibn al-Khattab ~ said, "So 
I went to Allah's Prophet I'#. and [in a state of agitation over the terms of 
the treaty] said, '0 Messenger of Allah! Are you not truly the Messenger 
of Allah?' He replied, 'I certainly am: Then I said, 'Are we not followers of 
the truth while our enemies are followers of falsehood?' He replied, 'Cer
tainly: Then I said, 'So why do we agree to humiliation with respect to our 
religion?' He replied, 'Verily, I am Allah's Prophet, and verily I will never 
disobey Him! [In other words, whatever I have done or agreed to do has 
been in accordance with the will of Allah.] He will always be my Helper: 
So, I said, 'But didn't you tell us that we will go to the House [Le., the 
Kacbah in Makka and perform tawaf there?' He replied, 'Certainly, I did. 
But did I say that you'd go to it this year?' So I said, 'No: Then he replied, 
'You will go to it. And you will circumambulate if At that, I went to Abu 
Bakr ~ and said, '0 Abu Bakr! Is he not truly the Messenger of Allah?' 
Abu Bakr ~ replied, 'Verily, he is: Then I said, 'Are we not followers of the 
truth while our enemies are followers of falsehood?' Abu Bakr ~ replied, 
'Certainly: Then I said, 'So why do we agree to humiliation with respect 
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to our religion?' He replied, 'Listen, man! Verily, he is Allah's Prophet IJ., 
and verily he will never disobey His Lord. As long as he obeys, Allah will 
be his Helper. So be steadfast in your obedience to him because, by Allah, 

he is doing the right thing: So I said, 'But didn't he say to us that we would 

visit the House and circumambulate it?' He replied, 'Verily. But did he say 
that you would visit it this year?' I replied, 'No: Abu Bakr ~ said, 'Then 
you will visit it. And you will circumambulate it:" cUmar ~ said, "For that 

[Le., in order to make up for my having questioned the Prophet in that 

manner 1 I did many, many good deeds:' Bukhari and Abu Dawud related 
this l:ladith.250 

Customs: Excess in Love for and Devotion to the Master 
From the behaviour of the Companions ~J, described in the beginning of this 
l:ladith it is clearly established that the Sufis' love for their masters, even to the 

point of giving their lives for him, so that their loyalty to him is greater than 
that for any worldly authority. Obviously, however, such devotion must never go 

beyond the bounds established by the Shari'a. 

States: Losing Oneself in Love for the Sheikh 
While the l:ladith does not address this matter specifically, it is clear when one 
ponders the matter, that this may certainly be understood from the text of the 

l:ladith. In other words, from the words spoken by Abu Bakr ~ at the end of the 
l:ladith in reply to cUmar's ~ questions, it is obvious that his heart and mind 

were at one with the heart and mind of the Prophet IJ.. A connection of this sort, 
in view of the habits of the especially gifted Sufi masters, is what is known as 

"Losing oneself in love for one's master:' The existence of an attribute, moreover, 

is a certain indicator, dalil qat'l, that there are those who actually possess that 
attribute. When such a connection is established by the text of a l:ladith, then this 
state (of losing oneself in love for one's spiritual master) is also established. The 

reality of this state may be witnessed in the affinity of an aspirant for his or her 

spiritual guide, as expressed (and developed) by means oflove and devotion. 

I:JADITH 164 
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Salamah ibn al-Akwac ~ said, "We approached l:Iudaibiyyah with Allah's 
Prophet IJt. ... and so on:' In the same narration, Salamah ~ said, "Allah's 

Prophet IJt. called upon us to swear allegiance to him beneath a tree, and so 
I swore allegiance among the first of those who swore it. Then the Prophet 

IJt. continued taking oaths of allegiance from more and more people until, 
when he was through half of them, he called out to me, '0 Salamah! Swear 
allegiance: I replied, 'I have already sworn allegiance, among the first peo

ple to do so: He replied, 'Do it again: So I again swore allegiance to him 
and, when he noticed I was without a weapon, he gave me a shield. Then 

he returned to taking the oath of allegiance from more and more people 
until he reached the last of them. Then he said to me, '0 Salamah! Why 

don't you swear allegiance to me?' So I said, '0 Allah's Prophet! I swore 
allegiance to you among the first of those who swore it! And then again 

among those in the middle! Do you now want me to swear with those at 
the end?' He replied, 'Again: So he took my oath, and in that manner I 
swore allegiance three times!'" This was related by Muslim. 251 

Customs: Renewing Bay'ah for Emphasis 
At times it may be beneficial to have even a seasoned aspirant renew the oath of alle
giance, bay'ah. This l).adith openly establishes the precedent for such a practice. 

I:IADITH 165 

251 Muslim: 1807 
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'Ali jj.. related, in his narrative concerning l:!atib's jj.. letter,25
2 "'Umar 

said, 'Let me, 0 Allah's Prophet jj.., strike that hypocrite's neck!' So Allah's 

Prophet Its said, 'Verily, he fought at the Battle of Badr. So, how are you 
to know if Allah saw what they did and then said to them, "Go and do 

whatever you wish. For I have forgiven you:"" This was included in five of 
the six most authentic collections, excluding al-Nasa'!. 253 

Reform: The Invalidity of the Belief in Infallibility 
According to certain ignorant Sufis and heretics, when a person attains 'perfec
tion' he is free to do as he wishes and, for such a one, nothing is unlawful. This 

school of thought is known as al-Ibiil:ziyyah, and the amazing thing is that its 
adherents present this l:ladith as proof of their claim. It is as if they are saying, 
'See what the ruling was for those who fought at Badr: The truth of the matter, 

however, is that this l:ladith openly refutes their claim because the words 'I have 

forgiven .. : mean that the deeds they commit will have to be unlawful for them 
to receive forgiveness. Owing to the extreme generOSity of the Almighty, He 

(may have) made this particular promise to only this particular group of people. 
Otherwise, there is no need to forgive what is lawful. If, on the other hand, the 
Almighty had said, 'I have made this lawful for you: it might have been possible 

to draw such a conclusion. Moreover, it is not possible to compare those who 
fought at Badr with anyone else because there is textual evidence to confirm the 
promise of forgiveness that was made to them, whereas no such evidence exists 

for anyone else. So how can anyone possibly compare themselves with the vet

erans of Badr? In fact, this article of faith by the Ibal:ziyyah is kufr, disbelief; and 
anyone who holds it will require correction. 
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Wahb said, "I questioned Tabir jj.. concerning the oath of allegiance sworn 

252 !:Iatib J!,. had written to the pagans in Makka describing some of the military plans of the Prophet 

IJ.. When the letter was intercepted, !:Iatib J!,. was taken by the Companions to the Prophet IJ. for ques

tioning. At that time, !:Iatib's J!,. explanation was accepted. Even so, 'Umar .!h. still wanted to kill the man 

as a traitor. 

253 Bukhari: 3007, Muslim: 2494, Abu DaWOd: 2650, Tirmidhi: 3305 
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by the Thaqj:f [tribe]. He said, 'They stipulated that they would do so only 

if they did not have to pay zakah or participate in Jihad: And he heard 
Allah's Prophet /J& say, 'They will pay [zakah] and fight [in jihad], if they 

truly convert to Islam:254 This was related by Abu Dawud.255 

Habits: Occasional Leniency in Regard to Essentials 

At times, Masters have been known to exhibit restraint, even to the point of 
ignoring the shortcomings of those they deal with on both an occasional and 

a regular basis. For people in this state, the Masters have even prescribed spe
cial recitations and dhikr without waiting for them to actually discontinue their 

incorrect practices. This has prompted some people to suspect that the Masters 

are guilty of hypocrisy. The truth of this matter, however, is that the Masters use 
their God-given insight to decide when the good practices they prescribe for 

people will, step by step, erase the incorrect behaviour that those people exhibit. 
The Masters are also sensitive to the fact that severity on their parts may have the 
effect of preventing people from doing what is right, and may even discourage 

them from repenting of their errant ways. Thus, whatever good can be found in 
such people should be encouraged. Indeed, some people simply do not have the 

strength to resolve suddenly to refrain from sinful acts. Such resolve, then, needs 

to be developed by stages. This l;adlth may help to explain how the Masters deal 
with such cases. 
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Abu Musa /J!.. related that he once asked Mu'adh /J!.. [when both were 
deputed to govern in Yemen], "How do you recite [your night prayers]?" 

He replied, "I will tell you about that. For myself, first I sleep [in other 
words, I do not stay awake all night long] and then I stand [in prayer] 
and recite. In this manner, I earn as many blessings from my sleep as I do 

254 In other words, it is not necessary to let details get in the way of someone's conversion or practice 

of Islam. Rather, once they have converted, have gained a better understanding of the religion and its 

ways, and have been in the company of the believers, it may be hoped that they will begin to appreciate the 

religion in all of its various aspects. 

255 Abu Diiwud: 3025 
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from my prayers:' This was related by Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawiid and 
al-N asa'l,256 

Questions: The Habits of the Masters as Worship 
From the 1).adlth above, it should be clear that when one's knowledge matures to 
the point of propriety, such that even mundane activities are undertaken with a 

higher purpose in mind, then those activities will acquire the characteristics of 

worship; and they will occasion blessings and bring one closer to the Almighty. 
Thus, one's sleep, if it is undertaken for the purpose of rest and renewal of strength 
for worship, may actually be accounted an act of worship. Likewise, at times the 
purpose may be to exhibit one's frailty and need. At other times, the purpose 

may be to conserve strength for service to others, or to humanity in general. In 
all such cases, one's sleep may surely be accounted an act of worship. In the same 

way, other deeds may take on the aspect of worship. The sayings of the Masters 
attest to this, and the 1).adlth above indicates the same. 
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Jarir ibn 'Abdullah !J;.. related that Allah's Prophet 1ft. said, "Will you not 

rid us ofDhi 'l-Khal~ah?" which was a temple in the territory of Khath'am 
that was also known as the Ka'bah of Yemen. Jarir!J;.. said, "So I went with 

a party of one hundred and fifty riders from [the tribe of] A1).mas who 

were true horsemen while I was barely able to keep myself in the sad
dle. So he 1ft. struck my breast so hard that I could see the impression of 
his fingers on [the skin of] my chest, and recited, '0 Allah, stabilise him257 

and make him one who is a guide and rightly-guided!' Thereafter, the unit 

256 Bukharj: 4341, Muslim: 1732, Abu Dawud: 4354, Nasa'j: 5598 

257 It is evident from the context that the purpose of the prayer was to ask for stability for Jarjr ;;! in 

both the saddle and religion. 
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went to the temple and destroyed it, setting it on fire:' This was related by 
Bukhari, Muslim and Abu Dawud. 

Questions: Natural Characteristics are not Erased from those who Attain Perfection 
Scholars have stated that just because one attains a state of spiritual perfec
tion'58 this does not mean that such a person will no longer be subject to human 
nature. Nonetheless, that person will undoubtedly be less susceptible to the sort 
of human frailties that will lead him or her to act contrary to the Shari'ah. From 
the l).adith above, it is clear that the Prophet I#.. felt the effects of outside influ
ences on his heart and soul. At the same time, however, he would never have 
acted without a clear reason from the Shari'ah to do so. Still, he needed from 
time to time to bring his impulses under control. Thus, it should be clear that the 
efforts of certain Sufis to attain absolute perfection are akin to their attempting 
to catch the wind and hold it in their fists! Stories concerning the perfection of 
certain Sufis actually describe their coming under the influence of a temporary 
state rather than anything of a permanent nature. 

J:IADITH 170 

'Amir ibn Sa'id t! narrated, "I visited Qura~ah ibn Ka'b and Abu Sa'ud 
al-An~ari ~ during a wedding where girls were singing, so 1 said, 'The 
two of you are Companions of the Prophet I#.. and veterans of the Battle 
of Badr. So how could such a thing happen in your presence?' The two of 
them answered me. 'Sit with us, if you like. Or go. For we have been given 
license to do such things on these occasions:" This l).adith was related by 
al-NasaP59 

258 Obviously, spiritual perfection may be defined in a variety of ways. Suffice it to say, however, that 

all the Sufi masters acknowledge the fact that no human is capable of perfection in every respect. Thus, the 

meaning of perfection here may be understood as a high degree of accomplishment in spirituality. YTD. 

259 Nasa'j: 3385 
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Mul).ammad ibn al-Munkadir said, "I have heard it said that the Almighty 

will say on Judgment Day, 'Where are those who protected their ears from 
indulging in pleasure'6o and from the instruments of Satan? Allow them 

to enter into gardens of musk. Then he will say to the angels, 'Let them 

hear My praises! And tell them they have nothing to fear ... nor shall they 
grieve!'" This l).adith was related by Razin.261 

Habits: The Samet of the Chishti Order and the Opposition of the Naqshbandi 
The opinions of the rightly-guided followers of both of these orders, those who 
approve of audition and those who disapprove, are derived from authentic 
sources of evidence. In one instance, however, the aspect of spiritual exuberance, 

shawq is dominant; while in the other instance, it is prudence that is dominant. 
The first of the two l).adiths above, l).adith [170], would seem to indicate the first 
order's preference, while the second, l).adith [171], would seem to indicate the 

preference of the other Sufi order. Logically, when a degree of physical diver
sion is allowed (by the ShariCa), it would seem to follow that a degree of spiritual 

diversion must also be allowed. The actual degrees to which such activity may be 

allowed is a matter for the experts. It should be clear, however, that to transgress 
the limits is definitely sinful. All of this is discussed in detail in the books of rules 
that deal with the subject. From the l).adiths above it should be clear that the sort 
of sami{262 that may be condoned will never go beyond the limits of spiritual 

diversion, as the two Companions explained (in l).adith [170 D. Moreover, if the 

degree of disapproval is disapproval occasioned by prudence (which is the pre
ferred degree, as is evident from the second l).adith in which comparison is made 
to the instruments of Satan), then it is clear that samac is neither a good thing in 

and of itself, nor a bad thing. This is because pleasure is not necessarily bad or 

260 Literally, min al-lahw, which is generally understood to be music or the joyful recitation of poetry 

on special occasions.YTD. 

261 Musnad Ibn al-Ja'd: 1:254, az-Zuhd Ii Ibn al-Mubarak: 1:12 

262 See the translator's footnote at I).adith [160] for a more precise definition of what is intended by 

the word, sarna'. 
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good, in and of itself. 263 The sort of pleasure that is allowed, however, is indicated 
in the ~adith by means of comparison. 
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Abu Huraira ~ related that Allah's Prophet". said, "No servant of Allah 
should say [concerning mel that I am better than Yunus ibn Matta:' This 
was related by Bukhari, Muslim and Abu Dawud.264 

Reform: Glorifying a Master by Detractingfrom Another 
Yunus nt was mentioned in this ~adith because his story would appear to 
include a reprimand from the Almighty which, in turn, would indicate that he 
was somehow ranked lower than other prophets. This assumption is what the 
~adith sets out to refute. The practice on the part of certain Sufis to celebrate the 
virtues of their own master, or of their own Sufi order, by criticising others is cer

tainly wrong. This ~adith clearly illustrates this point. Certainly, there is nothing 
wrong in one's holding such beliefs as a personal matter. In instances in which 
there is no definitive textual evidence, it is lawful to hold an opinion, but unlaw
ful to suppose that opinion to be binding. In instances in which such an opinion 
is based on no more than one's love (for a particular Sufi master or order), then 
this is perfectly natural and beyond the scope oflegal responsibility. No one can 
be blamed for holding such an opinion.265 
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263 What the author is trying to convey to the reader is that these are relative matters. Thus, under 

certain circumstances, certain pleasures are lawful and permitted while, under other circumstances, the 

very same pleasures are unlawful. In regard to sama'the relative circumstances are thus all-important. The 

author is attempting here to reconcile two apparently opposite positions on the issue. His approach is a 

subtle one and should be appreciated as such by the discerning reader. For the aspirant, the most impor

tant thing is to follow the rules established by the order and those who have become accomplished in its 

disciplines. YTD. 

264 Bukhari: 3395, Muslim: 2376, Abu Dawud: 4669 

265 No blame will attach as long as one remains within the bounds of one's own opinion, and does not 

suppose the matter to be anything more than personal opinion. YTD. 
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AbU Huraira ~ related that Allah's Prophet IJ., told the story of how 
Sui aim an ~ judged between two women by saying, "Divide the child in 
half:' Then the younger of the two women said, "Don't do that! May Allah 
have mercy on you. He is hers:' So Sulaiman 't;fJi judged in favour of the 
younger woman. This was related by Bukhari:, Muslim and al-Nasa'P66 

Habits: Testing the Intentions of an Aspirant by Radical Means 
It has been the practice of many Sufi masters to gauge the intention and faith 
of aspirants, in situations in which they deem that to do so is necessary, by say
ing or doing things the outer aspect of which appear to contradict the inner. So, 
while in fact these actually comply with the Sharl'a, their appearance might lead 
one to assume that they do not. For example, Sheikh Sadiq Gangohi:, may Allah 
have mercy on his soul, once said to one of his disciples, "There is no god but 
Allah, and truthful ($ddiq) is Allah's Prophet!' Of course, the intended meaning 
was that Allah's Prophet IJ. was truthful in his claim to prophethood. However, 
the apparent meaning is one that may give rise to doubts, as if the Sheikh (whose 
name was Sadiq) were claiming to be a prophet! (Sadiq is God's Prophet!) If 
the aspirant was a Simple-minded literalist, he might have run away from the 
Sheikh right then and there. If he possessed a penetrating mind, however, he 
would have understood that there was a possibility, at least, that he was being 
tested by these words, and he would have had recourse to their context, and to 
his past experience with the Sheikh who uttered them. If those experiences had 
been positive and indicated that the Sheikh was indeed an accomplished and 
orthodox master, then he would have interpreted the words of the Sheikh, in 
either a particular or a general way, and then remained steadfast in his attach
ment to the Sheikh. The Q.adi:th above may be understood as a precedent for 
such an evaluation. 
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266 Bukhari: 3427, Muslim: 1720, Nasa'i: 5404 
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Abu Hurairah ~ related that Allah's Messenger /!. said, "While Ayyub 

"$- was bathing naked, a cloud of golden locusts descended upon him 
[evidently these were bits of gold in the shape of locusts, not live locusts] 
and he immediately began collecting these in his clothing. Then, the Lord 

called out to him, saying, '0 Ayyiib! Have I not relieved you of the need for 
what you see here?' Ayyub"$- replied, 'Certainly, 0 Lord! But I will never 
be free of my need for Your blessings:" This was related by al-Bukhari and 
al-N asa'i. 267 

Habits: Not Declining to Accept Luxuries 

It has been the practice of the spiritually adept when God-given luxuries are 
made available to them, and there is no apparent reason to fear that they will 

lead to corruption, to understand these as having originated with the Divine 

Benefactor (al-MunCim) and to accept them. The l:Iadith above would appear to 
indicate the legality of this practice. Even so, the masters would never allow such 
things to become a preoccupation!68 
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Abu Sacid ~ related that Allah's Prophet /!. said, "Do not choose between 

the prophets:' This was included in the collection of Abu Dawiid.269 

Reform: 

The meaning here is similar to that in l:Iadith [172]. 
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267 Bukhari: 3391, Nasa'i: 409 

268 A well-known legal maxim states that it is lawful, for those who trust themselves to show proper 

appreciation, shukr, to desire the accumulation of lawful wealth. YTD. 

269 Abu Dawud: 4668 
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Ibn Mas'ud f!. related that Allah's Prophet ~ performed his evening 
prayers and, when he had finished, he took my hand and went out to the 
rocky flood plain of Makka where he sat me down. Then he drew a circle 
around me and said, "Do not cross beyond your line. Many people will 
come to you. Do not speak to them, and they will not speak to you:' This 
was related by al-BukharP70 

Miscellaneous: Taking Measures 
At times the masters will take measures themselves, generally to rectify one situ
ation or another, and then prescribe the same for others. For example, they may 
tell someone to go and recite something after drawing a circle around the place 
where they are to do the reciting. This is called l:la~ar or spiritual confinement. 
The effect of I:la~ar, in most cases, is that despite the comings and gOings of oth
ers, the one so confined will remain oblivious to outside influences. The above 
l).adith would seem to indicate a precedent for such a practice. 
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'Abdullah ibn Hisham f!. related, "We were with Allah's Prophet ~ and 
he had taken hold of'Umar's f!. hand. So, 'Umar f!. said to him, '0 Allah's 
Prophet! Verily, you are more beloved to me than any other thing, except
ing my own life:' At that the Prophet ~ remarked, 'No. By the One Who 
holds my soul in His hand, not'71 until I am more beloved to you than 

270 Bukhari: 7281, Tirmidhi: 2861 

271 i.e., you will not attain the degree of perfection that you seek. YTD. 
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even your life!' So, 'Umar It. replied, 'Indeed, now you are more beloved 

to me than even my life!' So Allah's Prophet It. said, 'At last,272 0 'Umar!"'273 

This 1).adHh was related by al-BukharP74 

Questions: Blind Love as a Condition for Certain Perfections 
Certain literalist critics refuse to believe that it is possible to have a relationship 

with a master that is based on natural, emotional love. The 1).adith above would 

appear to refute that position. Also, it seems quite clear from the 1).adith that this 

sort oflove is actually a condition for the attainment of certain forms of spiritual 

achievement. 
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Abu Huraira ~ related that Allah's Prophet It. said, "Do not speak nega-

tively about my Companions. By the One Who holds my life in His hands! 

If one of you were to spend the weight of Mount 'U1).ud in gold, it would 

still not equal one of their bushel-weights, or even the half of that!" This 

was related by Muslim.275 

Rewards of Experts in Multiples Compared to those of non-Experts 
It is mentioned in the books on the subject of ta~awwuf that the deeds of an 

272 Le., at last you have attained the degree of perfection that you seek. YTD. 

273 When the Prophet (/j. made this pronouncement, 'Umar J!;. immediately attained the degree of 

perfection that he had sought. Moreover, the love alluded to here is not rational (as opposed to emotional) 

love because otherwise the exception made by 'Umar J!;. would have been meaningless. Thus, it was emo

tionallove and that sort of love is clearly not a condition for faith. Certainly, however, it is a requisite for 

spiritual development. This sort of love is also referred to as losing oneself in love for the Master, or fana 'ji 
'I-Sheikh. Mention of this phenomenon was made in the commentary for \:ladith [163]. YTD. 

274 Bukhari: 6632 

275 Muslim: 2540, Nasa'i: 2529 
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accomplished master are far more valuable in terms of reward and virtue than 
those performed by ordinary people. I have heard from my own master that 
two cycles, rakcah, of prayer performed by a master are better than a hundred 
thousand cycles performed by those who are not masters. This l).adith may be 
adduced as evidence for the same. Even though it is the Companions that are 
named specifically, the ratio legis or occasioning factor is shared; and that is 
the superiority of both groups in terms of the sincerity of their devotion, ikhlii~. 
Moroever, the validity of this factor as an effective influence on such a categori
sation, J:zukm/76 is established by means of other scriptural evidence: 

The parable of those who spend their possessions out of a longing to please Allah, 

and out of their own inner certainty, is that of a garden on high, fertile ground; a 

rainstorm smites it, and thereupon it brings forth its fruit twofold; and if no rain

storm smites it, then soft rain [falls upon it] (al-Qur'an, 2:265), 

and, 

Allah's Prophet IJ, said, "A single dirham once out-valued a thousand dirhams:' 

When he was asked how that could be, he replied, "One man had only two dirhams. 

He gave away the best of the two277 as a charitable donation; while another man 

went to his treasury, withdrew a thousand dirhams, and gave them away to 

charity:'278 This was related by ai-Nasai. 

No one should entertain the doubt here that perhaps the occasioning factor in 

276 In other words, both the Companions and the masters share a distinguishing characteristic, the 

sincerity of their devotion. In both cases, this characteristic of unselfish devotion to the Almighty may be 

identified as the effective cause, or occasioning factor, of the different categorisation or value accorded 

their acts of worship. When the occasioning factor can be thus identified, it is a simple matter to apply 
the categorisation mentioned in the i).adith, by extension, to the situation of the accomplished masters 

of tasawwuf whose worship, too, is characterised by unselfish devotion and sincerity. In this manner, it 

is possible to say that the worship of the masters is likewise of far greater value than the acts of worship, 

including charitable giving, performed by those less accomplished. YTD. 

277 Not all dirhams were valued equally, owing to the practice common at the time of making change 

by paring them down. YTD. 

278 'Allama Sindhi, in his commentary on al-Nasa'i, explained the meaning of the i).adith in the fol

lowing manner: The apparent meaning of this i).adith is that rewards are given in proportion to the status 

of the giver, not in proportion to the amount that is given. Thus, the one who had only two dirhams gave 

away half of everything that he owned, so that he was rewarded in proportion to his zeal and determina

tion. The wealthy person, on the other hand, did not give away half of his wealth and therefore received 
a smaller reward. It is also possible, although 'Allama Sindhi felt that the text of the i).adith really didn't 

support this, to understand the i).adith as saying that when the poor man gave away half of everything that 

he owned, this so impressed the wealthy person that he was inspired to give away a thousand dirhams. In 

such a case, the reward of the poor man would be increased because he became the reason for the giving 

of the thousand dirhams to charity. YTD. 
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the l:ladith above (178) was the companionship2
79 of the Companions ~'" which is 

obviously a quality that others cannot share with them. At the same time, how

ever, there is no doubt that even while the reason for their increased rewards is 
the sincerity of their devotions, their "companionship" does figure into the equa

tion by establishing the highest possible level for rewards. 
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Abu Musa ;lA stated, as part of a lengthy l:ladith, that Allah's Prophet #J. 
said, "My Companions are the security of my community. When my Com
panions pass away, to my community there will come that2SO of which they 
were cautioned:' This was related by Muslim.2sI 

Questions: The Diffusion of the Blessings of the Godly to Others 

Scholars have pointed out that certain of the blessings of the godly may be classi

fied as volitional, like their spiritual teaching and direction. Others of their bless
ings, however, are non-volitional in the sense that they occur without the godly 

intending for them to occur. These are things like their presence in the world being 
a source of mercy, or like their illumination passing on to seekers of the truth. This 
l:ladith appears to establish the validity of such non-volitional blessings. 
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279 i.e., the fact that they had actually been in the presence of the Prophet ~ and were thus deserv

ing of the name Companion, sai;uiba, and everything that that name entails (as elaborated in the works of 

theology, 'aqida). YTD. 

280 The apparent meaning here is that once the Companions are no more, the community will be beset 

by all manner of temptations and corruption. And, indeed, history bears witness to exactly that. YTD. 

281 Muslim: 2531 
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Burayda ~ related that Allah's Prophet ~ said, "0 Bilal! By means of 
what [deeds] have you preceded me'82 to Paradise? For I had barely 
entered Paradise'8) when I heard your footsteps in front of me!" He [Biliil 

~] replied, "0 Allah's Prophet! Never did I make the call to prayer except 
that I also performed two cycles of prayer. And never did I break ritual 
purity except that I immediately performed ablutions and then considered 

myself responsible'84 to Allah for two cycles of prayer:' This was related by 
Tirmidhi who declared the l:ladith a sound one!8s 

Questions: Dispelling False Notions Arisingfrom Visions 
Certain travellers on the Sufi Way have experienced visions in which they appar

ently take precedence over the prophets and messengers of Allah ~. If the trav
eller is ignorant, such visions may lead him to religious ruination. If the traveller 

is learned, however, he will immediately understand that what he has witnessed 

is theologically impossible and will accordingly attempt to interpret his vision. 
In the l:ladith above, Bilal's ~ precedence represents the most advanced degree 

of a servile relationship with Allah's Prophet ~. From all of this, the importance 
of an education in the Shari'a sciences should be obvious. It was perhaps for this 
reason that Sa'di wrote the following verses: 

Now, an ignoramus musing in seclusion, 
Later, a victim stricken by his own delusion. 
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282 The "preceding" spoken of in this i).adith is of the nature of a servant's preceding his master. Of 

course, to be the servant of the Prophet I/A is in itself one of the greatest of honours. YTD. 

283 Clearly, Allah's Prophet, Allah bless him and give him peace, was not speaking literally as entrance 

to Paradise will occur after the Day of Judgement. Even so, the Prophet, from time to time, was granted 

glimpses into the Afterworld by the Almighty so that he could then tell his followers about the glories of 

the world to come. YTD. 

284 The author explains here that Biliil's !h use of the expression "considered myself responsible ... " 

was actually an idiomatic expression for his constancy in this practice. He did not mean to say that these 

two extra cycles were in any way binding or wajib, as that would imply that Biliil !h had the ability to 

legislate for himself; and that is clearly the prerogative of the Almighty alone! YTD. 

285 Tirmidhi: 3689 
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Anas tiA related that Usayd ibn I:Iuc;layr and 'Abbad ibn Bishr were with 
Allah's Prophet IA on a dark night. When they left him and went out

side two lights were there directly in front of them. When the two men 
parted company, a light went with each one of them. This was related by 

BukharL286 

States: Miracles 
The miracle that occurred in relation to both of these Companions ~ is recorded 
in this l).adith. Since there is consensus that miracles are not the exclusive domain 

of the Companions, this l).adith may be adduced as evidence in support of the 

occurrence of miracles in general. 
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'A'isha ~ reported, ''AbU Bakr tiA came to see Allah's Prophet IA and when 
he did, the Prophet IA said to him, 'Rejoice! For Allah has set you free 

from the Fire!'" She added, "Thereafter, Abu Bakr tiA was called 'Atiq, or 
freed:' This was related by BukharL28

7 

Behaviour: Giving Good Tidings to Aspirants 
It is the habit of most masters, when their students attain a spiritual objective, or 

acquire a praiseworthy state, to inform them of the same. This l).adith indicates 

that to do so is in accordance with the Sunna. There are many benefits in doing 
this, including the easing of worry, strengthening resolve to do good deeds, and 

increasing the aspirant's love for the Almighty Benefactor and the one who facili
tated288 those benefits. 

Customs: Giving Names to Aspirants 
It has been recorded and witnessed that spiritual masters will sometimes begin 

calling an aspirant by a name that is appropriate to the aspirant's specific cir-

286 Bukharj: 3805 

287 Tirmidhj: 3679 
288 i.e. the aspirant's spiritual guide or master. YTD. 
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cumstances. Sometimes, then, he may call him king, for instance, or something 
else. The I).adith above, in which AbU Bakr !J;.. is called cAtiq, dearly advocates 

this custom. 
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Abu Huraira!J;.. reported that Alliih's Prophet I!J. said [as part of a lengthy 
I).adith], "I have never known Islam to go to anyone except that the person 

stumbled, other than Abu Bakr. For he never once wavered:' Tirmidhi 

related this l).adith.289 

Questions: The Reality of True Friendship 
The scholars who have explained the reality of true friendship290, those who have 

developed a thorough understanding of this state through their familiarity with 

Islamic theological theory, have found themselves so influenced by this state that 
the performance of their devotions automatically improved. This I).adith would 
appear to indicate the same. In regard to people who have experienced the reality 

of true friendship, theory becomes self-evident and devotions become habitual. 

The first of these transformations is actually the result of Divine power, while the 
second is the result of the perfection of character. It is only the second of these 

that spells true spiritual perfection.291 

289 This report is not found in TirmidhL Kanz al-'Ummal: 32609 

290 Abu Bakr ~ was best known as al-Siddiq or the True Friend. The reality of true friendship or 

Siddfqfyyah, then, is a reference to the spiritual station that Abu Bakr ~ had attained through his friend

ship with the Prophet IJ.. As such,Abu Bakr ~ has come to represent the ideal for this particular spiritual 

state. Abu Bakr ~ was not only one of the Prophet's oldest friends, but he was also the friend who stood 

beside him throughout every trial and every hardship of his mission to humankind. The root of the word, 

s-d-q, in the Arabic language is an infinitive that means to keep faith with, to be truthful, and to be sincere. 
Thus, the spiritual state known as ~iddfqiyyah, or "true friendship" is one of exceeding perfection in which 

its possessor combines the elements of truth, faith and sincerity. YTD. 

291 Here, the author explains that while Allah may grant a degree of Siddfqiyah to someone, per

fection may only come about through the efforts of the individual. Obviously, while Abu Bakr ~ was 

endowed by Allah with many of the qualities that constitute "true friendship", it was through his own toil 

and perseverance that he attained the highest degree of that particular spiritual station. YTD. 
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AbU '1-Darda ~ said, "I was sitting with Allah's Prophet IJr. when Abu Bakr 

~ approached .. :' In the same ~adith, he said, "So the Prophet IJr. said [to 

a Companion who had spoken disrespectfully of AbU Bakr ~), 'Verily, 
Allah sent me to you and you [at first) said, "You lie!" while 'Abu Bakr said, 
"You tell the truth!" and he made me his equal with regard to his life and 

his wealth. So, will you please refrain from tormenting my friend!'" [Abu 
'l-Darda ~ said,) He repeated this two or three times. Thereafter, he [Abu 
Bakr ~) was not picked upon. This was related by al-BukharP92 

Behaviour: Showing Greater Respect for the Successor of a Master 
It has always been a matter of course among the Sufis, and one that accords with 

human nature, to show a greater degree of respect for the spiritual successors 
(khulafii') and senior-most aspirants of their masters. The above ~adlth clearly 

indicates the same. It also shows that disrespect toward such people, or abuse, 

or causing them any sort of discomfort must be denounced as matters of envy 
and pride. 

J:lADITH 18S 

Ibn 'Vmar ~ said that Allah's Prophet IJr. said, "Verily, Allah Almighty 

has put the truth on the tongue of 'V mar ~, and in his heart:' Ibn 'Vmar 
~ said, "Never did a matter occur to the people in which they voiced their 

292 Bukharl: 3661 
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opinions and 'Umar fj.. voiced his except that revelation came through the 
Qur'an confirming the opinion of'Umar!" This was related by Tirmidhp93 

States: Inspiration and Spiritual Intuition 
Both of these states are indicated by the }:ladith above and, in reality, are catego
ries of spiritual vision, kashf 
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Ibn 'Umar fj.., in answer to the insinuations of a certain Egyptian con
cerning 'Uthman fj.., said [among other things in a lengthy }:ladithJ, "As 

to his not being present at the Pledge of al-Ri<;lwan, 294 if there was anyone 

more revered by the people of Makka, that person would have been sent.295 

But the Pledge of al-Ri<;lwan took place after 'Uthman fj.. had left [to go 

on his mission to Makkal. Allah's Prophet IJt. while holding his left hand 
in his right, said296 of his left hand, "This is the hand of'Uthman!" In this 
manner, the left hand of the Prophet IJt. that was for 'Uthman fj.. was 

293 Tirmidhi: 3682 

294 There was, at the time, a need for someone to go and negotiate with the Makkan idolators, some

one who was himself a respected and important Makkan and thus not likely to be killed by the Makkans, 

someone like 'Uthman. 

295 The message that 'Uthman IS carried from the Prophet, Allah bless him and give him peace. was 

that the Muslims had come as pilgrims in peace for the purpose of performing the Hajj, and not as an army 

determined to attack Makka and take it by force. The Pledge of al-Ridwan that is alluded to here was the 

pledge of obedience given by the Companions who had set out from Madina for the purpose of perform

ing the Hajj. The Significance of the pledge was that it bore witness to the faith of the Companions whose 

faith was tested when the Prophet, Allah bless him and give him peace, agreed to the terms of the Makkans 

by postponing their visit to Makka for another year, thereby greatly disappointing the Muslims. YTD. 

296 This is what the Prophet tf#. said to those gathered for the Pledge. YTD. 
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better297 than all of the right hands [of those present]. This was related by 
Bukhari and Tirmidhl. 298 

Behaviour: Pledging in absentia 
Many masters observe the practice of accepting pledges, bay<ah, from aspirants 

who are not physically present. All of this was discussed previously in my com
mentary on l)adith [68]. 

Customs: Placing the Master's Hand over the Aspirant's while Pledging 
It is the practice of some Sufi masters to place their own hand above the hand of 

the aspirant while taking the pledge of their allegiance to him. The words in the 

l)adith above would seem to indicate the validity of this practice. Likewise, the 

verse in the Qur'an: The hand of Alliih is over their hands299 (48:10) would appear 

to indicate the same. Doubts may arise from the words of the l)adith indicating 

that it was the left hand of the aspirant that was used, when the practice among 

Sufis is that the aspirant places his right hand in the right hand of the master. 

These may be dispelled when we see that the holding of the left hand was by 

necessity only. Otherwise, the words of the l)adith, " ... better than all of the 

right hands;' clearly indicate the right hands of both parties are to be used for 

the pledge. Whatever the case, the physical arrangement is not the important 

thing here. In fact, even if there is no hand-clasp at all, the pledge may still take 

place, as in the case of the pledge of a woman aspirant, or one that takes place in 

absentia. The essential element is the verbal expression of allegiance. Otherwise, 

in many cases, rather than the master's hand, aspirants will be asked to grasp his 

clothing, or his turban, or the like. 
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297 Even though 'Uthman ~ was not physically present, the Prophet I#. used his own hand to repre

sent 'Uthman's ~ hand. In this manner, 'Uthman ~ took the pledge even though he was not present. YTD. 

298 Bukhari: 4066, Tirmidhi: 3706 

299 This verse was revealed on the occasion of the Bay'at al-Ri{iwan, and begins with the words: 

"Behold, all who pledge their allegiance to you pledge their allegiance to Allah." Thus, the simple hand-clasp 

takes on the further significance of pledging one's allegiance, or committing one's self, body and soul, firstly 

to the master, or to the Prophet, Allah bless him and give him peace, and then, by extension, to the Almighty 

Himself. Those who ridicule the Sufi way would do well to reflect on the symbolic nature of these practices, 

and on how that symbolism was a part of the practices of the Prophet I#. and his Companions~. YTD. 
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Ibn 'Umar t!. stated that Allah's Prophet /!. said at the time preparations30o 

for the campaign known as al-'usrah301 were being made: "Regardless of 
what he does after this, 'Uthman t!. has nothing to worry about! Regard

less of what he does after this, 'Uthman t!. has nothing to worry about!" 
This was related by Tirmidhl,302 

Questions: Perfect Masters who Abandon Spiritual Disciplines 
Since Sufi masters who have attained spiritual perfection are constantly involved 

in devotions, whether openly or otherwise, which are of the highest degree and 
thus bring them very close to the Almighty, if they no longer practise the basic 

sorts of spiritual disciplines303 this will not cause them any difficulties. The l).adnh 

above would seem to indicate this. 
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Tabir t!. said, ''Allah's Prophet /!. called for 'Ali t!. at the Battle of Ta'if 
and then had a whispered conversation with him. People began talking 

among themselves about how long the conversation with his nephew had 
become. At that, the Prophet /!. declared, 'I have not whispered to him. 
Allah whispered to him!'" This was related by Tirmidhl,304 

Questions: Unicity in Praxis 
In the writings of the Sufis one may find the deeds of both the most accom-

300 These preparations included major contributions of money and supplies donated by 'Uthman,;!, 

may Allah be pleased with him. 

301 This campaign, leading to the Battle of Tabuk, was known as al·'usrah owing to the difficulties and 

hardships endured by those who took part in it. YTD. 

302 Tirmidhj; 3700 

303 It should be obvious the disciplines referred to here are not required or even recommended acts of 

worship but rather the extra spiritual disciplines prescribed for apirants by the Order or the Sheikh. YTD. 

304 Tirmidhj; 3726 
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plished worshippers and the deeds of ordinary worshippers ascribed to the 
Almighty. Such deeds are termed tawbid-e-aFali or unicity in praxis. These are 
also indicated by the phrase: 'There is no Doer other than Allah: In the l:J.adith 
above, the statement, 'I am not whispering to him. Allah is whispering to him!' 
clearly indicates the first sort of unicity in praxis. The effective cause here is 
occurrence by means of the Divine will. In the same way that an effective cause 
may be identified for a legal matter, the same may also be done for a natural 
matter. Then, by analogy, the second sort of unicity in praxis may be explained. 
In the Qur'an it is written: "It was not you who slew the enemy, but it was Allah 
Who slew them" (8:17) and "It was not you who shot [the arrows], but it was 
Allah Who shot them" (8:17). 

In these verses, a natural matter would appear to be the nexus of the effective 
cause. However, from a theological perspective, the belief that what is essential 
and what is merely possible are one and the same305 is heretical in the same way 
that denial of the will of the individuapo6 is heretical. It is for this reason that 
Junayd of Baghdad made his well-known statement; "If I had the power, then 
any person who said (in an attempt to excuse his unlawful behaviour) that there 
is no Doer other than Allah, would have his head cut off!" The reason for such 
an extreme punishment in that instance is that the person using that excuse is 
actually undermining the Shari'a.307 

305 There are a number of issues here for the consideration of the reader. Obviously, at many levels, 

tasawwuf and theology converge; and it is for this reason that the author always dealt with his aspirants 

and their spiritual development in accordance with the level of their knowledge of Shari'a, by which he 

meant the classical Shari'a sciences and disciplines, including theology. The question of free will from an 

Islamic theological perspective is not an easy matter to understand. However, in essence, Islam teaches that 

humans are endowed with free will and that they will be judged on the basis of the deeds they choose to 

do in their lifetimes. At the same time, however, the source of all deeds, of all that happens on earth and in 

heaven, is the Almighty. What the J:tadith indicates, and what the author is speaking of in his commentary, 

is that at times the will of the servant and the will of the Almighty become as one, such that there is a 

unicity of wills; and then the deeds, or praxis, of the servant become one with the deeds of the Almighty. 

The author is careful to point out, however, that such a unicity does not mean that the servant and the 

Almighty are, or become, one in their persons. To hold such a belief is clearly heretical. This also explains 

why the author has quoted Junayd here. YTD. 

306 i.e., that he acts of his own volition. YTD. 

307 It may further be pointed out here that it is ignorance of the Shari'a sciences that has led so many 

Sufi aspirants, regardless of how good their intentions might have been, to go astray and, in doing so, to 

give ta~wwuf a bad name. As questions of theology are often so complex, even Sufis who have not gone 

astray have appeared that way to the general public and, in some cases, to rulers and judges with disastrous 

results. Generally speaking, it is best to leave theology to the theologians. Those who equate theology with 

religion do themselves, and their religion, a great disservice. YTD. 
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'A'isha I&. stated that Allah's Prophet I!s said to his wives, "What happens 
to you after I am gone is a matter of concern to me. Only those who are 
highly devoted and accomplished will be able to serve you:' Later, cA'isha 

I&. said to Abu Salama tJk. ibn cAbd al-RalJman ibn cAwf tJk., "May Allah 
granP08 your father his fill from the spring of Salsabi:l in Paradise!" cAbd 

al-RalJman ibn cAwf tJk. gifted land to the Mothers of the Faithful which 

had been sold for forty thousand. Abu Salama;:;, said, "'Abd al-RalJman 
ibn 'A wf tJk. gifted a garden to the Mothers of the Faithful that had sold for 

four hundred thousand:' This was related by Tirmidhl.309 

Questions: Concern for the Welfare of Family310 

Certain ignorant people, observing that a master is concerned about his family, 
suppose that the master is less than completely accomplished. The lJadith above 
indicates clearly that such concern is in fact a part of the Sunna. At the same 

time, it should be obvious that excess in this regard, like excess in most matters, 
is indicative of a degree of spiritual inadequacy. 

Miscellaneous: Service to the Family of a Master is Service to the Master Himself 
In the lJadlth above, those who cared for the Mothers of the Faithful were referred 

to as highly devoted and accomplished. Such a characterisation is indicative of 
how service to a master's family shows the degree of a person's relationship with 

the master. Service of this kind is very nearly a matter of second nature among 
the true Sufis. 

308 i.e., for the way that he had cared for the wives of the Prophet I/fo. 
309 Tirmidhi: 3749 
310 This is the abbreviated form of the title. The entire title reads as follows: Concern for the Welfare 

of Family does not Negate Spiritual Perfection on Condition that it Remain within the Bounds of Equity 

and Kindness. YTD. 
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Salma ®-, a woman of the An$ar, stated, "I went to see Umm Salama ®
and discovered her crying, so I asked, 'Why are you crying?' She replied 

that she had just then seen Allah's Prophet ~ in a dream, with dirt on his 

head and beard, and he was crying. When she asked him why he was cry
ing, he replied, 'I have just now witnessed the martyrdom of al-l:Iusayn 

;:!.:" This was related by TirmidhiY 1 

States: Dreams That Come True 
Seeing in dreams events that later come true is a praiseworthy spiritual state. The 
}:ladith attests to this because the event witnessed in the dream occurred at the 

same time as Umm Salama ®- dreamt about it. 

Questions: The Presence of the Spirit 
After the soul leaves the physical world, when its original place is elsewhere, then 
if by Allah's leave it should be allowed to return to the physical world, then this 

is possible. For example, the blessed soul of the Prophet ~ was witnessed on 
the field of battle after his death. Moreover, as there is no evidence to indicate 

otherwise, there is no need to interpret such reports or to suppose them to be 
metaphorical. Rather, these may be understood literally. 
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CAbd al-Ral:tman ibn Zayd ~ stated, "I asked I:Iudhayfah ~ if he knew 
someone who resembled the Prophet ~ in terms of his manner, his ways, 
and his conduct; someone from whom we may learn. He replied, 'I know 

of no one who more resembled the Prophet ~ in terms of his manner, his 
ways, and his conduct, than Ibn Umm cAbd ~, as long as312 he stands in 
the shade of his house:" This was related by Bukhari and Tirmidh1.313 

Behaviour: Taking on the Aspect of the Master 
In certain of the stories told about Sufis it is mentioned how aspirants, far from 
confining themselves to emulating their masters in matters of worship, have also 
sought to be like their masters in their dress, in their dining habits, and even in 

the ways that they walk and talk. For many Sufis such emulation becomes sec
ond nature and habitual, so that they do it without even intending to do so. The 

connection between aspirant and master often becomes so strong that it may be 

described by the following verses of poetry: 

I become you, then, you become me, just so. 

I become body and you become soul. And so, 
After this than me none will say you're other 

Or that I am other than you, you know. 

The l:tadith above clearly indicates this sort of behaviour. Whether or not 
cAbdullah ibn Mascud ~ intended to resemble the Prophet ~ his doing so was 

praiseworthy as is evident from the l:tadtth. On the other hand, if he did intend 
to do so, then that was clearly a good thing. 
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In his narration of the story of how he converted to Islam, Abu D harr ~ 
stated, "I lingered thirty days and nights without sustenance other than the 

312 This last part of Hudhayfah's fh- statement is indicative of the prudence exhibited by the Compan

ions in giving witness. In other words, Hudhayfah fh- was saying that he could attest to the resemblance 

only in terms of what was apparent to him in regard to Ibn Mas'iid fh-, as he was not privy to knowledge 

of what went on inside. 

313 Bukhari: 3763, Tirmidhi: 3807 
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water of Zamzam. But I grew fat from it, so that my belly button protruded 
and I could sense no traces of hunger:' This was related by Muslim.314 

Miscellaneous: Remaining without Nourishment 

Certain ascetic Sufis have claimed the ability to fast for forty days, or to so limit 
their intake of nourishment for days and weeks on end at levels that under nor

mal circumstances would hardly be expected to sustain life. Hearing such claims, 
shortsighted critics of Sufism have responded with scepticism. The l).adlth above, 
in which Abu Dharr t!A speaks of his own experience, counters all such attempts 

at doubt and denial. If one were to counter by saying that it was Zamzam water 

he drank, it may be pointed out that even if it was Zamzam water, what Abu 
Dharr t!A described is not natural. Water simply does not have the nutrients 
required for thisYS What Zamzam does possess, however, are blessings; then, if 

someone who remembers Allah often drinks Zamzam and brings blessings to 
himself, then what is so strange about that? 
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Jabir t!A stated that Allah's Prophet 1/1. said, "The Throne was shaken:' and 
in another version, he said, "The Throne of the Merciful was shaken ... at 
the death of Sa'd ibn Mu'adh:' This was related by Bukhari, Muslim and 

Tirmidh1.316 

States: Miracle 

This l).adith attributes what was clearly a miracle to one of the Companions of 

the Prophet 1/1.. 
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315 That is to produce fat in the body. YTD. 

316 Bukhari: 3802, Muslim: 2466, Tirmidhi: 3848, Ibn Majah: 158 
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Anas ~ stated, "When the funeral bier of Sacd ibn Mucadh ~ was lifted, 

the hypocrites remarked, 'How light is his funeral bier!' referring to his 

ruling in regard to the Qurayzah tribe.317 When this [disparaging com

ment 1 reached Allah's Prophet It. he said, 'That's because there were angels 
to carry it:" This was related by TirmidhI.318 

States: Miracle 
This l:ladlth, too, records a significant miracle. 
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Abu Musa ~ stated, ''Allah's Prophet It. said to me, 'If only you had seen 

me this morning as I listened to your recitation [of the Qur'an 1 ! Surely, you 

have been granted a musical instrument from among the musical instru
ments of the family of Dawiid!"'31

9 This was related by BukharI, Muslim 

and TirmidhL320 In the version related from al-BurqanI by Muslim, the 

following words are included: "By Allah! Had I known that you were lis
tening to my recitation, I would have inked ip21 for you in bold letters!"322 

317 See J:tadith [162 J for details of his decision. 

318 Tirmidhi: 3849 

319 The Prophet DaWlld jj. was famed as a lyricist and was the author of the ZabCtr, or the Psalms of 

the Bible. YTD. 

320 Bukhari: 5048, Muslim: 793, Tirmidhi: 3855 

321 The meaning here is that Abu Musa told the Prophet 1ft, that he would have beautified and embel

lished his recitation had he known that the Prophet 1ft, himself was listening to him. The verb used in 

Muslim's version is h-b-r, which means to beautify, to adorn, or to embellish language, speech, recitation, 

and even meaning. The word for ink, hibr, is derived from this root because the written word embellishes 

speech. While there is no reason for me to revert to this meaning in my translation, I have done so in 

recognition of the ink of the scholars and the blood of the martyrs. YTD. 

322 Al-Burqani's addition has been narrated by Abu Ya'la in his Musnad, as quoted in Fat~ aI-Barf: 9:114 
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Questions: Perfecting Performance for Another 

In order121 to please a pious person or an elder, one's extra exertions may appear 

at first glance to be no more than posturing and hypocrisy. However, since the 

effort to please the pious or, for that matter, any believer is actually in itself an 

act of worship, then when this is coupled with another act of worship this can in 

no way be considered posturing when it is done with Sincerity. The lJadith above 

clearly indicates approval for this. For some time, this uninformed one held the 

suspicion that perhaps it was not a good thing when people went to extra lengths 

to recite the Qur'an beautifully when requested by others to recite it. Thank Allah, 

the subtleties of this lJadlth have found their way into my heart and put that suspi

cion to rest! Upon deeper consideration of this lJadith, another virtue of the pious 

may be ascertained. For, indeed, to seek their pleasure is like seeking the pleasure 

of the Almighty. The reason for this is that their pleasure is actually a means to the 

pleasure of the Almighty. In other words, what is really being sought by the aspir

ant is the pleasure of the Almighty. The relevant maxim here is: Effort expended 

along the way is effort expended toward achieving the objective. 
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Anas ibn Malik .®. stated that Allah's Prophet 1ft. said, "How many people 

are there with dishevelled hair, and covered in dust, who possess no more 

than the clothes on their backs so that no one takes notice of them; yet if 

they swear something by Allah, the Almighty will bring it to pass. Among 

such people is al- Bar~f ibn Malik ~:' This was related by Tirmidh1.324 

Virtues: Allah's Acceptance of the Pious 

This lJadlth clearly points to Allah's ).\~ acceptance of those who dedicate their 

lives to the pleasure of the Almighty. The initial description, dusty and dishev

elled, should not be understood as conditional, as certain ignorant ones would 

have us believe. Rather, what the lJadlth expresses is that appearance has nothing 

323 I have ahbrcviated this heading. 'Ihe original Persian reads: How Perfecting the Performance of 

an Act (of Devotion) in Order to Please the Pious is not posturing. YTD. 

324 Tirmidhl: 3RS4 
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to do with spiritual perfection. It is the wealthy and the prideful who would have 
us believe that the poor are somehow less than we are. 
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Abu Huraira ~ stated, "I said, '0 Allah's Prophet! 1 hear you say many 
things, but 1 do not remember them: He replied, 'Spread your cloak: So 
1 spread it open. Then he related many things to me and 1 forgot none of 

them!" This was related by Bukhari and Muslim. It was also related by 
Tirmidhi, and these are the words of his version.325 
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'Amir ibn Sa'd ~ related from his father who said, "The Prophet of Allah 
lis entered the masjid of Banu Mu'awiyah and prayed two cycles, while we 

prayed with him. Then he a supplicated his Lord for a long time before 

getting up and coming over to us. He /!!. then said, 'I asked my Lord for 
three things, and He granted me two of them and refused one. 1 asked Him 

not to destroy my ummah all at once in a general famine, and He granted 
me that. Then 1 asked Him not to destroy my ummah in a flood, and He 
granted me that. Then 1 asked Him not to set my ummah against itself,326 

and He refused to grant me that:" This l).adith was related by Muslim.327 

325 Bukhari: 3648, Muslim: 2492, Tirmidhi: 3835 

326 That is to say, in internal warfare and rebellion. YTD. 

327 Muslim: 2890 
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Reform: The Possibility that the Prayers of the Spiritually Adept May Go Unanswered 
This l,1adith lays bare the folly of the belief that the prayers of the spiritually adept 
will always be answered. Such a conviction inevitably leads to excesses in prac

tice and belief. 
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Salman aI-Faris! ~ related that the Prophet of Allah 1ft. said: "Do not hate 
me, for that will take you from your religion:' So I [Salman] asked, "How 

could I hate you, 0 Prophet of God, when it was through you that God 
guided me?" He replied, "Hate the Arabs, and you will hate me:' This was 

related by al-Tirmidhi.328 

Miscellaneous: Showing Respect for the People of a Master's Homeland 
Among the common customs of the Sufis is that they develop natural feelings 
of affection and respect for the people of their master's homeland, and that they 
treat them accordingly. This l,1ad!th is indicative of the same fact. How well the 

poet expressed this: 

People and places engage my affections but, 
Lovers will love whatever they will, you see. 
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CUmar ~ stated that the Prophet of Allah a said: "There will come to you 

one Uways ibn 'Amir .. :' In the same l,1adith, he said, "If you can ask him 

to seek forgiveness for you, then do so:' This was related by Muslim.329 

328 Tirmidhi: 3927 

329 Muslim: 2542 
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Questions: A Master's Deriving Benefit from One Less Accomplished 

In the same way that the less accomplished may benefit from those more accom~ 

plished than themselves, the more accomplished may benefit from those less 

accomplished than themselves. In this I;adlth, 'Umar®-, who was a Companion 
of high standing was advised to seek to benefit in a particular way from Uways, 
who was of the successor generation. Similarly, a master will sometimes benefit 
from an aspirant, in terms of knowledge, or spiritual states, or character, or sup~ 

plication. Therefore, no master should ever suppose himself superior in every 

respect to those around him. 
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AI~Musayyab ibn I:Jazan .~ stated that it was in regard to Abu Talib that 
the verse was revealed: 'Verily, you guide not whom you love; but it is 
Allah who guides whomsoever He wills.'33 0 1bis I;adlth was related by 

BukharI, Muslim and Nasa'iP 

Reform: The Masters Cannot Necessarily Dispose of Affairs as they Choose 

Many people mistakenly suppose that the masters are capable of disposing of 

their affairs in whatever way they wish. Some of these people go as far as suppli~ 
eating the masters, both living and dead, in the same way that they supplicate the 

Almighty. This I;adlth and the verse it mentions clearly refute such a notion.332 
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Anas.~ stated that the Prophet of Allah /J- said, "Verily, 'Ul;ud is a moun~ 
tain that loves us; and we love it!" This was related by Abu Dawud, Nasa'i, 
Ibn Majah and TirmidhLm 

330 Al-Qur'an,28:s6 

331 Bukhari: 4772, Muslim: 24, Nasa'i: 2037 

332 Obviously, such supplication is akin to according to others attributes that reside exclusively with 

the Divine. This is also known as shirk, and is the most overt kind of disbelief possible. YTD. 

333 Bukhari: 4083, Muslim: 1393, Tirmidhi: 3922, Ibn Majah: 3115. A report with these words could not 
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Question: Sense Perception on the Part of Inanimate Objects 
As there is nothing in the text to indicate that other than the literal meaning is 

intended here, the words "that loves us" should be understood as meaning just 

that. As an issue related to spiritual perception, we may deduce that inanimate 

objects can sense things since love is based on sensing, in the same way that, 

"and we love it:' is by consensus to be understood literally. Finally, this is an issue 

for conjecture and not to be taken as a core belief or an article of faith. 
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AbU Huraira ~ related that the Prophet of Allah a said that God Almighty 
u stated, "Whosoever acts with enmity toward those who are close to Me, 

I will declare war upon that person! Nothing that My servant does to gain 

proximity to Me is more loved by Me than his performing the things I 

have commanded [him to perform]. Indeed, as he continues to seek My 

favour through the performance of supererogatory acts of worship, I will 

eventually come to love him. Then, when I love him, I become the ears 

with which he hears, the eyes with which he sees, the hand with which 

he strikes, and the feet with which he walks:' This l).adtth was related by 

Bukhari.JJ4 

Virtues: The Rank of the Sufi 
This l).adith clearly indicates the rank of the Sufis. 

Questions: Protection from Sin 
It is a well-known article of faith that the prophets are free of sin while the saints 

[those most devoted to God] are protected from the same. The words of the 

l).adith, even in translation, are meant to convey this meaning. 

be found in Abu Dawud. 

334 Bukhiiri: 6502 
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Ibn 'Abbas g related that the Prophet of Allah a said, "One night, a pres
ence from my Lord presented itself .. :' In another version of the l).adlth, 
he said, "My Lord presented Himself. .. in the most excellent form:' This 
was related by Tirmidhi.335 

Explanations: The Appearance of the Almighty in Creation 
without Indwelling and the Meaning of Unification 
In Sufi literature the two expressions in the (above) title indicate special termi
nology. The reality of the first term is that the form and characteristics of the 
Almighty ;l~ will sometimes appear in creation without actually being present, 
in the same way that a writer may be present in his writings, or a speaker in his 
speeches. In this manner, creation may be thought of as the manifestation and 
the Almighty ;l~ may be thought of as the Manifestor. The reality of the second 
term is that there is such a powerful connection between the Manifestor and the 
manifestation that it is impossible to differentiate between the two. Both of these 
terms (and the issues that surround them) are based on reason (as opposed to 
revelation). Even so, the expressions (used to allude to these terms) are discon
certing to a degree. After the meaning of the terms has been explained, how
ever, it should become clear following careful consideration that the l).adith may 
indeed indicate the same. Therefore, "a presence from my Lord" may be under
stood to correspond with the first term, while "My Lord presented Himself" may 
be understood to correspond with the second. Also, if the preposition "from" is 
understood to be exclusive,336 then the words "in the most excellent form" may 
likewise be understood as indicative of the second term because in the confu
sion over the separated form337 it becomes necessary to call the unmanifested a 
manifestation. In this manner, a syntactical connection comes about between 
the unmanifested and the manifestation. Furthermore, if the two versions of the 
l).adlth are to be understood as two different events, it is still possible338 to deduce 
the same meaning from "in the most excellent form': It must be noted, however, 

335 Tirmidhi: 3233 
336 "-J.;.~:.r c,?1 i.e. such that the presence could only have come from the Lord. YTD. 

337 The separated form is the presence of the Lord presenting itself, whereas the direct form is that of 

the Lord presenting Himself. YTD. 

338 i.e. owing to the strength of the connection. YTD. 
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that it is not correct to assign the words "manifestation" and "unification" literal 
meanings, in the way that many of the ignorant public insist on doing, thus 
corrupting their beliefs. I have written on these matters in detail in my Kalid-i

Mathnawl (commentary on Ruml's MathnawI). 
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Abu Huraira !J;.. related that the Prophet of Allah /JJ. said that on the Day 
of Judgment, the Almighty ;i~ will say to certain people, "I was ill and 
you did not come to visit Me." When the people reply, "But, 0 Lord! How 
could I visit You, when You are the Lord of the Worlds?" The Lord will say, 

"Did you not know that My servant, so-and-so, was ill? Yet you did not 
visit him. Had you gone to visit him, you might have found Me with him." 
Then the same questions will be asked in relation to food and drink.339 

This was related by Muslim.34o 

Explanations: "Unification" with the Aforementioned Meaning 

In the previous l;adith an explanation of (the term linked to) this expression was 
given. In this l;adith, when the Lord refers to His servant's illness as His own, "I 
was ill .. :' the meaning of that term is clarified even further. Moreover, if the 
sick person is understood to be a particularly favoured servant of the Lord, then 
the meaning of the l;adith supports the well known teaching of the Sufis that 
sometimes this sort of unification is afforded to certain of the Almighty's special 
servants and devotees. The words in the l;adith, " ... you might have found Me 
with him;' are also recorded in other versions of the l;adith to say: " ... you might 
have found the same with Me:' Actually, the second version is an explanation 
of the first, in that it offers a warning that such expressions are metaphorical 

339 The Lord will say that the person did not feed Him, and so on, and that the person did not give 

Him anything to drink, with the same explanation of how this could be possible. YTD. 

340 Muslim: 2569 
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in nature and should not be taken literally because a literal interpretation will 

lead to faulty beliefs. I have alluded to the same thing in my commentary on the 

previous l).adith [204). 
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Abu Huraira ~ related, in the l).adlth about the seven people who would 

be shaded by the Almighty ;i~ on the Day of Judgment, that the Prophet 

of Allah 1ft. said, " ... and two people who love one another for the sake 

of Allah, who came together because of Him and who depart because of 

Him." This was related in each of the Six Most Authentic collections, save 

that of AbU Dawud.341 

Virtues: Brothers on the Way 

While the love between a master and an aspirant may certainly be of this nature, 

the love between two aspirants is an even better fit for this l).adith. 
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cA~im al-Al).wal stated: "I saw the drinking-cup of the Prophet 1ft. with 

Anas ibn Malik ~. It had rusted, so he plated it with silver." Ibn Sirin said, 

"I saw that drinking-cup, and it had a rim of iron.342 So Anas ~ wanted 

to replace the rim with one of silver or gold. AbU Tall).ah ~ said, 'Do not 

341 Bukhari: 1423, Muslim: 1031, Tirmidhi: 2391, Nasa'i: 5382, Muwatta': pg. 377 

342 Note here that the rim, the part that touches the lips, was not silver. YTD. 
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change anything that the Prophet of Allah IJ$ did, and then left behind.'" 

This was related by Bukhari.343 

Customs: Preserving Blessed Objects and Not Subjecting them to Alteration 
Most Sufis observe this practice by preserving in their original state, to the extent 
possible, whatever blessed objects they may possess. The showing of respect in 

this manner is considered a matter of etiquette by the Sufis. 
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Abu Sa'id t!l1. related that the Prophet of Allah ~ said, "Soon [a time will 

come when] the best wealth owned by a Muslim will be a herd of goats 
with which he may dwell on the highest peaks of a mountain or the lowest 

of river beds [so that he may] flee with his religion [intact] from contro
versies:' This was related by Bukhari, Malik,Abu Dawud and Nasai.344 

Usages: Benefits of Seclusion 
Certain Sufis, when their circumstances require, will seek seclusion. The lJadith 
above appears to give permission for such isolation, and even to encourage it 

when society poses a threat to one's religion.345 

Earning a Living and Seeking Spiritual Advancement are Not Mutually Exclusive 
It should be clear that a herd of goats represents a means of living. Therefore, the 
intended meaning of the lJadith should also be clear, even if many people sup
pose wealth and religion to be exclusive of each other. 
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343 Bukharl: 5637 

344 Bukharl: 19, Abu Dawud: 4267, Nasa'l: 5039, Ibn Majah: 3980, Muwatta': pg. 382 

345 The noted scholar of ta~wwuf,Abu Hamid al-Ghazzall, wrote a treatise on the Virtues o!Seciusion. 
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Ibn 'Vmar ~ said, "The Prophet of Allah IJs used to give me gifts, and I 
would say, 'Give this to someone who is in greater need of it than r But 

then the Prophet IJs would reply, 'Take it, and whatever comes to you 

[as earnings] from it, so that you never covet [another's wealth] and you 
never ask [for financial help from another]. Take it and invest it. Then, if 
you like, eat from it and, if you like, give it away as charity. And never set 
your heart on what will not come your way:" Then Salim ~ said, "It was 

for this reason that 'Abdullah [Ibn 'Vmar] never asked anyone for any
thing, and never returned any gift that was given to him:' This l,1adith was 

related by Bukhari, Muslim and Nasai.346 
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Abu Sa'id al-Khu~ri ~ related that the Prophet of Allah IJs said, "The 
Dajjal will come .. :' And later in that l,1adith, "The Dajjal will say, 'Don't 

you see? If I kill this person and then revive him, will you still doubt me? 
And the people will say, "No:' So he will kill someone and then revive him:' 
This l,1adith was related by Bukhari and Muslim.347 

Reform: Not Being Deceived by Seeming Miracles 
Most people suppose seeming miracles to be signs of the godliness of those who 
perform them. This, however, is a serious mistake. Who could possibly be more 

lost than the Dajjal? And what seeming miracle could be greater than reviving 
the dead? Yet, even though he will perform such a seeming miracle, no believer 

doubts that the Dajjal has lost his way. 

346 Bukhari: 7164, Muslim: 1045 

347 Bukhari: 7132, Muslim: 2938 
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In telling the story ofIbn $ayyad34B, Ibn cVmar ~ related that the Prophet 

of Allah IJr. said to him [to Ibn Sayyad], "What do you see?" Then Ibn 
$ayyad replied, "Truthful ones come to me and liars:' So the Prophet IJ;. 
said, "You are confused by the matter:' Then the Prophet IJ;. said, "Can 
you tell me what I am thinking?"349 So Ibn Sayyad replied, "It is smo .. :'350 

Then the Prophet IJ;. replied, 'l\way with you! You'll not surpass your sta

tion:' This was related by Bukharl, Muslim, AbU Dawud and Tirmidhi,351 

Reform: Even the Deluded may Experience Visions and Insights 
Like the preceding l:ladith, the meaning to be deduced from this l:ladith is that 
sometimes even the most deluded and disoriented of individuals may have spir
itual insights and visions. Therefore, these must not be supposed to be signs of 

godliness. Instead, they may serve to mislead the naive and trusting. 
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348 Ibn ~ayyiid was well-known among the Arabs of the times as something of a mystic. According 

to the reports, he was rarely lucid. Even so, his occasional insights had brought him a degree of popularity 

among the commoners. YTD. 

349 What he said, literally, was: "I have hidden something for you," challenging Ibn ~ayyiid to guess 

what it might be. Most commentators explain that the Prophet /j. was thinking of a verse from the Qur'iin: 

So await the day on which the skies will bring forth a pall of smoke ... (44:10). 

350 I have translated the half word, dukh, as smo, as dukh is a part of dukhiin and smo is a part of 

smoke. YTD. 

351 Bukhari: 1354, Muslim: 2924, Abu Diiwud: 4329, Tirmidhi: 2246 
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Abu Huraira JA related that the Prophet of Allah ir. said, "Have you heard 
of a city, a part of which is on land and a part of which is on the sea?" They 
replied, "Yes:' Then he ir. said, "The Day ofJudgment will not come until 
that city has been attacked by seventy thousand warriors from the tribe of 
Is~aq who, when they approach it, will neither fight with their weapons 
nor shoot their arrows. Rather, when they recite, 'There is no god but 
Allah, and Allah is the Greatest' the part of the city over the water will col
lapse; and when they again recite, 'There is no god but Allah, and Allah 
is the Greatest: the part of the city on land will collapse:' This was related 
by MuslimY' 

Questions: The Occurrence of Miracles 
Certain scholars with rationalist leanings deny the occurrence of miracles at the 
hands of God's special devotees. This ~adlth tells of a patently evident miracle 
that is to occur at the hands of the tribe of Is~aq. 
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(-,?.LjJI 

'All JA related that the Prophet of Allah ir. said, "When my community 
has committed fifteen kinds of sins, it will be subjected to calamity .. :' 
Among the sins mentioned were those related to, "singing girls and musi
cal instruments:' This was related by Tirmidhi.353 

Reform: The Prohibition of Popular Singing and Dancing 
Certain ignorant Sufis have gone so far in their love of music as to frequent ses

sions in which both women and instruments are employed. The ~adlth clearly 
points to the prohibition of such things. 

352 Muslim: 2920 

353 Tirmidhl: 2210 
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Nu'man ibn BashIr f!. related that the Prophet of Allah'" said, "Verily, 
there is an organ within the body such that when it is sound, the entire 
body is sound; and when it is corrupt the entire body is corrupt. Verily, 
that organ is the heart." This was related by Bukhari:, Muslim, TirmidhI, 
Nasa'I and Abu Dawud.354 

Miscellaneous: The Core of the Sufi Way 
Success on the Sufi way is linked to rectification of the aspirant's heart. This 
l:ladIth explains why so much emphasis is given to this matter. 
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Abu Mas'ud al-BadrI f!. related that the Prophet of Allah". prohibited 
the proceeds from the sale of a dog, the bride price of an adultress, and 
the offerings made to a soothsayer. This was related by BukharI, Muslim, 
Abu Dawiid, Nasa'!, TirmidhI and Ibn Majah.355 

Reform: Earning Money from Selling Charms 
At the present time, many so-called Sufis are involved in these things. For exam
ple, they are lax about accepting offerings, even from women from the bazaars 
(of questionable occupation), and they earn money by selling talismans and 
charms. This l:ladith clearly states that these are blameworthy practices. 

354 Bukhiiri: 52, Muslim: 1599, Abu Dawud: 3329, Tirmidhi: 1205, Nasa'i: 4458, Ibn Majah: 3984 

355 Bukhiiri: 5761, Muslim: 1567, Abu Dawud: 3481, Tirmidhi: 1276, Nasa'i: 4670, Ibn Majah: 2159, 

Muwatta': pg. 377 
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Malik related that he had heard that Ibn Mascud f1:;.. said, "The servant of 

God may lie or attempt to lie so that [every time he does sola black mark 
is made on his heart; until finally his whole heart is blackened." This was 

related by Malik.J56 

Sayings: Blackness of the Heart 
Very often one may find in the works of the Sufi masters references to certain 
practices or other matters that will result in "blackening the hearf' This }:ladith 

may be taken as evidence for this sort of thing. 
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Asma' ~ related that the Prophet of Allah IJs. said, "One who attempts to 

show oneself in possession of what one does not really possess is like one 
who wears twoJ57 false garments." This was related by Bukhari, Muslim, 
Abu Dawucl, Nasa'!, and Tirmidhi,358 

Reform: Pretending to be a Master by Appearing to be a Master 
Since the words of the l;tadtth " ... what one does not really possess" are genera}359 

they may be understood to include spiritual accomplishments. For this reason, 
the }:ladtth may be understood as critical of those who, despite their lack of spirit-

356 Muwatta': pg. 388 

357 The classical commentators point out that the reason for the dual here, i.e., "two false garments", 

may be to point out that the person is falSifying two circumstances; firstly that he has nothing (is bereft of 

spiritual accomplishments) and secondly that he is incapable of giving to others (is incapable of instruct

ing others in the way of the spirit). Other commentators are more literal in their explanations, saying that 

the reference is to the two customary garments worn by Arabs at the time, the upper and the lower gar

ments; signifying that such a person was false from head to toe. YTD. 

358 Bukhari: 5219, Muslim: 2129, Abu Dawud: 4997, Nasa'i: 8921 

359 The rule here, from theoretical jurisprudence (u$ul al-fiqh), is that the words are general and 

therefore inclusive. Whereas, if they had been specific they would therefore be exclusive. In such instances, 

qualified commentators may include whatever they consider reasonable. YTD. 
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ual ability, persist in appearing to others by means of their speech or their actions 
as if they were the most accomplished of all spiritual masters. This is especially 

blameworthy when such people pretend that they are able to instruct others. 
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Mucadh ibn Anas ~ related that the Prophet of Allah I!& said, "Anyone 

who, out of humility, shuns fine clothing when they have the ability to 

wear it will be called by the Almighty on the Day of Judgment before all of 
creation and given the opportunity to choose whatever garments of faith360 

they would like to wear." This 1).adith was related by Tirmidhp61 

Usages: Intentional Lack of Attention to One's Appearance 
The practice of the Sufi masters in this regard differs. Some paid no attention 
either way, neither to their appearance nor to their disregard of the same. On 
the other hand, the attention or disregard of some Sufi masters was clearly inten

tional. In all cases, the matter hinges on their intentions for, after all, "actions 
are but by intentions': 
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360 The "garments of faith" mentioned here are those that will be given in recompense for the degree 

of one's faith. Then, in the same way that faith differs in terms of how it is practised, likewise the garments 

of faith will also differ in quality. The person in the /:tadlth may not necessarily be deserving of the finest of 

these garments, owing to the quality of his faith. However, owing to his humility in regard to dress, he will 

be given the choice of the very best garments of faith in the next world. YTD. 

361 Tirmidhi: 2481 
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Abu Zumayl related that Ibn 'Abbas ~ said to him, "When the HarurI 

tribe revolted, I went to 'All ~ and he told me to go to them. So I dressed 
in the best of my Yemenite clothing and, when we met they said, 'Wel
come, 0 son of 'Abbas! What clothes are these?' So I replied, 'Don't find 

fault with me. For, verily, I have seen the Prophet of Allah /fo wearing 
clothes even finer than these.'" This was related by Abu Dawud.362 

Usages: Lack of Attention to One's Appearance 
The explanation of this l:tadtth may be found in the explanation of the previ

ous l:tadIth [2l8]. This l:tadIth is evidence for the usage mentioned there. No one 
should entertain the doubt that this l:tadIth supports the position that constant 
attention must be paid to one's appearance. This is because such attention would 
mean that a habit would have to be made of attending to one's appearance, and 

that is clearly not a good thing. If, however, a special occasion requires that a 
master pay special attention to his appearance then there is no harm in that. The 

actual practice of the Prophet If. and his Companions was a lack of attention to 

their personal appearance; therefore the l:tadIth should be understood as indicat
ing not disregard for their appearance but a lack of attention to such disregard. 
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Abu Rimthah ~ related that he saw two green garments on the Prophet 
of Allah If.. This was related by Abu Dawud, Nasa'I, Ibn Majah and 
Tirmidhl.l63 

Usages: Wearing Clothing of the Same Colour 
It is the regular practice of some Sufis to be dressed from head to toe in clothing 

of the same colour. Now, obviously, if they do this in order to show off, then it is 
blameworthy. On the other hand, if they do so out of some practical considera

tion, like if they find that clothing of one color or another shows less dirt and 

wears longer, then there is no problem with that. 

362 Abu Diiwud: 4037 

363 Abu Diiwiid: 4065, Tirmidhi: 2812, Nasii'i: 5321 
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Abu Burda /J.J.. said, "I went to see 'A'ishah ~, and she took out for us a 
rough blanket and a thick izar, saying, 'These are what the Prophet of 
Allah IJ. was wearing when he was taken.'" This was related by Bukhari, 
Muslim, Tirmidhi and Abu Dawiid.364 

Usages: Wearing Wool 
Some Sufis regularly wear woollen blankets. Indeed, it comes as no surprise to 
this insignificant one that some people say the name Sufi is derived from the 
word for wool, or ?u! Then, as long as this is done for reasons other than hypoc
risy, this l:tadtth may be said to be the source for such a practice. 
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Ibn Mas'ud related that the Prophet of Allah IJ. said, "On the day that the 
Almighty spoke to Musa ~ he was wearing woollen trousers, a woollen 
jubbah [floor-length shirt], a woollen blanket and woollen sleeves." This 
was related by Tirmidhi.365 

Usages: Wool 
This l:tadith, too, points in an ever more complete manner to what was men
tioned in the commentary on the previous l:tadith [121]. 

364 Bukhari: 3108, Muslim: 2080, Abu Dawiid: 4036, Tirmidhi: 1733 

365 Tirmidhi: 1734 
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Sahl ibn Sa'd !Jl. related that 'All: !Jl. ibn Abi Talib went to Fatima ~ ... In 
this lJadith, Fatima ~i told 'Ali!Jl. to go to a certain Jewish merchant and 

buy flour from him. When 'All: "ch. was buying the flour, the Jewish mer
chant asked him, "Are you not the son-in-law of the one who claims to 
be God's Prophet?" 'Ali!Jl. replied, "Yes." Then the merchant said, "Then 

take your money. The flour is yours [for freel." This was related by Abu 
Dawud.366 

Usages: Accepting Gifts and Favours from Disbelievers 
Some of those critical of Sufism have objected that the masters are known to have 
accepted gifts and favours from non-Muslims. This lJadith shows that such objec

tions are baseless. However, if such acceptance is linked to a corrupting factor, or 
if non-acceptance is linked to a good reason, then it will be better not to accept. 
Another point made clear by the lJadith is that if someone's reputation (as a master, 

for example) or someone's relationship with someone who has such a reputation 
leads to another's sincerely offering them a service or a favour, then there is no 

harm in their accepting because this will not place them in the position of "selling" 
their religion. However, if someone supposes that, owing to their own reputation 

or to their relationship with someone with such a reputation, they are deserving 
of favours, then that person is clearly guilty of hypocrisy and self-delusion. 
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366 Abu Dawild: 1716 
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'A'isha ~~ related an incident in which 'Utbah [owing to his having had a 

son from an adulterous relationship with Zam'ah's slave girl] instructed his 
brother, Sa'd ibn AbI Waqqa~ ~ to consider the child [in accordance with 
the pre-Islamic Arab custom] his nephew. [When Sa'd came to claim the 
child, Zam'ah's son, 'Abd ibn Zam'ah, objected, saying that the boy was his 
brother and his father's son by the slave girl. When the matter was referred 

to the Prophet of Allah lis he noticed the strong resemblance between the 
boy and 'Utbah. [Despite this circumstance, however,] he lis said, "The boy 

is yours [i.e., your father's son and your brother], 0 'Abd ibn Zam'ah! For 
verily, a child belongs to its legitimate367 parents." Thereafter, the Prophet 

lis ordered Sawdah bint Zam'ah [his wife and the daughter of Zam'ah] to 
cover herself when the boy was present [even though, in accordance with 
the Prophet's lis decision, the boy was technically her brother368

]. This was 

related by BukharI, Muslim, Abu Dawtld, Nasa'I and Malik.369 

Usages: Avoidingfor the Sake of Prudence What is Permitted 
According to the Sharl'a ruling, Sawdah ~ was permitted to appear before this 

boy without covering. However, as a matter of prudence, the Prophet lis ruled 
that she cover herself. This clearly establishes the legitimacy of the practice of 
avoiding the lawful for the sake of prudence yo However, to do so without a 

good reason, or to turn the matter over to one of belief37" will clearly be a form 
of religious extremism. 
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367 The legitimacy of the relationship between owner and slave was accorded precedence over the 

adulterous relationship. YTD. 

368 If the boy was in fact her brother, then it would not have been necessary for Sawdah to cover her

self in his presence. However, despite the Prophet's ruling that Zam'ah was the boy's legal father, and that 

the boy was therefore Sawdah's legal brother, it was obvious that 'Utbah was the boy's birth father. This is 

why the Prophet (/j. took the precaution to ask Sawdah to cover herself in his presence. YTD. 

369 Bukhari: 2053, Muslim: 1457, Abii Dawiid: 2273, Nasa'i: 3514, Ibn Majah: 2004, Muwatta': pg. 309 

370 Indeed, one of the better known Islamic legal axioms is sadd al-dharai' or obstruction of ostensi

bly legitimate means for illegitimate ends. YTD. 

371 In other words, to make covering under those circumstances into a matter of faith is extremism. 

To cover, however, simply as a matter of prudence is a different matter entirely. It is the lack of appreciation 

for such subtleties that leads people into error. YTD. 
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Abu Huraira ~ related that the Prophet of Allah #/!J. saw a man chasing 

after a pigeon and said, "There goes a devil, chasing after another devil." 

This was related by Abu DawudY2 

Sayings: Whatever Takes You from Remembrance of the Almighty is Your Devil 
Among the Sufis, this is a well-known teaching. In this lJadith, the pigeon is 

referred to as a devil only because the man chasing it had forgotten about every

thing else, including the Almighty ;l~.373 
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Abu Huraira ~ related that the Prophet of Allah #/!J. stated that the 

Almighty ;l~ says: "The sons of Adam distress Me! They curse fortune, 

but I am fortune! In My hands I hold the command [for all that happens]; 

I turn night into day."374 This was related by Bukhari, Muslim, Malik and 

Abu Dawud.375 

Interpretations: All is He 
Obviously, the Almighty and time are not the same thing. Despite this lack of 

unity, however, according to the explanation given in this lJadlth and its transla-

372 Abu Dawud: 4940. Ibn Majah: 3765 
373 Forgetting the Almighty fi~ includes forgetting all of one's religious duties and responsibilities, 

whether toward one's Lord, or one's family, or one's community. Obviously, there is a difference between 

recreation and obsession; and this man was clearly an example of the latter. It is sad to note, however, 

that there is a popular notion that somehow pigeons and pigeon.keeping are incompatible with Islam.' 

Much the same misconception exists in regard to dogs, owing to other l;Iadlths. Clearly, if anything is to 

be learned from this account, it is in regard to how people sometimes lose their sense of perspective, and 

then ignore their responsibilities. To suppose, however, that the purpose of the l;Iadith is to point out that 

pigeons are evil is absurd. For an even-handed account of how the Prophet *- viewed dogs, and valued 

their forms and characteristics, see Ibn Marzuban's Tafljil al-Kilab 'ala kathir min man labisa ath-thiyab 

(Preferring Canines Over Many of Those Who Wear Clothing). YTD. 

374 Thus, when people curse fate, or fortune, they are actually cursing the Almighty fi~ because it is 

the Almighty fi~ Who determines the fate of everything in the universe. The Arabic word here, dahr, is 
used to mean fortune and fate because these things come with time and the original Significance of the 

word is a long or indeterminate period of time or, in other words, an age. YTD. 

375 Bukhiiri: 7491, Muslim: 2246,Abu Dawiid: 5274, Muwatta': pg. 386 
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tion, a literal, superficial connection can be made between the two. According 
to experts, this explains how (in the popular Sufi saying that ''All is He") "all" 
may be connected to "He': The meaning of "all" encompasses all things in addi
tion to their deeds and the effects of those deeds, all of which is controlled by 
the Almighty. Thus, the One Who actually and in reality does the disposing, 
as an independent entity, is the Almighty and the Almighty Alone. So, ''All'' is 
really nothing at all (and "He" is everything). Thus, the }:ladith may be offered as 
support for the popular Sufi saying that, ''All is He:' In other words, in the same 
way that the }:ladith seeks to establish the Almighty as the determinant, and to 
negate any notion of fortune as a determinant, the Sufi saying establishes the 
independence of the Creator and negates the independence of the created, or 
creation. 
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Abu Tufayl related that a man went to 'Ali ~ ibn Abi Talib and asked, 
"What secret matters did the Prophet of Allah I!s tell you?" 'Ali ~ grew 
annoyed and replied, "The Prophet I!s never told me anything that he 
kept hidden from others. Even so, he did tell me four things." When the 
man asked what those were, 'Ali ~ replied, "Allah will curse those who 
sacrifice animals to other than Him ... " This was related by Muslim and 
Nasa'i. At the end, Razin added, in his version of the same }:ladith, "Ibn 
'Abbas added, in his version, " ... and cursed is the one who prevents the 
blind from finding their way." 376 

Reform: The Claim that the Knowledge of Sufism is Passed from Chest to Chest 
Many ignorant folk seem to want to perpetuate the notion that knowledge of 
ta~awwuf was secretly passed to the Caliph 'Ali ~ and that the same has been 

376 Muslim: 1978, Nasa'j: 4427. Ibn 'Abbas's addition is reported by Ibn 'Adj in his al-Kamil, under 

the entry of Zumayl ibn 'Abbas. 
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passed on by similar means even until the present. The l:ladilh above clearly 
explains that this claim is baseless and without merit. The purpose of those 
who strive to establish this claim is to prove that there are certain matters that, 
although contrary to the Sharica, are nonetheless permitted. Such an assertion is 
not only incorrect, but it borders on disbelief as well. The whispered conversa
tion mentioned in l:ladilh [188] of this collection had to do with some practical 
matter, as there is nothing to indicate that it was related to ta~awwuf The sort 
of thing that is passed from chest to chest is a spiritual relationship of the kind 
explained in l:ladilh [149]. Finally, it should be clear that the instructions passed 
to aspirants in confidence by Sufi masters are in no way contrary to the Shari ca. 
The confidential nature of such teachings is rather owing to the personalised 
approach taken by the master as explained in l:ladilh [4]. 

Reform: Sacrificing in the Name of Other than God 
Among ignorant Sufis and their followers the practice of consecrating a pledge 
by sacrificing an animal is widespread. The prohibition against sacrificing ani
mals in the name of other than Allah ;J~ explains that such pledges are also pro
hibited because the prohibition of the first is general in meaning and therefore 
inclusive of the second. In addition, such pledges, though made in the name of 
Allah, are actually performed to placate or influence others, as explained by the 
author of ad-Durr al-Mukhtiir and other jurists. This is why the practice of con
secrating pledges by sacrificing animals is clearly both blameworthy and akin to 
shirk or associating others with the Almighty. 

Reform: Censure of Those Unqualified to be Masters 
The l:ladlth openly states that those who prevent the blind from finding their way 
are accursed. It is also obvious that the way to the afterlife is more important 
than the highways and byways of the present life. Therefore, those blind to the 
way to the afterlife are in more need of guidance than those who are blind to the 
ways of the world. 

The Almighty says: It is not their eyes that are blinded but blinded are the 
hearts in their chests.377 

So, if people who prevent the blind from finding their way in the world are 
accursed, people who prevent others from finding their way to the afterlife are 
even more deserving of such a curse. Those whose claims to be spiritual guides or 
masters are false, or are made out of ignorance, or in order to deceive others, are 
clearly the subject of this curse. For such people, it is necessary that they repent. 

377 AI-Qur'an, 22:46 
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Abii Huraira ~ related that the Prophet of Allah Ifo stated that the 
Almighty ;l~ says, "0 son of Adam! If you devote yourself to worshipping 
Me, I will fill your chest [to overflowing with wealth and virtue], and I will 

render you free from want. But if you do not do this I will fill your two 

hands to overflowing with toil, and I will not render you free from want:' 
This was related by Tirmidhi.378 

Usages: Abandoning Worldly Toil 
It has ever been the way of the Sufis to eschew concern with worldly affairs, and 

it has ever been the complaint of their critics to label them unproductive and 

a burden on society. The above l).adlth appears to indicate the virtue of what 
they do, though it should be pointed out that there are conditions to be satisfied, 

including ability, patience and the absence of subtle leaning of the heart [towards 

the world]. 
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Anas ~ related that the Prophet of Allah /!t. stated as part of a lengthy dis
course, "No servant ever approaches the Almighty ;l~ in complete sincer
ity except that the Almighty ;l~ makes the hearts of the believers incline 

toward that person with love and caring; while Allah ;l~ is the first to bring 
that person every manner of goodness:' This was related by Tirmidhi.379 

Miscellaneous: The Truth of Inner Relationships 
There are two essential factors for the heart to become attached to Allah ;l~: con-

378 Tirmidhi: 2466, Ibn Majah: 4107 

379 Al-Haythami has recorded this in his Majrna' az-Zawa'id: 10/247 
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stant remembrance and constant obedience. Under most conditions, this may 

be said to be the essence of internal affinity (nisbat-e-batinl). The Qadith above 

alludes to this affinity. 

Virtues: In Praise of those Concerned with Internal Purification 

This Qadith makes obvious reference to this phenomenon; and its effects are wit

nessed regularly. 
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CAli ~ related that: "There is no [real] benefit in recitation of the Qur'an 
in which there is no reflection, nor in any act of worship in which there 
is no cognition:'38o 

Commentary: The Need for Reflection and Cognition 

The major focus of the path of Sufis is this very reflection and cognition. The 
need for this shows how necessary the path of the Sufis is. 
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Malik related that clsa ibn Maryam ~ said: "Do not engage in excessive 

speech apart from the remembrance of Allah or else your hearts will 
become hard [in other words, no humility will remain in them and this 

has been clearly experienced]. The heart that is hard is far from Allah but 

you do not know this [that your hearts are gone far from Allah. The reality 
of this will dawn upon you in the Hereafter. You may witness the effects 
of this in this world, but you do not perceive it because of inattention]. 

380 Ad-Daylami has recorded this in his al-Firdaws: 11135 
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Do not look at the sins of people as though you are masters, but look at 
your own sins as though you are slaves [in other words, it is the duty of 
the masters to look at the faults of their slaves, to put them right and to 
punish them. You are not masters, but slaves. And it is the duty of slaves 
to look at their own faults so that they can make up for them and set 
them right]. People are of two types: those who are put through trials and 
tribulations, and those who enjoy well-being. You should show mercy to 
those who are in trials and tribulations, and praise Allah for the well
being. [Sin is a trial; you should therefore not despise or criticise a person 
who is sinning. You should advise him with affection or pray for him. To 
be protected from sin is a form of well-being. You should therefore not be 
proud and haughty over this. Rather, you should express your gratitude 
to Him after considering it to be a bounty of Allah, which you received 
without being eligible for it.] This was related by Malik.381 

Commentary: Speaking Less and Humility 

It is obvious that this 1).adith makes reference to these characteristics which are 
praiseworthy. The merit of the path of the ahl biitin is also gauged from this 
because it is really their modus operandi. 
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Anas ~ related that the Messenger of Allah I}!. led us in ~aliih one day. He 
then climbed the pulpit, pointed with his hand towards the qiblah, and 
said: "While I was leading you in ~alah, I was shown Paradise and the 
Hellfire, both projected before me on this wall. Never have I seen good 
and evil like today [because Paradise is the best of all good, and the Hell
fire is the worst of all evil]. This was related by Bukharp82 

Commentary: Affirmation of the World of Similitude 

This is clearly affirmed from the apparent words of this 1).adith. The essence of 
this world [of similitude] is mentioned in the Mathnawi. 

381 Muwatta': pg. 386 

382 Bukhari: 6468 
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Abu 'Abdullah ibn 'Abi Bakr ~ related that Abu Tal}:lah al-An~arl ~ was 
offering ~alah in his orchard when a bird flew into the orchard. It began 
flying around looking for an exit but could not find one. Abu Tal}:lah 
~ was pleased with this [fact that his orchard was so dense that a bird 
was finding it difficult to find a way out). He followed it with his eyes for 
some time and then turned his attention back to his ~alah. But he [had 
become so distracted that he) could not remember how many rakats he 
had offered. He thought to himself, saying: "This property of mine has 
put me into a great tribulation [for I could not concentrate in my?alah)." 

He went to the Messenger of Allah If;. and informed him of what he expe
rienced in his ~alah. He said: "0 Messenger of Allah! I am giving this 
orchard away for the sake of Allah. You may dispose of it as you like." This 
was related by Malik.383 

Commentary: The Practice of Surveillance of the Heart 

Among the practices of the Sufis is to maintain constant vigilance over the heart, 

keeping it under surveillance to see what condition it is in. When they discern 
changes in its condition, they make appropriate adujstments. Gauged on the 
action of this Companion ~ and the Messenger If;. considering it to be permis
sible, the acceptability of this practice becomes clear because his coming back to 
attention [in ~alah) resulted from his vigilance (muraqabah).3 8

4 

The Condition of Self-respect 

To detest something which makes a person heedless of Allah;i~ is a commend
able condition. This is known as ghayrah (self-respect). This }:ladtth affirms this 
condition. 

383 Muwatta': pg. 34 

384 Also refered to as vigilance and contemplation, muraqabah is mentioned in i)adiths 11, 37, and 52 

of this translation. YTD. 
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Removingfrom One's Ownership Something which Distracts One from the Truth 

Many well known stories are told of the pious who, when they saw a ralib (one 
who is in quest of Allah) greatly attached to something, ordered him to divest 
himself of it. The present l).adith is the source of this treatment. This Compan
ion ~ thought of this treatment [for himself) and the Messenger of Allah lis 
affirmed it. The science of l).adith refers to this as a taqrlr (an affirmation made 
by the Messenger of Allah 1;.). 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related that he heard 'Umar ~ say: I heard the Messenger 
of Allah lis saying: "Do not elevate me as the Christians elevated the son 
of Maryam [by claiming that he is a god or the son of God). I am merely 
a servant. So refer to me as the servant and Messenger of Allah. [Because 
all of my virtues and merits are included in this. When enumerating my 
virtues and merits, it is necessary to confine yourselves to these qualities. 
Anything beyond this belongs to the rank of divinity, and that is not law
ful for me)." Bukhari reported ip85 

Commentary: Abstainingfrom Excesses in Praising One's Sheikh 

It is learnt from this l).adith that one should not go to excesses in praising one's 
sheikh or any other pious personality to the extent that one reaches the limit of 
lies or polytheism. If such excesses are prohibited vis-a-vis a prophet, how can 
they be permitted for a (close friend of Allah)? 
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385 Bukhiirl: 3445 
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Abu Bakr ~ related that the Messenger of Allah I!. said: "If it is essential 

for a person to praise his brother, he should say: 'I think that such and 
such person is like this. Apart from this, Allah knows best.' He should not 
unduly praise anyone with Allah. Even if he has to say: 'I think that such 

and such person is like this', the pre-condition is for the person to be really 
like that in his knowledge [or else, he cannot even praise him in this man
ner]." This was related by Bukhari, Muslim and Abu Dawud.386 

Commentary: Abstainingfrom Labelling Someone as a Wall without Certainty 

It is gauged from the general nature of this }:ladith that it is absolutely forbidden to 

refer to a person as a wall without any proof, based merely on assumption. Most 
people are not cautious in this regard. However, there is nothing wrong if it is 
said by way of thinking the person to be so. It is better for the person to expressly 

state his thoughts. But even if he does not expressly state them on the basis of the 
circumstances or the context of his speech, there is nothing wrong in this. Yes, to 
refer to a person as a sheikh is permissible even if said with certainty. The reason 

for this is that it is a matter which is witnessed. In other words, his knowledge of 

training and educating. On the contrary, referring to someone as a wall-that is, 
being accepted in the sight of Allah :A~-this is related to the Unseen. 
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Usayd ibn I:Iu<,iayr ,r;!. related that a man from the An~ar had a jovial 
temperament. One day, he was talking to some people and making them 

laugh. The Messenger of Allah I!. jabbed him lightly with a stick which 
he had in his hand. The man said: "0 Messenger of Allah! You have to let 

me avenge this." He said: "You may take revenge." The man said: "You 
are wearing a shirt while I was not wearing a shirt [when you jabbed me ]." 

The Messenger of Allah lis raised his shirt and the man embraced him 

386 Bukhari: 6061, Muslim: 3000, Abu Dawud: 4805, Ibn Majah: 3744 
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and began kissing his waist. He said: "This is what I really wanted to do." 
This was related by Abu Dawud.387 

Commentary: Joking does not Negate Perfection 
Some people are under the mistaken impression that to attain wilayah and kamal 
(perfection) it is necessary for a person to have an absolutely emotionless heart 
and that he should have no human traits in him. It is clear from this lJadith that 
a balanced and cheerful disposition in speech or in action whereby the person 
does not belittle anyone nor hurt him does not negate perfection and piety. This 
is especially so when the purpose is to cheer someone up or, more than this, to 
make the person feel at ease so that he may be able to ask something about Islam 
openly [and without hesitation]. In such a situation, it [this joking and light
heartedness] will become an act of worship. 

In a dream, I gave this reply to a European queen with whom I saw myself 
riding in a vehicle. The queen voiced an objection to the Prophet's prophethood 
/!. on the basis that he used to joke [with people] whereas joking negates dignity, 
and dignity is one of the intrinsic requisites of prophethood. She said: "There 
is no doubt about the authenticity of Islam apart from this [quality of joking of 
his]." When I shared the [above-mentioned] wisdom with her, she remained 
silent and accepted [what I said]. Thereafter, when I awoke, I learned through 
certain indications that the queen had probably embraced Islam in her heart. 

We also learn from this lJadith that although it is necessary for the aspirant 
murld to be extremely respectful of his sheikh, if he sees that the sheikh himself 
is in a jovial mood, he should emulate him because this is what respect demands 
at such a time. 

Kissing the Body of the Sheikh 
It is also obvious from this lJadith that there is nothing wrong with a person 
kissing the hands, feet, forehead, etc. of one's sheikh. However, one should not 
transgress the limits of the Sharica in this regard. 
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'A'isha ~~ related that: When the people intended bathing the Messenger of 
Allah #A [after his demise l, they said: "By Allah, we do not know whether 
we should remove the clothes of the Messenger of Allah #A as we remove 
the clothes of our deceased or should we bathe him with his clothes on?" 
When they differed in this matter, Allah caused them to fall asleep such 
that every single one of them had his chin touching his chest [because he 
was overcome by sleep l. Someone from the corner of the house addressed 
them-none knew who he was-saying: "Bathe the Messenger of Allah 
IJ;. with his clothes on him:' They got up and bathed him with his shirt 
on. They poured water over the shirt and rubbed his body together with 
the shirt, without their hands touching his actual body. This was related 
by AbU Dawiid.388 

Commentary: Unseen Speech 
For an unseen voice to speak to a pious personality is also a praiseworthy condi
tion. This is confirmed from this i:ladith. 

Acting on the Indication of an Unseen Voice Provided it is not Against the Shari'a 
There is widespread agreement among the masters that it is lawful to act on the 
indication of an unseen voice provided it says or asks nothing contrary to the 
Sharl'a. This is what was done in this incident: there was nothing to indicate that 

it is impermissible to bathe the deceased with his shirt on. [The Companions 1 
therefore acted on the advice of the unseen voice. What if someone were to ask 
if it made any special difference if this order was obtained even before this inspi
ration and unseen voice? The reply is that it is learnt from the guidelines of the 
pious that through this inspiration or unseen voice, this specific order becomes 
a bit more emphasised for the person who was inspired. It does not mean that 
if they act against it, it will be harmful in the Hereafter. If any legal proof is 
attached to further emphasise the act, then the legal emphasis is obvious. By 
ponderin'g over this incident we can say that through this [unseen 1 speech, the 
difference of opinion was removed. Moreover, since the consensus (ijmii') of the 
Companions is a legal proof in itself, it may be said that no other opinion in this 
case is lawful. 

388 Abu Dawiid: 3141 
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Asma' bint Yazid \:fi related that a woman asked: "0 Messenger of Allah! 
What is the good deed regarding which it is not permissible for us to 
disobey you?" He replied: "You must abstain from wailing [over the 

deceased]." She said: "0 Messenger of Allah! A certain family came and 
helped me [and wailed with me] when my uncle passed away. Now I have 

to pay them back [so permit me to perform this wailing one more time 
and I will not do it anymore]." But he refused. She made this request 

several times. The woman said: "He eventually permitted me to pay them 
back. Even so, I have not performed this wailing in repayment nor have I 
performed it for anyone else since then." This was related by TirmidhL38

9 

Commentary: 

The point established by lJadlth [166] is established here as well. The most prob
able reason for the Messenger of Allah IJ;. granting permission to "wail" just 

once is so that, once over, the person may not ever have to go back on his or her 

determination to repent. It may be noticed that the masters will sometimes give 
permission for impermissible employment or something similar when in actual 

fact permission is not their objective. Rather, by doing so, they intend to spare 
the person from a greater evil. As the wise men said: 

~~\ ;;':li q:'~~.j;1 :; 
The person who is compelled into making a choice between two evils should 

choose the lighter of the two. 

This is especially so when some temperaments are such that when they are pro

hibited, they display weakness. And when they abstain, they lose courage and feel 
constricted. But when they are permitted, they feel energetic and free, and their 
temperament develops the strength and courage to give up evil. In such a situation 

permission becomes a matter of externals, while prohibition is an internal matter. 

389 Tirmidhi: 3307 
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Ibn 'Umar /J?. saw a tent over the grave of 'Abd ar-Ra1)man /J?.. He said 
[to his attendant]: "Remove it, young man! For verily he is shaded by his 
deeds:' This was related by Bukhari.390 

Commentary: Abstainingfrom Erecting Tents and Buildings over Graves 
Some of those who claim internal purity have got into the custom of erecting 
tents and buildings over the graves of the pious awliya'. This l.ladlth exposes the 
uselessness and futility of this practice. If it leads to the corruption of beliefs, 
then this practice is far more evil. 
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Jabir /J?. related that the Messenger of Allah Its prohibited that a grave be 
plastered, that a building be constructed over it, that anyone sit on it, that 
anything be written on it, and that anyone walk over it. This was related 
by Muslim, Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi, Nasa'i. 391 

Commentary: Matters Related to Graves 
The essence of this l.ladlth is to teach the balanced manner in which people 
should treat graves. Graves should not be shown excessive respect, nor should 
they be held in contempt. Those who transgress these simple rules engage in evil; 
those who solidify the graves, build edifices over them and write inscriptions on 
them. On the other extreme are those who are so strict as to ignore graves. If a 
grave is very old, and not on another's private property, then if there is a need 
to do so, it is permissible to remove all signs that it is a grave, to sit on it, and to 
walk over it. 

390 Bukhari: An unnumbered remark under the chapter-heading '[Placing al wet branch on the grave' 

in the Book of Funerals. 

391 Muslim: 970,Abt1 Dawt1d: 3225, Tirmidhi: 1052, Nasa'i: 2030, Ibn Majah: 1562,1563 
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Al-Muttalib ibn Abi Wadacah ~ said: When CUthman ibn Maz'iin passed 

away-and he was the first of the Emigrants to pass away in Madina
and he was buried, the Messenger of Allah Its ordered a person to bring 
a rock to him so that the grave could be identified by this rock. The man 
chose a rock but could not carry it. The Messenger of Allah Its stood up, 

folded his sleeves, lifted the rock and placed it at the head of the grave. He 

Its said: "I will recognise the grave of my brother [CUthman] through this 
rock, and bury whoever passes away from my family near his grave." This 

was related by Abu Dawud.392 

To Place a Rock or Plant a Tree Near a Grave as a Means of Identification 
Some people place these objects near graves merely to serve as a means of identi
fication when they visit the grave or come to read something over it. If this is done 

with simplicity, and with the above-mentioned purpose [Le. of identification], 
there is no harm in these practices. However, if it is a rock, no attention should be 

paid to making it well-shaped. Likewise, there should be no engraving on it, and 
nothing should be written on it. If someone goes to such extremes, however, these 

will suffice as proof that the person is not truthful in his claim to be doing this for 
a good reason; and the person is therefore prohibited from doing so. 
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Buraydah ~ related that his will provided that two branches of a date 

392 Abu Dawud: 3206 
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palm be placed at his grave. This was related by al-Bukhari in a chapter
heading.393 

Commentary: The Custom of Planting a Tree Near a Grave 

Some people plant a tree near a grave with the intention of the deceased deriving 
benefit from the tasbi~ (glorification) of the tree and enjoying the companion
ship of the tree. The basis for this is derived from this lJadlth. The bequest of 
this Companion!J1 is probably based on the act of the Messenger of Allah /$. 
when he ~ saw the inhabitants of two graves being punished. He /$. placed two 
fresh date branches on each and said: "There is hope that the punishment may 
be lightened at least until these branches become dry." The Companion !J1, like 
many scholars after him, considered this act to be the ratio legis for the above
mentioned practice. Therefore, there is precedent for the practice if this is one's 
intention. 

Others are of the opinion that this lightening of the punishment was due 
only to the Prophet's /$. supplication, that the acceptance of the supplication was 
time-bound, and that the period of time was till the branches become dry. 

Based on this, this custom has no connection whatsoever with this lJadith. 
But the majority of scholars prefer the first explanation. However, this does not 
prove the permissibility oflaying flowers or a bed of flowers because the purpose 
of this is solely adornment or gaining proximity to the one in the grave. This 
practice or this belief is an absolute innovation (bid"ah). If this was not their 
purpose, why would they have first of all resorted to these formalities? Secondly, 
the graves of ordinary, sinful servants of Allah were more eligible for this and 
not the graves of the awliyii' (the pious servants of Allah). There is greater need 
for this where there is the possibility of punishment. 
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Anas !J1 related that the Messenger of Allah /$. said: "When a person is 
buried in his grave and his companions turn away to depart, he [the per-

393 Bukharj: Under the chapter-heading '[Placing al wet branch on the grave' in the Book of Funerals. 
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son in the gravel hears their footsteps." This was related by Bukhari, Mus
lim, Abu Dawud and Nasa'i.394 

Commentary: The Issue of the Deceased's Ability to Hear 
This is a contentious issue. Some scholars affirm this on the basis of this l.ladith 
while others reject it on the basis of the Qur' anic verse: "Surely you cannot make 

the deceased hear"395. Those who affirm the ability of the dead to hear say that 
the verse makes a figurative reference to the unbelievers as being "dead" and 

therefore has no connection with this issue. Those who reject the ability of the 

dead to hear reply that although the verse contains a figurative expression, the 
intrinsic meaning is essential in the thing which is used figuratively. Therefore, 

the inability to hear is established for the deceased in its real meaning. In turn, 

the reply of those who affirm the ability of the dead to hear is that this principle 
establishes only that the meaning of the "deceased" is the intrinsic meaning of 

deceased; while having nothing to do with the meaning of "you cannot make the 

deceased hear". In this case there is a figurative giving of an unrestricted mean
ing to a restricted circumstance; and the ability to hear refers to hearing that is 

beneficial. This therefore means that the deceased, in the true meaning of being 
deceased, are unable to hear anything that is beneficial. In this case, the need to 
turn to a figurative interpretation is in order to reconcile the meanings of the 

two apparently contradictory texts. Evidence for the same is that it is obvious 
that while the unbelievers have the ability to hear, they are nonetheless unable 
to hear what is beneficial. In short, both sides of this debate go into lengthy dis

cussions in this regard and there is leeway on both sides. However, the belief of 
the masses who consider the deceased to be omni,present, watching, possessing 

absolute powers over matters, etc. is an absolute deviation. If their belief cannot 
be rectified without rejection of the deceased's ability to hear, it becomes obliga

tory to unilaterally reject the deceased's ability to hear. 
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Abu Huraira!J;.. related that the Messenger of Allah Ifo, said: "The remain
ing pebbles in the masjid take the name of Allah and beseech the person 

394 Bukhari: 1374, Muslim: 2870, Abu Dawud: 4751, Nasa'i: 2052 

395 Al-Qur'an,27:80 
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who wants to throw them out of the masjid to leave them in the masjid." 

This was related by Abu Dawud.196 

Commentary: The Issue of Inanimate Objects Having the Power of Perception 

The perception and speech of inanimate objects which are exposed to the people 
of kashf (unveiling) is obviously supported by this J:ladith. 1 he pebble has such 
perception that it knows that it is being taken outside. It also has this power of 

speech whereby it resorts to the name of Allah as an intermediary. There is no 
justification for turning away from the plain meaning [of this J:ladith J. The other 
l;adlth, which makes reference to the pillars [of the masjid crying], is even more 

explicit in this regard. 

~ <" ",---;;; j. 0 .90;;; '" 0 J! ....- // Y. " 
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Talq ibn CAlI o®. related that: "We went as a delegation to the Messenger 
of Allah /J5, and pledged allegiance to him and offered ~alah with him. We 
informed him /J5, that there was a Christian place of worship in our land 

[and we wished to convert it into a masjid]. We asked him ;j, for some 
of his left over ablution water [which we would sprinkle at that place for 

blessings]. He /J5, asked for some water, performed ablution, gargled with 

it, and then poured it into a small water skin. He /J5, then said: "When 
you go to your land, raze the place of worship, sprinkle this water over it, 

and build a masjid at the spot." We said: "Our land is far, and the heat is 
intense. The water will evaporate." He /J5, said: "Add more water [to the 
water which I gave you] and its blessings will also increase." This was 

related by NaSa'l.397 

396 Abu Dawud: 459 

397 Nasa'j: 702 
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Anas ~ related, "I saw the Messenger of Allah If;. when the barber was 
shaving his head. His Companions ~ were standing around him, not 
allowing his hair to fall anywhere but into the hands of one of them [i.e. 
every hair of his I!s fell into the hand of someone or the other]." This has 
been reported by Muslim.398 
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Anas ~ related that Umm Sulaym ~ used to layout a leather mat for the 
Messenger of Allah If;. [when he used to go to her house]. He I!s used to 
take a siesta there [she was a close relative of his]. When he got up, she 
used to gather his perspiration and hair [which had fallen off his body] 
and place it in a bottle. She would then mix it with another perfume. 
When Anas ~ [who was the son of Umm Sulaym ~] approached death, 
he made a request for this mixture to be added to his burial shroud." This 
was related by Bukhari, Muslim and Nasa'l.399 

Commentary: The Practice of Acquiring Blessings 
Having a desire and showing reverence for the items belonging to the pious mas
ters, as well as seeking to acquire blessings from them, both when they are alive 
and dead, are established as acceptable practices from the above three 1:ladiths. 
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398 Muslim: 2325 

399 Bukhari: 6281, Muslim: 2332, Nasa'i: 5373 
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Abu Musa ~ related, "I heard an-Najashi:, the ruler of Abyssinia, saying: 'I 

testify that Mul).ammad is the Messenger of Allah and he is the one whose 
glad tidings 'Isa conveyed. Were it not for this kingdom and the affairs of 

the people for which I am responsible, I would have gone to him and car
ried his shoes.'" This was related by Abu Dawud.40o 

Commentary: The Practice of Attending to the Pious 
It is considered to be an honour to carry the shoes of the spiritual masters. The 

desirability of this practice is obvious from this l).adHh. However, if the spiritual 

master personally prohibits this, obedience to his order is given preference over 
this service. To unnecessarily insist on carrying out this service entails causing 
discomfort to him and is a very detestable act. 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related the conversation between Heraclius and Abu Sufyan 
[these statements of Heraclius were not refuted by the Companions, thus 
establishing their authenticity]. [Heraclius said]: "I asked you: 'After 

embracing the religion of Mul).ammad, does anyone renounce it out of 
displeasure with it?'You replied: 'No.' This describes the state of true faith 

when its freshness is absorbed in the believers' hearts." This was related 
by Bukhari: and Muslim.401 

Commentary: There is One Thing [Iman] which Never Subsides 
This theme is well known by another statement: "When something achieves 

its goal and is perfected, it does not subside and it does not reject what it has 
achieved:' This is clearly supported by this l).adith. Although this statement is 

attributed to Heraclius, it can be accepted as authentic since it was accepted by 

400 Abu Dawud: 3205 

401 Bukharl: 7, Muslim: 1773 
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the scholars of the early generations. Seekers (salikin) who go astray should be 

understood as never having achieved their goal even though they may appear, 
and are understood, to have done so. 
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cA'isha ®- related that, "Revelation to the Messenger of Allah I!. com

menced with dreams that came true whatever dream he saw, he I!. would 
see the realisation thereof as clear as the morning light. He then became 

attached to solitude and would go into seclusion in the cave of I:Iira and 
engage in worship for several nights in succession without going back to 
his family. He used to carry provisions [food, drink, etc.] for this stay. He 

would then return to Khadijah and again take provisions for a further 

period. This continued until the truth came to him while he was in the 
cave of I:Iira. The Angel [of revelation] came to him and said: 'Read!' He 

replied: '1 cannot read.' The Messenger of Allah I!. then said: 'He seized 
me and squeezed me till 1 reached the limit of my strength [Le. till 1 had 
no strength left]. Then he released me and said: 'Read!' 1 replied: 'I cannot 

read.' He again seized me and squeezed me till 1 reached the limit of my 
strength. Again he released me and said: 'Read!' 1 replied: 'I cannot read.' 
He seized me a third time and squeezed me till 1 reached the limit of my 

strength. He then released me and said: 'Read!' 1 replied: '1 cannot read.' He 
said: 'Read in the name of your Lord Who created: He created man from 
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a clot. Read! And your Lord is the Most Noble, The One Who taught by 

the pen; Who taught man that which he knew not.' With his heart trem
bling, the Messenger of Allah returned home with these verses. He went to 

Khadijah and said: 'Cover me, cover me.'" This was related by Bukhari.402 

Commentary: True Dreams 

This l;1adith makes obvious reference to this. 

The Practice of Remaining in Solitude and Carrying Provisions for this Solitude 

These practices are clearly mentioned in this l;1adith. 

The Practice of Directing One's Attention and Conditioning 

The angel of revelation was Jibra'il ~. The command to read was not given in 

the way that someone is asked to read something that he or she already knew 
how to read. Rather, the command was similar to a teacher placing the letters 
of the alphabet before a child and asking him or her to read. In other words, 

the command was to"Read what I read to you." The reply of the Messenger of 
Allah I#. "I cannot read" was probably made on the basis that he did not consider 
this particular meaning of the command "Read" [i.e. reading after a person], or 

because he thought the angel would have him read something which required 

the ability to read and write. Then, if the Prophet I#. was to be able to receive 
and accept the commanded recitation, it was necessary to fortify and perfect his 
abilities. This is why the angel squeezed him several times, thus endowing his 

heart with attentiveness and courage. The spiritual practice of embracing is thus 
clearly established through this l;1adith. 

The Limbs are Affected by Unseen Bestowals 

Since the heart is affected by unseen bestowals and the limbs are subservient to 

the heart, if the bestowal is strong, its effect is felt by the limbs as well. At times, 

the mere unseen takes place. This l;1adith mentions that the Prophet wrapped 
himself in his clothes because the effects of trembling were on his body. This 

[fact that the limbs are affected by unseen bestowals] is established from this. 
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CUmar;Ji related that when revelation came over the Messenger of Allah 

/J., an unintelligible sound like that of the buzzing of a bee could be heard 
near his face. This was related by TirmidhL40

3 

Commentary: The Enunciation of a Voice from the Unseen 

At times, a voice from the Unseen is enunciated as a consequence of a certain 

practice, due to blessings from the proximity of a pious personality or for some 

other reason. This 1).adith makes mention of such an enunciation. However, not 
every enunciation resulting from a practice (shughl) is a voice from the Unseen. 
In most cases, it is the spiritual aspirant's (shiighil) breath that stops and moves in 

his mind and which consequently causes the perception of an enunciation. 
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Anas;Ji related in the 1).adith of al-Isra' (the night journey) wherein the 

Messenger of Allah /J. met Musa ~ in a group of other Prophets. He also 
related that the Messenger of Allah /J. said: "On the night of the ascen

sion, I passed by Musa ~ standing and offering ~aliih at his grave which 
is near the red hill." This was related by Muslim and Nasa'L40 4 

Commentary: The Possibility of the Souls of Perfect 

Servants Taking a Physical Form 

It is established from both these narrations that although Musa ~ was already in 
his grave, he and the other Prophets met the Messenger of Allah /J. outside the 

grave. All the Prophets were certainly outside their graves. It may be deduced 
from this narration that it is possible for the souls of pious personalities to take a 
physical form, to occupy space, and to be visible. However, understand well that 

this condition is not permanent, nor is it within their control. 

403 Tirmidhj: 3173 

404 Muslim: 2375, Nasa'j: 1632 
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Abu Huraira ~ related that when Khaybar was conquered the Messenger 
of Allah'" was presented with a grilled sheep that was poisoned. This is 
reported by Bukhar1.4 0S 

Commentary: Exposure of the Unseen is not Continuous 
The latter part of this 1).adlth states that the Messenger of Allah'" actually ate 
some of it. But when he learned [that it was poisoned], his hand retracted [and 
he refrained from eating more of it]. However, the effect of this poison lasted 
till the end of his life. Two lessons may be learned from this: (1) knowledge of 
the Unseen is not granted on a permanent basis. Indeed, if that had been so, the 
poisonous nature of the meat would not have been concealed from him when 
he began eating. (2) Supernatural abilities are not permanent. If not, this poison 
would not have had an effect on him. When the paranormal knowledge and 
supernatural abilities of a Prophet are not permanent, what can be said of these 
things in relation to others? 
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Abu Huraira ~ related, "I went to the Messenger of Allah ". one day 
with some dates and said: '0 Messenger of Allah! Pray for blessings in 
these dates.' He gathered them together, prayed for blessings in them, and 
said: 'Take them and place them in this bag of yours. Whenever you wish 

405 Bukharl: 3169 
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to take dates from there, place your hand inside the bag and take out as 

many as you want, but do not empty the bag.' This is what I did and I took 

out so many wasaqs (a dry measure) from it while in the cause of Allah. 

I continued eating from it and gave others to eat as well. This bag never 

left my side until the day when 'Uthman.Ji was martyred, the bag burst 

and fell to the ground. I was greatly saddened by this." This was related 
by TirmidhI.40h 

Commentary: Ihe Reality of the Unseen Hand 

Apart from the normal ways of earning one's livelihood, there are three other 

categories: (1) By way ofa supernatural act as related in this J:!adlth. (2) A person 

reads a certain supplication and without seeing anyone openly giving him, he 

finds something daily in his pocket or under his pillow, etc. (3) The servants of 

Allah serve and attend to him. 'Ihe third category is known as futu~at (open

ings). 'lhe masses refer to the second category as the "unseen hand". It is known 

that provision of the second category may be delivered by jinn irrespective of 

whether it comes from the wealth of others by illegal means, or from one's own 

wealth. Such wealth may also be obtained under compulsion. Clearly, these cat

egories are unlawful. However, the first category of the "unseen hand" is lawful 

and is essentially a miracle attributable to a Prophet or a pious personality. 
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AI- Miswar ibn Makhramah .. Ji related the incident when (Ali.Ji proposed 

to the daughter of Abu Jahl. He [al-MiswarJ said: "I heard the Messenager 

of Allah .~ saying while on the pulpit: 'Banu Hashim ibn Mughjrah 

sought my permission to marry their daughter to CAlI ibn Abj Talib. I will 

not permit this. I will not permit this. I will not permit this unless Ibn Abj 

Talib wants to divorce my daughter first and then marry their daughter. 

406 Tirmidhi: 3H39 
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Fatimah is a part of me, and whatever causes uneasiness to her causes 
uneasiness to me, and whatever hurts her hurts me.'" This was related by 
BukharI, Muslim, Abu DaW1ld and Tirmidh1.407 

Commentary: Expressing Anger Over Certain Lawful but Unpleasant Matters 
Such a marriage was permissible and lawful, as is obvious from the teachings of 
the Shari'a. In fact, there are express statements by the Messenger of Allah I/!. to 
support the lawfulness of marriage to multiple women. Nonetheless, this par
ticular marriage was one that the Prophet I/!. disliked. It may be inferred from 
this l:ladith that under special circumstances, if unhappiness is expressed over a 
lawful matter, and others refrain from it in consideration of that displeasure, then 
refraining from that lawful act will not be considered an attempt to make the law
ful unlawful. Such incidents are also witnessed with regard to spiritual masters. 
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Thabit ibn a<;i-pal:ll:lak related that a man said to the Messenger of Allah 
I/!.: "I vowed to slaughter an animal at a certain place-a place where peo
ple in the times before Islam (jahiliyyah) used to slaughter their animals." 
He asked: "Was that a place where animals were slaughtered to idols?" 
He replied: "No." He asked: "Were any pagan festivals celebrated at that 
place?" He replied: "No." He said: "You may fulfil your vow." This was 
related by Abu Dawud.408 

Commentary: An Incorrect Intention has an Effect on the Slaughtered Animal 
It is certain that this person would have slaughtered the animal in the name of 
Allah because he was a Muslim. Despite this, the Messenger of Allah I/!. made 
inquiries about the description of the place in order to gauge the intention of 
the person who took this vow. It is clear from this l:ladlth that even if a person 
slaughters an animal in the name of Allah but has an evil intention; the evil 

407 Bukhari: 5230, Muslim: 2449, Abu Dawud: 2071, Tirmidhi: 3867, Ibn Majah: 1998 

408 Abu Dawud: 3313 
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intention will have an effect on the slaughtered animal. The ruling with regard 
to slaughtering animals in the name of saints or pious personalities should 
be inferred from this D.adith. Certain Sufis and like-minded people have been 
known to commit errors in this regard. 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related that the Messenger of Allah IJ. said: "Whoever wor
ships Allah for forty days with sincerity, fountains of wisdom shall gush 
forth from his heart and issue from his tongue." This has been reported 
by Razin.40 9 

Commentary: The Practice of Forty Days 
Many spiritual masters have adopted the practice of remaining in seclusion for 
forty days for the purpose of worship. This D.adith is the basis for this practice. 

Affirmation of Knowledge of Mysteries 
It is related in the statements of the spiritual masters that certain special servants 
of Allah are bestowed with certain knowledge that is neither related [handed 
down from person to person] nor acquired [learnt]. This knowledge is some
times referred to as film wahbi (bestowed knowledge) and also as 'ilm asrar 
(knowledge of mysteries). At times, esoteric knowledge and spiritual truths are 
spoken by the spiritual masters even though these were never uttered by anyone 
before them. This D.adith is the basis for the affirmation and consideration of 
such knowledge. 
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409 Musnad ash-Shihab: 1:285, al-Maqa§id al-Ifasanah: pg. 395. It has also been reported by Abu 
Nu'ayrn in his al-Ifilyah. 
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AI-Aswad related, "We were seated in the assembly of'Abdullah Ibn Mas'iid 

~ when l:Iudhayfah ~ came and stood over us. He offered the salam and 
said: 'Hypocrisy overcame a people some of whom were better even than 

you: We said [in surprise]: 'Glory be to Allah! Allah says that the hypo
crites shall be in the lowest level of the Hellfire, [so how can those people 
be better than we Muslims]?' Then 'Abdullah ~ smiled while l:Iudhayfah 

~ sat down in one corner of the masjid. When 'Abdullah ~ stood up and 
his companions dispersed, l:Iudhayfah ~ threw some pebbles at me and 
called me. I went to him and he said: 'I am astonished at his ['Abdullah's] 

laughter, even though he understood what I said. [He ought to have 
clearly affirmed what I said. Those who were present could have miscon

strued his laughter and assumed that he did not agree with my statement]: 
Then l:Iudhayfah ~ explained his statement, saying: 'Hypocrisy did over
come some people who were better than you. But they repented and Allah 

accepted their repentance.'" This·was related by Bukhari.410 

This means that those who repented from hypocrisy were actually some of the 

Companions [of the Messenger of Allah ~]. It is an accepted article of faith that 
the Companions ~ were superior [in terms of their spiritual ranking] to the Suc

cessors, Tabi'iin [those who came after the Companions ~]. Since the Tabi'iin 
made up the majority in this particular assembly of people, the statement: "They 
were better than you and hypocrisy overcame them", therefore, applies to the 

Companions ~,,"-, Both conditions [of hypocrisy and absence of hypocrisy], how
ever, did not obtain at the same time. Those who heard this statement [in that 
assembly] took the obvious meaning of this statement, considered the period of 

both conditions to be one, and therefore expressed their surprise. 

Commentary: Speaking in Veiled Terms 
Some statements of certain spiritual masters appear to transgress the bounds of 
the Shari'a. The purpose of the masters in making these statements is either to 
conceal something from those who are not capable of understanding it or to sug

gest a possible excuse. The following verse is an example of the first purpose: 

410 Bukhari: 4602 
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Do not share the secrets of love and its ecstasy with the vainglorious 

Keep it from him so he can perish in the torment of self-conceit 

And the following is an example of the second reason: 

The talk of the lovers in matters of Divinity 
Is a mere rapture of love, and never insolence 

This l;1adith is the basis for all of this provided, of course, that the intention of 

the person making the statement is a good one. While the statement of this 
Companion appeared to be incorrect, it was in reality perfectly right. The most 

probable reason for his making this statement was to test his listeners and to 

demonstrate to them that the Almighty ;l~ controls peoples' hearts and that they 
should therefore abstain from being conceited and thinking ill of others. 
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Abu Mulaykah f!:.. related, "I met thirty Companions of the Messenger of 

Allah IA who participated in the battle of Badr [and thus earned special 
merit J. All of them feared hypocrisy for themselves and feared changes in 
their spiritual states." This was related by Bukhari.411 

Commentary: Considering Oneself to be Irreligious 
Such statements are often found in the speech and writings of the spiritual mas
ters. The reason for this is that they are overpowered by fear. This l;1adith affirms 

the same condition with regard to the Companions. If this fear is with regard to 
the Hereafter, hypocrisy is taken in its obvious sense. If this fear is with regard to 
the present, hypocrisy refers to certain traces or acts of hypocrisy that represent 

to one degree or another a stage of hypocrisy. 
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411 Bukhari: Under the chapter-heading 'Fear of a believer that his deeds are obliterated without his 

realisation'in the Book of Faith. 
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Ibn cAbbas f!J. related, "I was sitting behind the Messenger of Allah /!J. on 
the same animal when he said: '0 son! Remain constantly aware of Allah 
and you will find Him before you.'" This same l;1adtth also states: "If you 
can act for the pleasure of Allah with conviction, then do so. If you can
not, then there is also a lot of good in exercising patience over distasteful 
matters." This is reported by Razin with these words,412 

Commentary: The Practice of Muraqabah 

The meaning of the words "Remain constantly aware of Allah" is the essence 
of muraqabah which is from among the essential practices of the ahl Tariq 

(aspirants treading the path of Sufism). As for the special posture that is to be 
adopted when engaging in muraqabah, this is merely to reinforce the practice 
of muraqabah and is not the objective in itself. There is therefore no need for 
textual evidence to establish the legitimacy of this particular practice. 

Closeness and Proximity 

The fruits of muraqabah are closeness and proximity [to Allah]. The words "you 
will find Him before you" are the consequence of "Remain constantly aware of 
Allah". 

The Superiority of an 'Arif [Gnostic] over an 'Abid [Worshipper] 

According superiority to seeking the Almighty's pleasure and to true convic
tion-both of which are among the practices of the spiritually adept, ahl batin

over exercising patience with distasteful matters-which is among the practices 
of the worshippers (Cabidin)-is clear proof of the superiority of the spiritually 

adept over those who practise outward deeds. 
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412 Recorded in Hannad ibn al-Sariy's Kittib az-Zuhd: 1:304 
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Zayd al-Khayr ~ related: I asked, "0 Messenger of Allah! Tell me the 
signs that differentiate between a person for whom Allah wills good and 
one for whom He does not will good." He asked: "0 Zayd! Tell me how 
did you get up this morning?" I replied: "I love good and those who do 
good. If I find the ability to do good, I hasten towards it. If I lose such an 
opportunity, I become grieved and I become desirous of it." The Mes
senger of Allah I!J. said: "That is the sign of a person for whom Allah wills 
good. Had He willed something contrary to this for you, He would have 
prepared you for it." This was related by Tirmidhi.413 

Commentary: The Sign of Acceptance 

This is clearly indicated in this l:ladith. 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related that someone said: "0 Messenger of Allah! We 
occasionally have such thoughts in our hearts and experience such things 
that we would rather burn and become coal than express them verbally." 
The Messenger of Allah I!J. [became pleased and said]: "Allah is Greatest! 
All thanks are due to Allah Who turned Satan's trap into nothing more 
than whisperings [and did not permit them to go beyond that]." This was 
related by Abu DawudY4 

Commentary: The Way to Ward off Whisperings 

The masters teach that the way to deal with whisperings is by means of the treat-

413 This is how the source of this ~adith has been given in the original. However, in Jami' al-'U~ul, it 

is referenced to Razin, which seems to be correct. It is also found in al-I~abah, 1:572, under the entry for 

Zayd al-Khayr. 

414 Abu Dawiid: 5112 
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ment described in this }:ladith. The essence of this treatment is that a person 
should not be troubled by whisperings. Instead, one should be pleased with 
them in the sense that Allah spared one the sort of tribulations that are worse 
than whisperings. One benefit of this happiness is that Satan is unhappy when a 
believer is pleased. When Satan sees a person deriving pleasure from whisper
ings, Satan will cease whispering to that person. Whisperings may also playa 
role in saving a person from greater tribulations. This is because when the soul 
obsessively turns its attention to these whisperings, then at such times, it does 
not find the opportunity to occupy itself with other more serious external or 
internal acts of disobedience. It thus safeguards itself [from those acts of disobe
dience J. The Persian poet therefore said: 

This is an affliction to kill off many other afflictions. 

We used the words "obsessively turns its attention" because one should not wit
tingly turn one's attention to those whisperings. Although this is not sinful, it is 
harmful. A }:ladrth of Bukharr and Muslim contains an explicit order in this regard: 

"One must abstain': The happiness alluded to in the commentary above also refers 
to this situation. It should be obvious that when a person is preoccupied by hap
piness, the attention he or she gives to such whisperings will be negligible. 
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Wathilah ibn al-AsqaC ~ related that the Messenger of Allah IA said: 
"One of the greatest fabrications is for a person to attribute himself to 
someone other than his own father [in other words, helshe is the sonl 
daughter of someone, but claims to be that of someone else. For example, 
it is the habit of some people to claim that they are sayyids-from the 
family of the Messenger of Allah, Allah bless him and give him peace,
when in actual fact they are notJ. Or he claims to have seen something 
which he did not really see [this includes false dreams and false visions J. 
Or he attributes something to the Messenger of Allah, Allah bless him and 
give him peace, which he did not say." This was related by Bukhari.4'5 

415 Bukhari: 3509 
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Commentary: False Claims to Unveilings 
This i)adith makes obvious reference to this being a sin. Unfortunately, many 
of those who make such claims are actually [doing so falsely and are guilty of] 
committing a sin. 

Carelessness in Narrating l:fadith 
One may be excused if, when quoting a i)adith, one assumes that the narrator 
(from whom the i)adith was related) was not mistaken (even though the narrator 
was mistaken). In their letters and writings, certain spiritual masters have used 
this license to include, whether intentionally or not, baseless i)adiths. If, however, 
after being informed by legitimate scholars of i)adith that the i)adiths they have 
quoted are spurious, the masters persist in quoting such narrations, as is the way 
of many an ignorant Sufi, there can be no excuses. 
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'isa ibn Waqid ~ related that the Messenger of Allah lis said: "When the 
year 180 arrives, I permit my ummah to abstain from marriage and to 
resort to living a solitary life on the mountain tops." This was narrated 
by Razin.416 

Commentary: Abstainingfrom Marriage and Living in Solitude 
Some spiritual masters opted for this in order to avoid internal and external 
temptation are known to have adopted these means. The i)adtth here clearly 
permits this in such circumstances. The year is named in order to make refer
ence to this very situation [of temptation] because it was a time of many temp
tations.417 

416 'Ali al·Kanani has recorded this in his Tanzih ash-Shari'a al-Marfila: 2:346 

417 It may seem incongruous to find a \.ladith of questionable authenticity coming immediately after 

the author has cautioned against the circulation of such \.ladiths by Sufi masters. The only explanation that 

comes to mind is that the author regarded the collection (Taysir al-WU$ul by al-Shaybani) from which he 

drew all the \.ladiths in this book, as reliable. However, while this is generally true, Taysir does include some 

dubious narrations and this, perhaps, is one of them. YTD. 
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Anas ~ related that a man said to the Messenger of Allah /J!,.: "Should I 

tie my camel and place my trust in Allah, or untie it and place my trust in 

Allah?" He replied: "Tie it and place your trust in Allah." This was related 
by Tirmidhl. 418 

Commentary: Resorting to Means does not Negate Placing One's Trust in Allah 

Abandoning the means is not necessary for tawakkul (placing one's trust in 

Allah). This 1).adith is clear in this regard. It is not permitted to abandon certain 

means for all people. While certain means may not be abandoned by the weak

hearted. This 1).adHh can be explained in both ways. 
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Ibn ~bi Kathir related that Abu Sahm ~ said: "A woman passed by me 

[in the street] and I brushed against her [being overcome by lust]. How

ever, I immediately took my hand away [out of fear for Allah]. The next 

day, the Messenger of Allah /J!,. was accepting pledges of allegiance, bay'ah, 

from people and I, too, went [to him for the same purpose]. He said to me: 

~re you not the one who touched [that woman] yesterday?'41
9 I replied: 

418 Tirmidhl: 2517 

419 The error alluded to in this J:!adlth actually included a third party. The assumption must be made 

here that the woman in question was unaware of what transpired. Otherwise, had harm been caused, the 
matter would not have been dealt with lightly. In this instance, the lady neither reported the matter nor 

presented evidence to support a claim of wrongdoing. Interfering with women is clearly a prohibited and 
reprehensible act. Generally speaking, the Sharl'a prohibits all acts, however negligible in their own right 

that may lead to prohibited acts. Thus, even following women about (when there is no good reason to do 

so) is prohibited. In this case, when the Prophet'" had extrasensory knowledge of the act, it is clear that he 

understood as well that the woman had not been aware of the touch and had therefore not been alarmed. 

Most importantly, the Prophet'" was satisfied that the guilty party had caused harm only to himself; and 

that the man had truly repented and would never commit such an act again. Finally, in the absence of 
either a complaint or evidence, no ruling could be made against the offender. It should also be noted that 
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Indeed, 0 Messenger of Allah! But I will never do that again.' He tIJs, then 
took the pledge of allegiance from me." This was reported by Razin.420 

Commentary: Apprising an Aspirant of an Error Committed in Privacy 

It is the practise of some spiritual masters when they learn, either through a 
spiritual vision, kashf, or through evidence or information, of an improper act 
commited by an aspirant, that they apprise the aspirant of the same for purposes 
of reprimanding and correcting. If they apprise the aspirant in the presence of 
others, they do so in vague terms so that the aspirant may not be publicly embar
rassed. This l).adith makes reference to all of this. However, spiritual visions are 
not to be used [or accepted] as legal evidence. Therefore, punishing the person 
or thinking ill of him or her on the basis of such visions is not permissible. At 
times a spiritual master may be aware of a wrong committed by an aspirant, and 
yet the master will not apprise him of it owing to some underlying reason such 
as the fear that it might make the aspirant more audacious, and so on. 
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cOmar ibn al-Khanab J!. related the l).adith in which Jibra'il ~ posed 
certain questions to the Messenger of Allah tIJs,. [One of the questions 
was this]: "Tell me. What is i~san?" [The literal meaning of this word is 
to worship in the best possible manner. In other words, in a way that is 
devoid of ostentation and inattention. In short, such worship must have 
the qualities of sincerity and presence of mind]. He replied: "It refers to 
worshipping Allah as though you are seeing Him. [In other words, if you 
were to see Allah at such a time, how would you worship Him? That is 
how you should worship Allah. It is inevitable that worship under such 
circumstances will be performed with the utmost sincerity and presence 
of mind. That is how you are supposed to worship Allah. If you do not see 
Him, the. need to worship Him like that is still present because] if you do 

extrasensory evidence, even when presented by the Prophet /It. himself, cannot be considered admissible 

in a court of law. And Allah knows best. YTD. 

420 This is reported in al-Isti'iib under the entry of Abu Sahm. Its chain is strong as I:Hifi~ Ibn I:fajar 

has commented in al-I~iibah: 4=103. 
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not see Him, He certainly sees you [and this is sufficient reason to wor
ship Him in this way]." This was related by Muslim.421 

Commentary: The Essential Sufi Way 
This question was posed after the Messenger of Allah /!& was asked about the 
essence of iman and Islam. It may be inferred from this that, apart from beliefs 

and outward deeds, there is something else worthy of acquiring. This is referred 

to as ibsan. I~san, as explained in this l)adith, is the essence of the Sufi way. This 
l)adith therefore affirms the correctness of the Sufi way. 
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CUbadah ibn a~-Samit f'!. related that while a group of his Companions 

were around him, the Messenger of Allah /!& said: "Give me your pledge 
that you will not ascribe partners to Allah and that you will not steal." 
This was related by Bukhari and Muslim.422 

Commentary: Pledging Allegiance (bay<ah) 
This l)adith clearly states that the people whose pledge he sought were Compan
ions. Thus, it may be established that apart from pledging allegiance on embrac

ing Islam and before waging jihad, a pledge to abstain from acts of disobedience 
and to adhere to acts of obedience and worship also used to be taken. Such a 
pledge is the same pledge which is practised by the Sufis. Rejection of this prac

tice is therefore tantamount to ignorance. 
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Fu<;i.alah al-Kamil f'!. related that the Messenger of Allah /!& said: "A 

421 Muslim: 8 

422 Bukharl: 18, Muslim: 1709. Tirmidhl: 1439. Nasa'I: 4215 
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mujahid is one who strives against his desires in order to obey Allah." 
This was related by Bayhaq1.42

3 

Commentary: Jihad Against Desire is Referred to as the Greater Jihad 
Striving against one's desires is referred to as the greater jihad in many of the say
ings of the spiritual masters. This is established from the l).adith above because 

the grammar in this expression "A mujahid is one who" indicates that the speaker 
intends to restrict the reference to a certain kind of mujahid and, when there 
is nothing to indicate otherwise, the assumption is that the kind of mujahid 
intended is the perfect mujahid. This sort of expression is well known to scholars 
of Arabic. The l).adtth therefore means that a perfect mujahid is a mujahid who 
struggles with his or her desires. It should be obvious from the foregoing that the 

most perfect form of jihad is jihad against desires. Here, the words "perfect" and 
"greater" have the same meaning. 
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'Vthman ~ related: Many people from among the Companions of the 

Messenger of Allah IJ;. became quite grieved when he passed away, to the 
extent that some of them began experiencing whisperings. 'Vthman ~ 

said: "I was also from among these people. While 1 was sitting down one 

day, 'Vmar ~ passed by me and offered salam to me but 1 did not even 
perceive his presence. 'Vmar ~ went and complained to Abu Bakr ~. 

They both came to me and offered salam to me together. Abu Bakr ~ 

423 AI-Bayhaql has reported this in his Shu'ab al-Iman: 11123 [7:499] 
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then said: 'Why is it that you did not reply to the salam of your brother, 
cUmar !1>s-?' I replied: 'I did not do that.' cUmar !1>s- said: 'I take an oath by 
Allah that you did that.' I said: 'By Allah, I did not even realise that you 

passed by me; nor did I know that you offered salam to me.' Abu Bakr !1>s

said: "Uthman is speaking the truth. It seems that some serious matter 
has kept you preoccupied.' I said: 'Indeed.' He asked: 'What is the matter?' 

I said: 'Allah took away His Messenger 1ft" and we did not even have the 
opportunity to ask him the actual basis for salvation in this religion [of 
Islam].''' (In other words, the Sharica specifies numerous injunctions, but 

what is the fundamental principle of all this?) The 1).adlth further states 
that Abu Bakr !1>s- consoled CUthman !1>s- by informing him that he had 
posed this question to the Messenger of Allah 1ft" and that the Prophet 1ft" 
replied that it is belief in unicity and prophecy (that Allah is One and that 
Muhammad 1ft" is His Messenger). This was related by A1).mady4 

Commentary: Whisperings do not Negate Perfection in the Path 
Can anyone have doubts about the perfection of CUthman !1>s-? Yet he experi
enced whisperings. It should be clear from this incident that whisperings neither 

negate perfection nor are they harmful to one's internal self. 

Absence 
To be lost in thought about something related to religion is something that occa
sionally happens to people. The intensity of this experience caused CUthman !1>s

to ignore his surroundings. This state is known as absence and obliviousness. 
This 1).adith affirms the same. 
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Abu Huraira!1>s- related that the Messenger of Allah 1ft" said: "Satan comes 

to a person and asks: 'Who created this? Who created that?' He eventu
ally asks: 'Who created your Lord?' If he reaches such a stage, the person 

424 Musnad A~mad: 1:6 
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should seek refuge in Allah and abstain [from having such thoughts]." 
This was related by Bukhari and Muslim.425 

Commentary: The Means to Repel Whisperings 

This was explained previously in l).adith [262]. The present l).adith provides 
another method, viz. to say: "I seek refuge in Allah': Apart from the blessedness 
of this supplication, it has another secret, viz. when the person turns his atten
tion towards Allah by seeking of refuge, this will draw his attention away from 
the whispering. This is because the soul cannot turn its attention to two things 
at the same time. The essence of this method is thus to become occupied in the 
remembrance of Allah. Thereafter, there will be no need to focus specific atten
tion on repelling the whisperings. 
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AI-Qasim ibn Mul).ammad ~ related that a person asked him saying: 
"I experience a lot of doubts when offering my ~aliih:' He said to him: 
"[Pay no attention to them] and continue offering your ~aliih [in this way] 
because even if you try to avoid such thoughts, they will never be repelled. 
Even when you complete your ~aliih, you will continue thinking to your
self that you did not complete your ~aliih [thinking that you have cer
tainly left something out. You will therefore repeat your ~aliih and still 
have the same doubts upon completing this second ~aliih as well. So how 
many times are you going to repeat your ~aliih? It is therefore better not to 
even bother about such thoughts]." This was related by Malik.426 

Commentary: The Means to Repel Whisperings 

This narration provides another method, viz. the person should not bother about 
these whisperings, not act upon them, and not turn his attention to them. This 
treatment has proven to be the greatest cure. 

This is explained in another way in LamaCiit and Mirqiit: This whispering will 

425 Bukhari: 3276, Muslim: 134 

426 Muwatta': pg. 35 
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not be warded off unless you complete your ~alah and say [to Satan]: "Even if 
I were to accept that my ~alah is incomplete, Allah is Merciful-He will either 
accept it [as it is] or forgive me. I am not in need of your advice. This is between 
me and my Allah:' 
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'Uthman ~ related that the Messenger of Allah IJs said: "Whoever per
forms an ablution as I performed this ablution and then offers two rak'ats 

of ~alah without talking to himself about anything in these two rak'ats, 

his past sins [minor sins] are forgiven." This was related by Bukhari and 
Muslim.427 

Commentary: Unintentional Thoughts in Salah are not Harmful 

Most people are under the assumption that stray thoughts in ~alah are harm
ful to one's concentration. Since the concentration is considered beyond one's 
control, most people ignore the matter entirely. The l).adith above uses the verb 
talking, yuhaddithu, which is an act within one's control. It may be inferred from 
this that thoughts which are knowingly brought to mind are harmful to one's 
concentration. Giving this up is within one's control. As for thoughts that come 
unintentionally and unwittingly, they are not harmful. Paying attention to con
centration in prayer is therefore necessary and also attainable. 
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'Dqbah ibn 'Amir ~ related that the Messenger of Allah Ifo said: "When 
a person performs a perfect ablution and offers two cycles, rak'atayn of 

427 Bukhari: 159. Muslim: 229 
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~alah in such a manner that his heart and face [internal and external self] 

are totally devoted to them, Paradise most certainly awaits [becomes 
obligatory for] him." This was related by Muslimy8 

Commentary: concentration in Salah 

This method is gauged by pondering over the words: "that his heart and face are 
totally devoted to them". The words "to them" refer to the two cycles. A cycle is 

made up of several words and actions. Being devoted to a cycle therefore entails 
devotion to the components of the cycle [Le. to the words and actions of that 

cycle]. Therefore, the method of attaining a state of concentration in prayer is 

that the words and actions which are executed in the ~alah should be done with 
attention and intent. They should not be performed merely by rote. For example, 

when a person verbally says: "sub~anaka Allahumma': he should turn his atten
tion to the fact that he is saying this with his tongue. When he says: "bi ~amdika", 

he must likewise turn his attention and intention to this. He must continue in 
this way till the end of the ~alah. In this way, all his time in ~alah will be devoted 
to the act of worship. When one's attention is turned towards a particular thing, 

it cannot turn to something else. It is therefore inevitable that one's attention will 

not be directed to anything apart from ~alah. In so doing, one will have achieved 

complete presence of heart. 
The word "face" [in this l).adith] makes reference to the fact that preoccupa

tion with the limbs has the effect of keeping the heart preoccupied. Controlling 
the limbs is therefore necessary for perfection in concentration. If not, by turning 

the face around, one's thoughts will also stray through the straying of the eyes. 
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Anas ~ related that the Messenger of Allah ~ said: "0 Anas! Direct your 
eyes to the point of prostration." This was related by Bayhaqi.42

9 

Commentary: Confining Ones Eyes 

It is established through experience that one is able to acquire concentration by 

428 Muslim: 234, Abu Dflwud: 906 

429 Al.Bayhaqi in his Sunan: 2:284 
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confining one's eyes [to one spot]. This is the object of several different spiritual 

practices or ashghal. This l)adith is thus a basis for these practices. . 
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Mutarrif ibn 'Abdullah ibn ash-Shikhkhir related from his father who 

said: "I went to the Messenger of Allah IJs while he was offering ~alah. 
There was a sound in his chest like something boiling in a cauldron." In 

other words, he was crying. Another narration states: "I saw the Messen

ger of Allah IJs offering ~alah and in his chest was a sound like that of a 
grinding stone because he was crying." Both narrations were related by 
Al)mad, the first by Nasa'i, and the second by Abu Dawud.430 

Commentary: Wajd (ecstasy) 

To be overcome by a strange yet praiseworthy condition is known as wajd. This 

condition of the Messenger of Allah #if. [described in these narrations] was of this 

type. The wajd of the close servants of Allah is in most cases intricate and subtle 
like this. It does not entail screaming, tearing of one's clothes, etc. Those who unin

tentionally experience such things, however, [screaming, etc.] may be excused. 
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Umm al-Darda' Iti. related: I heard Abu al-Darda' ;f,:.. saying: I heard Abu 
al-Qasim IJs saying: "Allah said: '0 'Isa! I am going to send a nation after 

430 Musnad A/:lmad: 4:26, Abu Dawud: 904, Nasa'j: 1215 
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you [referring to the nation of Muhammad ~].'" This 1)adith also states: 
"Allah said: 'I will give them of My forbearance and knowledge.'" This was 

related by BayhaqI.431 

Commentary: Manifestation 

It is stated in the explanations of most monotheist theologians that certain 
attributes of the Almighty, which are both obligatory and possible, are manifested 

in certain of His creations. For example, the attribute of giving life is found in 
water, the quality of retracting (or Withholding) is found in fire, and many other 

attributes are found in man. In short, only certain appropriate attributes have 

been identified in this sort of manifestation. However, some overly strict people 
are under the misconception that the spiritual master-Allah forbid-believe in 
the transferral of these very attributes (to humans) or that they are equally pos
sible and obligatory (for humans). The words "I will give them of My forbearance 
and knowledge" in this 1)adith obviously support this belief (of the monotheists). 

The explanation given by the masters is the very same which is provided by this 
1)adith. At times, the entirety of creation is considered to be a unilateral manifes

tation of these appropriate and shared attributes. When such is the case, there can 

be no doubt about this matter; nor does it require further explanation. 
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'A'isha ~ related: "I used to go into my house [in which the Messenger 

of Allah ~ and Abu Bakr ~ were buried]. But when 'Umar ~ was bur
ied with them, by Allah, I never entered that room without first cover
ing myself properly out of modesty for 'Umar ~." This was related by 

A1)mad.432 

Commentary: According Respect to the Dead as it is Accorded to the Living 

The spiritual masters state that one may go to the grave of the deceased and 

accord as much respect to that person as one used to when the person was alive. 
This is on condition that one does not transgress the limits of the Shari'a such 
that one, for example, sits the same distance from the grave as one used to sit 

431 Al-Bayhaqi has narrated it in Shu'ab al-Iman: 4482 [4"14J 

432 Musnad A~mad: 6:202 
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from the deceased when he or she was alive, etc. This is established from this 

l).adith. When 'A'isha ~ used to go to 'Umar !l>.- for any work when the latter was 
alive, she would thoroughly cover herself and go. She adopted the same practice 
when going to his grave and this was the reason for going in this way. This is 

the meaning of "out of modesty for 'Umar !l>.-". As for using this as proof that 
the deceased have perception and knowledge [while in their graves], the heart 

definitely does not accept this. 
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Ibn 'Abbas !l>.- related: "One of the Companions of the Messenger of Allah 

/!J. pitched his tent over a grave without knowing that it was a grave. He 
then heard someone [apparently from the grave J reciting the Chapter of 
Dominion [from the Qur'an], till he completed its recitation. The Com

panion !l>.- went to the Messenger of Allah /!J. and informed him of what 

he heard. The Messenger of Allah /!J. said: 'This chapter is a protector. It is 
a saviour-it saves its reader from the punishment of Allah [that is meted 
out in the grave J.'" This was related by Tirmidhi. 433 

Commentary: Spiritual Vision from Graves 

Spiritual visions from graves sometimes occur unintentionally and without 

effort, as was the case with this Companion!l>.-. Sometimes these occur as a result 
of one's spiritual exertions and disciplines. Nevertheless, that such visions may 
occur is established from this l).adith. 

Spiritual Benefit from Grave Dwellers 

There is no doubt whatsoever that listening to the Qur'an bestows a spiritual 

benefit. The Companion mentioned in the l).adith above obtained this benefit 
through the person who was buried in the grave. This proves that blessings may 
in fact be bestowed upon the living by those who dwell in their graves. 

433 Tirmidhi: 2890 
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Ibn 'Vmar !;!. related that the Messenger of Allah I/!. said: "These hearts 
become rusty just as steel becomes rusty when water falls onto it." He 

I/!. was asked: "0 Messenger of Allah! How can they be polished?" He 
I/!. replied: "Profuse remembrance of death and recitation of the Qur'an." 
This was related by Bayhaq1.434 

Commentary: Proof that the Heart Becomes Light or Dark 

The statements of the spiritual masters often mention lightness and darkness of 

peoples' hearts. This l:ladith clearly affirms this. 
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TawUs related that the Messenger of Allah I/!. was asked: "Who has the 
best voice and best recitation of the Qur'an?" He I/!. replied: "The person 

whose recitation makes you feel he fears Allah." TaWllS said: "Talq!;!. was 
[a person who recited] in this way." This was related by Darim1.435 

Commentary: The Way of Reciting the Qur'iin 

Since humility is not experienced without imagining that one is presenting one

self before Allah, this l:ladith makes reference to the fact that when one is reciting 
the Qur'an, one should imagine that one is sitting before Allah, reciting to Him, 
and that He is listening. This is a good way of reciting the Qur'an and is also 

taught by the spiritual masters. 

434 Al-Bayhaqj has reported it in his Shu'ab al-lman: 2:353 

435 Darimj: 3489 
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Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~ related: "I was in the masjid when a person came and 
offered ~alah. He recited in a manner 1 considered wrong [because some 
of the words which he read were different from what 1 remembered). 
Another person entered the masjid and his recitation was different from 
that of the first person. When we completed our ~alah, we all went to the 
Messenger of Allah ~ and 1 said to him: 'This person read the Qur'an in 
a way which 1 considered wrong. This second person entered and recited 
the Qur'an differently from the first person.' He ~ asked both of them 
to recite and, when they recited, he ~ said that both their recitations 
were correct. My heart experienced a state of disbelief [to the extent of a 
whispering), but this state was not like that of jahiliyyah [but even more). 
When the Messenger of Allah ~ saw this state which had overcome me, 
he ~ struck me on my chest. 1 began perspiring profusely and was over
come by such fear as if 1 was seeing Allah. He then gave the reason for 
considering their recitations to be correct by saying that it is permissible 
to recite in all these ways." This was related by Muslim.4J6 

Commentary: The Practice ofTa~arruf 

Striking a person and causing him to experience this condition is known as 
ta~arruf(conditioning or imposing). 

The Condition of Ecstasy and Enthralment 

The condition experienced by 'Ubayy ~ after he was struck by the Prophet's ~ 
hand is known as ecstasy, wajd. Being overcome in this manner is an extreme 

436 Muslim: 820 
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state of enthralment, istighriiq. We learn that it was an extreme state because the 

person compared it to seeing Allah. It is obvious that if it were really possible to 
see Allah in this world, Ubayy ~ would certainly not have remained conscious. 
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'Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ related: "I sought permission from the Messen

ger of Allah I!. to perform 'umrah. He I!. gave me permission and said: '0 
my brother! Include us in your supplications and do not forget us.' This 
[request for supplication] was such that I would not agree to exchanging 
it for the entire world." This was related by Abu Dawiid.4J7 

Commentary: Benefitingfrom Those Below You 
It is learnt from this }:ladlth that the people of perfection can obtain certain ben

efits from those below them. Therefore no one has the right to consider himself 
absolutely independent. 
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'Abdullah ibn 'Umar ~ related that the Messenger of Allah I!. used to say: 
"There is a polish for everything, and the polish for hearts is the remem
brance of Allah." This was related by Bayhaq1.438 

Commentary: Proof for the Polishing of the Heart 
The spiritual masters make frequent mention of the polishing of the heart. This 

}:ladlth clearly proves this. 

437 Abo DawOd: 1498, Tirmidhi: 3562, Ibn Majah: 2894 

438 AI-Mundhiri has recorded it in at-Targhib wa 't-Tarhib from Ibn Abi'd-Dunya and al-Bayhaqi: 2:254 
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Ibn Mascud & related that the Messenger of Allah /1t. recited the verse: 
"Whomsover Allah wills to guide, He expands his breast for Islam," he 
commented: "When light enters the breast, it expands." He /1t. was asked: 

"0 Messenger of Allah! Is there any way of identifying this?" He /1t. replied: 
"Yes, avoidance of the abode of deception [this world], attention to the 
abode of eternity, and preparation for death before its descent." This was 
related by BayhaqL439 

Commentary: The Sign of Internal Affinity 
Internal affinity for the Almighty is also known as enlightenment and expan
sion of the heart (sharb a$-$adr). The signs of this state are mentioned in the 
l).adith above. These signs may aid a person in his or her search for a spiritual 
guide. Other qualities are also necessary for a person to be eligible for the office 
of spiritual guide. But these qualities are also dependent (upon the presence of 
other qualifications). As such they should be understood as prerequisites and 
not reasons for eligibility as a spiritual guide. 
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AbU Huraira & and AbU Khallad & relate that the Messenger of Allah /1t. 
said: "If you see a person endowed with abstinence in this world and the 

439 AI-Bayhaqi has recorded this in his Shu'ab al-Imiin: 10552 
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trait of speaking less, stay close to him for he is bestowed with wisdom 

[from Allahl." This was related by Bayhaqi.440 

Commentary: Esoteric Knowledge 
The sort of knowledge alluded to in the 1).adith above is also known as esoteric, 
cilm ladunnl and bestowed knowledge, cilm wahbl (as opposed to acquired knowl

edge). Such knowledge may be gifted to the closest servants of the Almighty ;!~. 
Indeed, many of the writings of these servants contain such knowledge and have 
been compiled and preserved. The literalists, owing to their lack of understand

ing, reject all this and may be understood to be those described in the following 

poem: 

How many people find fault with a correct statement, 

when their trouble is only that they suffer from poor understanding .. 
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Umayyah ibn Khalid ibn 'Abdullah ibn Usayd ~ related that the Messen

ger of Allah I/fo used to supplicate for victory through the poor Emigrants. 
This is related in the Shar~ as-Sunnah. 441 

Commentary: The Practice of Using an Intermediary 
It is common practice, known as tawassul, for Sufis to supplicate the Almighty 

;!~ through the offices of an intermediary among the accepted servants of Allah 
;!~. The legitimacy of such a practice is established from the 1).adtth above. This 

practice also explains the essence and purpose of reciting the aspirant's spir
itual family tree, shajarah (the names of spiritual masters in a continuous chain) 
which is popular among Sufis. 
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440 Al-Bayhaqi has recorded this in his Shu'ab al-Iman: 4985 [4:254] 

441 Al-Baghawi has reported this in his Shar~ as-Sunnah: 7:303 
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Anas t!. related that "When they experienced a drought, 'Umar ibn 

al-Khanab t!. used to supplicate for rain through 'Abbas ibn 'Abd 

al-Munalib t!. saying: '0 Allah! We used to supplicate for rain through 

our Prophet 1ft. and You used to send rain to us. We are now supplicating 

You through the uncle of the Prophet Ift., so send rain to us.' Rain would 

then come down to them." This was related by Bukhari.442 

Commentary 
Like the previous lJadith, this lJadith also proves the permissibility of tawassul. The 

permissibility of tawassul through the Messenger of Allah 1ft. was obvious. This 

statement of 'Umar t!. was to show that tawassul is permissible through people 

other than Prophets as well. Therefore, the assertion that there is a difference in the 

ruling for tawassul with regard to those who are alive and those who are deceased 

is a baseless assertion. First of all, the Messenger of Allah 1ft. is alive in his grave, as 

expressly stated in an authentic lJadith. Secondly, since the basis for permissibility 

is found in both cases, why should the ruling not be the same for both? 

yo /',. y.~ // -;;;; ..... }> r;; -;;;; 0" ....-...-
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Abu ad-Darda' t!. related that the Messenger of Allah 1ft. said: "Search for 

me [on the day of Resurrection] among your poor because [they enjoy 

such a status whereby] you receive sustenance or victory by virtue of your 

poor." This was related by Abu Dawiid.443 

Commentary 
Like the previous two lJadiths, this lJadith also proves the permissibility of tawas
sui. In fact, this lJadith establishes tawassul merely on the basis of Islam. This is 

because non-Muslims are certainly not intended in the lJadith. The precondition 

is the person must have some basis for acceptance [in the sight of Allah] such as 

poverty, as mentioned in this lJadith. 

442 Bukhari: 1010 

443 Abu Dawud: 2594, Tirmidhi: 1702, Nasa'i: 3181 
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Abu Huraira fh. related that a man entered his home and, seeing the needs 

of his family, went out to earn something for them. When his wife saw 
this, she went to the mill-stone and placed the upper stone onto the lower 
stone. Then she went to the oven and ignited it, making the following sup

plication: "0 Allah! Provide us with sustenance." When she looked, she 
saw that the circle of the mill-stone was filled [with flour J. She went to the 

oven and saw that it was filled [with bread J. When her husband returned 

home, he asked: "Did you receive anything in my absence?" She replied: 
"Yes. We received it from our Sustainer." The man went to the mill-stone 

[and lifted its stone J. This incident was related to the Messenger of Allah 
I!& who said: "Had he not lifted the stone, it would have continued milling 
till the day of Resurrection [and flour would have continued coming out 

of it J." This was related by Ai:lmad.444 

Commentary 

See the commentary for i:ladith [254J. 

I:IADITH 291 

444 Musnad A~mad: 2:513 
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Allah I/J. relating the story of one of the previous Prophets ~ whose 
people had beat him and caused blood to flow from his body. He was 
wiping the blood off his face and saying: '0 Allah! Forgive my people 
because they know not what they do.'" This was related by Bukhari and 

Muslim.445 

Commentary: Picturing One's Spiritual Master 
Among the many benefits of envisioning one's spiritual master, though the vision 
is not real, and though the purpose of the exercise is not mentioned in the \:ladith 
above, is to draw one's attention toward the absent in the same way one's atten

tion is drawn toward the present. Such a practice is clearly indicated in the \:ladith 
above. Even so, owing to a preponderence of ignorance among people today, the 

practice has become subject to abuse and, in view of these factors, most scholars 
lean toward its prohibition. 
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Abu Huraira ~ related that the Messenger of Allah I/J. said: "In the lat
ter days people will emerge who will deceptively acquire the world in 
exchange for their religion. They will wear the skins of sheep and their 
tongues will be sweeter than sugar, while in their hearts they will be 

wolves. Allah ;i~ says: 'Are these people deluded by Me? Or are they dis
playing their audacity against Me? I take an oath on Myself. I will subject 
them to a tribulation which will leave even the most forebearing among 

them in trauma.'" This was related by Tirmidhi.446 

Commentary: Fake Sufis 
This \:ladith is clear in its condemnation of spiritual pretenders and false Sufis. 

445 Bukhari: 3477. Muslim: 1792 

446 Tirmidhi: 2404 
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Abu Huraira f!. related that the Messenger of Allah Its said: "There is a 
novelty to everything, and after every novelty there is boredom. If a per
son remains steadfast and balanced, there is hope for that person (in the 

sense that you may expect to continue to see good things from this per
son). But if he continues to attract attention from people (for no more 
than his novelty), do not think too much of him (as he is probably not 
worthy of consideration)." This was related by Tirmidhi.447 

Commentary: Moderation in Striving 

The spiritual masters prohibit excess in an aspirant's striving, mujahadah through 
spiritual disciplines. This is clearly taught in this }:ladith. When a person com
mits excesses in this regard, the novelty wears off, he becomes fed up, and his 
health deteriorates. This also leads to his abandonment of good deeds and striv
ing. It may also lead to lunacy at times. 
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Abu Huraira f!. related that when this verse was revealed: "And warn 
your close relatives", the Messenger of Allah Its summoned the Quraysh 
and gathered them. This }:ladith also states that he Its said [to Fatimah 
~ 1: "0 Fatimah! Save yourself from the Hellfire because I do not have the 
power to save you from Allah." This was related by Muslim.448 

Commentary: There is no Basis for Boasting of One's Lineage 

Some people proudly boast that they are the offspring of such and such a pious 

447 Tirmidhi: 2453 

448 Muslim: 204, Tirmidhi: 3185, Nasa'i: 3674 
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personality, or that they pledged their allegiance (bay'ah) to such and such a 
family or Sufi order. Consequently, they neglect their beliefs and actions. This 
l:tadlth cuts the roots off of all such claims and boasting. 
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Salil:t ibn Dirham !A related: "We departed for the I:Iajj and met a person 
on the way who asked us: 'Is there any village near you by the name of 
al-Ubullah?' We replied: 'Yes.' He asked: 'Is there anyone among you who 
can take the responsibility of offering two or four cycles of prayer in the 
Masjid al-'Ashshar [which is in this village) and say that these cycles are 
on behalf of Abu Huraira!A? I heard my bosom-friend Abu al-Qasim /JJ. 
saying: 'On the day of Resurrection Allah )fj!;· will raise from the Masjid 
al-'Ashshar such martyrs who will rise with the martyrs of Badr. No other 
martyrs will rise with them.'" This was related by Abu Dawud.449 

Commentary: Conveying Rewards to Others 
It is obvious that asking someone to offer [this ~alah) on behalf of Abu Huraira 
!A is solely for the purpose of conveying this reward to Abu Huraira ;:}>... Two 
issues with regard to conveying spiritual rewards, l~al thawab are established 
from this l:tadlth: (1) Just as the rewards for worship by expenditure [such as 
charity) reach [the person in whose name it is carried out], in like manner, the 
rewards for physical worship reach [the person in whose name it is carried out). 
(2) Just as the rewards reach the deceased, they also reach those who are alive. 
This is because the person who made this request was Abu Huraira ;:}>.. himself, 
and he was obviously alive at the time. 

Fulfilling Acts of Worship in Blessed Places 
It is noticed that some of those who love their spiritual masters pay particular 

449 Abu Dawud: 4308 
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attention to engaging in remembrance and other acts of worship at the places 

where their spiritual master lives or at the places where he performs his acts 
of worship. They do this because they consider these places to be blessed. The 

blessed nature of such places is obvious; and the l.ladith establishes the benefit of 
carrying out acts of worship in blessed places. 
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Abu Sacid ~ related that the Messenger of Allah IJJ. met Ibn ~ayyad450 on 

one of the roads of Madina. The Messenger of Allah r/tJ;, asked him: "Do 

you testify that I am the Messenger of Allah?" He replied: "Do you testify 
that I am the Messenger of Allah?" The Messenger of Allah IJJ. said: "I 
believe in Allah, His angels, His Books and His Messengers." [That is, "I 

do not testify to the prophethood of one who is not a prophet." How
ever, in order to avoid conflict, the Messenger of Allah IJJ. did not state 

this outwardly.] "Very well, now you tell me. What do you see?" Ibn 
~ayyad replied: "I see a throne on the water." The Messenger of Allah 

IJJ. said: "You see the throne of Satan over an ocean." This was related by 

Muslim.451 

Commentary: Resorting to Ambiguity When Fearing Tribulation 

In order to safeguard themselves from the excesses of corrupt rulers or ignorant 

people in general, some spiritual masters will use ambiguous language to express 

themselves. People who consider everything literally are therefore under the illu
sion that the spiritual master is concealing the truth. However, if the reason for 

concealing is based on an underlying reason which is acceptable in the Sharica, 

then it is in total accordance with this l.ladith. 

450 See the notes regarding Ibn Sayyad at J:Iadith 211. 

451 Muslim: 2925 
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Deceptive Spiritual Visions 
It may be inferred from this l).adlth that even people who are deluded may also 
experience spiritual visions, kashf The l).adlth also explains that not every spir

itual vision is either acceptable or commendable. Consequently, the vision of 
Satan's throne experienced by this person, Ibn Sayyad, is referred to in critical 

terms [by the Messenger of Allah 1Is.]. Therefore, those who consider a spiritual 
vision to be a sign of a close relationship with the Almighty, wilayah, or who 

give credence to and rely upon every spiritual vision (without differentiating 
between what is true and what is false) must examine their beliefs in this regard 

after considering this l).adlth. 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related: "We were travelling with the Messenger of Allah 
I!. between Makka and Madina when we passed by a valley. He I!. asked: 

'What valley is this?' The people replied: 'This is the Azraq valley.' He lis. 
said: 'I can see Miisa here as if he were present.' He then described the 
complexion of his skin and something about his hair, adding that his fin

gers were in his ears and that he was chanting the pilgrims' chant, talbiyah 
(i.e. saying Labbayk) to Allah as he passed through the valley." Ibn 'Abbas 
,:!. said: "We then proceeded until we reached a pass. The Messenger of 

Allah lis. asked: 'Which pass is this?' The people replied: 'It is the Harshay 
or Laft pass.' He lis. said: 'I can see Yiiniis here as ifhe were present, riding 

a red camel and wearing a woollen cloak. The halter of his camel is made 
of the bark of the date palm. He is passing by this valley saying the talbi
yah.'" This was related by Muslim.452 

452 Muslim: 166 
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Commentary: The Appearance of the Soul at a Place after Death 

This \:ladHh shows that Musa '$& and Yunus :$l were seen by the Messenger of 
Allah clhis was a spiritual manifestation because at the time both of their bod

ies were in their graves. 
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Jubayr ibn Mut'im related that a Bedouin came to the Messenger of 

Allah and said: "People have done everything they could do, but fami

lies are hungry, fortunes (orchards and plantations) have been destroyed, 

and cattle are dying. Pray to Allah ~\'i;J. for us and ask Him to send down 

rain. We petition you as an intercessor before Allah~,'i;J., and we peti
tion Allah ~,'i;J. as an intercessor before you." clhe Messenger of Allah ;j, 
(became distressed by these words: "we petition Allah~\'i;J. as an interces

sor before you" and) began saying, "Glory be to Allah, glory be to Allah, 

subflanAliah, subh(lnAliah." He ;j, repeated these words with such inten

sity that their effects were seen on the faces of his Companions. Finally he 

said: "Woe unto you! Allah is not to be considered an intercessor before 

anyone. Allah's status is far beyond that." (In other words, an intercession 

entails a supplication and a need. Allah does not supplicate anyone, nor is 

He in need of anyone. This statement supposes Allah to have need, and is 

therefore repulsive). 1his \:ladlth was related by Abu Dawud.453 

Commentary: Etiquette and the Status of the Almighty 

Some Sufis are overly audacious when supplicating Allah ;i''i;J.. This l;adlth should 

provide guidance to such people. When the Messenger of Allah If;:, so emphati

cally distanced himself from the supplication made by this ordinary person, how 

much more reprehensible will it be for a person who seeks a relationship with 

Allah to say such things?! Some people are not audacious but make inappropri-

453 Abl. l h\wl.ci: 4720 
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ate statements out of ignorance, as was the case with this Bedouin. It is essen
tial, even in such situations, to avoid all impropriety. However, in such cases 
(in which things are said out of ignorance), the one saying these things will 
not be declared an unbeliever, as the Messenger of Allah /!. did not declare this 
Bedouin to be guilty of disbelief. It is nevertheless obligatory to bring the matter 
to the attention of the offender and to reject it to the clearest degree possible. Yes, 
those who are overcome by their spiritual condition may be excused for their 
enthusiasm and pardoned. Once they recover from their condition, however, the 
matter should be explained to them gently. 
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Abu Huraira t!. related that the Messenger of Allah /!. said: "I swear 
by the One Whose hands hold the life of Mul).ammad! If you were to 
lower a rope to the lowest level on earth, it will fall on Allah." (In other 
words, Allah;!~ is present there as well). This was related by Al).mad and 
Tirmidhi.454 

Commentary: Allah is Everywhere 
In explaining the omnipresent attribute of the Almighty, the speech of many 
Sufis portrays His all-encompassing Being in physical form. To begin with, the 
issue of omnipresence is a subject of debate among the theologians; and like
wise the issue of how this is manifested. The only certain way to avoid error in 
this regard is to maintain that the Almighty is above all earthly, material, corpo
real and ephemeral phenomena. At the same time, according to scripture (the 
Qur'an and authentic l).adith literature) the Almighty assumes a position on a 
throne; and therefore there are literalists who mistakenly suppose the sayings of 
the Sufis to be contrary to the orthodox theological interpretations. The l).adith 
above, however, upholds the position of the Sufis. To those who hold misgiv
ings with regard to the Sufis we say that whatever explanation they offer for the 
l).adith above is the same explanation the Sufis will give for the statements they 
make. 

454 Musnad AiJmad: 2:370, Tirmidhi: 3298 
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'A'isha I! related in a lengthy l).adtth that (at the beginning of prophet

hood when there was a pause in revelation), the Messenger of Allah /Ji 
became so distressed that he went out several times to fling himself from 

the mountain tops and kill himself. Each time he climbed a mountain in 
order to fling himself from it, Jibra'iJ ~ would appear before him and say: 

"0 Mul).ammad! (Do not be distressed). You are most certainly the Mes

senger of Allah." His heart would then experience ease from this and his 
soul would come to rest." This was related by BukharL455 

Commentary: The state of Spiritual Contraction 
The cessation of spiritual expansion, for whatever reason, is known as contrac

tion, qabt;i. That such a condition may occur is confirmed in this l).adith. 

The person who experiences contraction may be excused from committing suicide. 
It sometimes happens that people who experience contraction become disheart
ened and dejected to the extent that they commit suicide. A close reading of the 

l).adtth above, however, reveals that it is not unreasonable to assume that such 

people may be excused in the sight of the Almighty. When the Messenger of 
Allah /!. himself, despite his well-known powers of self- control, considered doing 

this, it is not difficult to see how others might fall into such a situation. There is 
nothing in the l).adlth or sirah literature to suggest that he was reprimanded for 
this intention. The same can be assumed if he actually committed the act. 456 

455 Bukhari: 6982 

456 Suicide is a painful and tragic act and must never be encouraged. This may explain why the 

Prophet IJ. avoided the funeral prayer for suicides and taught that community leaders and officials should 

also avoid them. This does not mean, however, that people should scorn or in any other way belittle or 

malign those who take their own lives. On the contrary, friends and family should join in the funeral 

proceedings, including the janiizah prayer, both to seek blessings for the departed and as a way of giving 

solace to one another. Suicide is an act of desperation; and only the Almighty ,j~ can know the reasons for 

its occurrence. Judgment is for Allah;!~ alone. For those left behind, there is grief and, in many cases, guilt. 
The funeral prayer is a way to bring closure to all of that. The author's commentary here is perceptive and, 
to my knowledge, unique. YTD. 
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Consolation from the Sheikh When a Person Experiences Contraction 

Spiritual masters may also provide consolation to aspirants who are beset by 
such conditions by telling them that their condition is actually a praiseworthy 
one, and by explaining to them the underlying reasons and advantages of such a 
condition. All of this may actually benefit the murid. 
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'A'isha ~ related that al-I;Hirith ibn Hisham I!J. asked the Messenger of 
Allah Its: "0 Messenger of Allah! How does revelation come to you?" The 

Messenger of Allah I!J. replied: "At times it comes to me like the ringing of 
a bell." This was related by Bukhari and Muslim.457 

Commentary: The Confirmation of an Unseen Voice 

Unseen voices are often mentioned in the works of the spiritual masters. The 
validity of this is confirmed from this l)adith. It is, however, a serious mistake to 

consider every voice to be an unseen voice when a person is engaged in spiritual 
exercises like muraqabah and dhikr. For example, when a person is engaged in 

certain breathing exercises, the person may experience what he assumes is a voice. 
So, while some people assume it to be a voice from the Unseen, it is more likely 

the result of the wave-like movement of air from one's breathing. It was the belief 
among many Indian Sufis that this is indeed an unseen voice; and it was for this 
reason that they named it "unadiy" which means "ancient". This is a completely 
false and mistaken belief; firstly for considering it to come from the Unseen, and 

secondly for considering it to be the voice of truth or of the Almighty Himself. 
Allah ;J'Ij:;. is most pure of this. This is the belief of our genuine Sufis. 

457 Bukharl: 3, Muslim: 2333, Tirmidhi: 3634, Nasa'i: 935 
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'A'idh ibn 'Amr fk" related in a lengthy l).adith (wherein Abu Bakr fk" offered 
advice to Salman, Suhayb and Bilal ~ in a way which seemed to be siding 
with a certain tribal leader) that the Messenger of Allah Is said: "0 AbU 

Bakr! You may have angered them. And if you angered them, you most 
certainly angered your Lord." Immediately, Abu Bakr fk" went to them and 

said: "My brothers, it seems perhaps that I have angered you." They replied: 
"No, brother. May Allah forgive you." This was related by Muslim.458 

One Who Wishes to Sit with Allah Should Sit with the People ofTasawwuf 

This is a well-known statement of the Sufis. The correctness of this statement is 
established from this l).adith in the following manner. The words of the Messen

ger of Allah Is: "If you angered them ... " demonstrate that Allah ~~ is treated 

in the manner in which the accepted servants of Allah ~~ are treated. Based on 
this, it is also correct to say that sitting in the company of the accepted servants 

of Allah ~~ is similar to sitting in the company of Allah ~~. The words "sitting 
in the company" is proven from another l).adith wherein Allah ~~ says: "I am the 

sitting companion (jails) of the one who remembers Me." 
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Shurayl). ibn CUbayd related that someone made mention of the people of 

Syria in the presence of CAli fk". Someone [who was present there] said: 
"0 Commander of the Faithful! Curse them." He replied: "No. I heard the 

Messenger of Allah Is saying: "The abdal [a category of friends (awliyii) 

of Allah] live in Syria. They are forty in number. When any of them passes 
away, Allah replaces him with another person. It is through their bless

ings that the rain falls, it is through them that enemies are vanquished, 

458 Muslim: 2504 
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and it is through them that [worldly] punishment is averted from the 

people of Syria." This was related by A}:lmad.459 

Commentary: The Existence of Abdal and Others 

The statements and writings of the Sufis make reference to abdal, aqtab, awtad, 

ghawth, etc. and also speak of their qualities, blessings and actions. Since this 
}:ladith makes reference to one category, the existence of other categories is not 

unreasonable to imagine. The existence of one giving support to the existence of 

another is an established and well-known fact. The blessings of these spiritual 
giants is dearly attested to in this }:ladith. As for their actions in conceptual mat

ters, this is affirmed from the story of Khi~r in the Qur'an. 
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Shufayy al-A~ba}:li related: 1 said to Abu Huraira t&: "I am asking you for 

the sake of the truth, and again, for the sake of the truth, that you should 

narrate such a }:ladith of the Messenger of Allah /!. which you fully under
stood and comprehended." Abu Huraira t& said: "I will do so. 1 will relate 
a }:ladith to you which the Messenger of Allah /!. related to me, and which 1 

fully understand and comprehend." Abu Huraira /!. then screamed [either 
because of restlessness or intense fear because one has to be extremely 

459 Musnad A~mad: 1:112 
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cautious about narrating a l).adlth without any omissions or additions. Or 

this might have been out of intense yearning, in the sense that the close 

companionship of the Messenger of Allah IJI. was right before his eyes]. 
We waited for a long time until he recovered. He then said: "I will relate a 
l).adlth to you which the Messenger of Allah IJI. related to me in this very 
place. There was no one there apart from me and him." Abu Huraira !:!
screamed loudly. He then recovered, wiped his face, and said: "I will relate 

a l).adtth to you which the Messenger of Allah IJI. related to me in this very 
place. There was no one there apart from me and him." Abu Huraira !:!

then screamed loudly. He leaned forward and fell on his face. 1 gave him 
support for a long time. He then recovered and said: "The Messenger of 

Allah IJI. related a l).adith to me ... " This was related by Tirmidhi.460 

Commentary: The Condition of Ecstasy 

The l).adith's reference to this spiritual state is obvious. Owing to their ability to 
control themselves, the past masters rarely allowed themselves to be overcome 

while experiencing ecstasy of this magnitude. However, it is difficult not to imag

ine that, at times, even they were overcome. 
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Anas ibn Malik!:!- related that the Messenger of Allah lis said: "[On the 

day of Resurrection] a person will be with those he loved and will receive 
the reward for what he did." This was related by Tirmidhi.461 

Commentary: The Practice of Pledging Allegiance for Admission into a Silsilah 

Although it is known that certain individuals will not live up to the promises they 

made when pledging allegiance, baiah, or that they will not fulfil their respon
sibilities with regard to the prescribed spiritual practices, such as dhikr, in some 
cases they will still be admitted into the Sufi order, silsilah. This l).adith should be 

understood as the basis for this because the effect of baiah is that it becomes a 
cause oflove for one's spiritual master. Consequently, there is the hope of acquir

ing the bleSSings of this love, which are mentioned in this l).adith. 

460 Tirmidhi: 2382 

461 Tirmidhi: 2386 
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'Abdullah ibn Hisham !J.?. related that he was present in the era of the 

Messenger of Allah ~ and that his mother, Zaynab bint J:Iumayd ~ib, had 
taken him to meet the Messenger of Allah ~ saying: "0 Messenger of 
Allah! Take a pledge of allegiance (balah) from him." The Messenger of 

Allah ~ said: "He is a child." He then passed his hand over his head and 
supplicated for him. This was related by BukharL462 

Commentary: The Practice of Refusing Allegiance from a Child 
It is the practice of the spiritual masters to refuse allegiance from a child. The obvi

ous reason for this is that this allegiance is a pledge to uphold obligatory injunc
tions, and a child is not required to uphold obligatory injunctions. The essence of 

this allegiance cannot therefore be realised. When such allegiance is occasionally 
accepted, it is a nominal allegiance performed merely for the sake of blessings. 
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'Ali ibn al-J:Iusayn !J.?. related that $afiyyah ~ said: "The Messenger of 
Allah /!J. was in seclusion ({tikiij) so I went to visit him one night. I spoke 

to him for some time and then got up to leave. He accompanied me until, 
when he reached the door of the masjid, two men from the An~ar passed 
by. When they saw the Messenger of Allah /!J. they hastened [so that they 

462 Bukhari: 2501, 2502 
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may leave the precinct of the masjid quickly because they saw $afiyyah 
~ with him, and etiquette demanded that they do this). The Messen
ger of Allah I/!& said to them: 'Walk slowly [there is no need to hurry). 
This is $afiyyah bint I:Iuyayy [my wife. Do not have any other thoughts).' 
They said: 'Glory to Allah, 0 Messenger of Allah! [Can we have any evil 
thoughts about you that some strange woman is in solitude with you?!)' 
He I/!& said: 'Satan flows in man as blood flows through his veins. I feared 
he might cast some evil in your hearts: or he said: 'some evil thoughts in 
your hearts.'" This was related by Bukhari, Muslim and Abu Dawud.463 

Commentary: Avoiding Whatever Gives Rise to Suspicion 

Some Sufis are extremely imprudent. Despite their adherence to the Shari' a, 
they make careless statements or perform acts which cause not only the masses, 
but also their close associates to have negative thoughts about them. Such Sufis 
should ponder the lesson of this 1).adith, how cautious the Messenger of Allah 
I/!& was! As for those Sufis who really do not consider it essential to follow the 
Shari'a, what can be said about them?! These days, most aspirants are like this 
[not bothered about following the Shari'a), and so are their masters. 
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$afiyyah ~ related that the Messenger of Allah I!. came to her when she 
had in front of her 4000 date-pits which she was using [as counters) for 
the glorification of Allah [i.e. saying sub~iinAlliih). This was related by 
Abu Dawud and I:Iakim.464 

Commentary: The Practice of Using Counters 

Most of those who engage in the remembrance of Allah are in the practice of 
using counters (tasbi~) to count the different repetitions of dhikr. This 1).adith is 
the basis for this because there is no difference between date pits and the beads 
which they use. The string [which is used for the counter) is merely to keep the 
beads attached. This 1).adith shows that those date pits were kept together [and 
not scattered everywhere). As for the objection that holding such a counter in 

463 Bukharj: 2035. Muslim: 2175. Abu Dawud: 2470. Ibn Majah: 1779 

464 Tirmidhj: 3554. !:lakirn: 1:54 
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one's hand smacks of ostentation, the reply to this is that it is necessary to abstain 

from the essence of ostentation and not the form [or outward appearance 1 of 
ostentation. Towards the end of this book is a l:J.adith from Tabarani which clearly 
states that abstention from the outward form of ostentation is not obligatory. 
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Abu Sa'id !J.±. related that the Messenger of Allah j). said: "Many will be 

the people in this world who engage in the remembrance of Allah on soft 
cushions. Allah shall admit them to lofty gardens." This was related by 
Abu Ya'la.465 

Commentary: Comfort and Luxury do not Negate Wiliiyat 

Most of the masses are under the illusion that deprivation is necessary for piety. 
It should be apparent from the l:J.adith above that if a person remains steadfast in 
his/her practice of remembrance and obedience, while living in comfort and lux

ury, he/she can still enjoy the fruits of a close relationship with Allah. However, 
there are occasions when it is necessary to avoid the circumstances of luxury, 
or to avoid the company of certain people for a specified time or, in some cases, 

altogether. This is prescribed by a spiritual master for the sake of spiritual striv

ing, mujiihadah. Such avoidance is prescribed in particular situations and is not 
in itself a prerequisite for spiritual success. 
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465 Abu Ya'Jii: 2:1110 
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Abu Yacla related from 'A'isha \fib that the Messenger of Allah If;. said: "The 
silent dhikr which even the angel scribes, al-kiriim al-kiitihiin, cannot 
hear is seventy times superior to [vocal dhikr] on the day of Resurrec
tion. Allah will gather all of creation for the accounting of their deeds 
and the angel scribes will come forward with whatever they preserved 
or recorded. Allah will say to them: '[Apart from the deeds which are 
recorded], is there anything else that is left?, They will reply: 'As far as we 
know and what we recorded, there is nothing that has been left out or left 
unrecorded.' Allah will say [to the person]: 'I have a good deed of yours 
which even you are not aware of [at present, although you were aware of 
it when you were doing it because you did it by intent], and I will reward 
you for it. The deed is silent dhikr.'" This was related by Suyuti. 466 

Commentary: The Validity of Mental Dhikr 

The spiritual masters sometimes teach verbal remembrance and sometimes 
remembrance with the heart. Those who are concerned with the outward aspects 
of Islam are under the illusion that as long as the letters are not uttered by the 
tongue, such remembrance is not considered valid remembrance. This l;adith 
clearly states the validity and consideration of such dhikr because, in order for 
an utterance to be valid, it is necessary for the angel scribes to hear it. Since their 
hearing is negated [in this l;adith], the verbal utterance is also negated. How
ever, a verbal utterance is unanimously considered to be a prerequisite in certain 
injunctions, for example, in recitation of the Qur'an, in ~aliih, in the marriage 
contract, in divorce, and in many other situations. 

As for the objection that although the angelic scribes may not hear, they 
nonetheless have knowledge of deeds of the heart and therefore most certainly 
recorded this. Consequently it is mentioned in other l;adiths that good intentions 
are recorded by these angels. The answer to this objection is that while it would 
appear they have knowledge of most deeds of the heart, there are exceptions. 
Unless, however, there is certainty regarding the particular exceptions, the deeds 
will be considered to be included with the majority. Arid Allah knows best. 
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466 Suyflti has recorded this in al-Budur as-Siifirah and so has Abu Ya'la, as in Majma' az-Zawii'id: 10:81 
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Abu Tufayl ~ related that when a man passed by some people and greeted 

them, they replied to his greeting. When he passed beyond them, one of 
them said [to the others 1: "By Allah, I detest this person for the sake of 
Allah." Those present in the assembly objected, saying: "You said an evil 

thing. By Allah, we will inform him. 0 such and such person, get up and 

go inform him." Their messenger caught up with the man and informed 

him of what the man had said. The passerby turned and went immedi

ately to the Messenger of Allah ~ exclaiming: "0 Messenger of Allah! I 
passed by an assembly of Muslims in which a certain person was sitting. 

I greeted them and they replied to my greeting. When I had passed them 

by, one of them came running to inform me that such and such person 
amongst them had said: 'By Allah, I detest this person for the sake of Allah.' 

So, please call him and ask him why he detests me so?" The Messenger of 

Allah ~ called for the person and asked him in regard to what had tran-
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spired with the passerby. The person acknowledged everything by saying: 
"0 Messenger of Allah! 1 did make this statement." He asked: "Why do 
you detest him?" The person replied: "I am his neighbour and 1 know 
all about him. By Allah, 1 never saw him performing any prayer, ~alah, 
except for the compulsory prayers which everyone, good and bad, offers." 
The passerby replied: "0 Messenger of Allah! Ask him if he ever saw me 
delaying in performing these prayers, not performing a proper ablution 
for them, or not performing the bowing and prostrating postures cor
rectly for these prayers?" The Messenger of Allah 1/& asked him about all 
this and he replied: "No." The person then said: "By Allah, 1 never saw him 
fasting except in this month [of Rama<;lan] in which everyone, good and 
bad, keeps fast." The passerby replied: "0 Messenger of Allah! Ask him if 
he ever saw me commit errors in the fasts or if 1 was otherwise neglect
ful about them?" The Messenger of Allah I!& asked him about this and 
he replied: "No." Then the person said: "By Allah, 1 have never seen him 
give anything to a beggar, nor have 1 ever seen him spending his wealth 
in the cause of Allah except for this zakah which everyone, good and bad, 
gives." The passerby replied: "0 Messenger of Allah! Ask him if 1 ever 
concealed this zakah [from the zakah collector or did not publicly give all 
my zakah]?" The person said: "No." The Messenger of Allah I!& said to the 
person [who made all these allegations]: "Go now. 1 do not know for sure, 
but he is probably better than you." This was related by Al).mad.467 

Commentary: The Practice of Sufficing with the Essentials of Islam 

From among the physical acts of worship, the person who suffices himself with 
performing no more than what is obligatory and who occupies himself the rest 
of the time with remembrance [of Allah] and contemplation is referred to as a 
qalandar in the terminology of Sufism. This l).adlth confirms this because suf
ficing with the essentials is mentioned here in the text, and the Companions' 
remaining in constant remembrance [of Allah] and contemplation is inferred 
from the verse: "Men whom neither commerce nor buying diverts from the 
remembrance of Allah:' The Companions s& are at the head of the list of such 
men. As the passerby was a Companion /h, he is included in this group. As an 
aside, there is a Sufi order which is known as the Malamatiyya (those who seek 
rebuke). Members of this order are very particular about concealing their extra 
deeds of devotion. Their methodology is established from l).adlth [48]. All of this 
is explained there. 

-------

467 Musnad A~mad: 5:455 
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It is related in the Musnad of Daylami from Anas ~ that the Messenger 
of Allah /!. said: "Severity is found only in the righteous and obedient 
servants of My community, ummah." In another version of the 1).adtth, 
with the same chain of narrators, the words used are: "None is as worthy 
of a short temper as a person who has memorised the Qur'an, owing to 
the honour he accords the Qur'an in his heart."468 

Commentary: Short Temper 

Some spiritual masters have a very delicate temperament and it is this subtlety 
that causes them to become annoyed by improprieties. This annoyance of theirs 
may be discerned on their face or by their speech. At times, this change in their 
temperament reaches the level of anger. Consequently, some narrow-minded 
people accuse them of ill-mannerliness. Ill-mannerliness is that which trans
gresses the limit of the Shari ca. A short temper, in itself, is not impious, as illus
trated by this 1).adtth. There are certain authentic traditions wherein it is related 
that the Messenger of Allah ~ was even angered by ill-timed questions. One 
should therefore not hasten in raising objections of this nature against the spir
itual masters. 
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'Abdullah ibn Masciid ~ related: "The Messenger of Allah said to me: 'You 
have the permission to raise the curtain and listen to my secrets until I 
prohibit you from doing this." This was related by Ibn Majah.469 

468 Kashf al-Khifii': 1:423 

469 Ibn Majah has reported this in the Virtues of 'Abdullah ibn Mas'iid~. 
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AI- I:Iusayn ibn 'All: ~ related: "I asked my father about what the Messen~ 

ger of Allah ~ used to do when he entered his house. He replied: 'When 
he went to his house, he would divide his time in three: one part for Allah 
[e.g. engaging in optional acts of worship], one part for his family [speak
ing and conversing with them], and one part for himself [personal relaxa

tion]. He would then divide his personal time between necessary work 
and work for the benefit of the people. [In other words, some time for 

his own work and some time for the people]. This portion [which he set 

aside for the people] was spent by conveying to his close associates [who 
would then convey this] to the masses. He would not withhold anything 
from them. As for the portion which he set aside for the ummah [outside 

his house], it was his habit to give preference to the people of virtue.'" This 
was related by TirmidhL 470 
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Abu Musa al-Ashcari /J1 related: "I was with the Messenger of Allah ~ in 

470 Tirmidhl has recorded this in his ash-Shama'i/ in the 'Chapter of what has been reported about 

the Humility of the Noble Messenger of Allah 1#.:. 
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one of the orchards of Madlna when a man came and asked for the door to 

be opened. The Messenger of Allah I#. said: 'Go open the door and give him 

the glad tidings of Paradise.' I opened the door and saw Abu Bakr ~. I con

veyed to him the glad tidings mentioned by the Messenger of Allah It. and 

he praised Allah [over these glad tidings]." The l).adlth also mentions the 

arrival of'Umar and 'Uthman. This was related by Bukharl and MuslimYl 

The Practice of Scheduling, Visits During Times of 
Solitude and Attendants at the Door 
It is generally the practice of the spiritual masters to have their time scheduled so 

that they may enjoy certain periods of time in solitude. During these times, they 

do not meet the general public. At times they even appoint an attendant to remain 

outside and to prevent the rush of visitors. At other times, they give their special 

associates permission to come to them. Some people have raised a number of 

objections to these practices. They harbour misgivings of selfishness, favouritism 

and other feelings against the pious personalities. Some people see the attendant 

going in to the master and so they creep in behind him, attempting to use the 

permission which is granted to the attendant as license for their own entry. The 

above l).adlths clearly provide answers to these objections. I:Iadlth [314] estab

lishes scheduling, having a time set aside for solitude and privacy, and giving per

mission to close associates only.l).adlth [313] is proof that if the attendant is given 

permission to enter, others do not necessarily enjoy the same permission. I:Iadith 

[315] clearly proves the appointment of someone to sit at the door. However, it 

is not good to refuse permission to meet if a person has a severe and immediate 

need. Apart from these l).adlths, the Qur'anic verse: "If you are asked to go away, 

then go away"472 permits this, i.e. it is also permissible to refuse to meet someone 

at a certain time. Similarly, the l).adlth: "Treat people in accordance with their 

standing" proves the permissibility of giving preference to one's special associates 

over the masses. All of these objections are based on ignorance. 

I:IADITH 316 

Ibn 'Abbas ~ related: "Engaging in dhikr in a loud voice when the con-

471 Bukhari: 6216, Muslim: 2403, Tirmidhi: 3710 

472 Al-Qur'an, 24:28 
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gregation had completed the compulsory ~alah was prevalent in the era of 

the Messenger of Allah Ifr.." This was reported by Bukhari.473 

Commentary: The Practice of Reciting Dhikr Aloud 

Some people object to the Chishtiyyah Sufi order by saying that the practice 
of vocalised dhikr is unsubstantiated. This practice is clearly mentioned in this 
l).adith. However, it is related from Imam Shafi'i that the meaning of this l).adith 
is not that this sort of dhikr should always be practised after the ~alah . 
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Asma' bint Yazid ~ related in the l).adith of the Dajjal [in which the Mes
senger of Allah Ifr. spoke about his tribulation and the famine which will 

be experienced during his time]. I said: "0 Messenger of Allah! By Allah, 

at times we make the dough and have not yet made the bread when we 
already feel hungry [and thereby become restless]. What will happen to 
the believers on that day [when their adversaries will be experiencing such 
severe famine]?" He Ifr. replied: "The glorification and extolling the great
ness of Allah which suffices the inhabitants of the heavens [the angels] 

will suffice them [in place offood]." This was related by Al).mad.474 

Commentary: Remaining Without One's Usual Sustenance 

It is related with regard to certain spiritual masters that they did not eat food for 
lengthy periods during their times of solitude. Those who are only concerned 
with the outward aspects ofIslam reject such practices. It is clearly demonstrated, 

however, by the l).adith above that there are times when mere remembrance and 
glorification [of Allah] can take the place of food. 

I:IADITH 318 

473 Bukharj: 841 

474 Musnad A/:!mad: 6:456 
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cImran ibn I:Iu~ayn tb related that the Messenger of Allah IA said: "Who
ever hears 'of the Dajjal should keep as far away from him as possible. By 

Allah, even a person who considers himself a true believer will go to the 
Dajjal [for no other reason than to look at what he is doing or to debate 

with him] and end up beset by doubts, until he starts following him." This 

was related by Abu Dawlid.475 

Commentary: Remaining Aloof from Tribulation 

The spiritual masters teach that if there is a pretender to spiritual accomplish
ment through ta~awwut' no one other than a master should even consider meet
ing with the person for the purpose of debating with him or otherwise refuting 

his claims. Such a pretender's words and actions might easily lead a person to 
confusion and tribulation. This teaching is expressed explicitly in this lJadlth. 

The "big" Dajjal and the "small" Dajjal are equal in this regard. 
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An-Nawwas ibn Sam can tb related with regard to the Dajjal: We asked: "0 

Messenger of Allah! How long will he remain on Earth?" He IA replied: 
"Forty days. One day like a year, one day like a month, one day like a week, 
and the rest of the days will be like your normal days." This was related 

by Muslim.476 

f.IADITH 320 
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475 Abii Dawiid: 4319 

476 Muslim: 2937 
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Asma' bint Yazid ibn as-Sakan ~ related that the Messenger of Allah 1ft, 
said: "Dajjal will remain on earth for forty years. A year will be like the 
month, a month will be like a week, a week will be like a day, and a day 

will be like wood burning in a fire." This is related in Shar~ as-Sunnah. 477 

Commentary: The Expansion and Contraction of Time 

One of the ways to reconcile the contradictions in the above two l).adiths is to say 
that for some people the passage of time will be tedious while for others it will be 

quick. In actual fact, however, this entire period will have a specific duration. So, 
by means of the explanation above, the expansion and contraction of time men
tioned in the two l).adiths may be understood. As regards the first l).adith, it is stated 

in other versions of the same narration that the prayers of one year will be obliga
tory on the day which will be equal to one year. It may therefore be understood 
that the day will in reality also be of one year's duration. The reply to this is that it 

is possible that that one particular day will be of one year's duration and that the 
above explanation will apply to the rest of the days [Le. to some the days will seem 
long while to others they will seem short]. Nevertheless, these l).adiths express 

possibility. The following l).adith explicitly mentions the expansion of time. 

J:IADITH 321 

Abu Sa'id al-Khudri ~ related that the Messenger of Allah IJ. was asked 
about the length of the day which will be equal to 50,000 years [i.e. about 

the day of Resurrection]. He IJ. said: "I swear in the name of the One 

Who holds my life in His hands! It will be so light on the believers that it 
will be lighter than even the compulsory ~alah which they used to offer in 
the world." This was related by Bayhaqi,478 

477 Musnad Al:Jrnad: 6:454. Al-Baghawj has recorded this in his Shar~ as-Sunnah: 4159. 

478 Musnad A~mad: 375. Al-Bayhaqj has recorded it in al-Ba'th wa an-Nushur. 
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Commentary: The Contraction of Time 
This l).adith makes obvious reference to this. There is no difference in the pos
sibility of the contraction and expansion of time. Expansion can also take place 
in this way. 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related that the Messenger of Allah /j5, said: "If a person 
hears the call to prayer and has no excuse for not responding to the call, 
[Le. from attending the congregation], then the prayers he performs [on 
his own] will not be accepted." The Companions ~'"'- asked: "What is a 
[valid] excuse?" He /j5, replied: "Fear or illness." This is reported by Abii 
Dawiid.479 

Commentary: The Importance of Congregational Prayer 
These days, most "superficial" Sufis do not bother themselves with prayer in a 
congregation. In the light of this l).adith, it would appear that their prayers on 
their own are not accepted. Obviously, if a person's prayers are not accepted, how 
can that person be thought worthy of being a spiritual master?! 
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AI-Mughirah ibn Shu'bah ~ related that he accompanied the Messen
ger of Allah /j5, on the expedition to Tabuk. He said: "The Messenger of 
Allah /j5, went out into the field before the dawn prayer in order to relieve 

479 Abu Dawiid: 551. Ibn Majah: 793. Daraqutni: 1542 
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himself. I carried a utensil of water and accompanied him. When he 
returned, I poured water for him [so that he may perform his ablution) 
on his hands. He washed his hands, his face, his arms, and then passed 
wet hands over the front part of his head [this narration also states that he 
passed his wet hands over the area that is covered by the turban, i.e. over 
his entire head). I then bent down to remove his leather socks." This was 

related by Muslim.480 

The Practice of Accepting Help from an Attendant for Performing Ablution 
Spiritual masters occasionally take the assistance of their attendants for per
forming ablution. Some short -sighted people consider this to be a sign of pride. 
Such an assumption amounts to harbouring evil thoughts [about the spiritual 
master). This l).adith establishes the permissibility of this practice without any 
reprehensibility. 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related that the Messenger of Allah Its said: "Ablution is 
obligatory on the person who lies down and falls asleep because when he 
lies down, his joints become loose [and there is the possibility of his pass
ing wind)." This was related by Tirmidhi and Abu Dawiid.481 

Commentary: Ablution Breaks When One Falls After Experiencing Ecstasy 
Most Sufis are unaware of the ruling that if they become unconscious and fall 
while in a state of ecstasy, wajd, or otherwise fall down and become unconscious, 
it becomes obligatory on them to renew their ablution. The reason for this is that 
the joints become loose in the same way they loosen when one falls asleep. The 
jurists clearly state that ablution breaks when one falls unconscious. 

480 Muslim: 274 

481 Abu Dawud: 201, Tirmidhi: 77 
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Anas ~ related that: "There was none who was more beloved to the Com
panions ~ than the Messenger of Allah IJ.. Despite this, when they saw 
him, they did not stand up because they knew he disliked this." This was 
related by Tirmidhi.482 

Commentary: Abstainingfrom According Respect that is Disliked 

It is clear from this l).adith that any act of respect, honour or service which is dis
liked by one's spiritual master should be studiously avoided. These days, people 
are so accustomed to following popular practices that they fail to take into con
sideration the comfort of their spiritual masters. Oftentimes, people will simply 
adopt the formalities of non -Muslims, going to extremes in according respect, 
and insisting on attending to them as a means of attaining proximity and good 
fortune. Such acts include massaging his body, carrying his shoes and sitting 
behind him. Many ignorant Sufis mistakenly believe that one's remembrance 
and prayer, dhikr wa ~aliih, are more likely to be accepted if performed in the 
direction of the spiritual master's back. This practice is absolutely the same as 
idol-worship. Such evils are very much in vogue these days. 
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Abu Huraira ~ related that the Companions ~ said: "0 Messenger of 
Allah! You joke with us?!" He said: "I say nothing but the truth [in other 
words, my joking does not contain any falsehood nor anything imper
missible such as lies or causing harm to a Muslim]." This was related by 
Tirmidhi. 483 

Commentary: Joking does not Negate Perfection 

Some people of dry temperament look down upon the humour of the spiritual 
masters. If the precondition which is mentioned in this l).adlth is fulfilled, such 
humour is a practice established by the Sunna. If this precondition is not ful-

482 Tirmidhl: 2754 

483 Tirmidhl: 1990,1995 
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filled, its prohibition is mentioned in another l).adtth: "Do not show off to your 
brother, nor joke484 with him." 
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Abu Shurayl). al-Kacbi!A related that the Messenger of Allah lis said in a 
lengthy l).adtth: "It is not lawful for a guest to remain so long with a host 

to the extent that he causes him hardship." This was related by Bukhari 

and Muslim.485 

Commentary: Abstainingfrom Imposing on a Disciple's (murid's) Hospitality 

These days, many spiritual masters consider themselves in such control over the 
lives and wealth of their aspirants, murids, that they ask them for whatever they 

want without hesitation. Thus, they will continue living in their houses for as 

long as they like and continue eating delicious meals. They will take as many 

people as they like to that poor person's house regardless of whether the person 
likes it or not, and regardless of whether or not he is inconvenienced. Such a spir
itual master is included in the general ruling of the l).adtth above. The basis for 

this prohibition is the causing of discomfort to others. When a person becomes 
bothered by something, and this something is not his responsibility, then it is 
unlawful, ~aram to demand the same of him. Another l).adtth is more clear on 

this point: When the Messenger of Allah lis was invited to someone's house, the 

Messenger lis would always seek permission to bring along people who were not 
invited by name. When this was the case with regard to the Messenger of Allah 

lis, what can be said of others?! 

J:lADITH 328 

484 Here, the context of the J:tadith suggests that the meaning is: "Do not joke with him in a way that 

demeans or otherwise shows disrespect to him, or her." YTD. 

485 Bukharl: 6135, Muslim: 48, Abu Dawlid: 3748, Tirmidhl: 1968 
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Mul).ammad ibn Sirin related: "Dreams are of three types: thoughts, fear 
instilled by Satan [in other words, because of his enmity towards man, 

Satan causes him to dream evil things in order to worry him], and glad 
tidings from Allah." This was related by Bukhari and Muslim.486 

Jabir ~ related that the Messenger of Allah I!. said: "When any of you 

sees a bad dream, he should spit to his left three times, seek refuge from 
Satan three times, and change his sleeping position." This was related by 
Muslim.487 

Commentary: Abstain from Paying Excessive Attention to Dreams 

Many ignorant Sufis pay too much attention to their dreams. When there is a 
shortage of good dreams, they consider it to be a sign of distance from Allah and 

therefore become disheartened and distressed. When they see good dreams, they 

consider it to be the height of accomplishment and grow proud. When they see 
an incident in a dream, they rely upon their vision implicitly. When they have a 
bad dream, they become caught up in its foreboding. This l).adith demonstrates 

the error of all these ideas, and also teaches the way to avoid the negative effects 
of bad dreams. In short, a dream is not as great as people make it out to be. The 
essential concern of a person should be to ask himself: When I am awake, am I 

acting in a way that will bring the pleasure of Allah or His displeasure? 

I like what the Persian poet had to say: 

I am neither night nor night-worshipper who speaks of dreams. 

Like a slave of the sun, all I can talk about is the sunshine. 
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Ibn 'Abbas ~ related that the Messenger of Allah lis said: "Be excessive in 

remembring Allah to the extent that the hypocrites say you are showing 
off." This was related by Tabarani.488 

486 Bukhari: 7017, Muslim: 2263, Tirmidhi: 2270 

487 Muslim: 2261 

488 At-Tabarani has recorded this in his al-Mu'jam a/-Kabir: 12786 [12:131] 
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Commentary: The Ostentation of the Sheikh is 
Better than the Sincerity of the Murid 
This lJadith means that one should engage in excessive remembrance. It is obvi

ous that one cannot conceal [his dhikr] ifhe engages in it excessively. And when 
he exposes it, his antagonists will definitely accuse him of ostentation. This lJadith 
commends such public display, and while the ignorant may consider it ostenta

tion, it is not really ostentation. When something is commended, it is necessary 
for it to be good. Since good has some superiority in it, it also needs something 
over which it is superior [in other words, something that is inferior to it]. The 

inferior will be the opposite of the superior thing. In this case, the superior thing 
is ostentation in the special meaning it takes on in this particular context. The 
inferior will be the absence of ostentation. This absence of ostentation is also 

known as sincerity. It is therefore proved that some forms of ostentation are actu
ally better than some forms of sincerity. It is established from external evidence 

that the display [of the spiritual master's deeds] has certain specific advantages. 
Based on this generality, it is established that ostentation on the part of the sheikh 

is better than sincerity on the part of the murid. Understand this well. 
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Abu Umamah ~ related that the Messenger of Allah ~ passed by BaqiC 
al-Gharqad [the graveyard of Madina] on an intensely hot day and sensed 

that people were walking behind him. When he heard their footsteps, this 
weighed heavily upon him. He therefore sat down until all the people 
had passed him by. He did this to avoid the effects of pride settling on his 

heart [in other words, so that he may not feel proud that people chose to 
walk behind him]." This was related by Ibn Majah.489 

The Elders of the Path should Constantly Worry about their Personal Reformation 
I end this book on the theme of this lJadith because it is appropriate for the end 
to contain a warning. This is done so that the warning will awaken the reader 

into emulating and practising the knowledge and deeds which this book con-

489 Ibn Majah: 245 
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tains. Moreover, this is also in emulation of the Qur'an because the last verse 
to be revealed is this: "Fear the Day on which you will be returned to Allah, 
and every soul shall be repaid in full for what it has earned, and none shall be 
wronged:'490 

I would like to say that a close study of this l;adtth will open the eyes of any 
aspirant and, indeed, the eyes of any spiritual master as well. What is obvious 
here is the error of those who assume that they have attained some manner 
of spiritual perfection and therefore begin to neglect their own condition. It 
should be clear that when someone is raised to the status of spiritual master, they 
must not sit back and rest. Like the novice, they should pay particular attention 
to rectifying their deeds and constantly fear the reversal of their own condition. 
There is absolute good in this. Allah ;!~ says: "None feel safe from Allah's deep 
devising except the people who are already lost."491 A Persian poet rightly said: 

Be careful where you step, even when following the caravan of mankind, for 
the stones in the desert will cut your feet. 

Yet, do not lose hope. A wine-drinking mendicant may without warning 
suddenly arrive at his destination. 

o Allah! Help us to remain steadfast with acceptance and kindness, in this world 
as on the day of Resurrection. Peace and blessings on the finest of His creation, 
Muhammad, and on his family and Companions. 

490 AI-Qur'an, 2:281 

491 AI-Qur'an, 7:99 



Conclusion., 

fl(L PRAISE IS DUE to Allah ;i~ that this book, A Sufi Study of Ifaduh, Ifaqlqat 

at-Tarlqah, which comprises l).adiths dealing with the subject of ta?awwuf 

is now concluded. The subject of this volume is a vast one. However, 
since the purpose of this book was to convey to the reader the depth of the sub-
ject, and this amount should suffice as an example, I have written only this much; 
though I did write on a few subjects of revelance in a brief supplement to this 
book entitled: an-Nukat ad-Daqlqah. 

All praise is due to Allah at the beginning, in the end, internally and exter
nally. Peace in Abundance to His Messenger, Muhammad 11&, his family and 
Companions~. This work was completed at the beginning of Rabi' al-Awwal 
1327 AH (March, 1909).492 

492 The work of translating this book into English, which began at the behest of my teacher, Maulana 

Mul:tammad Yiisiif Binnori in 1975, was finally completed in November of 2009, wa'I-IJamdu [illah 
IJamdan Kathiran. YTD. 
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i:ladith [174] on acceptance ofluxuries 
i:ladith [178] on superiority of ac-

tions of masters 
i:ladith [183] on true friendship 

($iddiqiyyah) 
i:ladith [197] his capacity for memo

risation 
i:ladith [228] on abandoning worldly 

affairs 
i:ladith [244] on perception in inani

mate objects 
l;1adith [254] on provision from the 

Unseen 
i:ladith [271] on repelling whisperings 
i:ladith [286] on esoteric knowledge 
l;1adith [290] on provision from the 

Unseen 
i:ladith [292] on fake Sufis 
i:ladith [294] on boasting about line

age 
i:ladith [299] on the omnipresence 

of Allah 
i:ladith [326] on joking 

AbU Jahm ibn Hudhayfah 
i:ladith [113] on distraction in the 



prayer 
Abu Khallad 

i)adith [286] on esoteric knowledge 

Cilm ladunnf) 
Abu Laytham 

i)adith [96] on supplicating for one's 

host 
Abu Mas'ud al-Badri 

i)adith [215] on the selling of charms 

Abu Mulaykah 

i)adith [259] on fear of hypocrisy 
Abu Musa 

i)adith [91] on audible dhikr 
i)adith [136] on visions of the Al

mighty 
i)adith [167] on the night prayer 
i)adith [179] on non-volitional bless

ings of the godly 
i)adith [195] on striving to please the 

believers 

i)adith [315] on scheduling visitors 
Abu Rimthah 

i)adith [220] on wearing clothing of 
one colour 

Abu Sahm 
i)adith [266] on wrong actions com

mitted secretly 

Abu Salamah 
i)adith [189] on the concern of mas

ters for their families 
Abu Sa'id al-Khudri 

i)adith [23] on non-essential acts of 
worship 

i)adith [38] on the intuition of be
lievers 

i)adith [55] on audible dhikr not 
disturbing others 

i)adith [66] on seclusion 

i)adith [146] on accepting payment 
for charms 

i)adith [175] on comparing masters 
i)adith [208] on the benefits of seclu

sion 
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i)adith [210] being wary of deceptive 
miracles 

i)adith [296] deliberate use of indi

rect language 
i)adith [309] on the acceptability of 

comfort and luxury 

i)adith [321] on the contraction of 
time 

Abu Sa'ud al-An~ari 
i)adith [170] on singing for enter

tainment 
Abu Shah 

i)adith [153] on record keeping 
Abu Shurayi) al-Ka'bi 

i)adith [327] imposing hardship on 
the host 

Abu Sufyan 
i)adith [249] permanence of true 

iman 

Abu Tali)ah 
i)adith [79] giving of blessed gifts 
i)adith [207] preserving blessed 

objects 
i)adith [233] on vigilance over the 

heart 

Abu Tufayl 
i)adith [227] on transmission from 

heart to heart 
i)adith [311] doing only what is 

obligatory 
Abu Umamah 

i)adith [70] on avoiding debate 
i)adith [330] on avoiding compla

cency 
Abu Zumayl 

i)adith [219] on attention to personal 
appearance 

Abu 'Abdullah ibn Abi Bakr 

i)adith [233] on vigilance over the 
heart 

Ai)naf ibn Qays 

i)adith [19] on taking gifts from the 
wealthy 
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Widh ibn 'Amr 

l:J.adith [302] on sitting with the peo

ple of tasawwuf 
Wishah 

l:J.adith [5] on taking bay'ah from 

women 

l:J.adith [24] on the irrelevance of 

pleasure in worship 

l:J.adith [32] on the reality of ta
wakkul 

l:J.adith [39] on fear and humility 

l:J.adith [41] on ecstatic pronounce

ments 
l:J.adith [56] a master may benefit 

from a follower 

l:J.adith [78] examples of unfounded 

practices 

l:J.adith [86] on respect through fam

ily 
l:J.adith [87] on inspiration Cilham) 
l:J.adith [89] burial in a blessed place; 

self-deferment 

l:J.adith [94] on incantation and suf-

flation 

l:J.adith [113] on avoiding distraction 

l:J.adith [123] the importance of rest 

l:J.adith [161] examples of kashf and 

karamah; desire for death 

l:J.adith [182] giving names to murids 
l:J.adith [189] concern for family 
l:J.adith [224] avoiding the permissi-

ble out of prudence 

l:J.adith [237] on speech from the 

Unseen 

l:J.adith [250] on true dreams 

l:J.adith [278] on respect for the dead 

l:J.adith [300] on spiritual contraction 
(qabej) 

l:J.adith [301] on communication 

from the Unseen 
'Ali 

l:J.adith [21] on spiritual knowledge 

l:J.adith [80] legal exemption for the 

spiritually intoxicated 

l:J.adith [81] the spirit being over the 

letter in commands 
l:J.adith [86] on respect through family 

l:J.adith [141] on shaving the head 

l:J.adith [148] on giving advice 

l:J.adith [150] on the dangers of ar-

cane speech 

l:J.adith [165] the question of infal-

libility 

l:J.adith [188] on unicity in praxis 

l:J.adith [213] on singing and dancing 

l:J.adith [223] on accepting gifts from 
disbelievers 

l:J.adith [227] on transmission from 

heart to heart 

l:J.adith [230] on the need for reflec

tion 

l:J.adith [255] expressing dislike for 
something lawful 

l:J.adith [303] on the existence of the 

Abdal etc. 

'Ali ibn al-I:Iusayn 

l:J.adith [307] on inviting suspicion 
'Ali ibn 'Abd al-Ral:J.man 

l:J.adith [110] on use of the forefinger 

for concentration in prayer 
'Amir ibn Sacd 

l:J.adith [198] on the answering of 

prayers 
'Amir ibn Sa'id 

l:J.adith [170] on singing for enter

tainment 

'Amr ibn al-'A~ 
l:J.adith [152] on recording discourses 

Anas 

l:J.adith [9] on moderation 
l:J.adith [10] on metaphorical refer

ence to Allah 

l:J.adith [46] on the reality of contrac
tion (qabej) 

Anas ibn an-Na<;lar 

l:J.adith [156] perception of the Unseen 



'A~im 
l;adIth [158] examples of karamah 

'A~im al-Al;wal 
l;adIth [207] on preserving blessed 

objects 
al-Aslamiyyah 

l;adith [77] on using empty rooms 
for worship 

al-Aswad 

l;adith [258] on speaking in veiled 

terms 
Aslam 

l;adIth [72] on the responsibility of 
role models 

l;adith [143] on caring for the fami
lies of deceased masters 

Asma' 

l;adIth [58] on the expression of 
ardour (wajd) 

l;adIth [217] on pretending to be a 
Master 

Asma' bint Yazid 

l;adIth [238] on making special 
concessions 

l;adith [317] on surviving without 
food 

l;adIth [320] on the expansion and 
contraction of time 

'Atiyyah al-Sacdi 

l;adIth [103] on renouncing lawful 
pleasures 

'Awf ibn Malik 
l;adith [4] on taking the pledge of 

allegiance (bay'ah) 
l;adith [18] on choosing celibacy 

al-Bara' ibn Malik 
l;adith [196] on the irrelevance of 

appearances 
Bilal 

l;adith [17] on keeping mementos 

l;adIth [180] on the proper interpre
tation of visions 

l;adith [302] on sitting with the peo-

pIe of tasawwuf 
Buraydah 
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l;adIth [180] on the proper interpre
tation of visions 

al-Fa9.1 ibn 'Abbas 
l;adith [112] on the need for humility 

Fatimah 
l;adIth [86] on respect through family 
l;adIth [294] on boasting about line

age 

Fu9.alah al-Kamil 

l;adIth [269] on the meaning of the 
greater jihad 

I:Ian~alah 
l;adIth [8] on changing spiritual 

states 

I:Iaram ibn Mall;an 
l;adIth [159] on yearning for death 

al-I:Iarith ibn Hisham 

l;adIth [301] on communication 
from the Unseen 

I:Iarith ibn Suwayd 
l;adIth [61] on ecstatic pronounce

ments 

I:Iatib 
l;adIth [165] the question of infal

libility 
Hilal ibn Umayyah 

l;adith [40] example of karamah 
I:Iudhayfah 

l;adIth [191] on emulation of the 
masters 

l;adith [258] on speaking in veiled 
terms 

al-I:Iusayn 
l;adith [190] on true dreams 
l;adith [314] on scheduling visits 

Ibn Abi Kathir 

l;adith [266] on wrong actions com
mitted secretly 

Ibn Masclid 

l;adIth [3] on disregarding waswasa 
l;adith [45] on ecstasy and efface-
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ment (ghaybah and mabw) 
l.ladith [57] special properties of 

audition (sam,t) 
l.ladith [61] on ecstatic pronounce

ments 
l.ladith [151] on the dangers of arcane 

speech 
l.ladith [176] on spiritual confine-

ment (ba$ar) 
l.ladith [191] on emulation of masters 
l.ladith [222] on wearing wool 
l.ladith [258] on speaking in veiled 

terms 
l.ladith [285] on internal affinity with 

Allah (sharb a$-$adr) 
l.ladith [291] on envisioning one's 

spiritual master 
Ibn Sirin 

l.ladith [207] on preserving blessed 
objects 

l.ladith [328] on excessive attention 
to dreams 

Ibn Umm 'Abd 
see Ibn Mas'l1d (l.ladith [191]) 

Ibn Zubayr 
l.ladith [m] use of the forefinger for 

concentration in prayer 
Ibn 'Abbas 

l.ladith [33] on moderation in absten
tion from pleasure 

l.ladith [36] on the state of intoxica-
tion 

l.ladith [40] example of karamah 
l.ladith [43] on stray thoughts 
l.ladith [47] on esoteric tafsir 
l.ladith [49] on the prohibition of 

pictures 
l.ladith [51] on spiritual progress 
l.ladith [54] on dhikr as remedy for 

whisperings 
l.ladith [76] on the veneration of 

images 
l.ladith [80] legal exemption for the 

spiritually intoxicated 
l.ladith [90] on the decoration of 

tombs 
l.ladiths [116,117] on neglect of 

prayer in the mosque 
l.ladith [155] on familiarity with Allah 

(idZaZ) 
l.ladith [204] on the appearance of 

Allah in creation 
l.ladith [219] on attention to personal 

appearance 
l.ladith [227] on transmission from 

heart to heart 208 
l.ladith [234] on excessive praise of 

one's sheikh 
l.ladith [249] on the permanence of 

iman 
l.ladith [257] on seclusion for forty 

days 
l.ladith [260] the practice of 

muraqabah 
l.ladith [262] on warding off whisper

ings 
l.ladith [279] on spiritual activity 

from the grave 
l.ladith [297] on spiritual apparitions 

of the deceased 
l.ladith [316] on reciting dhikr aloud 
l.ladith [322] the importance of con

gregational prayer 
l.ladith [324] on renewal of ablution 

after wajd 
l.ladith [329] on ostentation and 

sincerity in dhikr 
Ibn 'Umar 

l.ladith [11] on the saying 'die before 
you die' 

l.ladith [34] on intoxication (sukr) 
l.ladith [53] on concurrent visions 
l.ladith [62] on the manifestation of 

meanings 
l.ladith [72] on the responsibility of 

role models 



l).adlth [74] on original compositions 
l).adlth [SS] on naming a successor 
l).adlth [120] on group dhikr 
l).adlth [133] on the sanctity of the 

believer's heart 
l).adlth [135] on female hijab before 

male masters 
l).adlth [IS5] on divine inspiration 

and intuition 
l).adlth [IS7] on the abandonment of 

basic disciplines 
l).adlth [209] on accepting gifts 
l).adlth [239] on building over graves 
l).adlth [2S0] on corruption and 

purification of the heart 
clmran ibn Hudhayfah 

l).adlth [9S] on borrowing money 
clmran ibn l:Iu~ayn 

on communication with angels 53 
l).adlth [31S] on avoiding the Dajjal 

clsa ibn Waqid 
l).adlth [264] on choosing celibacy 

Jabir 
l).adlth [17] on keeping mementos 
l).adlth [29] finding comfort in ad

monishments 
l).adlth [30] on blessed personal ef

fects of the pious 
l).adlth [74] on original composition 
l).adlth [75] on the intermittence of 

visions 
l).adlth [95] on supplicating for the 

host 
l).adlth [106] on the enjoyment of 

this world 
l).adlth [lOS] on figurative reference 

to disbelief 
l).adlth [140] on pleasure in reciting 

the Qur'an 
l).adlth [145] on foregoing pleasure 
l).adlth [162] examples of kashf and 

karamah; on yearning for life and 
death 
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l).adlth [166] on the exercise ofleni-
ency 

l).adlth [ISS] on unicity in praxis 
l).adlth [193] on miracles 
l).adlth [240] on matters related to 

graves 
l).adith [32S] on matters related to 

dreams 
Jarlr ibn 'Abdullah 

l).adlth [16S] on human frailties 
Jubayr ibn Mut'im 

l).adlth [S5] on naming a successor 
l).adlth [29S] on lack of etiquette 

with Allah 
Kabashah 

l).adlth [105] blessings in what is used 
by a master 

Kathlr 
l).adlth [142] on shaving the head 

Kacb 

l).adlth [35] on discipline by disas
sociation 

Khubaib 
l).adlth [15S] examples of miracles 

Kulayb 
l).adlth [142] on shaving the head 

Marwan 
l).adith [163] on excessive love and 

devotion 
Maymunah 

l).adlth [9S] on borrowing money 
al-Miswar ibn Makhramah 

l).adlth [163] on excessive love and 
devotion 

l).adlth [255] expressing dislike for 
something lawful 

Mughlrah ibn Shucbah 
l).adlth [122] on rigorous spiritual 

diSCiplines (mujahadah) 
l).adlth [323] on assisted ablutions 

al-Musayyab ibn l:Iazan 
l).adlth [201] on the limits of master

hood 
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al-Muttalib ibn Abi Wadacah 
l:ladith [241] on marking graves for 

identification 
Mutarrif ibn 'Abdullah ibn ash

Shikhkhir 
l:ladith [276] on the experience of 

spiritual ecstasy (wajd) 
Mucadh ibn Anas 

l:ladith [218] on attention to personal 
appearance 

Mucadh ibn Jabal 
l:ladith [15] on the virtues of the Sufis 

MuCawiyah 
l:ladith [100] on the definition of 

wajd (spiritual ardour) 
Nafic 

l:ladith [72] on the responsibility of 
role models 

Nawwas ibn Samcan 
l:ladith [83] on good character 
l:ladith [319] on the expansion and 

contraction of time 
Nucman ibn Bashir 

l:ladith [214] on the essence of the 
Sufi way 

al-Qasim ibn Mul:lammad 
l:ladith [272] on repelling whisper

ings 
Qatadah 

l:ladith [97] on illumination as a 
distraction 

Qays ibn Abi Gharazah 
l:ladith [12] on the giving of names 

Qura~ah ibn Kacb 
l:ladith [170] on singing for enter

tainment 
~afiyyah bint I:Juyayy 

l:ladith [308] on using counters 
(tasbi~) 

~afwan ibn 'AssaI 
l:ladith [130] on love for the masters 

Sahl ibn Sacd 
l:ladith b] on the speech of inani-

mate objects 
l:ladith [223] on taking gifts from 

disbelievers 
Salamah ibn al-Akwac 

l:ladith [164] on renewing the oath of 
allegiance (bay'ah) 

~alil:l ibn Dirham 
l:ladith [295] on vicarious acts of 

worship; worship in blessed places 
Salim 

l:ladith [209] on accepting gifts 
Salma 

l:ladith [190] on true dreams 
Salman al-Farisi 

l:ladith [199] on respect for the mas
ter's countrymen 

Sawdah bint Zamcah 
l:ladith [224] avoiding the permissi

ble out of prudence 
~acb ibn Jaththamah 

l:ladith [73] on returning gifts 
Sa'd ibn Abi Waqqa~ 

l:ladith [157] on simulation 
l:ladith [224] avoiding the permissi

ble out of prudence 
Sacd ibn Mucadh 

l:ladith [156] on the world of the 
Unseen 

l:ladiths [161,162] examples of kashf 
and karamah; desire for death 

l:ladith [194] on miracles 
Sacd ibn cUbadah 

l:ladith [96] on supplicating for the 
host 

Shaddad ibn aI-Had 
l:ladith [67] on miracles; keeping 

mementos 
Shufayy al-A~bul:li 

l:ladiths [100,304] on experiencing 
ecstasy (wajd) 

Shurayl:l ibn CUbayd 
l:ladith [303] on the existence of the 

Abdal etc. 



Sufyan al-Thawri 17 
Sufyan ibn 'Uyayna 42 
~uhayb 

l)adith [302] on sitting with the peo
ple of tasawwuf 

Tall)ah 
l)adith [72] on the responsibility of 

role models 
Talq ibn 'Ali 

l)adith [245] seeking blessings from 
the personal effects of masters 

l)adith [281] on reciting the Qur'an 
Tawus 

l)adith [281] on reciting the Qur'an 
Thabit ibn a~-pal)l)ak 

l)adith [256] on correct intention in 
the slaughter of animals 

'Ubadah ibn a~-~amit 
l)adith [31] on ecstasy and efface

ment 
l)adith [268] on the pledge of al

legiance (bay'ah) 
Ubayy ibn Ka'b 

l)adith [7] on the use of equivocal 
language 

l)adith [26] on divine inspiration 
l)adith [282] on the imposition of 

ecstasy (ta?arruf) 
'Umar 

l)adith [1] on simulation (tamath
thul) 

l)adith l34] on intoxication (sukr) 
l)adith [60] on making up missed 

supererogatory worship 
l)adith [72] on the responsibility of 

role models 
l)adith [80] legal exemption for the 

spiritually intoxicated 
l)adiths [87,88] on divine inspiration 

(ilham); naming successors 
l)adith [101] on divine inspiration 
(ilham) 

l)adith [129] on the virtues of 
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wi/ayah 
l)adith [135] on female hijab before 

male masters 
l)adiths [143,144] concern for the 

master's family; on avoiding meat 
l)adith [145] on foregoing lawful 

pleasures 
l)adith [155] on familiarity with Allah 

(idla/) 
l)adith [163] on excessive love and 

devotion 
l)adith [165] the question of infal

libility 
l)adith [177] on unconditional love 
l)adith [185] on divine inspiration 

and intuition 
l)adith [200] on deriving benefit 

from the less accomplished 
l)adith [234] on excess in praising 

one's sheikh 
l)adith [251] on voices from the 

Unseen 
l)adith [267] the essentials of the Sufi 

way 
l)adith [270] on whisperings 
l)adith [278] on showing respect to 

the dead as to the living 
l)adith [288] on the permissibility of 

tawassul 
l)adith [315] on scheduling visits 

'Umar ibn Maymun 
l)adith [89] burial in a blessed place 

'Umar ibn Thabit 
l)adith [137] on visions of Allah 

Umayyah ibn Khalid ibn 'Abdullah ibn 
Usayd 

l)adith [287] on tawassul 
Umm al-Darda' 

l)adith [277] on the manifestation of 
Divine attributes in creation 

Umm al-'Ala' 
l)adith [63] on the world of manifest 

meaning ('alam al-mithal) 
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Umm Salama 

J:tadith [190] on true dreams 
UmmSulaym 

J:tadith [159] on yearning for death 
J:tadith [247] seeking blessings from 

the personal effects of masters 
'Uqbah ibn 'Amir 

J:tadith [274] on concentration in the 
prayer 

'Urwah ibn al-Zubayr 
J:tadith [163] on excessive love and 

devotion 
Usamah ibn Zayd 

J:tadith [65] on supplicating for the 
bearer of gifts 

Usayd ibn l:Iu<;layr 
J:tadith [25] on communication with 

angels 

J:tadith [181] on miracles 
J:tadith [236] on joking 

'Utbah 

J:tadith [224] avoiding the permissi
ble out of prudence 

'Utban ibn Miilik 

J:tadith [118] designating places for 
worship; preferring blessed places 

'Uthaym ibn Kathir ibn Kulayb 

J:tadith [142] on shaving the head 
'Uthman 

J:tadith [68] on the balah in absentia 
J:tadith [186] on the balah in absen

tia 
J:tadith [187] on the abandonment of 

basic disciplines 
J:tadith [270] on whisperings 

J:tadith [273] on stray thoughts in 

~alah 

J:tadith [315] on scheduling visitors 
'Uthman ibn Abu al-'A~ 

J:tadith [124] on the cure for whisper
ings 

'Uthman ibn Maz'un 

J:tadith [63] on the world of manifest 
meaning ('alam al-mithal) 

J:tadith [241] on marking graves for 
identification 

'Uthman ibn TalJ:tah 
J:tadith [77] on using empty rooms 

for worship 
Uways ibn 'Amir 

J:tadith [200] on deriving benefit 

from the less accomplished 
Wahb 

J:tadith [166] on the exercise of leni

ency 
Wathilah ibn al-Asqa' 

J:tadith [263] false claims to unveil
ings; carelessness in relating 

J:tadith 
Zam'ah 

J:tadith [224] avoiding the permissi
ble out of prudence 

Zayd al-Khayr 
J:tadith [261] on signs of Allah's af

firmation 
Zayd ibn Thabit 

J:tadith [93] on telling the master 
about dreams 

Zaynab bint I:Iumayd 
J:tadith [306] on refusing the alle

giance (balah) of children 
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A SUFI STUDY of HADITH 
Haqiqat al-Tariqa min as-Sunna al-Aniqa 

Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi 

A SUFI STU DY 0 F HADIT H (Originally titled Haqiqat al-Tariqa min as-Sunna al-Aniqa) is a unique work 
of commentary on a selection of over three hundred authentic hadith. Maulana Ashraf Ali Thanawi, one 
of the subcontinent's greatest spiritual leaders and an author of unequalled prolificacy, translates, interprets, 
and then comments on each hadith from the perspective of tasawwuj. whether to explain a fine point of 
theology, or to discourse on morality, etiquette, behaviour, or the customary practices of Sufis. In the pages 
of this volume, one encounters a side of Islam that is little known and less understood. For all seekers of the 
truth, and especially those keen to further their understanding of the teachings of the Prophet, upon him be 
peace on tasawwuf-related subjects, Maulana Thanawi's work is truly invaluable. 

Mawlana Ashraf Ali Thanwi rahmatullahi alayh excelled in every branch of Islamic learning and was one 
of the Islamic world's most outstanding religious figures of recent times. Perhaps his most significant and 
enduring legacy is a renewed awareness, understanding and acceptance of authentic tasawwuf among the 
masses. Indeed, he is still remembered as Hakim-al-Ummah (Physician of the Ummah) due to his expertise 
in diagnosing spiritual ailments and dispensing the most efficacious cures. 

In this book Mawlana Thanwi discusses numerous subtle and complex themes of tasawwuf derived from 
the ahadith of our beloved Messenger sallallahu alayhi wasallam. His erudite commentary demonstrates 
time and again how the principles of tasawwufhave their origins in the primary sources of Islam. Mawlana 
Thanwi's approach, like that of his illustrious mashai'ikh, stresses the complete harmony between Shariah 
and tariqah and their interrelatedness. 

Alhamdulillah, Mawlana Yusuf DeLorenzo's translation now gives English speaking Muslims access to this 
valuable work. Studying this book under the guidance of a qualified shaykh will increase the interested 
reader's understanding and appreciation of the treasury of hadith as well as the science of tasawwuj. and 
prove beneficial for the traveller on the path leading to Allah. 

SHAYKH MUHAMMAD SALEEM DHORAT 

This volume revives the tradition of the earliest Sufis, who related hadiths from the Prophet (Allah bless 
him and give him peace) in such core works as Qushayri's Risala, Makki's Qut al-Qulub, and Abu Nu'aym's 
Hilya al-Awliya. Imam Junayd has said, "The spiritual path is blocked shut, except to those who seek out 
the traces of the Chosen Prophet (Allah bless him and give him peace); 'Say, 'This is my path: I summon to 
Allah upon entire insight, I and whoever wholeheartedly follows me' [Qur'an 12:ro8]:' Thanawi's work is 
a treasury of valuable hadiths for anyone on the true path, and a guide to many of the traditions (adab) of 
Sufism in the South Asia of his day. The powerful and vigorous translation of Yusuf DeLorenzo brings to 
life in English a great many realities of the way of spiritual realities. 

SHAYKH NUH HA MIM KELLER 
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